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Abstract
According to the Convergence Culture paradigm, in modern times, characterized by Web 2.0
technologies and the Digital Revolution, Virtual Communities are widely spreading.
Virtual Communities are groups of people who share interests and passions, getting in touch through the
Net. Usually a Virtual Community sprang up around a project: people contribute to develop the project,
contemporarily building interpersonal relationships with other members. Virtual groups could be considered a
concrete example of collective intelligence: they are informal learning environments based on knowledge
exchange and effective fields of identity building processes. Research goal of this paper is to analyze the
relational dynamics and the identity-formation processes of one of the most important Italian Virtual
Communities: ItalianSubsAddicted.
The research adopted a Case Study Methodology with a Mixed Method approach, i.e. through a
combination of qualitative and quantitative techniques in data collection and analysis; specifically, content
analysis of official Community documents and in-depth interviews to 15 Community members. Finding shows
that the Community experience is an important source of cultural enrichment: it offers to people, totally different
for personal and social features, educational paths and work conditions, the possibility to interact, share opinions
and confront each other. Community experience also makes people develop different skills, in particular
linguistic and interpersonal skills, like collaborative problem solving and conflict management. Thus, virtual
Communities could be considered as fields of informal learning and skills acquisition. Sharing passions
overtakes every geographic, social and cultural barrier. Cultural diversity allows each person to leave
parochialism behind and get a new and richer identity.
Keywords: Virtual Communities, Identity, Informal Learning.

1

Introduction

According to the Convergence Culture paradigm [1], in modern times, characterized by Web 2.0
technologies and the Digital Revolution, Virtual Communities are widely spreading. Virtual Communities are
voluntary and impermanent forms of aggregation, whose members share interests and passions through the Net.
As Cova states: “these postmodern communities are inherently unstable, small scale, affective and are not fixed
by any of the established parameters of modern society; instead they can be held together through shared
emotions, styles of life, new moral beliefs, senses of injustice and consumption practices" [2].
The majority of the people, during their lives, usually takes part in several Communities, depending on
the passions and the interests they perceive as predominant in a specific period of their existence. This happens
also in times that were considered “individualistic” by academic literature. This is why the sociological
perspective expressed by Maffesoli [3] states that post-modernity must not be considered in terms of ‘triumph of
individualism’. In the same wavelength is Cova: to him, post-modernity creates new social compositions: “the
individual who finally managed to liberate him/her from archaic or modern social links is embarking on a
reverse movement to recompose his/her social universe on the basis of an emotional free choice” [2]. In other
words, nowadays people join Communities to satisfy their strong and pressing need of social connections. Postmodern groups are emotionally based and they can connect heterogeneous people having different socio-cultural
backgrounds, but sharing at the same time interests, passions and feelings.
Virtual Communities can also acquire the configuration of Communities of Practice [4]: this happens
when Community members do not limit themselves to share interests and passions, but become producers. In
other words, Communities of Practice are composed by individuals who, moved by common interests, decide to
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cooperate in order to share information, create ideas, find common solutions, build knowledge, make
innovations, and so on.
A Community of Practice founds its identity on a specific domain of interest and it is aimed to develop
a defined group project [4]. In order to achieve the collective goals, each member gives his/her contribution to
the group project and he/she is engaged in shared activities and tasks. Community members adopt a defined
organization form, aimed to effectively carry out the collective activities and achieve the Community goals.
Another distinctive feature of this type of Community is the production of an extended repertory of
resources. As underlined before, a Community of practice is something more than a Community of interest: its
members, in fact, become practitioners and create and develop a shared collection of resources [5].
Within this type of groups, communication is crucial: Community members use all the available tools
and channels to cooperate; to exchange information and knowledge; to help each other.
The technological development (the Digital Revolution and the advent of the Web 2.0) has increased
the numbers of Communities of practice, giving people, geographically far and different for social and cultural
features, the possibility to interact and build strong relationships.

2

Learning and identity

There are two key-concepts to understand the Communities of practice: learning and identity.
Community of practice activities are based on collaborative learning dynamics: in other words, learning
is not an isolated and individual process. On the contrary, learning and intelligence are always collective,
situated and distributed and arise from the collaboration and cooperation between many people ([5], [6]).
Learning is achieved doing activities (learning by doing); the knowledge production is the result of the
interaction among the Community members and, during the activities development, each individual receives
motivation and support by the group itself ([5], [6], [7]). Through collaborative problem solving dynamics, each
component contributes to the group project with the best of his/her abilities and skills; the result is achieved
through confrontation and negotiation processes. Another important outcome is the recognition, appreciation and
mobilization of individual skills [6] and the production of a common repertory: every production, once realized,
is freely shared and made available to everybody.
Strictly connected with the learning dynamics is the concept of identity.
The identity building process is interactive and dynamic as well: it realizes itself thought an active
participation to the Community and by activities and practices sharing. New members, in fact, become gradually
part of the Community, by acquiring its procedures, routines, values, terminology and rituals. In other words,
they face a new form of socialization.
Learning by doing, each person, who initially is at the Community boundaries, gradually moves toward
the Community center, acquiring an expertise, developing specific skills and then finally becoming an expert
member [5].

3

Research purpose

The purpose of the research is to analyze the learning dynamics and the identity-formation processes of
one of the most important Italian Virtual Community of Practice: ItalianSubsAddicted, (best known as Itasa), a
Fansubbing Community composed by people tied to a strong passion for Anglo-Saxon TV-series. Itasa members
do not only share their interests and passions, they also become producer as they translate and subtitle media
products. The subtitles, once produced by Community members through a collective and interactive production
process, are freely shared on the Net and become available to everybody. The Itasa Community represents a
concrete application of the collective intelligence dynamics and a paradigmatic example of collaborative learning
and problem solving ([1], [8]).

4

Methodology

The research adopts a Case Study Methodology, which is an ideal approach when a holistic analysis is
required ([9], [10], [11]). The Case Study allows the researcher to study a phenomenon in depth, so as to
highlight its most relevant aspects. Case Study approach is based on the selection of one or more exemplary
cases. The methodology is also characterized by the combined use of different research techniques, with the
consequent need to apply a triangulation strategy between them ([9], [12], [13], [14]). Our research used an
Exploratory Case Study [9], whose goal is not to reach definitive evidences, but to suggest “food” for thought
and encourage further studies about Virtual Communities.
The case selection was preceded by the literature review about the Italian Virtual Communities
scenario. At the end of this step, we decided to focus the attention on one of the most important Italian Virtual
Community, Italiasubsaddicted (Itasa). In agreement with the literature, our methodology combined qualitative
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and quantitative techniques in data collection and analysis, following a mixed method approach. Specifically,
content analysis of official documents produced by the ItalianSubsAddicted Community; press review of articles
and videos about the Community; netnography for the analysis of the Community forum; in-depth interviews to
15 Itasa members, selected with a snowball sampling.

5

Results

Itasa was born in 2005. In few years the Community has developed and increased, up to reach the
current proportions: from 140 users in 2005 to more than 300.000 users today. The Community is composed by
different people who share a strong passion for American TV-series. Itasian members, are individuals totally
heterogeneous (students, doctors, lawyers, teachers, business owners and so on) who undertake to work together
in order to translate and subtitle their favourite TV-series trying to avoid the cross cultural contamination biases1
which often occur with the official dubbing. Over the time, Itasa improved the quality of its production, by
coordinating and organizing its members according to their skills and abilities. The obsessive attention for the
organizational aspects helped Itasa to improve the quality of the subtitling work: “At the beginning, the
translations quality was a bit amateur, but over the time, the Community has refined its structure, especially from
an organizational point of view. We organized our structure as best as we could, significantly improving the
products quality” (Lucascorso, Admin).
So, organization is an important key success: Itasa is based on a defined organization chart, where each
individual is allocated with specific tasks, roles, responsibilities. The actual Community organization is the result
of numerous attempts and reveals itself perfectly functional to achieve the collective goals: “We made numerous
attempts in order to identify the better organization for us. Finally, we found the ideal one” (Lucascorso, Admin).
Another important Itasa key success is the strong Community identity, based on a deep-seated sense of
belonging and on the practice of value sharing. From the very beginning, each Itasian member gradually acquires
and interiorizes the Community values and principles. Itasians attach great importance to the quality of their
productions, because they feel responsible for the Community image of production excellence: „It is important to
me to create an end product studied in detail. Everyone here tries to do his best […] I represent the Community, I
am part of it and give my contribution to the Community image and reputation” (Arissia, ex Translator).
Subtitles production is based on a complex human resources management process [15]. The episode
translation is realized through a team work, whereby each team is coordinated by an expert member (Revisor),
who has the responsibility to uniform and refine the members’ contributions. The final product is always the
result of the collaboration and cooperation between the team members. Collaborative problem solving, in fact,
permeates the entire creative process: even if each subber has a specific part of episode to translate, every
problem, hesitation, difficulty during the translation process is shared and discussed with other members and all
the subbers cooperate to find shared solutions: “When you bump into an inside jokes or an idiomatic expression
and you don’t know how to translate it, you can ask the Community for help. We often cooperate to find shared
solutions […] we use, above all, the chat, that allows us to interact easily and communicate in real time”
(Potomac, Publisher).
Collaborative problem solving is supported by the Community structure itself: Itasa is organized so that
the communication flows follow, with the same fluency and speed, both horizontal and vertical directions. “A
Translator is never alone. There is always someone he can count on. Collaborative problem solving permeates
the Community organization. A Translator can share his doubts with other translators or with the Revisers. If a
subber has some problems during the translation, there is always someone ready to help him” (Potomac,
Publisher).
The possibility to be appreciated and esteemed by the Community plays an important role for each
individual: praises and approvals work as strong motivation, inciting the member into doing his best for the
Community. "I feel very happy when my work is appreciated by Revisers, when they say that my translation is
good” (Pino3dita, Translator).
“Why do I translate? Because I enjoy myself with other members, but also because I get a great
satisfaction, especially when the series is very famous. Receiving compliments, obtaining other people
thankfulness…it is great” (Uffanna, Translator).
“If you live in a Community like this, you are ready to do your best. There isn’t any competition
between us [..] There is a positive atmosphere, where you feel good, you are constantly pushed into committing
fully” (Arissia, imagineer).

1

Community members’ goal is to preserve the media product in its original form, avoiding every type of cross cultural
contaminations. The adaption choices which often occur with the official dubbing, in fact, can lead spectators to misunderstand
the author’s purposes, thus losing the inter and intra textual references present within the episode (humors, jokes, and so on).
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As a Community of practice, Itasa represents a paradigmatic example of collective, situated and
distributed intelligence and an effective field of learning by doing: the Community experience could favor the
development of specific skills and abilities.
First of all, linguistic skills: the practice of translation and subtitling allows the subbers to increase and
improve their English knowledge.
“Itasa experience allowed me to learn English so well, that I decided to write my thesis in English. This
was unimaginable before. Before being subber, I had no idea about how people talk in America […] when I
watched foreign media products, I didn’t understand anything. Now, if I listen someone speaking English or
American, I can understand what he is saying” (Potomac, Publisher).
English learnt through the Community experience is very different from English learnt at school: while
translating and subtitling, the individual gets in touch with spoken English, the language of everyday life. He can
learn new terms, common words and phrases, idiomatic expressions. “I attend an international doctorate where it
is necessary to speak English. Itasa experience has revolutionized my language knowledge [..] I learn spoken
English, the common language, English I use every day for my work “ (Uffanna, Translator).
In addition to linguistic skills, the Community experience allows the members to develop different
computer skills: from a more efficient way of finding information on the Net to the use of the most common
graphics programs. “Thanks to Itasa, now I know how to get acquainted with the Net. During the translations,
you search for words or phrases […] so you learn to quest on Google” (Mezzi, Publisher).
“The pictures I make for the Community have to be high quality. For this reason, during the years, I
have learnt to use Photoshop and other graphics programs very well. I’ve done my best [..] I’ve done everything
as ‘autodidact’, observing other expert people and trying to figure out all their secrets” (BabyJenks, Imagineer
and Moderator).
“I want to do my best. So I watch a lot of tutorials [...] I’ve learned to do animate pictures. The quality
of my pictures is really changed […] Itasa help me to improve my graphics abilities” (Arissia, Imagineer).
Moreover, the Community experience allows the development of interpersonal skills: they can be
defined as skills gained outside formal educational paths, that enable a person to interact positively
and work effectively with other people. Nowadays the labor market gives increasing attention to this type of
skills: responsibility undertaking, attitude in leadership, collaborative problem solving and conflict management
skills are essential requisites to be hired in an organization.
“Today employers do not pay attention just to the Academic training. The labor market gives increasing
importance to different experiences, for example training abroad or experiences, how can I say, out of the
common…like the Itasa experience” (Cymon, ex Translator).
“Our translations activities are a paradigmatic example of collaborative problem solving: when one of
us has doubts, hesitations, problems, he can ask the community for help. Everyone expresses an opinion and the
original idea is gradually smooth and refined. The inside jokes are a good example of thinking out of the box [..]
To be a Reviser, it is indispensable to have charisma. You have to manage a team, you must have organization
and coordination abilities. When I started being a subber, I didn’t have any job experience. Thanks to Itasa, I
have understood what ‘taking on your own responsibilities’ really means“ (Potomac, Publisher).
The learning dynamics are strictly connected with the identity building process.
Learning by doing, each subber builds its identity within the Community: at the beginning, he is at the
Community boundaries, being a simple translator. Once become an Itasian member, he works hard to achieve
reputation and popularity, distinguishing himself for the quality and constancy of his work. Developing specific
skills, acquiring abilities and being recognized for the work performed: this is how an individual can be
promoted, achieving the status of ‘expert member’, a point of reference for other members.
However, the identity development process through the Community experience is not only a question of
acquiring abilities and skills; this process relies mainly on the progressive awareness to be part of a close group.
The Community experience, in fact, is an important source of cultural enrichment: it gives people completely
dissimilar for social, cultural and educational backgrounds the opportunity to get in touch and interact. In our
specific case, the passion for TV-series works as trait d’union, a special link, which overtakes every geographic,
social and cultural barrier.
Itasian members are people completely heterogeneous who find in their common passion an important
factor of cohesion and decide to work together in order to satisfy their interests and social needs. Moreover, the
virtual relationships between the members transcend the Community boundaries as they are developed also
outside the cyber space. Live meetings, exchange opportunities are often organized to encourage members’
interactions, strengthen the relationships, promote cohesion and the sense of belonging to the group.
“There are no differences between North and South. You can live this type of experience wherever you
are. There aren’t barriers or discriminations. You get in touch with a totally different reality. Every day you meet
a lot of people, completely different from you. Some of us are students, doctors, lawyers or teachers: we live
different lives and we can have different opinions... but when we interact, we respect each other, we try to
understand other points of view. Fansubbing make you richer, make you grown up” (Arissia, Imagineer).
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6

Conclusions

The Itasa Community represents an interesting research subject under many points of view.
First of all, it can be considered an application of the collective intelligence dynamics: people who share
the same interests and passions cooperate to make available the product of their intelligence to other people. In
line with the idea of a collective intelligence, everyone in the Community give his/her contribution to the group
project, with distinct and specific roles, i.e. not interchangeable [6].
As a Community of practice, Itasa represents also a paradigmatic example of collective, situated and
distributed learning and an effective field of learning by doing ([4], [5]): the Community experience, in fact,
favors the development of specific skills and abilities, like linguistic skills and interpersonal skills, making the
individual more competitive on the labor market.
Furthermore, the Community experience is an important source of cultural enrichment: it offers to
people, totally different for personal and social features, educational paths and work conditions, the possibility to
cooperate, share opinions and confront each other. Cultural diversity tested through the Community experience
allows each person to leave parochialism behind and get a new and richer identity [16].
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Abstract
This paper shows the main results of an empirical research conducted under the ILA employability
project (Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support), an
European project that supports inclusion of youth at risk. The research aimed at identifying the criminogenic
factors of young delinquency in order to find a way to reduce the recidivism likelihood. Moreover, the study has
concretely developed and tested a tool to foresee the recidivism risk. In our perspective, recidivism is not
conceived as a simple chronological sequence of crimes, but as the persistence over time of motivations, aspects
of personality, lifestyles, and other social and psychological characteristics that make the recidivist to persist in
doing criminal acts. The data were collected in 2015 through a standardized questionnaire, administered to a
sample of 364 inmates, detained in youth detention centers from Romania, Spain and Cyprus, i.e. the countries
partners of the ILA project.
Keywords: recidivism, risk factors, protective factors, young offenders, quantitative method

Definition of recidivism
This research aimed at identify the risk and protective criminogenic factors that could affect the
recidivism among young offenders. Main research goal is to find a direction of intervention that could alienate
these factors and, at the same time, could lower the recidivism likelihood. In our perspective, recidivism is not
intended as the simple chronological sequence of crimes, but as the persistence over time of motivations, aspects
of personality, lifestyles, and other social and psychological characteristics that make the recidivist to persist in
doing criminal acts [1]. Recidivism could be prevented, or at least reduced, if the right strategies are enabled,
especially those aimed at controlling the recidivism factors. According to most of the literature on the subject [1,
2], there are two kind of factors: risk factors and protective factors. Risk factors increase the probability that
young inmates will engage in deviant behaviour [2, 3]; from a statistical point of view, these are factors that
correlate more with the delinquent behavior and could be considered as predictors of recidivism. On the
contrary, protective factors reduce the likelihood of criminal behavior or violence, such as good parental
supervision, high self esteem and constructive use of leisure time, and so on [4]; these factors should make
inmates more resistant to develop offending behavior despite the exposure to risk factors.

Research design
According to the research goals and the theoretical framework, a descriptive research with a quantitative
research method was carried out [5]. The research unit of analysis are the inmates detained in youth detention
centers from Romania, Spain and Cyprus, i.e. the Country partners of the ILA Employability project.
Literature review and research group discussions suggested addressing the main research questions by
articulating the key concepts in the following general dimensions:
Socio-demographic: basic information about inmates, such as gender, age, qualification, parents’
education level, work experience, and so on;
Criminal history: information on the illegal acts committed by the inmates, such as the type and the
number of crime(s) committed, the length of the sentence, etc.;
Family environment: this section deals with the perception of the family context where the inmate lived
before entering the detention center: with whom the inmate lived, a description and evaluation of the house and
the neighbourhood;
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School context: this section explores the relation with the school, i.e. the attendance of the inmate when
he was in the school and his behaviour in the classroom;
Peers group: here the focus is on the social life of the inmate before entering the prison; friendship and
love relationship are analysed here;
Social relations and life satisfaction: this dimension deals with the satisfaction that the inmates have
with the others, such as family, peers and teachers;
Prison stay: information about the experience of the inmate in the detention center.
Data collection was carried out using a structured questionnaire administered to the young inmates of
the prison by the officers. The analysis was performed in several steps: firstly, preliminary data quality control
procedures were applied, such as wild code check and consistency check. Then univariate analysis (tables,
graphics) was carried out in order to have a general overview of questions’ trend. Next, bivariate analysis, i.e.
analysis of the relationship between two variables, was performed to understand if and how results vary
according to two variables: gender and country of prison. Finally, multivariate analysis, representing
simultaneously the variables and/or the cases of a dataset in order to synthesize the information (aka, the
variance) of the data was provided. More specifically, a multiple logistic regression analysis was carried out in
order to build and test a model that could identify the risk and protective criminogenic factors that could affect
the recidivism among young offenders.

Descriptive analysis
The standardized questionnaire was administered to the young inmates detained in youth detention
centers from Romania, Spain and Cyprus. Research sample is made up of 364 inmates; 80.5% of the inmates are
male; the majority of the inmates comes from Spain (163 inmates, 44.8%) and Romania (156 inmates, 42.9%).
The average age is 18.4 years, with a standard deviation of 2.9.
The criminal history of the inmates was surveyed with several questions; in particular, the main reason
why the majority of the inmates are detained in the centers is committing criminal acts against property (57.0%),
i.e. crimes like robbery and theft (tab.1). Other recurrent crimes committed by the young offenders are acts
leading to death (such as murder or attempted murder) and acts causing harm to the person (like domestic
violence, kidnapping or threat). Significant gender differences are found among the inmates: men seem more
likely to commit acts against property (59.5%) and acts leading to death (15.9%), while women show a
propensity towards acts causing harm to the person (26.1%) and acts against public order or authority (11.6%).
Tab. 1 – Last crime committed (reason why he/she is in the centre/prison).
Distribution by Gender and Country of Prison. Column percentages.
Gender
Country of prison
Total
Male Female Spain Romania Cyprus
Acts against property
57.0
59.5
46.4
54.8
64.1
40.0
Acts against public order or authority

7.5

6.6

11.6

10.2

1.3

20.0

Acts causing harm to the person

12.3

9.0

26.1

23.6

2.6

6.7

Acts for financial/personal gain

1.1

1.0

1.4

0.6

1.3

2.2

Acts involving illicit drugs or other substances

3.6

2.8

7.2

0.6

0.0

26.7

Acts leading to death

14.0

15.9

5.8

6.4

24.4

4.4

Injurious acts that are sexually motivated

4.5

5.2

1.4

3.8

6.4

0.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support”. 2015.
Inmates were also asked to indicate how many times they have been in a detention center; this
information is considered as a valid proxy of recidivism. The results indicate that two third of the inmates are
detained for the first time (74.2%), while the remaining respondents have been in a detention center two times
(16.0%) or three times or more (9.8%). The highest share of “first timers” is found in Romania (88.3%), while
inmates arrested two times or three times or more are prevalent in Spanish detention centers (19.7% and 19.1%
respectively). According to the literature on the factors influencing youth’s delinquent behavior, the presence of
criminals in the familiar context is a potential risk factor [6, 7]: less than half of the inmates (42.4%) declared
that a member of the family has been in prison, and this share is lower among women (33.8%).
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Many scholars state that education is one of the most important protective factor to prevent deviant
behaviors [8]. A complex relation with the school context emerges from the analysis: 40.3% of prisoners
attended school before entering the center just for a period then they leaved the school, and only the 30.7%
attended the school regularly. Moreover, almost 30% of the inmates has never gone to school. Globally, it could
be assumed that more than two third of the inmates suffer from lack of education (tab.2).
The bivariate analysis by gender provides interesting results: the majority of the male prisoners dropped
out of school before entering the detention center (43.6%), while among female inmates there is the highest share
of minor that has never attended school. Moreover, most of the inmates who attended school before entering the
center/prison, have had disciplinary report when they were at school (55.2%) and more than half of inmates who
attended school was involved in physical fights at school (57.6%).
Tab. 2 – Did you attend school before entering the center/prison?
Distribution by Gender and Country of Prison. Column percentages.
Gender
Country of prison
Total
Male Female Spain Romania Cyprus
Yes, regularly
30.7
32.1
25.0
19.5
35.3
53.3
Yes, but just for a period, because I leaved the school

40.3

43.6

26.5

24.0

58.3

33.3

No

29.0

24.4

48.5

56.5

6.4

13.3

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support”, 2015.
The work experience was surveyed as it is generally considered as a protective factor [9]: the sample is
almost equally parted between “yes” (48.2%) and “no” (51.8%). There is a slight gender difference: the share of
respondent without a work experience is higher among female inmates (tab.3).
Tab. 3 – Did you ever work before entering the center/prison?
Distribution by Gender and Country of Prison. Column percentages.
Gender
Country of prison
Total
Male Female Spain Romania Cyprus
Yes
48.2
49.8
41.2
33.1
51.9
86.7
No

51.8

50.2

58.8

66.9

48.1

13.3

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support ”, 2015.
As regards the relationship between the inmates and their friends and peers [10], table 4 shows that
almost a quarter of respondents has never had a friend. This data raise to 29% among respondents from
Romanian centers. Half of the respondents, however, says that can to rely on 1 to 3 friends.
Tab. 4 - How many “true” friends you think you can rely on.
Distribution by Gender and Country of Prison. Percentages and means.
Gender
Country of prison
Total
Male Female Spain Romania Cyprus
No friends
23.6
24.6
19.4
19.7
29.1
17.8
1-3 friends
54.5
52.2
64.2
58.6
48.4
62.2
4-9 friends

16.4

17.0

13.4

15.6

16.6

17.8

Over 10 friends

5.5

6.2

3.0

6.1

6.0

2.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Mean

2.82

2.93

2.36

2.88

2.76

2.78

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support ”. 2015.
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The life style of the inmates was surveyed with regards to the potential risky behaviors that can be
engaged, such as the consumption of alcohol, drugs and gambling. In particular, the problem of alcohol
consumption affects on average one in two inmates, though it is less relevant among female population. Making
a comparison between countries, a highest percentage of non-drinkers for the Spanish prison emerge.
The consumption of "soft" drugs appears to be the most relevant risky behavior engaged by the inmates:
31.3% of the respondents declared to be regular uses of such substances (tab.5). This share increases over 50%
among Spanish inmates, while Romanian detention center are characterized by a high percentage (72.4%) of
inmates that said to not use drugs. Cypriot inmates are almost equally parted between the three answer
categories: never, sometimes, and frequently.
Tab. 5 - When you are alone, how often did you:
Column percentage.
Total

Drinking

Gender

Country of prison

Male Female Spain Romania Cyprus
Never
49.4 43.4
74.6
61.9
42.3
33.3
Sometimes 40.5 45.2
20.9
27.2
53.9
37.8
Frequently 10.1 11.4
4.5
10.9
3.8
28.9
Total
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0

Soft drugs

Never
43.7 46.3
Sometimes 25.0 25.6
Frequently 31.3 28.1
Total
100.0 100.0

32.8
22.4
44.8
100.0

15.6
30.6
53.8
100.0

72.4
18.6
9.0
100.0

35.6
28.8
35.6
100.0

Hard drugs

Never
74.1 75.1
Sometimes 16.1 15.3
Frequently 9.8
9.6
Total
100.0 100.0

70.2
19.4
10.4
100.0

62.6
22.4
15.0
100.0

91.0
7.1
1.9
100.0

53.3
26.7
20.0
100.0

Never
64.1 59.1
85.1
84.4
41.7
75.6
Sometimes 27.6 31.3
11.9
11.6
45.5
17.8
Gambling
Frequently 8.3
9.6
3.0
4.0
12.8
6.6
Total
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0
Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support”. 2015.
The consumption of the hard drugs seems not to be not spread among the inmates: 74.1% said they have
never used it. However, taking it form another point of view, it must be highlighted that a quarter of the minors
have declared to use hard drugs. Gambling is another risky behavior that appear to be not engaged by the
majority of the respondents: 64.1% has never done it. Gambling is a gendered risky behavior: it attracts mostly
men, with more than 25 percentage points difference from women. Focusing on the country of prison, Romania
and Cyprus show higher percentages.

Risk and protective factors: a logistic regression model
The identification of risk and protective criminogenic factors that could affect the recidivism among
young offenders was analyzed through a multiple logistic regression model; this statistical technique is highly
recommended to explore the relationship between a categorical dependent variable and a set of independent
variables. In particular, it predicts the probability that an observation may fall into one of the two categories of a
dichotomous dependent variable, considering the influence of one or more independent variables [11].
The following variables were included into the model:
“Recidivism” as dependent dichotomous variable with two modalities: “0” if the inmate has committed
only one crime and “1” if the inmate has committed more than one crime;
“Family in prison” as independent dichotomous with two modalities: “0” if no one from the inmate’s
family has ever been in prison, “1” if someone from the inmate’s family has been in prison - “family in prison”
is considered a risk factor;
“Risky lifestyle” - another risk factor that was used as independent continuous variable that evaluates
the lifestyle of the inmates according to their use of alcohol, soft drugs, hard drugs and gambling. This variable
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is an index that combine the inmates’ answers to a multiple set of questions. The index ranges from 4, meaning a
“peaceful lifestyle if an inmate has never consumed drugs, alcohol or gambling, to 12, indicating a “dangerous
lifestyle” because the young offender said to be regular user of drugs, alcohol and gambling.
“School attendance” is a protective factor, and it was measured as independent dichotomous variable
that expresses the possible positive or negative relation with school. In particular, it has two modalities: “0”
implies a school regular attendance; “1” indicates an inmate who leaved or who has never attended the school;
“Work experience” is a protective factor and it was measured as independent dichotomous variable with
two modalities: “0” means that the inmate has never worked before entering the detention center, while “1”
indicates that the inmate had a work experience.
The result of the multiple logistic regression analysis is shown below:
Tab. 6 – Multiple Logistic Regression Analysis: Model Summary
Step-2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R SquareNagelkerke R Square
1
375.990
0.155
0.214
Family in prison
Risk Factors
Risky lifestyle
School attendance
Protective Factors
Work experience
Constant

B
0.932
0.290
0.518
-0.843
-3.143

E.S.
0.262
0.074
0.263
0.252
0.629

Wald
12.655
15.341
3.873
11.188
24.955

df
1
1
1
1
1

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.049
0.001
0.000

Exp(B)
2.538
1.336
1.678
2.323
0.043

The significance of the model is expressed by the Nagelkerke R Square value that is equal to 0.214, this
means that more than 20% of the variance of the dependent variable is explained by the set of independent
variables. Moreover, all variables included in the model are statistically significant (P value is less than 0.05).
The relevance of each variable in the model is provided by the B coefficient: it is the logarithm of the ratio
Pr1/Pr. where Pr1 and Pr indicate the recidivism propensity respectively for x and x+1 values of the independent
variable.
Looking at the B coefficients, we can say that, as regards the risk factors:
Considering the “Family in prison” variable, the recidivism propensity increase if an inmate has family
members that has been imprisoned before;
The recidivism propensity increases if the risk life style index grows, i.e. if the offender had a
“dangerous” life style.
With respect to the protective factors:
The propensity to commit crime again increases if the relationship with the school is negative (that is if
the inmates leaved or have never gone to school);
Having had a job before entering the detention center could affect the recidivism: the negative B
coefficient means that the propensity to commit a crime repeatedly decreases if the inmate had work experiences.
These results are summed up in the following figure.

Family in prison

.932

School Attendance
.518

Recidivism
-.843

Work Experience
.290

Risky Lifestyle

Fig. 1 – Multiple logistic regression model
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Conclusion
The research design implemented by the ILA employability project led to the identification of a set of
risk and the protective criminogenic factors that could affect the recidivism among young offenders in youth
detention centers from Romania, Spain and Cyprus. Moreover, through a structured questionnaire and a multiple
logistic regression model, a tool to forecast the recidivism risk was developed. The results of survey and the
implementation of the recidivism tool clearly indicate that there are specific factors associated to delinquency
that must be addressed by comprehensive and coordinated education and treatment services in the centres for
young offenders. These factors regarded the criminal family history, the school path, the work experience and
the risky lifestyle of the inmates. Based on these results, specialists and educators will provide a well-structured
contingency plan geared directly toward reducing those influences which have led to the criminal act and
increasing the protective influence against a possible criminal relapse in the person’s future.
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Abstract
In this paper we wish to synthesize the problem of the identification of the people with technical talent.
The research made in the special literature has demonstrated us that the access to a standardized instrument for
identifying students with technical talent may be very difficult. We took the results of a previous study, in which
we identified the prototypical psycho-behavioral elements which are specific for the technical talent and we have
developed and validated the Auto-nomination inventory for identifying the talent in the technical field “Inventarul de Autonominalizare a Talentului în Domeniul Tehnic” (IATDT). The evaluation and validation
process of which we’ll submit in this study.
Keywords: technical talent, identification, inventory, giftedness.

1

Identification of the technically talented persons

Inquiries made in understanding and defining the technical talent, as a specific form of giftedness and
talent, led us to the identifying of two categories: some came from the field of the psycho-pedagogical
excellence research ( F., Gagne, 1995, C., Creţu, 2009, G., Masari, 2006, J., S., Renzulli, 2005, K., Heller, 2005)
and the other from the engineers’ area, who were interested in the subject of the giftedness because they wanted
to understand the mechanisms generating the invention (V. Belous, B. Plahteanu, 2007, Moraru, 1980). In this
paper we consider the technical talent as the expression of the superior endowment in different areas of technical
field, as the excellence, demonstrated by an outstanding performance in this field or as a potential of excellence
demonstrated by the results in various forms of evaluation.
Mayer synthesizes the favorite position of the experts about the ways of identifying the gifted and
talented persons and indicates two directions: on the one hand there are the researchers who support the
identification of the high gifted persons rather appealing to the abilities or achievement tests, on the other there
are the supporters of the identifying them rather by appealing to the evaluation of the performances (Mayer,
2005). More and more authors recommend the use of a battery of instruments that combine the traditional
identification methods (intelligence, knowledge and/or aptitude tests, school grades, teachers’ recommendations)
with the non-traditional ones (nonverbal skills tests, creativity tests, portfolios, performance evaluation, parents’,
peers’ and other community members’ recommendations, interviews, questionnaires, letters of recommendation)
(Leung, Conoley, Scheel, 1994, Sternberrg, 2005, Joyce van Tassel Baska, 2005).
Investigating the way to find people with technical talent, we have identified several strategies already
used in practice. F., Gagne proposed a tool in order to identify the gifted children through the nominations made
by their peers or teachers. After several years of research, he managed, together with his working team, to
develop an instrument not to be challenged in its validity, allowing a rapid identification of the children who
display a wide variety of top endowment or talent. It describes 42 skills corresponding to four areas of skills
(intellectual, creative, socio-emotional, physical) and to other four areas of talent: academic, technical, artistic
and interpersonal (F., Gagne, 1995).
Another way to identify talented persons is teachers’ nomination by using evaluation scales or guides of
evaluation. The measuring subscale of the technical talent (Del Siegle, 2004) from the Scale for Rating the
Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students (SRBCSS), Renzulli, 2004, is an example of a nomination scale
used by the teachers, which is specifically concerned also on the technical skills of the secondary school
students. Based on the three-ring model for understanding the higher endowment, Renzulli and his teamwork
developed the Scale for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of the Superior Students, which assesses several
categories of talent, including the technical one. The scale of rating the technical talent is centered on four main
characteristics: expertise in using the technology, interest and initiative in using technology, assisting others in
using technology, creative integration of technology.
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2

Designing the instrument

The research made in the special literature has demonstrated us that the access to a standardized
instrument for identifying students with technical talent may be very difficult. Those led us to the need of
developing and validate such an instrument. In the first stage we have followed the steps below: 1) literature
review; 2) conducting investigation studies about the prototypical psycho-behavioral elements, which are
specific for the technical talent, by opinion polls regarding this phenomenon, directed to the experts - university
professors; 3) developing the proper items of the instrument; 4) reviewing the instrument through interviews
with experts (6 professors from the Technical University “Gh. Asachi” in Iasi).
IATDT is structured according to three dimensions of the technical talent (Table 1) derived during the
process of documentation and investigation the professors’ view about the talent in the technical field.
Table 1: The three dimensions and their corresponding sub-dimensions
Dimensions

Expertise in using technology

Sub -dimensions

Intuition of the ways of
solving technical problems

Interest and initiative in
using technology
Passion for the technical
problems

Ability in practical
implementing of the
theoretical knowledge

Curiosity for discovery and
continuous exploration of the
technical field

Easy handling of the
laboratory equipment

Manifesting an open and
flexible position to the
innovation of the technology

Creative integration of
technology
Identifying the creative
solutions to the
technical problems
Capacity in transposing
the available data after
the analysis and/or the
synthesis of the
information, in an
original manner
Creating original
objects

The first IATDT form contains 21 items. It requires a measure corresponding to a choice of subject’s
characteristic on a scale from 1-6, where 1 = “it characterizes me in a very little measure”, and 6 = “it
characterizes me strongly”.
Here it is the items of the instrument in phase one of our study:
1. I can intuitively find ways of solving the specific problems of the technical disciplines.
2. I have a vast bank of knowledge which facilitate me to solve the difficult practical situations.
3. I understand and learn the information offered by the teachers faster than my colleagues.
4. I know how to use more instruments, tools, equipment, software than most of my colleagues.
5. I learn quickly to handle the newly presented equipment and laboratory facilities.
6. I can quickly understand the cause and effect relationships to specific phenomena or different
mathematical models.
7. I can transform a specific phenomenon into a mathematical or informatical model.
8. I’m passionate about various issues posed by the development in technology.
9. I am excited to discover new aspects of the technique.
10. I am curious to find the roots, the sources that were at the basis of some very modern products
(equipment, techniques, software, etc.).
11. I learn by myself how to use software programs which facilitate the work in my field of (technical)
interest.
12. I like to experience the operation’s way of a machine or a software program applied to a new situation /
problem.
13. I spend extra time in order to develop my technical skills and knowledge necessary for my passion in
the technical field, often in contradiction to my school study.
14. I am often absorbed in a particular subject or a technical problem.
15. I find creative solutions to some problems posed by different domains of the technical field, to which
my colleagues do not usually think.
16. I rephrase a technical situation (problem, concept, etc.) in a new way after analyzing the available data.
17. I use my theoretical and practical knowledge in order to get creative products (robots, models, software,
presentations of some research results, etc.).
18. I can issue a large number of ideas about a variety of technical topics.
19. I like to modify, adapt, and transform technical projects or software programs in order to enhance them.
20. I am very careful, attentive to the details when working on an interesting project for me.
21. I imagine solving some problematic situations by offering fantastic solutions.
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3

Validation of the instrument

For the second stage we proceeded to the establishing of the validity through a factorial analysis and to
the establishing of the fidelity by analyzing the internal consistency of the scale and items. We have applied the
questionnaire to 210 students of the Technical University “Gh. Asachi” from Iasi in May 2011.
To analyze the factorial validity there has been applied the method of the exploratory factor research
through the principal components analysis (PCA) and Varimax rotation, according to the data processing
procedures in SPSS (Pallant, J., 2001, pp. 151-167). Thus the 21 items of the auto nomination inventory were
subjected to their reduction into factors. The Kaiser-Mayer-Oklin Value, that is 912, indicates that we may
confidently proceed to the factorization. This is supported also by the high value of Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity,
which is 3933.810.
The Eigenvalues evaluation of the indicators and the evaluation of the schedule resulted after the
Catell’s Scree test indicate a clear break after the third component and therefore it determines us to remember
just these three for further investigation. The total variance of 52.224, in which the first factor contributes with
37.374%, the second with 8.494% and the third with 6.356%, indicate a good factorial validity of the built
instrument.
To calculate the saturation of the items in each factor there has been proceeded to the Varimax method
of rotation (Table 2). We should specify that the saturation values of below 0.50 of the items 13 and 14 forced us
to eliminate these from the future investigations.
Table 2: Saturation of each item of IATDT in the components
Factors
Items
Passion
Theoretical
Creativity
Expertise
1
0.705
2
0.702
3
0.712
4
0.555
5
0.535
6
0.707
7
0.624
8
0.754
9
0.799
10
0.704
11
0.529
12
0.698
13
14
15
0.577
16
0.514
0.572
17
0.710
18
0.587
19
0.652
20
0.610
21
0.519
In order to check the fidelity of the scale there was chosen the method of the internal consistency
analysis by calculating the index of the alpha coefficient. The 19 retained items were subjected to the statistical
calculations using SPSS (Howitt, D., Cramer, D., 2006). The alpha crombach index being 0.904, it has been
proved that we have a very good internal consistency and therefore a scale with a high fidelity. We also
calculated the Alpha Crombach index for each of the three dimensions: the size of the alpha crombach index for
Passion is 0.8588, for the size of the Technical Expertise is 0.8585, and for Creativity that is 0.7181.
The obtained results after validating through statistical procedures determine us to believe into a
trustworthy use of the developed tool.

4

Conclusion

Students with talent in technical domains are especially important resources not only for universities but
also for the reason that they will become the engines of change and economic development of our society. In
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these conditions there is required that the proficient students to be supported in order to become the so-called
“knowledge workers”. Any supporting program for the gifted and talented people can start only if the issues
related to conceptualization and identification were clarified. On the occasion of this work we wanted to point
out the absence of a tool for identification of technical talent especially manifested by the youth, and to
contribute with a new instrument, developed for this purpose.
Acknowledgements: This paper is part of my doctoral thesis named Educational Policies and Strategies
to Support and Promote the Talent in Technical Domains. I wish to express my gratitude to my scientific
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Students with technical talent into them
professors’ view
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Abstract
The study of the technical talent as a special form of giftedness is just at its beginnings, despite of
engineers’ special role in the economic and technological progress. This paper proposes an empirical study
designed to explore the vision of the professors in what concerns the psycho-behavioral profile of the students
with technical talent. The research techniques that have been used for the empirical study are adapted from the
social representations field and lead to the identification of the psycho-behavioral prototypes of the technical
talent. The results have demonstrated a quite similar profile to the one created by a team of American
researchers, Renzulli and Del Siegle, in 2005. Thus, among our identified factors that describe the technical
talent, we can summarize: expertise in using technology, interest and initiative in the use of technology and
creative integration of technology.
Keywords: technical talent, giftedness, psycho-behavioral profile.

1

Perspectives sorounding the concepts of giftedness, tallent and technical
talent

In order to investigate the perception of the giftedness among the initiated in science education,
Sternberg (1995) has studied the phenomenon from this perspective too, summarizing the colloquial meaning of
the concept in the pentagonal implicit theory, thus identifying five criteria to be met by someone, in order to be
considered as a gifted person. : The Excellence Criterion – states that “the individual is superior in some
dimension or set of dimensions relative to peers”, The Rarity Criterion – states that “an individual must possess a
high level of an attribute that is rare relative to peers”, The Productivity Criterion – states that “the dimensions
along which individual is evaluated as superior must lead to or potentially lead to productivity”, The
Demonstrability Criterion – states that “the superiority of the individual or the dimension which determine
giftedness must be demonstrable through one or more tests that are valid assessment”, The Value Criterion states that “the person must show superior performance in a dimension that is valued for that person by his or her
society” (Sternberg, 1993, pp.186 – 187).
The scientific meaning is not far from the colloquial one. But the concept in its scientific perspective is
more nuanced, enlarged and narrowed in connection with every new step of its evolution. It is transformed and
reformed in order to be correlated to its primary purpose, which is to serve, together with its educational
psychological and social optimum services, the immediate beneficiaries – the superior gifted people - and the
subsequent beneficiaries – the teachers and the managers of schools, companies, etc., the society as a whole.
Because of its generosity, we agree the definition of giftedness given by David Yun Dai and widely accepted in
research community - „gifted is demonstrated excellence by age - appropriate standards, through authentic,
exceptional performance or potential for excellence, demonstrated through aptitude tests, interviews, and clinical
observations of behavior and performance” (Dai, 2009, p. 41).
The literature reviews of the psycho-pedagogy of excellence focused on understanding the phenomenon
of giftedness and talent (Feldhusen, 2005, Tanenbaum, 2000, Ranzulli, 2005, Gagne, 2004, Creţu, C, 1997) have
allowed us to synthesize a working definition for the concept of “technical talent”. We consider it to be the
expression of the superior endowment in different areas of the technical field, the demonstrated excellence
through outstanding performances in this area, or the potential for excellence, proved by the results in various
forms of evaluation.
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2

The profile of the students with technical talent

The literature describes the talent by children and youth through psycho-behavioral profiles presented in
different ways (Creţu, 1997, Jigău, 2004, Masari, 2006). Although some other forms of talent - such as
mathematical, verbal, musical, and athletic - are described by this psycho-behavioral profile system, on may
observe that technical talent is rarely apporached. We have identified here just three cases in the literature that
might approach the formula of a psycho-behavioral profile, two international - Gagne, 1995 and Del Siegle,
2004, and a local one - Belous, 1995. Gagne, 1995, characterizes just a few manifestation forms of the technical
talent – the engineer, the programmer, and the skillful - highlighting their high skill in every discussed field. Del
Siegle, 2004, is more generous by finding a way to describe the technical talent in full, beyond an excessive
customization as Gagne does. Thus shows a person with technical talent the expertise in using technology,
interest and initiative in using of technology, assisting others in using technology, creative integration of
technology. Belous has a rather philosophical approach than operational. According to this opinion the inventor,
as the image of the maximum achievement of the talent in technical, is the one who “knows, directs and
produces technique” (Belous, 1995, p 32).

2.1 Methodology
To be closer to the image of the technical talented student we proceeded to investigate about the vision
on this subject among the professors of students with performance which belong to the “Gh. Asachi” technical
universitiy of Iasi Romania. We used the research methods which are specific in the study of social
representations. Aiming this we have started a study in two stages. The first one it meant the content category
analysis for the terms related to the concept of “technical talent”. The second one was the identification of
psycho-behavioral prototype elements which are considered as prototypes for the technical talent. The research
design was guided by the design of other studies identified in the literature, also in two stages: identification of
associated terms with an investigated concept, and exploring their symbolic value (Kim, Shim, Hull, 2009).
We have proceeded to the sending of a request to 75 e-mail addresses of the academics working at “Gh.
Asachi” Technical University, containing a question which, by free association, asked for listing of minimum
five characteristics of the student with technical talent. We have received 31 answers from the academics
(assistants, lecturers, conferentiaries and professors) and thus we were able to collect 197 such related terms to
the “characteristics of the student with technical talent”. The content analysis has revealed the following most
frequently stated characteristics: creativity ; imagination; passion for the technical field; skills for teamwork;
openness to technical innovation; practical skills; perseverance; capacity for analysis and synthesis; curiosity;
rich theoretical knowledge; intuition; patience; nonconformity.
In the second stage of the study we wanted to identify the psycho-behavioral elements which are
prototypes for the technical talent and we used the technique of calling the central nucleus into question. Moliner
uses this technique in his article “ Validation expérimentale de l'hypothèse du noyau central des représentations
sociales”, published in “Bulletin de psychologie”, 41(387), 1989, pp. 759-762. Thus, we have developed a
questionnaire of 21 items starting from the result of the analysis presented above and from the example that the
author of the technique (Moliner, 1989) investigates the social representation of the profession of nursing. The
questionnaire was distributed by e-mail to 105 academics of “Gh. Asachi” Technical University. We have
received 63 responses.

2.2 Results
We have calculated the percentage of the “rather not” responses for each item. The table below shows
the results obtained (Teble1). The bold figures represent the frequency of the “rather not” responses exceeding
75%. Only the items exceeding this threshold will be considered (discussed, of course, in affirmative way) as
prototypical psycho-behavioral factors for the notion of “technical talent”.
Table 1: Responses of the participants to the questionnaire for determining the psycho-behavioral
prototypical elements for the notion of “technical talent”
1
2
3
4
5
6

Items
Doesn’t find ingenious solutions to technical problems
Is unable to use the gained knowledge in applied situations
Has no passion for the technical problems
Has no advanced theoretical knowledge specific to the field of his specialization
Has no ability to analyze a technical situation/problem
Can’t summarize the theoretical and practical data in order to redesign a technical
situation
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89.2
92.4
94.6
64.5
93.5
83.8
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

62.7
94.6
91.3
78.3
77.4
73.1
64.1

16
17
18
19
20

Has no ability to work in team, in order to complete a joint project
Doesn’t show curiosity for technical issues
Doesn’t predict the path to solving a technical problem
Doesn’t show flexibility and openness for technical innovation
Has not patience in solving a difficult technical situation/problem
Doesn’t approach a technical problem in a nonconformist way
Doesn’t address to the academics interesting questions concerning different aspects of
the technical
Can’t handle easily the laboratory equipment
Doesn’t help the less skilled colleagues in order to facilitate their understanding in
functioning of a principle, a machine, etc.
Doesn’t create original objects (machines, software, facilities, etc.)
Doesn’t participate in specialized scientific manifestations, meetings
Doesn’t have outstanding academic results
Is not interested in inventions and inventiveness (history, principles of operation, etc.)
Doesn’t create detailed models of some mechanisms, facilities, etc.

21

Doesn’t acquire theoretical or applied knowledge faster than most of their peers.

69.8

14
15

92.4
64.5
76.3
52.6
52.6
68.8
64.6

The results show that, in the opinion of academics and students of a technical university, the list of the
psycho-behavioral prototypical elements for the notion of “technical talent” in the technical includes:
• Passion for technical problems
• Curiosity for continuous discovering and exploring in the technical
• Creativity in finding creative solutions to technical problems
• Intuition of the ways in solving technical problems
• Ability to put the theoretical knowledge into practice
• Analysis of multiple aspects involving a technical phenomenon, concept, etc.
• Skill in synthesizing the available data, and eventually in translating them into an original manner
• Easily handling the laboratory equipment
• Manifestation of an open and flexible attitude to technical innovation
• Capacity of creating original objects
• Faster purchasing of theoretical information
• Interest shown for invention and inventiveness

3

Conclusions

The list the features involving the student with technical talent which we have obtained indicate that the
vision of the professors quite close to the profile created by the U.S. researchers team Renzulli-Del Siegle, 2005.
Among the factors proposed by the American authors (expertise in using technology, interest and initiative in the
use of technology, mentoring in technologies, creative integration of technology) only the mentoring in
technologies is considered insignificant by the participants in our study to describe technical talent.
Students with talent in technical domains are especially important resources not only for universities but
also for the reason that they will become the engines of change and economic development of our society. In
these conditions there is required that the proficient students to be supported in order to become the so-called
“knowledge workers”. Any supporting program for the gifted and talented people can start only if the issues
related to conceptualization and identification were clarified. Through this paper we wanted to point out the
absence of a tool in the identification of the technical talent, especially manifested among the youth, and to
contribute with a new instrument especially developed in this purpose. In this way, the results of this study were
the starting point in developing the items for a tool to identify students with talent in the technical.
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Healing involves the trip from the ego
encapsulated in skin to infinite spirit
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Abstract
This paper shows the need to reconsider the position of medicine, the final and irrevocable shift from
mechanistic model, who treats only organs to the holistic model where consciousness participates for create
health and disease.
Keywords: healing, cure, remission.
“I like to think that healing comes from a feeling of being already a whole. When
you taste the fullness, your body responds with the best homeostatic balance that it is capable.
Physiology is held in some way by the feeling of merging with the universe as a whole. This
way it can occur spontaneously a sense of compassion, which allows you to see things without
them having to be in a certain way. You can see the situation more clearly the way it is
because you abandoned the insistence that it must be a certain way.”
Dr. Ornish

The time of supremacy of reason and materialist explanations of reality is at a crossroads. It has proven
its inability to explain, measure and fit those spontaneous remissions called miracle cures.
Overlaid by an aura of mystery, these cases, some of them skillfully painted by those who have lived it
in the form of initiatory journey, we can say without doubt that, they represent a source of extremely importance
who revels us the truth about our inner divine nature.
The current researchs in quantum physics gives us enough evidence showing that the human is a
complex network formed by the energy fields that interfere with the cellular or physical systems.
We need therefore to reconsider the position of medicine, to shift definitively and irrevocably from
mechanistic model which treats organs based on the holistic model in which the consciousness takes part in the
continuous creation of health and disease, because, as the physician and psychoanalyst Franz Alexander stated:
„the fact that the mind dominates the body, even neglected by biology and medicine, represents the most
fundamental thing we know about the process of life“.
Nowadays there is an ambivalence about our place in the world and our place in the universe. On the
one hand trinity body-mind-soul has not its rightful place due to the poor connections that the individual has with
the deepest regions of the soul.
There is a fascination for external things, for the accumulation of assets and for for every brilliance new
object that you acquire and fear for the mysterious unknown of ourselves, things that beg us for attention in the
form of numerous symptoms. On the other hand, we entered in the field of „energy” and increasingly number of
persons feel the urgent need to explore our transcendental nature
We believe that our primary resource, the combustion that powers the road to healing is firstly the
discovery of each of us.
All people who are face to face with the illness are searching for a meaning, it is not sufficient labeling
the disease, everyone needs to know why he got sick.
The word „incurable” often means nothing but that the disease can not be cured by external means and
that you must internalize in order to discover its real causes and the best mental remedy. And here comes the biopsycho-social approach from psychosomatic.
Without exaggerating we can say that any disease would lose its meaning if it could be cured without
being aware of the cause. If, for example, a person who was full of resentment and hatred throughout life or
showing the full features of the type A personality will be subject of a heart transplant, we cannot speak of cure,
not even of healing, but only about the improvement, the health gained from the intervention that takes place
only at the physical level being unstable.
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If a disease relapse, this has nothing to the medical competence, but rather the fact that the patients fail
to change their patterns of thinking, fail to integrate the experience and to give a frame of reference. Another
important reason for which a person cannot be heal is that they seek only safe ways of recovery despite the fact
that the real cure is rarely a safe way.
Symptoms of any disease are, as particularly inspired Dr. Weisman said, „the symphonies that the body
composes to draw attention „are gifts received from the physical self, the way this one says „I unbalanced” , are
„growth pains of the soul” as the great psychoanalyst Carl Gustav Jung intuited.
The term cure, as used by modern medicine usually refers to cure the body, the body being seen as a
machine separate from the rest of creation. We can say that Western medicine treats the body, the psychology,
the mind, while deep cure (healing) cares also the soul and the spirit.
For differentiate the cure from healing we follow the words of cardiologist Ornish: „In my work with
people who have heart diseases, it can often occur both, healing and cure. When emotional heart and spiritual
heart begin to open, the physical heart often follows them. The degree of reversibility of coronary heart disease
primarily occurs when patients changed their lifestyle. It's great when cure occurs, but healing has greater
significance because through it you get to a place where you free yourself even more of suffering. To return the
healing to the medicine is like returning the justice to the law”.
From the three types of spontaneous remission described by the researcher Brendan O’Regan de la
Institute of Noetic Science (Goswami, A., 2000), in this paper we refer to the last one:
1. pure remission, withdrawal without prescribing any medicine, allopathic treatment after diagnosis;
2. remission after prescribing a mild treatment, but treatment is obviously lacking in results;
3. most unusual type of remission, when the „healing is sudden, complete and free medical
treatment” such as spiritual healing.
True healing always starts with accepting everything (only those who have changed their attitude
towards understanding what was wrong in the past can fully heal), healing addresses to the core of our being,
including psychological processes taking place in our being underground, that means to have a deeper
connection with your soul.
Jack Canfield who in his book „Deep Healing” tells the story of healing, believes that the disease can be
seen from two points of view:
disease as something you want to get rid of
disease as something from which to learn
Choosing the second path, J. Canfield releases the following powerful ideas:
healing begins when we finally learn to be present in places where we were absent
- healing is to face our deepest fears and to penetrate deep enough in our souls, as to find the unique gifts that
were given to us in order to manifest them in this life:
- healing is infinite spirit and freedom that comes with the discovery of this spiritual reality within us;
- healing is to live in a foundation of love, is to approach with love what you approach before with fear.
This idea is based on the moment when, being in a state of deep meditation, the author perceived
spontaneously the image of cancer cells as little kids who felt that their life was in danger. „In a panic
movement, she describes how they began to reproduce rapidly, in a frantic effort to survive, without realizing
that this rapid reproduction would kill their host, my body and ultimately themselves. I was deeply touched by
this image. I image how I went inside to collect cancer cells. I embraced them as I do with scared kids and I
assured them that there weren’t alone or helpless. They can cease to reproduce. Now I was at the helm and
would take care of them. I felt an instant response, a sense of peace that has spread all over my body. I didn’t
know if I will die or I will survive, but I knew that at spiritual level, I had lived an experience of profound
healing.” (Canfield, 2011).
Many people who have survived a serious illness confess that healing comes with this sense of inner
peace and faith that everything will be fine.
In his book, „Who dies” (2009), Stephen Levine gives us two similar testimonies of some of his
patients. Patients first words: „I think that what we need is not to develop more aggression, but love to dissolve
the tumor.”
The second patient of his, while meditating one day he heard a voice in her heart saying, „Why kill
cancer cells, why kill something? ... and she saw that what she needed to do was to bring love and harmony in
the area, go to the root, instead of treating the symptoms, tumors, as if they were the problem. Since then
generated feelings of loving-kindness, golden light to wash cancer, to bring it back into the stream flow, where
nothing is locked and nothing stops healing, whatever form it would take.
In these cases, the ability to visualize in an altered state of consciousness and meditation is led to the
transmuting disease and not defeat the symptom.
Sometimes healing is neither more nor less than the creativity embodied on a physical level. Sometimes
it is simply the release of old fears, negative thoughts, words of forgiveness that have never been said, the
opening of the emotional heart, the remembering of the meaning of the compassion etc.
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The healing process is largely in achieving that balance which makes the grace to flow unhindered, so
healing can be seen as a natural consequence of growing spiritual consciousness.
If we draw a parallel between the healing process and meditation considering them both as requiring a
travel from outside to the inner world, both:
- requires commitment, action, they are not passive events;
- requires dedication, devotion and commitment;
- need daily practice and care;
- faith, self-esteem and personal power are the reference elements (assuming personal power changes
the center of gravity of the person from an external one to an interior one, and the self-assessment
always entail a change in our external dynamics);
- requires honesty to oneself;
- requires unity of heart and mind, balancing the two cerebral hemispheres;
- requires a transformation of consciousness.
After a lifetime of research related to „survivors” who defeated alones their fatal diseases, Dr. Deepak
Chopra found that they had two things in common: the ability to get in touch with the silence of being, namely
with their infinite intelligence from their inside or with their wisdom that transcends the mind and the ability to
release stored memories from their cells.
Our biography becomes our biology as healer and intuitive Caroline Myss states in his book „Anatomy
of the Spirit”. According to energy medicine we all are history books animated, and that truth is on the
foundation psihogenealogy. Often, the need for change makes the heal a frightening experience for many people.
Many patients put their hopes in a wonder drug or something to be taken on a fixed timetable that could restore
their health without any personal effort. They have a passive attitude like „give me something to make me
better,” but healing requires action, it is never a passive event.
A person who prefers to be a puppet strings driven by drug therapy may recover for a period of time,
but in this case we can’t speak about heal, without consider the side effects of exposing to medication.
Fear of change, stagnation is fertile ground any kind of disease. Life is a living current that strain, which
must flow like a mountain stream.” To evolve” is the opposite of the verb of „stagnate” and where there is
accumulation and stagnation they eventually become true dams of the natural process of life.
There are some people who see the healing process like intimidating, they cling to the past, fearful
because of internal changes that could take place. This part of ourselves that compromise healing, Caroline Myss
calls „saboteur archetype”: it is about the struggle between ego and soul that occurs when we are in a situation
that contains the potential for profound changes.
Death is not always a failure of healing. There are many people who heal their emotional disorders and
they die „healed” because the physical illness and the soul are like two sides of the same coin. Healing doesn’t
always mean to stay on this side of life and in fact both sides are one.
When we give space to the soul to manifest, even if we have a disabling physical illness, we have access
to a state of well-being overwhelming.
When we learn to open our lives to live fully often it happens to take place spontaneous remission of the
disease, the disease goes unnoticed. We should follow the advice of Jasmuheen, author of the book „Healing
smooth the path immortals” which recounts his own encounter with cancer experience: Simply fill your life with
things that gives love, passion, not only admire the life, allow yourself to fall in love.”
Another disease with cancer gives her definition: „I know from what my cancer it's made. It is made by
paintings that I have not painted, the sculptures that I have not carved, from lovers which I didn’t love. My
cancer is wonderful. It is simply creative force misdirected, energy turned inside and tight in an inner space
instead of flowing out into the world. „
Sometimes life sends us a hall pass beyond, an agreement „it is time to go” just to learn to give up
control, to relax, to indulge in life current which might just be the cure itself.
It is the case of Anita Moorjani, suffering from cancer for 4 years, reaching the final stage, her body
invaded by metastases, moment that is taken to hospital, where she has a „near death experience”. While he was
in a coma living an extraordinary experience during which it is revealed the real causes of his illness and is given
a second chance.
A common idea of which healed spontaneously and which is found in Anita's story in the book „I died
and I found myself” is that disease cannot be eliminated by cultivating an attitude of conflict, but by diverting
attention and being in a present where there's already health.
Anita Moorjani render the following conclusions after her near death experience:
My illness was a crisis of identity, the way which my body told me that my soul suffers from
loss of real identity.
I understand that my sickness was my own life force who had to manifeste as cancer because I
didn’t allow it. to manifests as inner greatness.
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Healing was due to my expression through my infinite self and understanding that I am not
separate from source or creation.
Is very important to be yourself and live in harmony with your inner truth.
Those who consider the idea of survival only from healing the body approaches death in a deep
depression and self-hatred.
Regarding the time of healing, in our culture it is considered that healing childhood traumas requires
many years of psychotherapy although is not always the case.
There are natural cures spontaneous, like that of Anita, who fully recovered within a few weeks after
coming out of coma, there are many peoples who’s process of healing can be spread over a lifetime, but most of
time what influences this process is universal faith, „tribal mind” or „group mind” as called by Caroline Myss.
For example, „group mind” currently believes that certain types of cancer need 6 months to kill us, that people
with AIDS can live between 7 and 8 years, that grief following the death of a partner takes at least a year, etc.
But if we believe this things, we give to „tribal mind” the power over our lives instead of exercise our
power, and that recovery power is a part of the healing process.
If our spirit is strong enough to withdraw from the authority of faith group, then it is enough powerful to
accept the change and to initiate those subtles actions that will finally lead to a state of wholeness, deep healing.
If our spirit is strong enough to withdraw from the authority of faith group, then it is enough powerful to
accept the change and to initiate those subtles actions that will finally lead to a state of wholeness, deep healing.
The change of our way to be in the world or abandonment of old patterns and then our rebirth forms a
natural cycle. When we integrate our spiritual discoveries we can walk on trough, because life itself is a magical
journey of reconciliation with our human and divine side, and and wholeness, health is the natural consequence
of this approach.
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Abstract
An important factor involved in students` learning process, is sleep quality. Using the Pittsburgh Sleep
Quality Index (PSQI) we tried to assess the sleep quality of the students of the Physical Education and Sport
Faculty of the West University of Timisoara, during end term period 2013. The questionnaire was applied on 50
students of the faculty. From the 50 questionnaires we had to exclude 6, due to mistaken completion. The results
of the study show that a little more then half from the students participant to the study recorded a Total PSQI >
5, which is associated with poor sleep quality. In their case, duration of sleep was shorter than 7 hours / night,
did have sleep disturbance, did have a longer sleep latency, reported day dysfunction due to sleepiness, medium
to poor sleep quality and sleep efficiency, but did not use sleep medication (with 2 exceptions, who recognised
the use of sleep meds for several times a week, during the assesed period). It might be possible that the rather
large number of students recorded with sleep disturbance is due tu the period we applied the test. During end
term examination period, students are temptate to perform „last minute study”, depriving them selfs of sleep and
consuming energy drinks and coffee.
Keywords: sleep, sleep disturbance, student, assessment, PSQI.

1

Introduction

A large number of epidemiological surveys, indicate that a rather large number (15-35%) of the adult
population suffers from sleep quality disturbance [1]. Sleep quality disturbance may cause daytime sleepiness,
concentration problems, day dysfunction, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [2] and on long term
may be one of the factors causing depression, schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, etc [3, 4]
The aim of the study was to assess the sleep quality of the students of the Physical Education and Sport
Faculty of the West University of Timisoara, during end of term examination period. Poor sleep quality may be a
cause of poor results at the final evaluations (exams). To assess the sleep quality of the students, we used the
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), a standardised and free to use for non-commercial research and
education questionnaire, published in 1989 [4].
The questionnaire assesses seven items related to sleep, such as: duration of sleep (DURAT), sleep
disturbance (DISTB), sleep latency (LATEN), day dysfunction due to sleepiness (DAYDYS), sleep efficiency
(HSE), overall sleep quality (SLPQUAL) and the need of medicines to sleep (MEDS), through 19 self-rated
questions and five questions rated by the bed partner or roommate, but only the 19 self-rated questions are
included in the scoring. Each item is to be scored from “0” (no difficulty) to “3” (severe difficulty) The PSQI =
DURAT+DISTB+LATEN+DAYDYS+HSE+SLPQUAL+MEDS, Minimum Score = 0 (better); Maximum Score
= 21 (worse). Interpretation of PSQI: Total PSQI ≤ 5 is associated with good sleep quality and Total PSQI > 5 is
associated with poor sleep quality [4].

2

Methodology

The target group we applied the questionnaire was represented by 50 students of the second study-year
of the Physical Education and Sport Faculty of the West University of Timisoara. The questionnaire was applied
end June 2013, which period corresponds to the end of term evaluation period of the students.
After recording the data from the questionnaire into the database of the PSQI, we analysed the results,
considering two groups – group A with a PSQI ≤ 5 and group B with a PSQI > 5. From the initial target group of
50 subjects we had to exclude 6 subjects due to mistaken completion of the questionnaire.
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3

Results

From the 44 remaining subjects, 21 presented a PSQI ≤ 5, associated with good sleep quality (group A)
and 23 subjects presented a PSQI > 5, associated with poor sleep quality (group B). Considerind the assessed
items, we obtained the fallowings:
Graphic 01 is presenting the duration of sleep for the two groups, A and B. The majority from the
subjecs of group A were able to sleep during the night at least 7 hours and 5 subjects were able to sleep between
6 and 7 hours. Considering group B, one can see that only 6 subjects managed to sleep at least 7 hours during the
night, 7 subjects slept between 6 and 7 hours the night, 6 subjects slept between 5 and 6 hours the night and 4
subjects slept less then 5 hours the night.
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Fig. 1 – Duration of sleep and sleep latency.
The duration of sleep (Fig. 1) correlates with the sleep latency, thus, 18 subjects from the group A felt
asleep during 30 minutes after going to bed (7 subjects in the first 15 minutes and 11 subjects in the following 15
minutes) and only 3 subjects needed more then 30 minutes to fell asleep. Group B subjects reported for 6 subjects a
sleep latency less then 15 minutes for 6 persons, between 15 and 30 minutes for 6 persons, between 30 minutes and
1 hour for the majority of the group – 9 persons, and 1 person who reported a sleep latency more than an hour.
Considering the frequency of sleep disturbance (Fig.2), group A reported 16 subjects with sleep
disturbance occurring less than once a week, 4 subjects with sleep disturbance occurring once or twice a week and
one subject with no sleep disturbance in the assessed period. Group B subjects reported 14 subjects with sleep
disturbance occurring once or twice a week and 9 subjects with sleep disturbance occurring less than once a week.
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Fig. 2 – Frequency of sleep disturbance during a week.
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Fig. 3 – Day dysfunction due to sleepiness.
The sleepiness due to lack of enough sleep and sleep disturbances, caused mild day dysfunction for only
7 subjects from group A. On the other hand, group B reported 12 subjects with mild day dysfunction due to
sleepiness, 7 subjects with moderate day dysfunction, 2 subjects with severe day dysfunction and 2 subjects with
no day dysfunction due to sleepiness (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4 – Sleep efficiency and overall sleep quality.
Considering sleep efficiency, 18 subjects from group A reported good sleep efficiency, 2 subjects
considered as mild the sleep efficiency and only one subject considered as poor the efficiency of the sleep.
Considering overall sleep quality, 15 subjects from group A considered their sleep quality as mild and 6 subjects
as better (Fig. 4).
From Group B, 10 subjects considered sleep efficiency as better, 6 subjects considered sleep efficiency
as mild, 4 subjects considered sleep efficiency as poor and 1 subject considered it as worse. The subjects of the
same group B, considered the overall sleep quality as poor – 15 persons, mild – 6 subjects, worse – 1 subject and
better – 1 subject (Fig. 4).
Finally, the need of meds of the target group to be able to sleep during the night is depicted in graphic
05. Group A subjects did not use any medication to go asleep compared to subjects of group B who recognised
the occasionally use of sleep meds. 19 subjects from group B did not use sleep medication during last month, 2
subjects used sleep meds less then once a week, 1 subject used once or twice a week sleep meds and 1 subject
used three or more times a week sleep meds (Fig. 5).
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4

Conclusions

The results are rather alarming, considering the overall age of the target group (21 years) and their main
interest – physical education, sport and kynetictherapy. It is true, students were in end term evaluation period,
which augmented their stress level, but it should not have shortened their sleep duration.
Daytime somnolence, day disturbance, and poor sleep quality are probably related to the period of year
we performed the study, being caused by bad sleep habits during end term examination period and possibly by
use of neuro-psychical excitants as coffee and energy drinks.
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Abstract
During my work as second coach of the Romanian national football squad, the U19 age group (under 19
years), I had the opportunity to apply a series of exercises and games to motivate athletes and develop team
spirit. As a result, the team's results have improved significantly, and attending the Swedish Qualifier
Tournament held in October 2010 was eloquent in this respect.
Experience has shown that the individual values are not as valuable as a strong team and that there are
exceptional teams with no phenomenal players. Football is a team sport par excellence, and a team is strong
when it works as a whole.
Keywords: squad, U19, football, team, psychology.

1

Introduction

1.1 Football and psychology
The relationship between football and border sciences is a dialectical one, not only that sports science
uses the results provided by these sciences, but its results have an impact on their development. Moreover, the
components of psychology and more specifically those related to individual motivation, which intersect with the
science of sport in general and with football in particular, become in a great number of cases component
elements of the science of football, having psychology as a base science. Thus we can speak of football
psychology because the correlation segments between the two sciences can be called component elements of
football [1].
In all disciplines of sports science system there are relations and correlations, but there is also a degree
of interdependence, which manifests both in featuring of assumptions underlying the investigations in the
respective field, and in the generalizations made, or in prospecting development directions.
Superior preparation in football can only be achieved by ensuring a higher motivation of young players
in conjunction with a scientific background. In this respect, psychology is significant not only theoretically but
also practically, with contributions applied in football.
In addition to general psychology that studies the general laws of psychic phenomena, and in a narrow
way the psychological lawfulness of a normal adult human, there is a number of other branches of psychology
with theoretical or practical orientation.
The following branches have a particular importance for the science of sport in general and football in
particular [2]:
Child psychology, which studies the laws of mental development of the child and adolescent and the
psychological peculiarities of the age. In other words, child psychology studies a child’s psychic to improve
methods of influencing and educating pedagogies.
 Genetic psychology, which studies the mechanisms of child cognitive activity as a method of
learning study for an adult, that is, at the stage of mental development a response is searched to the great
problems of knowledge psychology. Genetic psychology must be distinct from child psychology.
 Educational psychology, that deals with the psychological laws of learning and education,
psychological foundation of the educational process of various teaching methods. Specifically it refers to sport:
the role of different psychic processes, moving skills training, the study of individual characteristics and
personalities.
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1.2 Psychological characteristics of juniors 17-18 years
Adolescence has countless features, both individualities and cases being very complex. It also states
numerous psycho-pedagogical problems, represents the age at which individual training is crucial for
life. Adolescence is characterized by:
 adolescent enthusiasm;
 enthusiasm of the heart, which combines hyper-emotion with exclusive passions and juvenile
friendship;
 assertion of self;
 birth of personal thought and discovery of the world of values.
What is worth underlying in the psychological development of the adolescent is [3]:
 Adolescent’s intellect has reached a good level of knowledge of reality, the functions of reception
and information processing are well developed, based on good capacity to mobilize attention on a satisfactory
intellectual stamina and above all, on the presence of cognitive variables. The thinking that has acquired the level
of abstracting and logic is critical questioning inclined.
 Self-consciousness is one of the fundamental dimensions of intellectual and moral personality of the
individual. Obviously, the self image is dynamic in time both as structure and as depth, given the passage of
years and the growing-up it determines, and the multiple and varied social influences. A teenager likes to be
appreciated, noticed, he pays attention to appearance and often self-awareness, narcissistic self esteem makes
him contemplate and overestimate himself. Obstacles in the way of self imposing will cause riots expressed in
behavior, dress, language.
 Affectively, an adolescent’s mental life is very rich. Emotional balance is something better than in
the past. Feelings are strong, largely internalized and exclusive. The sense of personal honor manifests in a
teenager, of prestige of the group, of feeling patriotic or other feelings. He is capable of self-denial and sacrifice.
 Personality is determined by the beginnings of social integration, the discovery of the world of
values and of opportunities to participate effectively to it and benefit from it. The development of moral
consciousness in an adolescent marks the discovery of the world of values. So far the moral conscience of the
child or preteen recorded a series of beliefs and feelings formed under the influence of educational factors
without evidence of critical and analytical. For a teenager everything is about awareness of feelings. Thirst for
knowledge, curiosity for new and inclination for what is special or spectacular, as well as emotional and
behavioral dynamics, make the adolescent be a highly reactive and versatile receiver. To his desire for
affirmation, self-improvement and social-professional integration must be added a corresponding cultural
educational environment and a good organization of practical activities (sports) and school.

1.3 Motivation in football
Reasons that urge a young person to become a performance football player are very different. From
discussions with a large number of young players have emerged a number of reasons, among which we mention
the most common [4]:
- desire for self-fulfilment;
- development of skills;
- seeking a more interesting life;
- willingness to travel;
- desire to play in a valuable team with famous teammates;
- desire to be part of the representative team of the country;
- imitation of models;
- pleasure of playing football.

2

Methodology

Since January 2010 all components of the U19 national football squad have attended a 5-day training
course every month in Mogoşoaia National Football Centre. Here, together with the psychologist A.G. two
teambuilding sessions of 3 hours were performed, where several team building exercises were conducted
including the four listed below which were greatly enjoyed by the athletes.

2.1 Spider’s web
Description of the exercise: On a football gate or on two supporting elements a “spider’s web” or a net
will be placed that has X holes of medium sizes. Athletes will be split into two teams. The two teams will work
one at a time.
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The task is for all team members to go on the other side of the net in the shortest time, observing the
following rules:
 Not allowed to touch the net with any part of the body;
 They will be helped / supported by their teammates;
 If they touch the net, they must return to their original place;
 Once a hole was used, it may not be used thereafter;
 The exercise is conducted on the clock. The team that solves the task fastest wins.
Working time: 40-45 minutes
Objectives: To strengthen the concept of team, the importance of the strategy, the importance of goals,
the confidence in the support of teammates.

3

Alphabetical order

Description of the exercise: On a perch width 10 inches athletes shall be placed in order of height. The
task is hey are arranged in alphabetical order pursuing the following rules:
 Athletes are not allowed to touch the ground with any body part;
 Athletes, if they fall / unbalance / or touch the ground with any part of the body, whether in action or
not, will have to return to their original places. The last success will be cancelled.
Like the previous exercise, athletes will be divided into two teams. The team that solves the task fastest
wins. Athletes choose their own teammates.
Objectives: The importance of strategy, the importance of the manner of communication, the
importance of supporting teammates.
Working time: 20-25 minutes.

4

How do we fit in?

Description of the exercise: Athletes will be divided into two teams. Their task will be to fit everybody
on a 0.5 m 2 piece of fabric. The team that solves the task fastest wins. The rule of the exercise is:
 None of the members of the team must touch the ground with any body part / put any part of the
body outside the confined space
Objectives: The importance of strategies, the importance of support in a team
Working time: 20-25 minutes.

5

Together achieve the goal

Description of the exercise: Athletes will be divided into two teams. At a certain distance poles will be
placed, which athletes will have to take, pursuing the following rules:
 For athletes to be able to take each pole, they are not allowed to be even a second apart. It is
important for them to be connected to each other regardless of the part of the body they are connected;
 Always one of the athletes will have to stay with any part of the body on base (the place of
departure);
 Base and leader will change at every pole.
The team that solves the task fastest wins.
Objectives: The importance of each member of the team.
Working time: 30-40 minutes.

6

Results

Following the exercises to strengthen team spirit and the discussions with the psychologist AG before
and after these meetings, they tried to achieve an intrinsic motivation of athletes together with an increased team
spirit. The exercises were conducted over a period of 9 months starting with 15th January 2010 until 1st October
2010. The results were seen in the exemplary behavior of U19 football team in the Qualification Tournament for
U19 European Championship. The qualifying tournament was held from October 5th to October 12th 2010 in
Sweden. Teams that participated alongside Romania were: Sweden, Italy and Azerbaijan. Although the
Romanian team did not start as a favorite over a lot stronger representatives of the hosts and Italy, match results
shown in Table 1 were more than surprising.
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Table 1. Match results in Sweden Tournament - October 2010
No. crt.

Date of game

Teams

The final score

1

October 6, 2010

Italy - Romania

1-2

2

October 9, 2010

Azerbaijan - Romania

0-3

3

October 12, 2010

Romania - Sweden

0-0

Following the exceptional behavior of Romania U19 football team at the qualifier, our team finished
first with seven points, followed by Italy, Sweden and Azerbaijan.
Table 2. Final standings of the tournament in Sweden - October 2010

7

Place

Equip

No. points

1

Romania

7

2

Italy

4

3

Azerbaijan

3

4

Sweden

2

Conclusions

Obtaining peak performance in sport requires a number of psychological measures designed to teach a
sports person to control their emotions, to update their availability and their latent psychic and physical resources
which usually they do not use. Without minimizing the importance of the physical, technical and tactical
preparation during sports training, psychological preparation comes to underline, to highlight and even to
improve these components of sports training. We have shown in our experiment that a strong, united team can
beat important prestigious teams, with outstanding results in international competitions.
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Abstract
The study attempts of taking a snapshot of the psychological services consumption context on the
Romanian market, striking to identify the main sources of information used by the potential consumers to get
informed about psychology services and the main sources of influence that have an impact upon their decision of
consuming this kind of services. The results of the investigation indicate the internet and personal contacts as
being the main information sources used by the psychology services potential customers, while the main
influence sources are represented by life partners, friends, physicians and parents.
Keywords: psychology services, marketing psychology, information sources, influence sources

1

Introduction

If we refer to the field of Psychology as a practical professional activity directed to meet the immaterial
needs of consumers and if we accept that the psychologist is entitled to a financial reward for his/ her work, then
we can infer that any psychologist can benefit from an effective marketing, just like other professionals that
perform economic activities.
Most psychologists seem to reject the idea of marketing for multiple reasons, based on false preconceptions
about marketing mainly – which is considered to be a manipulative activity that implies deceit and lie [1]. Marketing
doesn’t mean selling something to somebody that doesn’t need that thing; it is an activity that helps any firm to adapt
in a creative and profitable manner to the environment it is operating in [2]. Even if in some segments of the economy
or some companies use marketing in a negative, non-ethical way, there also exists a positive approach of marketing,
which involves cultivating relationships and providing help to people. A psychologist that proves a good professional
training could put his/ her skills and competencies in the service of others in an honest and socially responsible manner
and could use an appropriate marketing strategy in order to achieve this objective without being aggressive or invasive.
An effective marketing strategy for the psychology service offered in this case has a double advantage: on one hand, it
helps the consumer – namely the person who needs help – to find the right professional in order to have his/ her needs
satisfied and, on the other hand, it helps the psychologist – the one who provides the service – to acquire notoriety and
to be rewarded for his/ her work efforts.
Rick Crandall [1] defines marketing as any activity that leads to establishing a relationship with a new
customer or keeping an old customer. The psychologist’s attitude towards his/ her own work and the way it
manifests in front of other people represents the practitioner’s most valuable business card: if one is convinced
that he/ she offers a precious service and does it in a competent way, if one is proud of his/ her own
achievements and is able to enthusiastically speak about his work, then he/ she will gain credibility in the eyes of
his/ her clients and, in return, they will perceive his/ her work as a useful and necessary one; if instead one
adopts a coy attitude and is reluctant to show people what sort of help he/ she could provide, then the potential
clients will not understand the utility of psychological services and will not trust the practitioner’s skills.
Psychology services pose great difficulties in assessing their quality, because their results are not always
visible right away and, therefore, not easy to quantify. For this reason, marketing psychology services can be
extremely helpful if it focuses on regulating the expectations related to these services. Consumers should be
instructed on the fact that the results of psychology and psychotherapy approaches are not visible overnight,
because a change in attitude or a reconfiguration of personality characteristics takes time, unlike a headache. Also
they should understand that the psychologist’s activity differs from that of a cook and they should not expect to get
any recipes or advices, because each psychological intervention is unique and adapted to the individual’s
characteristics. If the consumer’s expectations related to any services – including psychology services – are
unrealistic, then those services will automatically be assessed as being of poor quality and will be abandoned [2].
In order to shape the potential customers’ beliefs regarding the psychology services, information
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sources considered trustworthy by these customers and influence sources that affect their decisions must be
identified and exploited. Thus, the present study focused on pointing out such information and influence sources
that have an impact on consumers’ decision to seek psychology and psychotherapy services as well as certain
practitioners. Because we are in a digital era and we can find audio-visual gadgets like kindles and smart phones
everywhere, we assumed that the audio-visual information sources, including the internet, are most frequently
used than the hard-copy ones to get informed about psychology services. Also, we credited the family as being
the primary influence source on the consumer’s decision to seek psychology and psychotherapy services.

2

Methodology

2.1 Participants
The sample consists of 160 people, aged between 19 and 64 years old, with different professional and
geographical backgrounds (all from Romania). The research was conducted online and was promoted through
ads or banners on different sites and through social networks. The subjects willing to answer were not limited in
any way, but after all the respondents’ answers were submitted and the period of time destined to answering the
questionnaire ended, the sample was selected in a layered manner from all 233 persons that replied to the
questionnaires solicitations. The selection of the sample tried to match the main characteristics of the
psychological services consumer profile and the stratification of the market according to these criteria, identified
by Robert J. Illback’s [3] market study that covered several European countries, including Romania. The age
mean of all participants is 33.66 years old and the gender distribution includes 89 (55.63%) female respondents
and 71 (44.37%) male respondents. 71,25% (114 persons) of the whole sample has university level education,
while 28.75% (46 persons) has high-school level education.

2.2 Investigation
The subjects were required to submit answers to a 10-item online questionnaire, which targeted several
issues related to the use of psychology services that may reveal ways to promote them and may facilitate marketing
efforts and strategies leading to increased consumption of such services. The first four items of the questionnaire
were focused on identifying socio-demographic variables, while the other six were set on identifying sources of
information that potential clients of psychology services might use and sources of influence that have an impact on
the psychology services consumption. Open-ended four-step Likert scaled questions were used, like “Where do you
find trustworthy information about the psychology services and practitioners? Check your answers in the table
below for all entries in the list and add new entries if you use other materials.”, “Whose advice of seeing a
psychologist should people take? Check your answers in the table below for all entries in the list and add new
entries if you use other materials.”. The Likert scaled answers ranged from very rarely/ never to very frequently/
always. At the end of the questionnaire, subjects were allowed to comment upon psychological services and/ or
explain their answers. Paired samples T-test was used to identify significant mean differences.

3

Results

The results show that the general interest towards getting informed about psychology services and
practitioners is rather low, reaching a mean of 1.44 on a scale ranging from 0 to 4. The most frequently used
information sources are internet sites, with a mean of 2.07 and personal relations, like friends, co-workers,
relatives, with a mean of 2.05. In opposition, the least used information sources are written press – including
newspapers, magazines and other mundane publications –, with a mean of 0.78, printings of all kinds – like
posters, flyers etc. –, with a mean of 1.03, radio and television, with a mean of 1.15. In between the most
frequently used and the less used sources of information are psychology books and magazines, with a mean of
1.57. Standard deviations are ranging from 0.9 to 1.44. Results are presented in fig. 1.
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

2,07

1,57
0,78

2,05
1,15

1,03

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

psychology books and magazines
newspapers, magazines
internet
TV, radio
friends, co-workers, relatives
printings (posters, flyers etc.)

“Fig. 1” Average use of information sources about psychology services
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In what concerns the influence sources that have an impact on the decision of psychology services
consumption, the ones with the highest impact on a scale from 0 to 4 are life partners, with a mean of 2.60,
friends, with a mean of 2.13, the family physician or other physicians, with a mean of 1.77, and parents, with a
mean of 1.50. Neighbours, co-workers, people met on forums and other members of the family beside parents
and life partners seem to have a very low impact upon the decision of consuming psychology services, with
averages ranging between 0.47 and 1.35. Standard deviations are ranging from 0.54 to 1.56. Results are
presented in fig. 2.
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

friends
life partner
2.6

parents

2.13
1.5

1.35
0.82

0.47

1.77

people met on forums

0.75

neighbours
co-workers

SOURCES OF INFLUENCE

“Fig. 2” Average impact of influence sources on the decision of psychology services consumption
The paired samples T-test revealed that most of the two by two mean comparisons of both sources of
information and sources of influence were significant (see tables 1 and 2).
Table 1. T-test results for pairs of information sources
Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Mean
Std.
Std. Error
interval of difference
differenc
deviation
Mean
e
Lower
Upper

Pairs of influence sources

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

psychology publications – mundane
0.783
publications

1.485

0.191

0.399

1.167

4.085

159

.000

psychology publications – internet

-0.500

1.722

0.222

-0.944

-5.509

-2.249

159

.028

psychology publications
radio

0.416

1.768

0.228

-4.025

0.873

1.825

159

.073

psychology publications – personal
-0.483
contacts

1.961

0.253

-0.990

2.336

-1.909

159

.061

psychology publications – printings

0.533

1.371

0.177

0.179

0.887

3.013

159

.004

mundane publications – internet

-1.283

1.450

0.187

-1.658

-0.908

-6.852

159

.000

mundane publications – TV, radio

-0.366

1.134

0.146

-0.659

-7.360

-2.504

159

.015

mundane publications – personal
-1.266
contacts

1.582

0.204

-1.675

-0.857

-6.200

159

.000

mundane publications – printings

-0.250

0.950

0.122

-0.495

-4.583

-2.038

159

.046

internet – TV, radio

0.916

1.649

0.213

0.490

1.342

4.304

159

.000

internet – personal contacts

1.667

1.836

0.237

-0.457

0.491

.070

159

.944

internet – printings

1.033

1.449

0.187

0.658

1.407

5.523

159

.000

TV, radio – personal contacts

-0.900

1.883

0.243

-1.386

-.413

-3.700

159

.000

TV, radio – printings

0.116

1.439

0.185

-0.255

0.488

.628

159

.532

personal contacts – printings

1.016

1.651

0.213

0.590

1.443

4.767

159

.000

–

TV,
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Table 2. T-test results for pairs of influence sources
Pairs of influence sources
friends – life partners

Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Mean
Std.
Std. Error
interval of difference
differenc
deviation
Mean
e
Lower
Upper
-0.466
1.661
0.214
-0.896
-3.737

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

-2.175

159

.034

friends – parents

0.633

1.803

0.232

0.167

1.099

2.720

159

.009

friends – people on forums

1.316

1.501

0.193

0.928

1.704

6.793

159

.000

friends – neighbours

1.666

1.386

0.178

1.308

2.024

9.315

159

.000

friends – co-workers

1.383

1.378

0.178

1.027

1.739

7.771

159

.000

friends – other relatives

0.783

1.647

0.212

0.357

1.209

3.682

159

.001

friends – physicians

0.366

1.895

0.244

-0.122

0.856

1.499

159

.139

life partners – parents

1.100

1.819

0.234

0.629

1.570

4.682

159

.000

life partners –people on forums

1.783

1.637

0.211

1.360

2.206

8.436

159

.000

life partners – neighbours

2.133

1.443

0.186

1.760

2.506

11.448

159

.000

life partners – co-workers

1.850

1.516

0.195

1.458

2.241

9.451

159

.000

life partners – other relatives

1.250

1.457

0.188

0.873

1.626

6.645

159

.000

life partners – physicians

0.833

2.001

0.258

0.316

1.350

3.225

159

.002

parents – people on forums

0.683

1.383

0.178

0.325

1.040

3.825

159

.000

parents – neighbours

1.033

1.327

0.171

0.690

1.376

6.031

159

.000

parents – co-workers

0.750

1.348

0.174

0.401

1.098

4.309

159

.000

parents – other relatives

0.150

1.070

0.138

-0.126

0.426

1.085

159

.282

parents – physicians

-0.266

1.858

0.239

-0.746

0.213

-1.112

159

.271

people on forums – neighbours

0.350

0.777

0.100

0.149

0.550

3.488

159

.001

people on forums – co-workers

6.667

0.733

9.468

-0.122

0.2561

0.704

159

.484

people on forums–other relatives

-0.533

1.171

0.151

-0.835

-0.230

-3.527

159

.001

people on forums – physicians

-0.950

1.489

0.192

-1.334

-0.565

-4.941

159

.000

neighbours – co-workers

-0.283

0.613

7.916

-0.441

-0.124

-3.579

159

.001

neighbours – other relatives

-0.883

1.194

0.154

-1.191

-0.574

-5.728

159

.000

neighbours – physicians

-1.300

1.464

0.189

-1.678

-0.921

-6.874

159

.000

co-workers – other relatives

-0.600

1.167

0.150

-0.901

-0.298

-3.981

159

.000

co-workers – physicians

-1.016

1.610

0.207

-1.432

-0.601

-4.891

159

.000

other relatives – physicians

-0.416

1.797

0.232

-0.881

4.762

-1.796

159

.078

4

Conclusions

The quite little interest in getting informed about psychology services and practitioners might be an
expression of the interest for the psychology services all together, but what seems even worse is the fact that the
potential consumers of such services don’t get informed and, thus, we might presume that we are dealing with a
fairly uneducated potential market.
As shown by the results of this study, the most effective means of transmitting information are the
online resources (websites, blogs, forums etc.) and personal relations, including friends, family and co-workers.
These two information sources are preferred because they are both accessible and free, but also because they are
interactive. As a result, an effective marketing approach should use these two resources in order to transmit
messages and to achieve desired goals [1].
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Among the social factors with the highest influence upon the potential consumers of psychological
services and their decision of consumption, the main ones are the life partner, friends, family physicians or other
doctors and parents. As a result, effective marketing messages will exploit these resources to a great extent, by
drawing attention to the needs of friends, lovers, children or patients.

4.1. Exploiting internet and personal contacts to promote psychology services
The creation of a presentation site of the practice itself, the services it provides and the practitioners that
work there represents one of the most important aspects of the marketing strategy of any economic activity
carried out in the 21st century, according to the modern Cartesian principle "I am on the internet, therefore I am"
[2].
Information on the website may be supplemented by articles and comments posted on a blog, designed
to educate consumers of psychological services on his/ her responsibilities as well as the responsibilities of the
provider. The blog also provides the opportunity to the consumer interested in the psychology services that are
being promoted to ask questions or make comments about these services. This option increases interactivity
online and facilitates more efficient marketing approaches [3].
Increased interactivity with the potential consumer of psychological services could also be obtained by
administering a discussion forum in which all stakeholders can exchange ideas, ask questions and find answers
not only by interacting with professionals, but also to other consumers, which will be able to share their
experience with this kind of services – if they were useful, what selection criteria did he/ she use, if he/ she was
satisfied by the provider etc. [1].
Another method of transmitting messages on internet is the Facebook account, due to the fact that social
networks in general and this one in particular includes an increasing segment of the potential market and
represent a cheaper alternative to regular sites, whose design and maintenance usually costs money.
Through all these online resources, marketing efforts can actively influence the consumers' expectations
towards psychology services. Thus, consumers can be educated on several aspects in regard with psychological
services: for instance, that the results of counselling or psychotherapy are not immediately visible due to the fact
that the change of an attitude or the reconfiguration of a personality characteristic take time, or that clients
should not expect advice from the psychotherapist, because advice is not what psychotherapy is all about and so
on.
The main advantage of internet channels is the fact that they provide intimacy for the person who surfs
the online environment and the possibility to digest in one’s own pace the needed quantity of information,
without any external pressure [1]. Their disadvantage is that, despite the high interactivity degree after the
connection between the psychology service provider and the potential customer was established, they remain
passive before the establishment of this contact, as their success depends on the initiative of the client. The
exception to this rule and a technique to prevent this disadvantage is represented by advertisements on other sites
or pop-up adds, but they all must be used cautiously as they are often considered by many internet users as
invasive – most of them use specialized software in order to prevent their appearance on the screen or just close
them instinctively without reading them [4].
Finally, rapid and active communication, but relatively non-invasive, of marketing messages about
psychology services and practices can be done through e-mails, keeping in mind that, in order for these to be
efficient, they need to be quite rare and attractively designed [4]. This approach allows the combination of two
sources of information often used by potential customers to get information about psychology services and
practitioners, namely the internet and the personal contacts – friends, relatives, co-workers, people that we
normally have in our mailing lists and who can send out to one another e-mails containing advertisements. More
to it, people that know each other personally would be more efficient in directing e-mails towards persons that
could really show interest in certain services. The same principle may be applied to the Facebook accounts.
Although these two information sources appear to be the most effective one in informing the potential
consumers about psychological services, we should not overlook completely the other information sources,
which may be used in a combined manner and, thus, may bring significant benefits in promoting such services.

4.2. Promotion strategies for psychology services based on the main
influence sources that have an impact upon the decision of consumption
A possible strategy to promote psychology services taking into consideration the social factors with the
highest influence upon the potential customers’ decision to consume such services could include keeping a blog
that presents facts and emotions from a friend’s or a parent’s point of view. This technique might have a
significant impact upon the potential beneficiaries of psychological services and it determines people to act, due
to the likelihood of identification with such a point of view: it is a lot easier to see ourselves in the shoes of the
person that plays an important part in empowering another to get help from a psychology practitioner than in the
shoes of the person that actually needs the help [5].
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Multilevel marketing also represents an option for using life partners, friends, relatives and other
physicians as sources of influence in promoting the psychology services. This means that each of these, if they
themselves were clients, could recommend, if satisfied, the psychology practitioner to their peers and relatives.
Such a strategy is entirely based on the high quality of the service that practically recommends itself, is cost free
and highly efficient on a long term, but it presents the main disadvantage that takes a lot of time and, because of
this, cannot become the sole marketing strategy of promoting psychology services [2].
Physicians also represent a very important source of influence upon the decision of seeing a
psychologist, because they are perceived as professionals and their counsel – especially if it addresses health
issues – has case more credibility [6]. As a result, drawing attention to the benefits that psychology services
might have in order to improve the quality of human life can be treated as a direct suggestion to seek these
services. Therefore, advertising in medical clinics or through physicians ensures the efficiency of marketing
messages.
In conclusion, marketing strategies help imposing a certain value of the psychological services on the
market and identifying the potential client’s profile in order to better promote such services, but they also
contribute to educating the market in demanding higher quality services. Even if suitable marketing methods
differ from one objective to another or from one market to another, they should not be overlooked by psychology
professionals, as they are part of the success strategy of any psychology practice and services.
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Abstract
Because of the school tasks that the pupils usually receive in the classroom and due to the standardized
evaluation used in the educational system, that doesn’t take into account the pupils’ characteristics, we assumed
that, despite the general acceptance of the fact that creativity stimulation should be an important goal of the
education, this goal is not accomplished in practice in a coherent and unitary manner. The present research offers
a general perspective over the way in which the figural and verbal creativity of secondary-school pupils
correlates with the school performance obtained within different curricular subjects. Pupils’ creativity was
measured using the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. The statistic procedure used to verify the hypothesis
was the Pearson correlation. The results highlight the existence of some significant positive and negative
correlations between the figural and verbal creativity levels, on one hand, and the school performance, on the
other hand, varying by the school subject.
Keywords: secondary-school pupils’ creativity; verbal creativity; figural creativity; Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking, school performance/ academic achievement.

1

Introduction

"No man lacks creativity. To be convinced of that we only have to look, unnoticed, a group of children
playing." [1]. Yet when we reach adult age, it seems that creativity decreases. But age does not have anything to
do with this decrease of creative manifestations; this is rather linked to the fact that, while growing, we
experiment different types of social interaction and we cross several phases of the educational journey that we
engage in once we start attending school.
The educational system does not always have a positive impact on creativity. Following the routine of
school courses, the need to memorize factual data from various domains or algorithms from various areas of
practical activity, the promotion of standardized ways of performance assessment, creativity often gets to be
subordinated to other skills acquired during schooling [2]. Moreover, in some cases, creative approaches of
various problems are actively discouraged [3]. Evaluation is still largely based on information retained by
students [4, 5]. A glance on the subjects from the last few sessions of the baccalaureate exam can confirm the
great extent to which solving academic tasks requires actualization from memory rather than creative abilities,
even in subjects like social sciences or literature. The argument on which such a practice is based on is the fact
that we need unique criteria to differentiate pupils and for this we need to have standardized and universal
assessments, based on identifying the extent to which the informational content of a subject is learned and not on
the progress achieved in relation to a personal stage of development or knowledge [6]. Even the competence
focused education, which has become very popular in these last few years and has left in the background the
informational content, sets certain universal, procrustean performance standards that the individual pupils’ skills
are compared with. "In other words, unintentionally and unconsciously, the educational system raises different
barriers in front of human creativity, barriers that need to be identified and then removed." [1].
Of course, not all the school environments are prone to limit creativity. The research conducted by
Michael Hansenne and Jessica Legrand [7] reaches the conclusion that the school performance of Belgian pupils
aged 9 to 12 years old is predicted by a higher level of creativity. Other studies have also revealed a possible
connection between creativity and academic achievement, mediated by intelligence [8]. In Romanian context,
multiple researchers have identified several factors, either transdisciplinary or monodisciplinary, that stimulate
creativity in the classroom [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
More than that, educational systems and professionals around the globe recognize the importance of
including creativity stimulation among the goals of education, but too few of them could take pride into
implementing such goals in a unitary manner [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Creativity’s
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main charactheristic is its uniqueness... each person is creative in her own way and creativity results can only be
compared by referring them to novelty and utility within a more limited or extended community. This is why,
even though professionals strive for implementing a creativity stimulation programme in the formal education
system in order to help all students achieve their creative potential, this is easier said than done and creativity
stimulation in the classroom still seems to depend a great deal on the teacher’s style of teaching, on the
pecularities of the subject they are teaching, on the type of school management and, why not, on the pupils’
family that may encourage or discourage the school’s attitude.
Due to the desire to correct any problems that may arise from the encounter of creativity manifestations
with rigid and procrustean school tasks, we were interested to find out how creativity manifests in relation with
the school performance in the current educational context of secondary-school students. We presumed that
pupils’ school performance also reflects their creativity level and that curricular subjects that imply interpretation
and symbolism, like literature, social sciences or art, are more prone to positively correlate with creativity
compared to exact sciences.

2

Method

1.1. Participants
The sample consists of 97 secondary-school students, aged between 11 and 15 years old, from all four
levels of grades hools. The age distribution included 1% 11-year olds, 24.7% 12-year olds, 39.2% 13-year olds,
32% 14-year olds and 3.1% 15-year olds. The grade distribution was as following: 3.1% 5th graders, 27.8% 6th
graders, 41.2% 7th graders and 27.8% 8th graders. The gender distribution was relatively equal: 47.4% male
students and 52.6% female students.

1.2. Investigation
Creativity levels were measured with Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, both verbal and figural
forms. Each test includes a set of tasks in which subjects are required to give as many and as unconventional
answers as possible in a time frame which varies from 5 to 10 minutes. The figural test presents figurative
stimuli and requires figurative answers, while the verbal test presents both figurative and verbal stimuli and
requires verbal answers. Verbal creativity is apreciated in accordance with three factors: fluence, flexibility and
originality, while figural creativity is assessed based on five indicators: fluence, originality, elaboration,
abstractness of titles and resistance to premature closure [30].
The school performance level was operationalized by analizing the annual grades for each subject from
the school’s grade register. In this matter though, we have to bare in mind the fact that some curricular subjects
are studied in all four secondary-school grades and others are only studied in one or two grades.
The statistical procedure used to test the assumptions was the Pearson correlation.
A focus group featuring teachers from the same schools that pupils were selected from was organized
after the students were tested, in order to try to explain the results of the creativity measurements.

3

Results

For each of the two creativity forms, standard scores and national percentiles were calculated. The
average figural creativity performance of the group is 103.86. This score corresponds to the national percentile
56.62, meaning that the sample’s creativity performance is better than the performance of 56.62% of the national
population of the same age. The average verbal creativity performance reaches 94.47, corresponding to the
national percentile 39.21%, thus placing the sample’s performance at this test above one third of the national
population of the same age.
Comparative analisys between the creativity results of students from different grades didn’t provide any
data to conclude that the mean differences between the four groups are significant. Gender differences were also
tested and found insignificant.
The results of the correlational test indicate that the general school performance, measured by the
annual school grade, strongly negatively correlates with all forms of creativity (see Table 1).
Musical Education performance positively correlates with global creativity, as well as with both figural
and verbal creativity. Also, positive correlations were found between verbal creativity, on one hand, and
Religious Education and Chemistry grades, on the other hand – the latter correlating positively with global
creativity as well (see Table 1).
Negative correlation coefficients were identified between Latin grades and global, figural and verbal
creativity; while Biology and History school performance negatively correlates with verbal creativity (see Table
1).
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Also, for some of the curricular subjects, performance did not significantly correlate with global, figural
or verbal creativity (see Table 1).
Table 1. Significant correlation coefficients between creativity and school performance
FIGURAL
CREATIVITY

VERBAL
CREATIVITY

GLOBAL
CREATIVITY

-.544**

-.391*

-.508**

Chemistry

.246*

.287*

Biology

-.212*

History

-.271**

SCHOOL SUBJECTS
Romanian Language and Literature
Foreign Language
Latin
Mathematics
Physics

Geography
Social Sciences
Religion

.234*

Physical Education (Sports)
Artistic Education
Musical Education
ANNUAL SCHOOL GRADE

.234*

.205*

.269**

-.628**

-.450**

-.659**

* significant at p < .05

4

** significant at p < .01

Conclusions

Musical Education is eminently an artistic subject, which facilitates in a higher measure expression in
pictures and imaginative combinatorics, thus explaining the significant positive correlation with the figural
creativity. Although, apparently music has little to do with figural expression, Aaron Copland [31] notes that
people who listen to music have a greater capacity for visual representation and develop better capacity of
nonverbal expression of thoughts and emotions. At the same time, Musical Education seems to be related with
verbal creativity – studying lyrics and working with rhymes involves a high degree of language use, which could
explain a higher proficiency in verbal creativity. On the other hand, the focus group of teachers mentioned the
fact that highly creative students – that meet both figural and verbal criteria of creativity – may resonate in a
different, better adapted manner with music, as their perception of it is beyond notes and lyrics, this ability being
in fact the one leading to a better perfomance in Musical Education.
Other significant positive correlations were revealed between school performance in Chemistry and
both verbal and global creativity. This relation came as a surprise, because we had assumed that chemistry
informational content and exercises are mainly based on memory and logic rather than on global creativity and
even lesser on verbal creativity. The teachers’ focus group argued that, being an unappealing subject, chemistry
teachers must make use of creative and interactive methods in order to stimulate the pupils’ interest for it and
this practice draws with itself a stimulation of pupils’ creative potential. This explanation is consistent with other
researches [11, 13], which sostein that creativity development can be achieved during Chemistry classes through
the use of stimulative methods, such as problematization.
Verbal creativity also correlates with the performance obtained in Religious Education. This may be
explained by the fcat that Religious Education textbooks are often full of images and may propose all kinds of
situations that the student must reflect on and solve in various ways using the ethical principles he or she is being
taught and the output of the pupils’ thoughts is mainly solicited in a verbal manner. Therefore, this curricular
subject may stimulate in a certain degree the verbal component of creativity, but is also possible that students
with greater verbal creativity levels may obtain better performance while studying this subject, compared with
less creative pupils or with figural creative ones, whose performance is more likely to be diminished.
Highly significant negative correlations were revealed between all forms of creativity and school
performance in Latin, which means that Latin is not a highly stimulative subject, nor does it provide the creative
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pupils the opportunity to exploit their capabilities. The teachers’ focus group sostained that it is very likely that
the teaching of Latin is mainly focused on transmitting information about vocabulary and grammar rules and less
focused on stimulating the verbal expression and creation of new, and in consequence, the evaluation of
performance in this subject is mainly centered on quantity of latin words memorized and the ability to use the
grammar rules correctly. Thus, if pupils are not stimulated to experiment and to argue their interpretations
related to the fragments of literature or the works they are studying, their interest to continue to do so may
decrease and the lack of practice draws with itself the decrease of creativity level, much like a muscle that
atrophies unless is used [32].
School performance in Biology and History negatively correlates with verbal creativity. The teachers’
focus goup argued that this fact may be explained by the specific types of tasks that the study of such curricular
subjects usually implies: reproduction of different concepts, definitions and factual dates. Again, the lack of
creativity stimulation leads to its decrease – or stagnation, in the case in which it has never been stimulated a
great deal.
School performance obtained by the secondary-school pupils in Romanian Language and Literature,
Foreign Languages, Mathematics, Physics, Geography, Social Sciences, Physical Education and Artistic
Education does not significantly correlate with creativity levels. This result may partially be explained by the
fact that some of these subjects are only studied by a portion of the pupils included in the present research – such
are Foreign Languages, Physics and Social Sciences. The fact that school performance in literature or foreign
languages doesn’t correlate with creativity is rather surprising. We assumed that the challenges of studying
modern foreign languages could be a way of stimulating creativity in school, but it seems that we overestimated
these challenges or the variations within the sample were too high in this respect: the Foreign Language annual
school grade of the pupils included in this study did not refer to only one language, given the fact that pupils
choose the language they study according to their preferences and to their prior degree of knowledge of a certain
language. Thus, the foreign language performance included variations from one school to another, from one
class to another and even within the same class, from one pupil to another.
Further more, performance achieved in Mathematics, Physics, Geography and Physical Education
doean not correlate with creativity because it is assessed by reporting it to certain standards, to certain rules and
consists mainly in being able to apply, in a high degree, algorithms, formulas, terms and repetitive motric
schemes. Still, these tasks do not completely rely on memory, thus explaining why we haven’t found a negative
correlation between performances in these subjects and creativity level.
Interesting is the fact that figural creativity does not correlate with school performance in any subject
unless it also correlates with verbal creativity. We believe that this happens because the verbal form of
expression is used and stimulated in school in a greater degree than the figural expression, even though all
subjects not just the artistic ones could benefit from such a practice. It is also possible that pupils having high
figural creativity levels don’t have verbal creative skills as well and, thus, in an educational system in which
verbal expression is valued in a higher degree than the figural one, they are not likely to have a high performance
and get good grades. We must keep in mind, though, that the focus on the development of verbal means of
expression is most welcome, but is not sufficient in order to stimulate creative skills.
Overall, the annual school grade negatively correlates in a highly significant manner with all forms of
creativity. This fact is as sad, as it is alarming, because it leads to the conclusion that formal education in
secondary-school contributes to the decrease of global, figural and verbal creativity levels, even though
stimulating creativity is recognized as an important goal of education at all levels [16, 17, 24].
The results of the study underline the particularities of creative proficiency in correlation with school
performance of contemporary middle-school pupils and can be useful in triggering changes in the choice of
content, methods and strategies used in the classroom in order to achieve one of the most important goals of the
educational process: stimulation of creative potential and using it as a resource for learning. Undoubtedly, both
teachers and students are key elements in manifestation of creativity in the classroom, but, as educators, we owe
the pupils to activate their potential in all manners possible and to stimulate them to develop in a complete,
coherent and beautiful way. Further more, in order to have fostering creativity education systems, we need more
unitary methodologies and curricula plans specifically focused on developing pupils’ creativity.
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Abstract
The present study is based on the fact that numerous researches have demonstrated that creative abilities
are influenced in an extensive degree by the intellectual factors, which also guide the development of
communication skills. Due to the fact that secondary-school pupils do not yet have the complete set of abstract
thinking operations and because graphic communication, which relates better to their concrete thinking, is at its
peak at this age, we assumed that figural creativity proficiency is higher than verbal creativity proficiency in
secondary-school students. Results confirm this hypothesis and provide evidence to substantiate the superioriry
of figural creativity over verbal creativity in secondary-school students.
Keywords: secondary-school students’ creativity; verbal creativity; figural creativity; Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking.

1

Introduction

Until now students have mostly been regarded as a subject of education, as a target group on which
actions initiated within the educational process are reflected, but they are much more than that. Both from the
individual point of view and from the class as a study group point of view, the students represent a resource that
can be cultivated and exploited within the educational process and should be treated accordingly. In this context,
an in-depth knowledge of the creative resource of the students does bring multiple benefits.
The main reason in favour of the necessity of getting to know the creative potential of the students is to
prevent the teachers to fall into the trap of considering highly creative students unable to cope with the school
tasks just because sometimes they do not conform to certain artificial behavioural patterns set by the teachers
during the educational process [1]. More to it, creativity has a lot of junction points with learning and, even
though sometimes it may seem that creative children are more prone to overstep the traditional school norms,
they are more likely to study in a more efficient manner [2]:
- learning through problem-solving methods is easier and more solid, given that the creative process
is triggered by problem-situations that mobilize all individual resources and the personality as a
whole;
- transformation of information in order to retain it has a relative nature, because it is based on the
qualities of imagination, on cognitive styles, on the student’s efficiency and creative practice allows
the use of several types of learning mechanisms;
- the development of intellectual flexibility allows a greater mobility in determining learning
strategies and simultaneously using thinking operations like generalization, abstraction,
concretization, particularization;
- epistemic curiosity provides an intrinsic motivation for learning, because the creative act itself can
be rewarding;
- personality development of the student is facilitated and guided in a more authentic and wider
direction if the creative potential is exploited as a resource to fight the fears of the unknown, of
failure and so on;
- a creative climate allows students to manifest themselves uncensored, which draws with itself a
better understanding and use of their individual capacities.
All these interactions between learning and creativity represent in fact additional reasons for assessing
the pupils’ creativity and nurturing it in school.
Numerous researches have demonstrated that creative abilities are influenced in an extensive degree by
the intellectual factors [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], which also guide the development of communication skills and
language [11, 12, 13]. Thus, we inferred that creative abilities and communication skills might also be
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connected, as creative products might be seen as an expression mean. If this is the case, the skilfulness of using a
certain expression mean that comes with achieving a certain level of cognitive skills development might
influence individual’s performance in creative tasks.
In the middle-school period, between 10-14 years old, the child’s expression through drawings reaches
its peak, as the capacity of retaining highly detailed representations braids with the graphic reproductive skills
and as the child becomes fully aware of the social importance of drawing as a communication mean [14]. The
graphic expression is very elaborate and saturated with concrete details that strike to reflect in a very accurate,
analytical manner the visual representations of the child. Even though the surrounding reality represents an
important source of inspiration, the main figurative content is not reflected as seen, but it is produced by the
imagination processes, which are used in a very alert rhythm at this age [2, 15]. Also, providing a context for the
graphic elements used in the drawings in order to get coherence is a key characteristic of the figurative
representations of the children around the age of 10-14 years.
On the other hand, verbal communication is still developing both in what concerns the vocabulary
acquisitions and the expression eloquence, thus explaining why the children at this age are not always able to
find the accurate verbal forms of expression for their thoughts. This is why middle-school children might find it
easier and perhaps more comfortable to express themselves in a graphical manner, which they may find more
familiar and which they have practiced for a longer period of time [6].
Thus, the ongoing development of verbal language development at secondary-school age and the
pronounced tendency toward elaboration and oversaturation with details of the graphic expressions along with
the fact that figural communication still occupies at this age an important place among all the expression means
available seem to justify the assumption that figural creativity proficiency is higher than verbal creativity
proficiency in middle-school students. The study aims to identify and compare the levels of verbal and figural
creativity in secondary-school students in order to verify to what extent they manage to express their creative
ideas in a verbal and in a figural way as well as to perform in one or the other kind of creativity tasks.

2
2.1

Method
Participants

The sample consists of 97 secondary-school students, aged between 11 and 15 years old, from all four
levels of grades hools. The age distribution included 1% 11-year olds, 24.7% 12-year olds, 39.2% 13-year olds,
32% 14-year olds and 3.1% 15-year olds. The grade distribution was as following: 3.1% 5th graders, 27.8% 6th
graders, 41.2% 7th graders and 27.8% 8th graders. The gender distribution was relatively equal: 47.4% male
students and 52.6% female students.

2.2

Investigation

Creativity levels were measured with Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, both verbal and figural
forms. Each test includes a set of tasks in which subjects are required to give as many and as unconventional
answers as possible in a time frame which varies from 5 to 10 minutes. The figural test presents figurative
stimuli and requires figurative answers, while the verbal test presents both figurative and verbal stimuli and
requires verbal answers. Verbal creativity is apreciated in accordance with three factors: fluence, flexibility and
originality, while figural creativity is assessed based on five indicators: fluence, originality, elaboration,
abstractness of titles and resistance to premature closure [16].
A focus group featuring teachers from the same schools that pupils were selected from was organized
after the students were tested, in order to try to explain the results of the creativity measurements.
The statistical procedure used to identify the mean difference between the sample’s figural and verbal
creativity levels was paired samples T-test.

3

Results

For each of the two creativity forms, standard scores and national percentiles were calculated. The
average figural creativity performance of the group is 103.86. This score corresponds to the national percentile
56.62, meaning that the sample’s creativity performance is better than the performance of 56.62% of the national
population of the same age. The average verbal creativity performance reaches 94.47, corresponding to the
national percentile 39.21%, thus placing the sample’s performance at this test above one third of the national
population of the same age.
Comparative analisys between the creativity results of students from different grades didn’t provide any
data to conclude that the mean differences between the four groups are significant. Gender differences were also
tested and found insignificant.
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Regarding the average values of the verbal and figural creativity indicators, the standard scores and the
national percentiles reached by the sample are presented in table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of figural and verbal creativity indicators.
Creativity indicators
Figural fluency
Figural originality
Figural elaboration
Abstractness of titles
Resistance to premature closure
Verbal fluency
Verbal flexibility
Verbal originality

Minimum
score
56
11
70
0
32
55
53
58

Maximum
score
154
155
160
160
135
148
136
160

Mean score
112.96
106.73
94.41
93.76
104.21
90.75
90.89
101.79

National
percentile
65.00
58.72
39.36
47.56
57.91
33.53
34.60
47.61

Standard
deviation
23.82
21.53
19.47
42.42
17.44
17.66
15.44
25.36

Paired sample T-test was used in order to compare means of sample’s figural and verbal creativity
levels. The results demonstrate a significanly higher figural creativity level than verbal creativity level (t =
4.299, p < .000). Comparing the average level of the two common indicators of figural and verbal creativity, we
found that figural fluency is significantly higher than verbal fluency (t = 8.279, p < .000), while between figural
originality and verbal originality there is no significant difference.

4

Conclusions

As expected, the results show that figural creativity proficiency of secondary-school pupils is higher
than verbal creativity proficiency. We consider that the difference could be mainly attributed to the fact the
verbal language at this age is not at its peak and cannot always be used to express in an accurate manner the
content of children’s overflowing and vivid imagination, while the figurative means of expression reach between
10 and 14 years old the highest level of development, becoming more elaborate and less stereotypical compared
to the previous period [14]. These arguments are supported by the teachers participating in the focus group,
which state that secondary-school students love to draw and their drawings are really expressive and effervescent
and a lot more detailed than their verbal phrases, thus being the preferred language by the children at this age.
Because of this easiness of graphic expression, figural creativity appears to be more proficient that verbal
creativity at this age.
The comparative analysis of the common indicators for both types of creativity measured, meaning
fluency and originality, also revealed interesting facts. As fluency and originality are important indicators of
creativity levels [12] their variances for different forms of creativity trigger variances of creativity proficiency
related to certain forms of expression. A significant difference between figural fluency and verbal fluency was
pointed out by the T-test, the latter being considerably lower than the first: the figural fluency mean is 112.96,
corresponding to the national percentile 65, while verbal fluency mean is only 90.75, corresponding to the
national percentile 33 (see table 1). On the other hand, the comparison between the figural originality mean and
verbal originality mean didn’t uncover any significant difference, even though the lowest figural originality score
obtained from the investigated sample is 11, while the lowest verbal originality score obtained is 58 (see table 1).
These results bring out into open the fact that the secondary-school pupils are as original on a verbal level as
much as they are on a figural level and the significant difference between figural and verbal creativity might be
in fact attributed to the fluency difference. The fluency refers to the ability to produce a large number of ideas
[16] and it is strictly related to the means of expression, thus mastering a certain mean of expression and being
able to use it effortlessly draws with it a more productive flow of ideas [7]. These results support our explanation
concerning the superiority of figural creativity upon verbal creativity in middle-school pupils – as they are more
proficient in expressing themselves graphically at this age, their figural fluency is higher and, implicitly, their
figural creativity proficiency is higher.
The analysis of the other creativity indicators also provide evidence that the graphic mean of expression
is fully developed in the case of secondary-school pupils, while verbal language is still evolving during this
period, both in terms of vocabulary acquisitions and in terms of eloquence [6]. From all five indicators of figural
creativity, only two of them – namely elaboration and abstractness of titles – have average scores that correspond
with national percentiles below 50, which means that in what concerns the other three indicators – fluency,
originality and resistance to premature closure – the performances of the sample from the present study are
higher than those of 50% of the population of the same age (see table 1). This means that figural representations
of the secondary-school students are rich, original, detailed and the pupils at this age are able to think divergently
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in order to produce creative ideas. Some of them prove no abstraction capabilities – as the minimum score of
abstractness of titles for this sample is 0 –, but others distinguish themselves through a high score at this
indicator, reaching a maximum score of 160, that corresponds to the national percentile 99. In opposition, in the
case of verbal creativity indicators, none of the three – fluency, originality and flexibility – exceed the national
percentile 48, thus drawing with themselves a lower verbal creativity proficiency. From these three, fluency and
flexibility are the indicators with the lowest scores, barely reaching the national percentiles 33.53 and 34.60.
Translating the figures into facts, the verbal flow of ideas is half as rich as the figural one and the variety of ideas
is rather limited. Of course, it is very likely that the verbal creativity indicators will evolve in the next age period
along with the development of abstract operations, but further research and more data are needed in order to have
a final conclusion in this regard.
The results of the study underline the particularities of creative proficiency in contemporary middleschool students and can be useful in the educational process as the creative potential of the pupils can be
exploited as a resource for learning. Although traditional educational processes focus on the development of
verbal means of expression, which are very important for the cognitive and informational acquisitions, these are
not sufficient to trigger the complete set of creative skills, which are also important for the individual’s cognitive
and social welfare. Teachers should also try to stimulate figurative symbolism and graphic representations and
exploit these skills in order to facilitate learning.
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Abstract
This paper illustrates preliminary results of a multidimensional study on adolescents living in Golfo di
Policastro, a geographical area in Campania, a Southern Italy Region. Following the path of the youth research
program promoted by Italian Institute IARD (2002), our contribution focuses on the analysis of the Selfperception dimension that was surveyed using a battery of items with a self-anchoring scale. Data analysis relied
on the sequential application of factor analysis and cluster analysis. The first technique was performed to identify
the latent factors underlying the data; the second, to group the interviewees according to those factors. The result
of the cluster analysis was the identification of 4 groups related to dimensions concerning the satisfaction with
interpersonal relationships and some aspects of everyday life.
Keywords: Adolescents, Self-perception, relationships satisfaction, cluster analysis.

1

The self-perception

The subject during the adolescence totally acquires the capability to think about himself/herself: not
only about what the subject is, but also concerning what the subject could be, would be and must be. In other
words, self-reflexivity capabilities are totally developed [1] [2]. The elaboration of the concept of Self is not an
exclusive prerogative of the adolescence stage. This process is progressively going to be completed during this
life stage. The concept of Self refers to all the knowledge that the individual consciously elaborates about
himself/herself in reference to his/her physical appearance, his/her capabilities, his/her relationships with others
and his/her feelings in specific situations. The Self, therefore, does not depend only from oneself. In the
progressive construction of Self, others play a very important role. Indeed, interpersonal relationships and the
reference cultural system, where the individual acts, significantly contribute to the definition of the idea of Self.
The constant questioning of oneself, of the world, in general characterizes the adolescence. In the
contemporary society, the individual has to add, to all these difficulties, several chances of identifications: «In
the past, identity and belonging were attributed: almost a gift that the community and the adults gave to every
single subject of the group. Nowadays the appropriation, the exploration and the experimentation are signed
through the line of the belonging and, more generally, of the identity achievement. This process is, almost,
looking for and continually reinventing of attributions and meanings» [3]. The Self is not «a private or a
personal entity and not even the individual human body strictly speaking. The self is, mostly, a point of view
which means that others are always looking at themselves from an external perspective» [4].
Therefore the Self, in any case, can be conceptualized, if not in relation with the “alter”. Particularly, it
is the “ego/alter” relationship that structures determinations of the Self.

2

The methodology of research

The aspects analysed in this paper are part of a research conducted in an area in South of Province of
Salerno, in Campania Region (Italy). This area includes 26 municipalities that are homogeneous for social,
economic and cultural characteristics [5].
The quantitative research was conducted through the use of a standardized questionnaire on a sample of
755 students of the last three levels of high school, with the aim to survey representations, values and
behaviours. The studies of Offer [6] and the researches of IARD Institute inspired our survey on the Self
representation of adolescents [7] [8].
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Particularly, the battery of questions built to survey the Self-perception consists from 11 items (Figure
1). For each items, students had at their disposal a score on a Cantril scale from 0 (max disagreement) to 10 (max
agreement), to indicate the agreement level with each statement. The items of the battery of questions were also
counterbalanced, changing the orientation of sentences compared to the Self-perception, to reduce the chance to
have response set. The scale used, in synthesis, permits us to understand the capabilities that, on one hand, allow
to assume effectively the demands and challenges of everyday life; on the other hand, allow to realize life skills.

3

The dimension of self

The emotional profiles of interviewed teenagers seem balanced. Firstly, mean scores were calculated for
each item. Scores described a universe of adolescents with a strong sense of connection with its relational
context and with a good feeling to be able to affect their lives by carrying out a number of commitments (Figure
1). The item with highest average (7.5) investigates the perception of the reliability of the environment, which
could be a reference in times of trouble.
Relatively to the emotive Self, we sub-lined a generally positive perception. Respondents declared to be
able to manage their life without being overwhelmed by negative emotions as the fear (3.8), the solitude (5.7)
and the boredom (5.3). The comparison with the other's gaze does not appear to be a problem for teenagers
interviewed. Indeed, items as “I cannot make my parents understand what I feel” (4.2) and “I am always afraid
that others criticize me” (4.1) obtained on average a degree of agreement very low. This data is very significant
because in the age of adolescence the other’s gaze is of considerable importance: it becomes the measure of selfworth and social space that can be occupied.

Fig. 1 – Statements about the Self-perception
In general, the data do not reveal significant differences between men and women. We emphasize,
however, that women feel a greater sense of fear (4.7). This could be due to a greater reluctance of men to
declare a feeling in opposition with their social and cultural image. Furthermore, women are more afraid about
criticism than men (4.6) and they have more communication difficulties with their parents (4.7). Most significant
differences arise when we consider the cultural capital of the family (calculated by combining the degree of the
parents). Indeed, the feeling of sadness reduces with the increase in the level of cultural capital. Instead, the
average value for children from families with a low cultural capital (4.3) is lower than the value recorded for the
guys coming from families with a high level of cultural capital (5.3). The latter also show better communicative
relationship with their parents.
These results highlight the importance of cognitive and material resources, offered by the family,
covering the proper development of the Self. In addition, adolescents with a high cultural capital say they feel
full of commitments. This condition depends on the fact that these people, having parents with high social status,
tend to be subjected to more pressures and expectations on the part of the family. In fact, the majority of these
adolescents attends the most prestigious schools that require more commitment.
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Also in reference to the school attended, we can see a lower propensity to self-control among vocational
students (5.4). The variable class attended, however, does not seem to affect the distribution of the values of the
items used.

4

The construction of a typology

The descriptive analysis does not allowed, however, a whole reading of the Self-perception. Therefore,
we used the multiple factor analysis to obtain a framework less fragmented and dispersed. In particular, we
applied the method of principal component analysis to all items of the battery. Then, to refine the extracted
components and overcome some limitations inherent in the technique, we used “the two steps principal
component analysis” [9]. In practice, this is a lengthy interactive procedure, aimed at selecting baskets of
variables with a semantic flow better defined. This technique allows to identify the most meaningful
relationships between the variables and to produce a summary more refined of information. The original basket
consists of 11 items. We extracted two components. The first component (Table 1) contains items, which refer to
the concept of relational Self and which concern the relationship between the adolescent and his family and the
social context. Looking at the factor loadings, this axis is called "relational distress".
Tab. 1 – Component matrix
Item

Component
“relational distress”

I cannot make my parents understand what I
feel
I am always afraid that others criticize me
I am often afraid
Sometimes I think my space (my room, my
house) are too tight
I often avoid to assume responsibilities

.729
.676
.620
.578
.544

Instead, the second component extracted (Table 2) recalls semantically the individual dimension. The
items that contribute to its definition refer, in fact, to the dimension of loneliness and sadness. The negative
polarity of the axis summarizes the stage of the emotional anxiety of the adolescence condition. This component
has been called "well-being".
Tab. 2 – Component matrix
Item

Component
"individual well-being”
.821
.782
.483

I almost never feel alone
I almost never feel sad
I feel full of commitments

On each of the dimensions described above we applied the single factor analysis in order to obtain two
synthetic indices that were named: “relational distress” and “individual well-being”. Then, the latter were used in
a non-hierarchical cluster analysis procedure to group the students.
The objective of this analysis is specifically heuristic: we were interested by the evaluation in depth of
the specific characteristics of each group compared to the two indices identified by the principal component
analysis, more than the allocation of respondents in different groups.
In the Table 3 we report the final cluster centres that allow us to identify and define the four groups
emerged from the analysis.
Tab. 3 – Final cluster centers
Unstructured
Isolated
Socialized
Accomplished
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The distribution within the four groups is balanced (Figure 2). The scores allow us to nominate four
groups: “Unstructured, Isolated, Socialized and Accomplished”.

Fig. 2 – Clusters
In the next part we define, in detail, the profiles emerged from the analysis with the help of some sociodemographic variables.

4.1 The Unstructured
The subjects in this group show a high social distress connected to a state of inner turmoil, characterized
by fear (6.2 vs. 3.8 of the mean), sadness (2.1 vs. 4.7) and boredom (7 vs. 5.3).
These adolescents are confronted to a major risk because they live in a state of total distress. In fact,
they cannot react to an inner state characterized by malaise and anxiety derived from the radical changes that the
adolescent phase involves; they, indeed, cannot react by relying on the relational networks that usually act as
support to the distress experienced. Social relationships are a source of anxiety and restlessness in the group of
adolescent. In fact, these people say they fear the criticism of others (7 vs. 4.1), they did not have a good
communicative relationship with their parents (7.3 vs. 4.1), they warn spaces attending too narrow (5.9 vs. 4). In
this group, women are the majority (66%). The latter during adolescence live with insecurity human
relationships and with greater sensitivity to criticism from others, especially in reference to the physical
appearance [10] [11]. In fact, girls are very worried about the judgment on their body in today's society, where
there is still a stereotype that linked the social prestige of women with their physical appearance [7]. Most of
those come from a family with a medium or low cultural capital. Instead, there is no relationship with the school.
The chronological age influences the self-perception. The subjects in this group are eighteen in 46.8% of the
cases. This is a fact which is confirmed in other studies [7]. The eighteen is the time when the restlessness of the
boys grows, because for the first time they have to make choices that will have a material impact on its future.
To summarize, these individuals have difficulty in relating to the outside world, because they live social
relationships with a sense of oppression and anxiety. At the same time, they have an inner distress that often
leads them to feel feelings of loneliness and sadness.

4.2 The Isolated
Students who are part of this group (27%) show significant levels of social distress accompanied,
however, by high levels of individual well-being. In our opinion, the condition of these people is a conscious and
aware choice: a lonely feeling which could assume the nuance of the need to do something of ourselves [7]. We
can read in their answers a declaration of independence and autonomy, an affirmation of self-sufficiency. The
boys who are part of this group do not live a real condition of distress in interpersonal relationships; rather they
find the strength and the identification mainly in an individual dimension. In these subjects the dimension of the
private Self is accentuated [12]. The individual, in fact, is able to perform evaluations on himself/herself even in
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the absence of others. Consequently, the Self is built and completed in the individual achievement. Selfconsciousness seems to be stretched out in these individuals to a "private self-consciousness". The latter is
centred on thoughts and reflections related to one’s Self [13]. These individuals act according to what they
believe is right, they are not interested in fashion, they have personal interests particularly developed and they
are very aware of their emotions. Even in this case, albeit slightly, the majority of the Isolated are women (53%).
Membership of this group does not affect the cultural capital, the institution attended and the age.

4.3 The Socialized
The members of this group are mirrored to the previous group: they show an inner trouble and wellbeing for social relations. The importance given to relationships with the peer group distinguishes these students.
These give priority to methods of meeting that satisfied the need "to be in many" [14]. These aspects refer to the
concept of "gang". They need an collective identification that provides the strength and the security for them.
The adolescents in this group range from a collective Self and a public Self [12]. The former have a strong sense
of the group, internalizing the rules, goals and expectations, the latter are very sensitive to the evaluations of
others who play an important role in their lives. In short, they constantly seek the approval of the other with the
social purpose of accreditation. The Socialized by living in a state of unease attach great importance to social
relations, because they provide support and, above all, offer a collective identity more stable. The members of
this group are totally projected outwards: towards the relational dimension and they find themselves in this one.
The self-consciousness seems to be project towards a "public self-consciousness": in other words the most
worrying concerns the appearance and the behaviour in public [13]. These individuals perceive themselves as
social objects: they become aware of one's self through the image that others could return to them [15] [16].
42.2% of the socialized is 18 years old; the majority were men (53%) and they come from a family with a low
cultural capital and a vocational school.

4.4 The Accomplished
The group of Accomplished is the largest group (29%). These people have an emotionally profile
balanced. In fact, they report no relationship or individual distress. They are fully integrated into the social and
family context where they live. They are individuals where the biological, psychological and social issues,
related to the adolescence, have found fulfilment leading to a full development of the personality. All the
"developmental tasks" associated with adolescence have been adequately overcome. «The tasks that an
individual must face (the developmental tasks of life) are the prerequisite for a healthy and satisfactory growth in
our society [...]. A developmental task is a task that occurs in a period of the life of an individual and its good
resolution leads to happiness and success in dealing with problems later» [17]. They are, therefore, individuals
who have reached the full identity that represents the culmination of the adolescence process [18]. In summary,
these teenagers have acquired a full self-consciousness associated with a mature representation of social context.
In other words, the socialization is entirely completed. The Accomplished are mainly men (62%) and they tend
to come from a family with high cultural capital and they attend a high school. The greater cognitive, social and
economic resources, which the Accomplished have at their disposal, provide better tools to tackle the tough
challenges posed by adolescence.

5

The self-perception and the self-satisfaction

The typology constructed was placed in connection with the battery of items (on a scale of 0 to 10) that
detects the personal satisfaction of the subject in some spheres of his/her life (Table 4). The life spheres
investigated by us are useful resources for adolescents to cope with the difficulties that they encounter in their
everyday life. Thus, the level of satisfaction also indicates the assessment of the quality of the resources that
these subjects hold in order to face the challenges of adolescence [7]. Hence our hypotheses that the Selfperception and the satisfaction achieved in key life spheres are closely associated. Looking at Table 4, the
Accomplished, as we expected, show higher levels of satisfaction: they are, in fact, the most satisfied about
friends, the economic situation, the health, relationships in general and love. By level of satisfaction, in second
place we find the Isolated. These are very satisfied with the relationship they have with friends and others in
general. They are also the most satisfied in love. This confirms our initial hypothesis that these subjects are
consciously and deliberately focused on an individual and intimate dimension. In summary, the Socialized show
a lower level of satisfaction than Isolated, while the Unstructured manifest the highest levels of dissatisfaction.
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Tab. 4 – Levels mean of satisfaction (on a scale 0 to 10)
Cluster
Isolated Socialized Accomplished

Activities of
daily living

Unstructured

Friends

7.37

8.35

7.86

Economic situation

5.64

6.84

School

5.83

Health

Mean

Standard
deviation

8.57

8.12

2.067

6.40

7.20

6.62

2.275

6.35

6.02

6.34

6.17

2.326

8.08

8.60

8.60

9.10

8.66

1.606

Familiar relationships

7.39

8.59

8.73

9.26

8.63

1.935

Spire time

7.15

7.89

7.88

8.30

7.88

2.092

Relationships with others

7.18

8.22

7.66

8.57

7.99

2.048

Love

6.32

7.79

7.26

7.75

7.39

2.846

It is interesting to illustrate, after the daily life spheres, the results related to relational resources which
adolescents potentially can count on. For each relational centre (family, friends, relatives, etc.) teenagers would
declare their level of confidence (Table 5).
Tab. 5 – How much can adolescent’s count on? (response rates "very") (%)
Relational Centres
Unstructured
My family (parents, brother, sister)
75.0
My relatives (grandparents, uncles, cousins, etc.)
36.3
My friends
26.6
My neighbourhoods
1.6
My classmates
8.9
My teachers
7.3
The headmaster
5.6

Isolated
79.7
44.1
42.6
1.5
13.4
6.9
4.0

Cluster
Socialized
88.6
46.9
37.9
2.4
11.4
6.2
4.7

Accomplished
95.9
53.2
45.4
3.7
19.3
8.7
4.6

Again, the Accomplished, in general, show the highest level of confidence. In all four clusters the trust
in the family sphere is significant. However, there are some differences: the share of the Accomplished that
claim to be able to rely heavily on the family is higher by about 20 percentage points compared to the
Unstructured and more than 16 percentage points from the Isolated. This analysis underlines, once again, the
lack in the adolescents (belonging to the latter two groups) of social support networks compatible with Selfdevelopment.
Friends are the third relational centre on which adolescents refer in times of trouble. Also in this case
we can see the relationship difficulties of the Unstructured: only one in four believes to be reliable to their
friends. This share, furthermore, decreases in relation to classmates. For all groups, albeit with differences, the
world of the school (classmates, teachers and headmaster) is not a reliable resource.

6

Conclusions

The analysis reveals that the phenomenon of Self-perception is not a unitary process. The four
adolescent types that we identified showing the Self is a phenomenon to be studied in a multidimensional
perspective.
This approach allowed us to show that the resources of people influence the process of construction of
the Self: the limited cognitive, relational and familiar resources have a negative impact on the process of
formation of the Self. Therefore, the social context assumes a great importance, because it becomes the place
where the Self develops itself and draws resources aimed at adequate growth. In addition, we underlined that
boys and girls living in the period of adolescence differently.
The girls, who mostly belong to the group of Unstructured, appear more restless than men who tend to
belong to the group of the Accomplished. Moreover, the girls are more interested to their inner world; the men,
on the contrary, that are for the majority in the group of the Socialized, are more directed towards the collective
dimension of the Self. Furthermore, we have seen that even the age constitutes an important dimension: the
phase of the 18 years old has been accompanied by feelings of greater fear and anxiety. This period is, in fact, a
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bridge to adulthood: it is one of the first times when the individual makes choices that affect his future. Finally,
we pointed out that the family remains the most important agent of socialization: the family, indeed, provides
extra support and trust and compensates, in many cases, the consumption of the other institutions.
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Abstract
The present research is one of the intellectual output of the ILA Employability project (Innovative
Learning Approaches in Staff Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support).
In this paper, we will provide the main results of an empirical research regarding the skills and the
capabilities that young offenders can develop during their stay in the prison, in order to foster the social
integration after their release and to reduce the risk factors to criminality. The research was carried out through a
mix method approach, based on the use of quantitative and qualitative techniques. More specifically, a structured
questionnaire was administered to 364 young offenders and 6 focus groups were organized in the detention
centres of Romania, Spain and Cyprus.
Keywords: employability skills, mix method, social inclusion, young offenders.

1

Introduction

In this paper the main results of an empirical research on the competencies of young inmates needed for
employability and their adaptation to the specific context of juvenile offenders are illustrated. The importance to
explore the skills sphere of the inmates becomes crucial to promote their social reintegration and to reduce the
risk of criminal recidivism. According to the recent studies and the European developments, inmates leaving
prison without acquired the basic working and knowledge skills, will find great difficulties to access to the
labour market [1-2].
This empirical research follows some of the main priorities of the ILA Employability project
(Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support), an Erasmus
Plus programme (Key Action: Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices) financed by the
European Commission that aims to promote the social inclusion of young inmates taking into consideration the
issue of youth unemployment and to develop basic and transversal skills, such as entrepreneurship, using
innovative and learner-centred pedagogical approach [3]. More specifically, this study will support educators in
the training activities for young offenders by the identification of the employability skills, which transferred, can
decrease the reduce the risk factors to criminality [4].
The research unit of analysis are represented by the inmates detained in youth detention centres from
Romania, Spain and Cyprus, i.e. the Country partners of the ILA project. The goal research was pursued through
the use of quantitative (structured questionnaire) and qualitative (focus groups) methods [5]. The use of the
standardized questionnaire was thought in order to provide an exploratory study on the employability
opportunities of young offender; next, the focus groups were chosen in order to explore the phenomenon in
depth and to better investigate the offender from his point of view, putting him at the center of the analysis.

2

Descriptive data analysis: exploring work experience

According to project aims, a descriptive research with a quantitative research method was carried out
[6]. The research question is articulated in four general dimensions that are designed according to a diachronic
approach; starting from the exploration of the socio-demographic information, such as gender, age, nationality
and civil status, we have investigated:
the work experience before entering the prison: this dimension explores the jobs and the type of works
already carried out by the offenders;
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the work experience and the possible training activities carried out during the imprisonment: this section
investigates if the offenders have been involved in work and/or training activities during their stay in the center;
the future work experience: here the focus regards the jobs that the offenders would like to do after the
release and the skills they consider important in order to find a job.
The questionnaire was administered to the young inmates detained in youth detention centers from
Romania, Spain and Cyprus [7]. Research sample is made up of 364 inmates: 80.5% of the inmates are male and
the majority of them comes from Spain (44.8%) and Romania (42.9%), the remaining part from Cyprus (12.4%)
[7]. The average age of the inmates is 18.4 years, with a standard deviation of 2.9. Inmates from Cyprus are older
than the other ones, while those detained in Spanish detention centers show the lowest average. Considering the
civil status of the inmates, the majority of the respondents are single (87.6%); the highest share of married
people is women (22.5%) and are detained in the Romanian centers (14.1%).
Moving to the work experience section, the sample is almost equally divided between the inmates who
have never worked before entering the center (48.2%) and who have had a job (almost 51.8%). There is a only a
slight gender difference, as the share of respondent without a work experience is higher among female inmates.
Regarding the possible job occupation of the inmates before their entering the prison, the main job
category is represented by occupations classified as “craftsmen, skilled workers and farmers”. A further
substantial part of offenders carried out activities in the sectors of “trade and services” (13.7%) and of “unskilled
occupations” (9.6%).
Tab. 1 - What kind of job did you have before entering the center/prison?
Distribution by gender of the inmate and country of prison. Percentages
Total
Craftsmen, skilled workers and farmers
Other
Plant and machine operators and drivers of vehicle
Technical professions
Trade and services
Unskilled occupations
Have not to answer/Not answer
Total

19.5
0.8
1.4
0.8
13.7
9.6
54.1
100.0

Gender
Country of prison
M
F
Spain Romania Cyprus
23.2 4.2
10.4
27.6
24.4
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
4.4
1.7
0.0
0.6
1.3
4.4
1.0
0.0
0.6
0.6
2.2
11.3 23.9 15.3
6.4
33.3
9.6
9.9
2.5
14.7
17.8
52.2 62.0 70.6
48.7
13.3
100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff Training and
Young Offenders' Employability Support”, 2015 [7].
Working in prison is an important way of rehabilitation and, for many inmates, it could represent an
opportunity of social re-integration [3]. For this reason, the possible work activities carried out during the stay of
the young offenders in the centers were investigated: the majority of the inmates (63.2%) did not have any work
experience during their stay in prison, while almost 37% says to have done some activities in prison. The works
are executed above all by men (38.4%); regarding the distribution by country of prison, Cyprus has the higher
numbers of inmates that have worked during their stay, while Spain is characterized by the lower percentage of
offenders without work experiences in the center (92%).
During the period of imprisonment, the inmates can be involved in working activities or in professional
trainings with rehabilitative and preventive purposes. 58.4% of the detainees have not carried out any
professional courses in the prison, while the 41.6% says the opposite. There is not a relevant difference between
males and females; instead, considering the country of prison, Spain has organized the higher number of
professional courses (60.7%), while Romania represents the detention center with the highest share of inmates
who have never followed any professional trainings during their stay (75%).
The training courses provided by the detention centers concern specific and diversified working fields.
The tab.2 indicates that the most attended training courses are related to “maintenance and gardening” and
“cooking and restaurant” activities.
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Tab. 2 - What kind of training courses have you followed in prison?
Distribution by gender of the inmate and country of prison. Percentages
Total
Cleaning
Building
Cooking and restaurant
Hairdressing
Maintenance and gardening
School education
Typography
Have not to answer/Not answer
Total

2.7
5.5
9.3
0.8
15.4
5.2
0.5
60.4
100.0

Gender
M
F
3.4
0.0
6.8
0.0
6.8
19.7
0.7
1.4
16.0
12.7
4.1
9.9
0.7
0.0
61.4
56.3
100.0 100.0

Spain
3.1
0.0
16.0
0.0
28.2
7.4
0.0
45.4
100.0

Country of prison
Romania
Cyprus
0.0
11.1
12.2
2.2
2.6
8.9
1.9
0.0
5.1
4.4
3.2
4.4
0.0
4.4
75.0
64.4
100.0
100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff Training and
Young Offenders' Employability Support”, 2015 [7].
Another fundamental dimension regards the perception of the future of the inmates. According to main
results, the most important actions that the inmates would like to do after the release regard the working sphere:
in particular, the possibility to “find quickly a job” (81.9%) and to “improve my skills and then search for a job”
(79.0%) are the prevalent future perspective wished by the inmates. Moreover, the majority of the respondents
(29.9%), once out of the prison, would like to work as “craftsmen, skilled workers and farmers”, in the “trade
and service sectors” (22.8%) or to be involved in “technical professions” (8%) (tab.3).
Tab. 3 - What job would you like to do when you will be out of the center/prison?
Distribution by gender of the inmate and country of prison. Percentages
Gender
M
F
1.1
0.7 2.8
29.9 36.5 2.8
9.9
9.2 12.7
5.2
5.5
4.2
1.6
2.0
0.0
1.9
2.4
0.0
4.1
4.8
1.4
8.2
7.8
9.9
1.9
1.4
4.2
22.8 16.7 47.9
5.5
5.8
4.2
2.7
2.4
4.2
4.9
4.8
5.6
100.0 100.0 100.0
Total

Clerical support workers
Craftsmen, skilled workers and farmers
I don't know
Intellectual professions
Managers
Other
Plant and machine operators and drivers of vehicle
Technical professions
To study
Trade and services
Unemployed
Unskilled occupations
Not answer
Total

Country of prison
Spain Romania Cyprus
1.8
0.0
2.2
17.2
46.8
17.8
4.3
9.0
33.3
8.6
3.2
0.0
1.8
1.9
0.0
1.2
1.9
4.4
1.2
8.3
0.0
12.9
5.1
2.2
0.0
0.6
13.3
35.6
12.2
13.3
2.5
7.7
8.9
1.8
3.2
4.4
11.0
0.0
0.0
100.0 100.0
100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support”, 2015 [7].
Next question concerns the most important skills needed to find a job (tab.4): 16.4% of all the answers
shows that the “manual skills”, e.g. building things or fixing them, are considered as the most important aspects
to find a job, followed by “communication” (12.8%), team working (12.3%) and “languages” (12.2%).
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Tab.4 - According to you, what are the three most important things to find a job?
Distribution by gender of the inmate and country of prison. Multiple response, percentages
Gender
M
F
16.4 12.0 15.6
7.2
5.5
6.9
12.8 10.0 12.2
12.2 13.0 12.3
10.4 15.5 11.4
3.1
3.0
3.1
1.8
3.0
2.0
4.6
6.5
5.0
3.1
5.0
3.4
3.4
2.0
3.2
3.7
5.0
3.9
12.3
9.5
11.7
9.2
10.0
9.4
100.0 100.0 100.0
Total

Manual skills
Creativity
Communication
Languages
Taking responsibility
Planning and arranging activities
Leadership
Managing money
Computer skills
Technological expertise
Interpersonal skills
Team working
Good education
Total

Spain
14.6
7.0
9.2
13.5
15.7
2.2
3.4
5.8
2.2
2.7
5.2
8.5
9.9
100.0

Country of prison
Romania
Cyprus
17.8
11.1
7.5
4.4
13.3
18.5
12.4
8.1
8.4
7.4
3.2
5.2
0.6
2.2
2.4
11.1
3.2
8.1
2.6
6.7
1.7
7.4
16.3
6.7
10.7
3.0
100.0
100.0

Source: survey’s data processing “ILA Employability - Innovative Learning Approaches in Staff
Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support”, 2015 [7].

3

In depth analysis: the employability skills

The knowledge of the skills and capabilities needed to favour the employability opportunities and, in
general, the social inclusion of young offender is a delicate process [8, 9] that, for our point of view, has required
a comprehensive approach that, moving from a general framework achieved by the administration of a
standardized questionnaire, has also implied a more in depth understanding, provided by the use of the focus
group technique [10, 11].
The Centre Buzias of Romania, the Eurosuccess Consulting from Cyprus and the DAE Association
from Spain, i.e. the ILA Employability project partners, have been involved in the realization of the six focus
groups [7]. Each centre developed two focus with a total of 32 interviewers. Tab.5 shows the numeracy of each
group, the gender and the age of the offenders by country of prison.
Tab. 5 - Focus group sampling
Country of prison

Group 1

Group 2

Romania

5 male, 16-21 years old, male

5 male, 17-21 years old

Cyprus

5 male, 18-25 years old, male

5 female, 19-25 years old

Spain

4 male, 3 female, 14- 17 years old

2 male, 3 female, 14-17 years old

The focus aimed at exploring the following dimensions:
1. the perception of the young offenders regarding the skills/abilities – e.g. manual, numerical,
creative, communication, social skills - they think to have;
2. the skills/abilities that the offenders would like to acquire or to improve;
3. the possible way, according to the offenders opinion, to acquire or to improve these skills;
4. the possible interest to learn or to improve these skills during the stay in the detention centre;
5. the possible way, according to the offenders opinion, in which these skills could be useful for their
future;
6. the future projects of the offenders after the release.
Primarily, the perception of the young offenders about the skills and the abilities – e.g. manual,
numerical, creative, communication, social skills - they think to have, was explored; it is a very complex
dimension that the interviewers have faced by deepening different aspects or sub-dimensions. More specifically,
the self-development such as the level of self-esteem, the social relationship with pairs have been investigated,
asking how the offenders feel sure when they are taking a decision. According to the majority of the inmates, the
level of self confidence depends on the nature of the decision and on kind of situation. Among some offenders a
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sense of uncertainty emerges, as indicated by some statements: ”I feel insecure sometimes... I don’t like making
decisions”. Moreover, according to some inmates, the opinion of familiar and parents play an important role
when they have to take a decision: “I normally pay attention and respect what my parents say. I’m very
independent, but I hear them” ... “I have self-esteem; I don’t think that has anything to do…but I keep in mind
what my friends say when I decide something”. The offenders were also invited to describe a situation when they
felt satisfied or unsatisfied of themselves. The majority of them expressed to be very satisfied when they achieve
good results: for example, a good evaluation at school or a winning sport competition. Instead, the level of
dissatisfaction depends above all by their criminal past, the aggressive behaviour they sometimes take and their
stay in prison: “I am dissatisfied with myself because I am in prison”. During the discussion, also the relations
with pairs and friends were described. For many offenders, it is important to create a relation based on respect
and honesty. Instead, some offenders, feel or desire to be alone. This condition emerges from these answers “my
friends abandoned me...My true friends are the ones I met here at the prison”. Moreover, the level of satisfaction
also depends on the support of familiars or friends: “I am satisfied that I have a family that supports me and give
me courage to go further”. In order to know the possible management skills of the offenders, they tried to
describe a situation in which they solved a problem. According to the answers, the majority feel to be able or to
be interested in managing relation with others. The offenders also mentioned moments in which they had
difficulties to solve a problem, such as their use of drugs. Offenders were asked to refer if they are able to plan
and organize an activity. In general, the answers of the offenders indicate a sense of uncertainty. This issue is
also addressed in other researches that demonstrated a relationship between various types of emotional and
behavioural problems and delinquency [12].
Next topic discussed during the focus regards the knowledge of a foreign language. Almost all the
offenders say to be not able to have a conversation in English, some of them state to know only some
expressions, although the majority of them are interested to learn it.
Other questions deal with the civic sense and in particular with the sensitive of the inmates towards
social, environmental issues and the respect of rules [13]. Regarding this topic different reactions emerged: some
offenders seem to be interested in social problems and to be sensitive to disadvantages classes, such as poor
people and children. Other inmates say to be not interested in social problems as they have to solve personal
problems: “I have other things on my mind right now... my only problem now is to get out of here”.
Furthermore, in this section the level of entrepreneurship of the inmates is explored. In particular, the
offenders were invited to describe a situation in which they realized an idea. The majority of them mentioned the
manual activities in which they were involved. They also talked about a situation in which they have taken an
initiative or when they helped other people to solve a problem. For example, an inmate says “when I was in a trip
in cave and we had lost, I was capable to lead our small group to the others”. According to others, the
enterprising spirit is also connected to the criminal act, as they say to have taken initiative mainly when they
stole.
An important part of this section provides some information about the basic skills need to find a job and
the business life attitude of the young offenders. The debate of the offenders shows that they would find a job
using different channels such as newspaper or internet, asking to friends or directly to the employers. All the
offenders say to not know how to write a curriculum vitae and to take an interview. Moreover, some of them
expressed a deep interest to acquire these skills.
Next the offenders were invited to talk about the skills/abilities that they would like to acquire or to
improve [14]. The answers show that the inmates feel the need to develop the soft skills related to the selfesteem level, the spirit of adaptability, problem solving and all the capabilities to take decisions, to realize ideas,
to establish social relationship with pairs and to improve the sense of initiative. Moreover, the majority of the
inmates say that they would be willing to develop during the imprisonment the basic skills to facilitate their
reintegration after the realise; for instance, some of them declared that these skills could be useful for their
future: “this knowledge is important to be a good and correct person; to not do again the same mistake; to find a
way in my life; to have a future... these skills could be very useful for making a new beginning and to leave my
past behind”. From the answers, the skills acquisition of the inmates is seen as an opportunity to redeem
themselves from their criminal past. Moreover, the opportunity to develop forms of the adolescents psychosocial
maturity became relevant in terms of impact on their present and future behaviours [15]. The young offenders
were also asked to indicate the reference persons from they would like to be helped in order to acquire and
improve these skills. The majority seem to be aware of the delicate period they are facing as they explicitly
indicate the need to have the support of specialized figures such as educators and the family in their re-education
phase.
The final section explored in the focus groups deals with the future projects of the inmates. The
prevalent answers indicate the fundamental role played by the opportunity to have a job. Some of the inmates
specified that they would prefer to work abroad in order to start a new life. Moreover, many offenders also
would like to follow an educational path, coming back to school.
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4

Conclusion

This empirical research was designed in order to achieve two main aims: on one side, the identification
of the skills and the capabilities that the young offenders can develop, in order to foster the integration after their
release, on the other side the possibility to support educators to implement training activities according the
specified and suited needs of the offenders. The main results indicate the importance to activate educational
activities that can facilitate the employability opportunities of the offenders: this aspect is considered crucial by
the inmates themselves that consider the working activities as a fundamental chance to social re-integration [16];
moreover, the fundamental skills that need to be developed regards above all the psychological sphere, such as
the self-esteem level, interpersonal and social capabilities, the spirit of adaptability and the problem solving [17].
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Abstract
The Self strategic integrative model, composed of the basic self, the central self, the plastic self and the
external self is a holistic model is used to sustain the theory and practice of person-genesis, counselling and
psychotherapy. The model proposes is structured on 6 axes: A (emotional); B (biological); C (cognitive); E
(existentialist); F (trans-generation) and P (psychodynamics). The educational implications of the model refer to
the actions realized on every axis mentioned. The central figures of the child growth education, in the model
proposed are represented by the mother or the child’s attachment figure and the educator or teacher, during
childhood and schooling periods. The theoretical sources of the model are researches made in neurosciences,
cognitive psychology, psychosynthesis, transactional analysis and family counselling.
Keywords: internal working model, neuronal map, attachment.

1

Introduction in the self strategic integrative model

The Self strategic integrative model is theoretically based on research in neurosciences, transactional
analysis, psychosynthesis, Jung psychology, development psychology, the theory of attachment, cognitive
psychology and social constructivism. The Self if considered to be an emergence of the basic self, the central
self, the plastic self and the external self. The functional unit of the self model proposed if the internal working
model, a concept suggested by Bowlby and Main [4. 5, 6]. The internal working model is a cognitive structure.
The basic self contains internal working models genetically inherited, but is also represented and constituted
since the day of birth. Through the actions of internal and external stimuli on excess and mirror neurons,
neuronal maps are formed (cognitions, cognitive schemas) from internal working models inherited and from
internal working models that are built after birth.
Internal working models (I.W.M.) are partly innate and most of them are built (the creation of new
cognitive structures) due to mirror neurons and excess neurons plasticity, ready to receive stimulation from the
exterior and to store experience under the form of neuronal maps (cognitions) from internal working models. But
neuronal maps are built according to rules, messages, injunctions, norms come from the exterior, from parents
and the social environment and whish are internalised [9].
The basic self contains the entire childhood experience, from the day of birth, when mirror and excess
neurons enter into action. Mental processes represent the consequence of the brain activity [8], as a result
activating certain neuronal groups or cerebral circuits. A neuronal map is formed, which creates a mental
representation: sensations, images, linguistic representations etc. Siegel considers that the human mind is
understood through patterns of an energetic or information flux [7]. Mirror neurons reproduce and stimulate in
our brain the actions of other people. It has been mentioned that not any movement is reproduced by the human
brain, but only an intended action, emotions and body sensations of the interlocutor produce discharges of mirror
neurons. Mirror neurons have been considered neurological substrate for empathy, affective harmonization,
mentalization and intersubjectivity [1, 3, 8]. In the self strategic model, it is considered that mirror neurons are
the neurological substrate for the Self as a whole. The content of the basic self is non-verbal, while the contents
of the central, the plastic and the external selves are mainly verbal.
For a better conceptualisation and understanding of the Self model, but especially from practical
intervention reasons, the self contents are approached through the existence of six axes: A (emotional); B
(biological); C (cognitive); E (existential); F (trans-generation); P (psychodynamics). The Self emergency also
determines the emergence of the axes contents.
1. Axis A (emotional) supposes for:
the basic self – A0 – referrals to early childhood experiences;
the central self - A1 – conditioned emotional answers;
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the plastic self - A2 – reinforcement of conditioned emotional answers;
the external self - A3 – improper emotional answers.
2. The biological axis (inherited) contains everything that refers to heredity and genetics. The
biological axis for the basic Self refers to the matrix of the basic Self. The emergency of the biological axis
supposes for:
the basic self – Bo – biological referrals and genetics;
the central self - B1 – referral to a body image and schemas regarding illness and health;
plastic self – B2 – referrals to the connexion mind-body;
external self – B3 – referral to physical health, medical and psychosomatic problems.
3. The cognitive axis (C) contains:
the basic self – Co – a preverbal cognitive experience and internal working models for thinking;
the central self - C1 – functional and defective cognitive maps, with inflexible cognitive styles;
the plastic self – C2 – defective processing of information;
the external self - C3 – irrational thoughts.
4. The existentialist axis (E) contains:
the basic self – Eo - internal working models for a person-genesis and a defective individualization.
the central self - E1 – functional and dysfunctional cognitive maps for a dysfunctional individualization;
the plastic self – E2 – avoiding autonomy;
external self - E3 – the search for a purpose in life and general discontent.
5. The family axis (F) contains:
the basic self – Fo - the internal working models of family patterns;
the central self - F1 – trans-generations patterns;
the plastic self - F2- family roles;
the external self - F3 – family scenarios.
6. The psychosomatic axis (P) contains:
the basic self – Po – internal working models of the self states, scenario, counter-scenario, drivers,
injunctions and subpersonalities;
the central self - P1- subpersonalities;
the plastic self – P2 – unconscious dynamics;
the external self - P3 - act transpositions.
The approach premises of internal working models are:
a. internal working models are contained by the matrix which also contains the basic self and have an
adaptive role;
b. internal working models are innate, used for a secure attachment and an insecure attachment (with the
possibility to form new neuronal maps), these are cognitive, affective, person-genesis, individualizations, transgenerations patterns (axes A, B, C, F, E and P); neuronal maps from internal working models are representations
of experiences;
c. genetic factors and environment ones may act on the content of the basic self and influence ontogenesis, disonto-genesis and person-genesis;
d. in the matrix of the basic Self we can find mirror and excess neurons ready to receive influences and
verbal or non-verbal stimulations from the exterior. Through their discharge neuronal maps are formed in
internal working models;
e. internal working models for attachment are innate and may also contain new neuronal maps formed
through counselling and psychotherapy (the maps contain mirror and excess neurons, which under external and
internal influences forms, by their discharge new neuronal maps);
f. there is only one internal working model for a secure attachment and more internal working models
for insecure attachment;
g. neuronal maps from the secure attachment model are genetically prefigured as neuronal maps from
insecure attachment models are, but both are found under the influence of environment and education factors and
may be reinforced or left inactive;
h. through the counselling and psychotherapy therapeutic relation mirror and excess neurons are
stimulated through the formation of new neuronal maps: order 1 – non-verbal (the basic self) and order 2 –
verbal and non-verbal (central self, plastic self and external self). Thus, new neuronal maps are formed contained
by innate attachment models but also by new attachment models;
i. psychotherapy may also act as an education factor, through the action on the client, sometimes on the
family, the group, in order to reinforce neuronal maps from the secure attachment model, in order to weaken or
inactivate neuronal maps of the clients insecure attachment models;
j. through the emergency of neuronal maps (orders 1 and 2) the basic Self, the central self, the plastic
self and the external self are formed;
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k. the approach of the basic Self is at the same time a psychotherapy and a qualitative research which
demands the a psychotherapist’s formation in a holistic approach;
l. the mentalization or the reflexive function stands at the basis of the emergency of the basic, the
central, the plastic and the external selves;
m. internal working models represent cognitive and emotional structures for all psychic processes, for
subpersonalities etc.;
n. neuronal maps are cognitions, cortical representations of the experience;
o. internal working models are genetically predetermined and are activated since the intra-uterine period
and are developed since the first day, after birth;
p. new internal working models may be formed from the day of birth under the action of verbal and
non-verbal messages, of the injunctions or drivers type.
The self integrative model is at the same time a theory of personality, a psychotherapeutic intervention
for the child and adult and an educational practice in the child growth and education, through an educational
action on internal working models.

2

Interventions of educational action thought the self strategic integrative
model

Interventions of educational action aim at all axes previously mentioned and in order to form a balanced
personality, interventions begin from the first day of the child’s life on internal working models contained by the
basic self.
Efficient educational actions are those which develop internal working models as cognitive structures
with neuronal maps (cognitive schemas) as modalities of storage of the child experience. As much as the child is
exposed to external and internal stimulations, he develops existent internal working models and new one appear,
facilitating the child adaptation to the external environment.
The stimulating of just some axes do not determine the child’s balanced development, disparities may
be observed in the child’s cognitive and emotional development.
In the self integrative model, the mirror neurons stimulation and the discharge of excess neurons are
important since the first day of life. Thus, it has been proposed that for psycho-pedagogical intervention, in the
situation of correcting some child or adolescent dysfunctional behaviours, one should analyse first the content of
the basic self (non-verbal). For a small child, the content of the basic self can be accessed through verbal
techniques, projective tests, role play and free talks. Also, for children and adolescents, adults may use the
Attachment Interview [6]. Educational interventions are recommended to act mainly on the contents of the basic
self. For a systematisation of interventions, we will present a few proposals for each axis.
Axis A (emotional)
Educational interventions are realized during an entire human life, but now we will refer only to the
childhood and teenage periods. For example, if the child is very small and has gained the language feature it is
easier to intervene to favour the development of existent internal working models and to build new ones.
Education is based on the relation between the child and the educator (mother, the attachment person, the
didactic staff), especially when the child is very small. In kindergarten, in primary classes, the didactic staff is
the person that contains the child’s affect most of the day. The interactive affective adjustment is essential for the
kindergarten child and for the one in primary classes and represents a game of the teacher’s basic self and the
child’s basic self, especially between internal working models of secure attachments belonging to the two
partners (child an teacher). Contingent mirroring and marked by the child affect (Fonagy) by the teacher
corresponds to the child’s affect, thus an aggressive or upset facial expression, body posture or mimics of the
educator will frighten the child and create a distance between him and the school institution.
Biological axis (inherited)
Vulnerability is a dynamic concept, which expresses the functionality and resilience of the basic Self
under the action of internal and external stimuli. Through the functioning of the basic Self we understand a
continuity or discontinuity of the individual’s biological, genetic equipment and through resilience we
understand the satisfactory modelling or less satisfactory of the realization of an equilibrium (homeostasis)
inside that person or between the basic, the central, the plastic and the external selves and the external world.
The child becomes vulnerable through the action of environment and education factors (gained vulnerability). A
genetic predisposition may be modified through experiences produces at the interface of the self matrix and
through the creation of neuronal maps in innate internal working models of insecure attachments. Otherwise
said, the internal working model of a secure attachment doesn’t have enough neuronal maps formed through the
discharge of excess and mirror neurons, thus forming insecure internal working models. On this vulnerability
the child’s psychic structure is built.
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Cognitive axis (C)
Through education we desire the formation of new cognitions (neuronal maps in the self model), the
avoidance of the realization of inflexible cognitive styles. Defective cognitive maps are the consequence of
vulnerabilities. The child is recommended to be taught how to fix new goals, in order to form new neuronal
maps, and to administrate new reinforcements (social learning). Through the action of nonverbal stimuli we may
auto correct neuronal maps (a frowning face determines a child to cry). The individual’s cognitive style
represents particularities of the manner in which cognitions are formed and didactic personnel and parents have a
decisive role in forming the child’s cognitive style.
Existential axis (E)
Individualization with physiological bases in the basic self is in the self integrative model represented
by person-genesis. The tendency to update (Rogers) is responsible for the maintaining and developing of internal
working models. The world of experiences, of maps stored in internal working models, includes the experiences
of the immediate present of which the individual is aware, but also experiences that are not known by the
individual (contained in the Basic Self), formed through verbal and non-verbal stimulations. The world of
experiences extends if the tendency to update lead us to higher levels of development, thus is the Self emerges.
The individual’s image regarding the world represents a combination of experiences to form the experiential
field. Due to the environment, the child is force to repress, to inhibit or to distort the awareness of certain
perceptions of the experiential field, the consequence being the apparition of an incongruence between the “I”
concept and certain aspects of the individual experience. If incongruities are continued in time, we consider that
defective individualizations appear. Incongruities in the individuation of the Basic Self appear when the child
receives contradictory nonverbal messages from parents or educators, fact which affects especially the internal
working models of attachment.
The incongruities as a result of closure towards certain experiences are:
sources of anxiety for the individual;
sources of self alienation;
Sources of lies etc.
Family axis (F)
The family axis is centred on family roles especially in the child care and education and on the
possibility of trans-generation transmission of patterns. The family role as factor in the child education is already
known [10]. In the frame of the same F axis, referrals are made to sets of values, to professional patterns desired
by parents for their children, in order to continue what they have built and even to realize what parents haven’t
succeeded, eluding the wish of their offspring in choosing a profession. For little children and preschool ones,
we can observe interactions between the Family axis and the Existential axis. Family and school represent the
environment in which the child begins to interrogate on existential themes regarding himself, God, life, death
etc. Through their answer and behaviours, educators form the child’s life conception.
Psychodynamic axis (P)
For education, all content of the psychodynamic axis (P) are important, and especially the formation of
internal working models for the self states, scenarios, drivers and injunctions. The interventions of drivers and
injunctions, in children’s education, sometimes generate didactogenies, as educational mistakes.
The internal working model of the self state represents the constant and observable access (in the
client’s verbal and non-verbal behaviour) of neuronal maps (cognitions as representations of experiences and
affects correlated to experience) from certain internal working models (cognitive and affective structures or
cognitive schemas).
The scenario matrix represents one of the central models of TA (Transactional Analysis). Parents
transmit scenario messages from the three states of their Adult, Parent and Child selves. The child received
messages which he stored in the three states of the self. The following specifications must be made: counterinjunctions are messages received from the Parent self of the mother and father and are stored in the content of
the child’s Parent self state; injunctions and permissions represent messages send from the mother’s Child state
or the father’s. These are stored in the child’s Child self state.
The set of decisions talked by the child according to counter-injunctions form the counter-scenario.
Counter-injunctions represent commands regarding the child’s actions, people and world definitions. Some of
the counter-scenario messages are used as conductive messages or drivers. We all contain the five messages in
our counter-scenario: To be perfect; to be strong; Try hard; Please everyone; Hurry up.
Scenarios contain the totality of neuronal maps, their manner of constitution under the influence of
exterior messages: drivers (partially determined generically), injunctions, any type of stimulus came from the
interior or the exterior. Under the influence of stimuli, internal working models are formed and their content and
manner of constitution represent the individual’s life scenario. The winning scenario has a predetermined origin
in the internal working model of the secure attachment and hamartia and banal scenario are built at the
individual’s decision.
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The internal working model of a secure attachment is the origin of the winning scenario in the TA. The
decisions taken by the child early in his life have as consequence the formation of neuronal maps by drawing the
first internal working models, but the secure attachment is characterized by the genetic transmission of the
internal working model. Decisions regarding the self, the world and others are favourable because genetic
premises are created so that these decisions are satisfactory for children – on the basis of mirror neurons activity
from the child’s and the caring adult’s Basic Self characterized by a secure attachment (trans-generation
transmission of attachment). The favourable decisions that characterize the winning scenario are not just the
consequence of trans-generation transmission of a secure attachment.
Internal working models of insecure attachments are the origin of loser life scenario (harmatia, banal).
Decisions taken by the child in his early life have as consequence experiences less pleasant expressed through
the construction of neuronal maps in internal working models of insecure attachment. During the therapeutic
process and the educational one we identify the type of scenario, the decisions stored in and through the client’s
processes, the act transposition we reframe unsatisfactory decisions, practice decisions in the therapeutic office
in secure conditions and later, in the external environment.
Drivers represents stimuli with a verbal and a non-verbal component which form neuronal maps with
the purpose to update and adapt to environments predetermined filo-genetically, which can be updated in an
adaptative and maladaptative manner under the influence of environment, external, internal and educational
factors. From the perspective of the Basic Self we are interested in the non-verbal component of drivers and we
underline the fact that the basic self is non-verbal.
We also have to mention that messages transmitted from the mother’s, the father’s or the caretaker’s
Parent state are called counter-injunctions and are stored in the child’s Parent self state. Some of the messages
from the counter-scenario are used as drivers.
We consider drivers to be exterior messages come from adults that generated the drawing of neuronal
maps necessary to the individual’s adaptation and update.
The subpersonality is a concept borrowed from psychosynthesis [2]. Subpersonalities are internal
working models genetically transmitted, but which also contain internal working models formed after birth.
These subpersonalities include neuronal maps from more internal working models, these being “trans-models”.
Also, the possibility of a trans-generation transmission of some subpersonalities is not excluded. After birth
subpersonalities are formed under the action of stimuli, external messages of the injunctions and drivers type and
are activated in certain situations which resemble the initial situation that determined their formation.
Subpersonalities have miniscenarios which are activated when the subpersonality containing them appears in the
first line. It is interesting that at the same time and at the same moment two personalities can be activated. The
subpersonalities game forms for that individual his Self. The Self is a proper manner of experience structure and
contains all subpersonalities. The problems appear when a subpersonality doesn’t have an adaptative role. I took
from Assagioli (1993) the idea of misidentification of those respective subpersonalities and its reintegration in
the Self structure by applying psychosynthesis techniques, elaborated by Assagioli.

3

Conclusions and proposals

The self integrative model can also be applied in education, in a strong connection to family action. The
attachment figure and the educator or teachers are the main education agents by the way they form new internal
working models in the child and the manner in which they stimulate neuronal discharge from excess and mirror
neuron. Perturbations from the person-genesis of the attachment figure will determine disfunctionalities in the
child’s person-genesis and individualization.
Parents may familiarize with the self integrative model by organizing lectures in kindergarten and in
primary classes, where specialized persons (psychologist, psycho-pedagogy, counsellors and psychotherapists)
educated in the self strategic model will mention the importance of neuronal maps in the child’s adapting and
becoming.
The holistic approach of person-genesis through the self strategic integrative model does not allow the
“loss” of dimensions from the education perspective. Psychotherapy is also an educative action, which begins with
an analysis of visible disfunctionalities of the axes mentioned, and it continues with the decrypting of the self
contents. The therapeutic objectives, analogical to educational objectives are hierarchies according to the
emergency and importance criterion. Through an educational objective we can mention the direction of intervention
in the child’s person-genesis development, not necessarily the learning objective from curricular contents.
Programs of continuous professional development destined to didactic personnel are recommended to
contain more modules to learn or relearn the manner in which the learning relation between the teacher and the
pupil is formed. The relation educator-parent is also important, but we consider that the educator and the parent
(the figure of attachment) to be educational agents with a decisive role in the child’s growth and education.
The self strategic integrative model is not perfect and can be improved for a psychological counselling
and for child education.
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Accountability of other: Argument for Personal
Deresponsabilitation: Contributions to Belief in
a Juste World and Locus of Distribution
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Abstract
Being responsible means being capable of accepting responsibility and therefore to be expected to be
subject to negative sanctions. One way that avoids such a conviction is therefore using an argument blaming
others, ie to declare another responsibility in our place. I will begin by presenting a number of examples
illustrating this strategy, examples that I will analyse later in the light of the second concept of social
psychology: the belief in a fair world and locus of control.
Keywords: responsibility, the belief in a fair world, internality

1

Introduction

La plupart des travaux sur la causalité des événements ou des sanctions qui touchent un individu porte
soit sur le point de vue du récepteur de la sanction soit sur celui des témoins et néglige souvent, dans les
situations dyadiques, le point de vue du distributeur de la sanction. Une telle approche est donc globalement
partielle. Par ailleurs, elle ne permet de comprendre que de manière incomplète le point de vue du récepteur : elle
omet en effet de considérer que le point de vue du récepteur peut ne constituer que l’intériorisation du point de
vue du distributeur, ou en tous cas n’être que le corollaire de ce point de vue. C’est donc ici le point de vue de ce
distributeur que je vais prioritairement examiner, en partant du fait qu’en cas de distribution d’une sanction
négative, l’objectif du distributeur consiste à se déresponsabiliser. L’un des meilleurs moyens de se justifier, de
se déresponsabiliser, lorsqu’on a adopté un comportement condamnable, est alors d’évoquer des facteurs
extérieurs situés hors de notre contrôle, et notamment de rejeter la faute sur autrui. Les enfants le savent bien
lorsque, pour se défendre après avoir agressé l’un de leurs camarades, ils déclarent: « C’est lui qui a
commencé ». Mais les enfants ne sont pas les seuls à évoquer de tels arguments. Souvenons-nous par exemple,
en 2006, lors de la finale de la coupe du monde de football France-Italie, du coup de boule de Zidane qui fut
déclaré comme légitime car répondant aux provocations langagières de Materazzi. Je voudrais montrer ici en
quoi un tel argumentaire peut être relié à deux notions de psychologie sociale : la notion de croyance en un
monde juste et la notion de Locus of Distribution. Mais je vais commencer par quelques illustrations de la vie
quotidienne portant sur la responsabilisation d’autrui et sur l’intériorisation de cette responsabilité par les
victimes. Ma première illustration concerne les chômeurs.
Le chômage, on le sait, atteint maintenant, dans de nombreux pays, des proportions rarement égalées.
Les institutions publiques mettent donc en place des dispositifs pour aider les chômeurs à sortir de leur exclusion
professionnelle : pour les aider à prendre connaissance des compétences qu’ils possèdent, pour les aider à mettre
ces compétences en valeur ou à en acquérir de nouvelles, pour les aider à définir un projet de réinsertion
professionnel en tenant compte du marché de l’emploi, etc. L’un de ces dispositifs est le bilan de compétences
approfondi. La légitimité de ce type de bilan repose sur l’objectif déclaré de favoriser « l’employabilité », c’està-dire d’accroître les compétences individuelles effectives ou perçues afin que les individus deviennent
virtuellement « employables ». Le bilan se positionne donc clairement sur le terrain de l’articulation entre les
individus et les emplois disponibles. Mais c’est pour s’en extraire aussitôt, car dans le même temps il élude la
question de cette articulation en ne s’adressant qu’aux individus. En d’autres termes, l’instauration du bilan pose
comme principe que le chômage ne relève que de la responsabilité des individus et que, de cette façon, il
échappe à la responsabilité des gouvernements et des entreprises. Comme l'indique Forrester (1996), « les
demandeurs d'emploi sont conduits à s'estimer [...] responsables de leur propre situation » (p15). Maisondieu
(1997, p176) souligne également que ce n'est pas sans raison si les promoteurs du néolibéralisme demandent aux
chômeurs de « faire des efforts pour montrer leur volonté d'échapper aux griffes de l'exclusion ». Cette agitation
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constitue en effet la condition nécessaire pour que le stratagème visant à leur faire endosser la responsabilité de
leur exclusion puisse s'imposer à tous comme une évidence, et d'abord à eux-mêmes. Les échecs qu'ils subissent
doivent les convaincre de leur responsabilité. Car « aller d'entretiens sans grand espoir en entrevues sans suite,
[...], et pourtant être contraint de recommencer sans répit [… conduit l'exclu à être] rapidement en condition
de se demander qu'est-ce que j'ai ou qu'est-ce que je n'ai pas pour être toujours laissé de côté? » (Maisondieu,
1997, p63); c'est-à-dire conduit l'exclu à mettre rapidement en cause sa propre responsabilité. Car ce qu'il
convient avant tout d'éviter, poursuit Maisondieu (1997), c'est « qu'ils se découragent ou se révoltent » (p202);
qu'ils soient tentés de « s'en prendre au système social [… ce qui] pourrait conduire à sa remise en cause,
quelque part du côté de la révolution » (p178). On peut ainsi se demander si le bilan ne remplit pas une fonction
de lobotomie sociale hautement bénéfique aux véritables responsables en brisant dans l’œuf toute propension au
questionnement de leurs responsabilités et, partant, à une potentielle remise en cause de la structure sociale qu'ils
s'appliquent à légitimer. Le simple fait d'entrer dans le jeu du bilan et des « aides » à la recherche d’emploi
traduit en effet, de la part des chômeurs comme de celle des conseillers qui y prêtent assistance, l’intériorisation
de la responsabilité individuelle des chômeurs. Dans cette optique, la fonction des conseillers bilan serait moins
d’aider un, dix, cent chômeurs à retrouver un emploi, que de faire admettre aux dizaines de milliers de non
embauchés la légitimité de leur exclusion, et plus globalement la légitimité de l'ordre social qui les exclut.
Rappelons-nous ici de Platon (éd. française, 1966, p384) qui, dressant le portrait de la cité idéale, stigmatisait le
mauvais citoyen qui « au lieu de s'accuser de ses maux [...] s'en prenait à la fortune, aux démons, à tout plutôt
qu'à lui-même ».
Le second exemple de responsabilisation des victimes que je prendrai concerne le viol. Même
si les mentalités ont heureusement évolué, même si les femmes hésitent de moins en moins à porter plainte pour
viol, il n’en reste pas moins que le nombre des plaintes effectives est loin de correspondre à la réalité des viols
commis. Les femmes hésitent souvent à porter plainte. Elles se sentent honteuses, elles n’osent pas avouer ce qui
leur est arrivé, et plus globalement, elles ont parfois intériorisé l’idée qu’elles sont quelque peu responsables de
ce qui leur est arrivé. Beaucoup de ces femmes s’estiment ainsi plus ou moins coupables; du fait d’une tenue
vestimentaire qu’elles auraient adopté ou en raison d’un comportement qui aurait pu prêter à confusion. C’est-àdire que là encore on retrouve, chez la victime, une intériorisation de responsabilité, intériorisation dont on ne
peut pas exclure qu’elle soit la conséquence d’un processus d’hétéro-responsabilisation.
Ce que je souhaiterais maintenant, c’est donc expliquer en quoi cette responsabilisation de la
victime, qui est souvent intériorisée par cette dernière, d’une part est basée sur une idéologie extrêmement
« populaire », d’autre part aboutit, voire est conséquente à une déresponsabilisation du véritable responsable. Je
le ferai en évoquant deux concepts de psychologie sociale : le concept de croyance en un monde juste et le
concept de Locus of Distribution.

2

La Croyance en un monde juste

La croyance en un monde juste consiste à considérer que « les gens obtiennent ce qu’ils méritent et
méritent ce qu’ils obtiennent » (Lerner & Simmons, 1966, p204). Cette croyance stipule ainsi que lorsqu’un
individu commet une action négative, il en sera tôt ou tard châtié, et que lorsqu’un individu est victime d’un
tourment, ce tourment est la conséquence d’un acte négatif qu’il a auparavant commis. Le corollaire, pour des
actions positives et des récompenses, existe aussi, mais je n’évoquerai ici que le cas des souffrances auxquelles
un individu peut être confronté, et plus particulièrement le cas des tourments mérités, c’est-à-dire des tourments
mis en rapport avec une action négative.
De nombreuses illustrations témoignent de cette mise en rapport. L’Eglise catholique affirme par
exemple que nos souffrances terrestres sont la conséquence du péché originel. Hallie (1971) note que durant le
régime nazi, beaucoup d'allemands affirmaient que les victimes des camps méritaient leur sort en raison de
l'impureté de leur race. Pour Goffman (1963), le handicap physique est vu comme la conséquence d'une faute
commise par la victime, ses parents ou sa tribu. Ryan (1971) observe que la classe moyenne américaine a
tendance à blâmer les pauvres en les considérant comme des individus paresseux. Plus globalement, Heider
(1958) souligne que la malchance, la maladie, les accidents sont souvent considérés comme la rétribution de
fautes que l’on a commises. Cette croyance conduit également à tenter d’éviter ces châtiments en adoptant des
comportements de bon aloi. Songeons par exemple aux sacrifices humains destinés à apaiser les dieux. De la
même manière, Kubler-Ross (1969) observe que les mourants promettent fréquemment de donner leur corps à la
science pour inciter les médecins à prolonger leur vie. Même si cette croyance fait l’objet d’importantes
différences interindividuelles (cf. Rubin & Peplau, 1975), même si nous sommes généralement conscients que le
monde est loin d’être juste, il n’en reste pas moins que les individus « orientent leur propre vie, organisent leurs
projets et leurs efforts comme s'ils croyaient vraiment vivre dans un monde où les gens […] obtiendraient ce
qu'ils méritent, à la fin du compte » (Lerner, 1985, p206). Cette croyance est donc partagée par la plupart des
gens.
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Si l’on se centre plus particulièrement sur les victimes, plusieurs travaux ont mis en évidence le fait
qu’ils se déclarent souvent responsables de leur sort. Bettelheim (1943) a ainsi décrit l'autodévaluation des
prisonniers des camps de concentration. Kubler-Ross (1969) a souligné que, souvent, les personnes qui sont
proches de la mort se déclarent responsables de leur sort. Bulman et Wortman (1977) ont interviewé des
accidentés devenus paraplégiques et constaté que plus ils se disaient responsables de l’accident, mieux ils
assuraient leur coping. De même, Chodoff, Friedman et Hamburg (1964) ont montré que les couples ayant des
enfants incurablement malades peuvent s’en estimer responsables, ce qui contribue à diminuer leur anxiété.

3

Le locus of distribution

Ce concept est issu des travaux sur l’internalité. On sait depuis longtemps que ce qui nous arrive dans la
vie de tous les jours, qu'il s'agisse d'événements positifs (succès) ou négatifs (échecs), peut, sous l'angle causal,
faire l'objet d'une classification en deux catégories : les événements issus de facteurs internes (c'est-à-dire les
réussites ou échecs que nous obtenons en raison de notre personnalité ou de notre comportement) et ceux
provenant de facteurs externes (le hasard, la décision d'autrui, etc.). Cette dichotomisation renvoie à ce que
Rotter (1966) et Lefcourt (1966) ont appelé le Locus of Control ou LOC. Et de très nombreuses recherches,
conduites afin d'étudier le type préférentiel de causalité auquel nous nous référons pour expliquer les événements
qui nous arrivent ou arrivent à autrui, ont mis en évidence une prévalence des explications internes, même dans
les cas où l’évidence devrait nous conduire à faire appel à des causes externes (cf. les revues de Lerner, 1965 ;
Lerner et Simmons, 1966 ; Langer, 1975 ; etc.). On sait également que dans le domaine de l'explication de nos
comportements, nous pouvons faire référence soit à des explications internes (par exemple notre personnalité ou
notre volonté) soit à des facteurs externes (le hasard, le comportement d'une tierce personne, etc.). C'est ce que
Heider (1944) a appelé « l'attribution » des comportements, attribution donc interne ou externe. L'objet de
l'attribution est donc bien différent de l'objet du LOC (avec le LOC nous expliquons des réussites ou des échecs,
avec l’attribution, nous expliquons des comportements). L’attribution a donné lieu à un courant de recherches
spécifiques, mais recherches mettant à nouveau en évidence une fréquence significativement plus importante des
explications internes par rapport aux externes : pour expliquer nos comportements (attribution), nous faisons
aussi essentiellement appel à des éléments internes, là encore même si les déterminants objectifs sont externes
(cf. les revues de Ross, 1977 ; de Jones, 1979 ; etc.).
Situons-nous maintenant dans une situation d’interaction entre deux personnes. Soit la situation où un
individu X sanctionne un individu Y. Si ce dernier estime avoir mérité cette sanction, c’est-à-dire s’il s’estime
interne en matière de LOC, il est évidemment que le corollaire veut que X soit considéré comme non responsable
de la diffusion de cette sanction, comme externe quant à son comportement distributif de cette sanction. C’est ce
qui a été appelé le Locus of Distribution ou LOD (Gangloff, 2004), concept qui renvoie donc à l’explication des
sanctions qu’un acteur X diffuse à un récepteur Y. Et plusieurs études ont validé la pertinence de ce concept.
Gangloff (2004) a ainsi montré, dans le cadre de la formation, que si un élève se considère responsable de la
sanction qu’il reçoit (si donc il se dit interne en matière de LOC), cela conduit l’enseignant à se déclarer externe,
c’est-à-dire non responsable de son comportement distributif de sanction ; et il est en outre observé que cette
responsabilisation est valorisée par les élèves. Cette étude fut reproduite en Argentine (cf. Mayoral, Gangloff &
Romero, 2009) avec des résultats similaires. Ces deux études initiales, menées dans le cadre de la formation, ont
été reproduites en milieu professionnel, d’abord en Argentine (Mayoral, Gangloff & Romero, 2011), puis en
France (Gangloff, Soudan & Vonthron, 2011), afin d’examiner les attributions des sanctions que les cadres
hiérarchiques distribuent à leurs subordonnés. Et des résultats identiques à ceux obtenus sur le plan des sanctions
distribués par les enseignants à leurs étudiants ont été observés, avec une déclaration de responsabilité des
subordonnés sanctionnés et a contrario une déresponsabilisation des supérieurs hiérarchiques, cette
déresponsabilisation étant là encore valorisée par les subordonnés.
Une autre recherche que je pourrais citer ici est celle de Milgram (1974). Il s’agit là encore d’une
situation dyadique, situation du type enseignant/élève dans laquelle une personne doit faire apprendre des
couples de mots à une autre personne. Par exemple, quand l’enseignant dit « ciel » l’élève doit, après une courte
séquence d’apprentissage, répondre « bleu » ; au mot stimulus « lion », il doit répondre « sauvage », etc. Mais à
chaque erreur de l’élève, l’enseignant le punit en lui envoyant une décharge électrique: d’abord 15 volts puis 30,
et ainsi de suite de 15 volts en 15 volts, jusqu’à un choc extrêmement violent de 450 volts. En fait, les chocs sont
factices et l’élève est un comédien faisant semblant de recevoir ces chocs, mais l’enseignant l’ignore: il s’agit
d’une personne naïve et l’étude de Milgram a pour but d’étudier jusqu’à quel niveau de choc cette personne
acceptera de faire souffrir l’élève. Cette étude montre notamment que dans 66% des cas les « enseignants », quel
que soient leur genre, leur nationalité, leur âge,… acceptent d’aller jusqu’à 450 volts. Mais elle montre aussi que
bien souvent, à partir d’un certain niveau de choc, les « enseignants » se sentent mal à l‘aise, ils transpirent, ils
hésitent, mettent un certain temps à envoyer les chocs: ils conçoivent bien que la punition qu’on leur demande
d’infliger est disproportionnée, et s’ils acceptent de poursuivre l’expérience, ils ne le font pas de gaité de cœur.
Ils trouvent alors parfois des stratagèmes pour se déculpabiliser. Et c’est ce point qui nous intéresse ici : après
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avoir envoyé un choc, ils réprimandent souvent l’élève avec des injonctions du type « faites attention! »,
« réfléchissez avant de répondre! ». C’est à-dire qu’ils se déchargent sur l’élève de la punition qu’ils lui infligent
en le rendant responsable de cette punition.

4

Conclusion

Etre responsable signifie devoir rendre des comptes et donc être susceptible de faire l’objet d’une
sanction négative. L’un des moyens permettant d’éviter une telle condamnation est alors de déclarer autrui
responsable à notre place. Les concepts de monde juste et de Locus of Distribution éclairent certains aspects de
ce processus déclaratif avec l’évocation de facteurs extérieurs situés hors de notre contrôle, l’un de ces facteurs
étant la victime. Ceci étant, je terminerai en rappelant que ce n’est pas le seul facteur de ce type, et que d’autres
facteurs, internes et non plus extérieurs, peuvent aussi être considérés comme hors de notre contrôle, et de ce fait
conduire à un nouvel argumentaire impliquant une dialectique d’hétéro-responsabilisation/autodéresponsabilisation. Je n‘évoquerai qu’un seul de ces facteurs : la personnalité. La plupart des définitions
converge pour considérer la personnalité comme l’un des éléments stables qui nous caractérise. Des travaux
tendent même à considérer que certaines dimensions personnologiques seraient génétiques. Il s’agirait donc, au
moins partiellement, d’un facteur certes interne, mais sur lequel nous n’avons aucun contrôle, et partant aucune
responsabilité. Pour autant, les victime se considèrent parfois responsables du fait même de leur personnalité (la
responsabilité morale, évoquée par les travaux de Lerner, englobe la personnalité). Et inversement, la
personnalité « pathologique » (dont l’appréciation reste très élastique) constitue un argument fréquemment
avancé par l’acteur pour tenter d’obtenir une atténuation de la sanction qui pourrait lui être infligée. Par ailleurs,
je suis ici parti de la responsabilité comme déterminant de la sanction, mais la démarche inverse, consistant à
placer la sanction en amont, peut aussi être examinée. Ainsi, dans le cadre de la justice distributive
organisationnelle, la nécessité de distribuer des sanctions (par exemple des licenciements) peut entraîner, en aval,
la recherche des responsabilités respectives. Comme on le constate, le thème de la responsabilisation
/déresponsabilisation est loin de se restreindre aux seuls aspects que j’ai pu évoquer.
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Abstract
It has been long known that the reinforcements one receives may be the subject of an internal/external
dichotomy that refers to the concept of LOC. It is also known that the beneficiaries of such reinforcements will
willingly attribute responsibility to themselves. It has also been long known that, on the one hand, the behaviours
we adopt can also be subjected to an internal/external dichotomy that refers to the concept of attribution, and on
the other hand, the fact that we generally state to be the causal source of our behaviours. These preferentially
internal attributions were first considered an error, then as the norm, initially limited to the explanation of
received reinforcements, then generalized to the explanation of behaviours.
However, the corollary of LOC, namely the attributions made by the distributor of reinforcements,
attributions referring to the concept of LOD (locus of distribution), has been little examined: it should translate
to agents distributing reinforcements attributing their behaviours to external causes, that is to say to consider the
receivers of such reinforcements as the sources of the received reinforcements. Since such attributions allow the
distributing agents to renounce responsibility, they protect them against any hint of contestation, thus
perpetuating their status as power agents.
This research aims to show that, as far as LOD is concerned, the attributions are, in contrary to LOC,
more external than internal. In order to verify this, 30 middle managers have been subjected successively to a
LOC questionnaire and then to a LOD questionnaire. The results obtained confirm the hypothesis formulated.
Key words: internality/externality, Locus of Control, Locus of Distribution, professional sanction, belief
in a just world.

1

Introduction

It has been long known that what happens to us in the everyday life, be it positive (success) or negative
(failures) events, may, from a causal perspective, be the object of a classification into two categories: events
arising from internal factors (that is to say, the successes or failures we obtain because of our personality or our
behaviour) and those derived from external factors (chance, the arbitrary decision of others, etc.). This
dichotomy refers to what Rotter [1] and Lefcourt [2] called the Locus of Control. Now, if we leave the field of
explanation of events to move to the one of explanation of behaviours, it is known that we also can refer either to
internal explanations (the personality or will of the actor for example), or to external factors (chance, the
behaviour of a third person, etc.). This is what Heider [3] called the attribution of behaviours, attribution which
is therefore internal or external. The object of attribution is thus very different from the object of LOC
(explanation of adopted behaviours vs. of successes or failures received). However, in spite these differences, the
results obtained lead in both cases to a significantly higher frequency of internal explanations as compared to
external explanations: in order to explain what happens to us (LOC), we preferentially appeal to ourselves,
evoking for example our personality or our behaviours [4-5-6], and in order to explain our behaviours
1
(attribution), we also essentially appeal to internal elements, such as our personality or our will [7-8] .
1
We have to underline that those 2 types of internal explanations are provided even though the decisive objectives in question
are external. Such a discrepancy was firstly interpreted as a cognitive bias [9-8]. However, Jellison and Green [10] advanced
another interpretation, in terms of social normalization: if we provide, even against all objective evidence, more internal than
external answers, it would be because that type of answers would be socially valued; because these answers would translate
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However, this convergence of results may lead to a contradiction: if in fact, in what regards the
explanation of the sanctions received (LOC), the receiver is said to be responsible (LOC), this implies in what
regards the explanation of distributive sanction behaviours (Gangloff [18] speaks of Locus of Distribution, or
LOD) that the distributor of the sanction cannot be said to be responsible. In other words, internality in what
regards the explanation of the reinforcements received should systematically lead to externality in what regards
the explanation of certain behaviours: the sanction distributive behaviours. The concept of LOC, which covers
the explanation of events examined from the point of view of the receiver of such events (I am or I am not the
source of my success or failures) has been frequently examined, but its corollary, which covers the explanation
of such events from the point of view of the possible distributor of the events in question, led to very few
researches. And the relevance of this theme seems to be particularly justified by the increasingly frequent
occurrence of certain speeches of business leaders or politicians in which layoffs, wage cuts or other sacrifices
demanded of a social group are being justified by globalization.
The first research in this area is that of Gangloff [18], carried out within the scope of reinforcements
distributed by professors to their students. This research, conducted in France, aimed to examine the
explanations of ‘punishments’ and ‘rewards’ applied by university professors to their students, explanations
given on the one hand by the professors (LOD), and on the other hand by the students benefitting from such
reinforcements (LOC). The main hypothesis was that the agents distributing the sanctions would declare
themselves not responsible for the sanctions they assigned (rejecting that responsibility in what concerned the
receivers of such sanctions, i.e. the students). Another hypothesis was hat the professors would be more valued
and would be aware of such higher valuation when they declared themselves not responsible for the sanctions
they distributed, as compared to the case where they claim responsibility for their distributive behaviour.
This research consisted of two parts and used the two paradigms usually employed in order to underline
the existence of a norm, namely, the paradigm of self-presentation and the paradigm of judges [10]. In the first
part, 72 professors responded, according to the paradigm of self-presentation, to a questionnaire on the
explanation of their sanction distributive behaviours in what concerns their students (i.e., in other words, on the
explanation of the sanctions they distributed to their students). Each of the items referred to positive vs. negative
sanctions and was followed by three possible answers: one attributed the responsibility of the distribution of the
sanction to students (due to their behaviours or personological characteristics), the second claimed it to be due to
the personality or the current mood of the professor, while the third one said it was due to causes external to both
the students and the professors (administrative rules or temporary context). 1/3 of the professors were asked to
answer the questionnaire in the most honest manner possible (neutral instructions), 1/3 to try and look good to
2
their students (over-normative instructions), and 1/3 to try and look bad to their students (counter-normative) . It
was then found that when they sanctioned their students, the professors declared the latter to be solely
responsible for such sanctions; that is to say, the professors considered their students internal in terms of the
reinforcements received, thus admitting themselves as external in terms of the behaviours they adopted when
praising or blaming their students. It was specifically observed that the professors, both spontaneously (neutral
instructions), as well as in order to look good (over-normative instructions), attributed the reinforcements they
distributed firstly to their students, then to context, and finally to themselves. On the contrary, in order to look
bad (counter-normative instructions), the professors attributed the cause of the sanctions to themselves, and only
afterwards to their students and to context (the difference between the last two causes was insignificant).
In the second part, 58 students responded, according to the paradigm of judges, to the same
questionnaire, but the questionnaire had already been filled in: for each question, one answer had been
previously selected from the three answers suggested: it was claimed that the questionnaire had already been
filled in by professors, and the students had to rank them in order of preference, according to the type of answers
the former had provided. Each student was thus faced with three types of questionnaires, each drawing a
fictitious portrait of the professor: self-attributive (having checked systematically and exclusively the selfattributive proposals), the second underlining systematically and exclusively the behaviours and traits of the
students as the cause, and the third one referring systematically and exclusively to external causes. It was then
foun that the students clearly preferred the professors who considered the students responsible for their
sanctions, the professors selecting context as the cause being ranked second and the self-attributive professors
ranked last.
This research was later replicated in Argentina on 90 university professors and 60 students, with very
similar results [19]. Furthermore, a third research [20], based on a similar procedure, was conducted in an
organizational environment. It focused on the explanation of the reinforcements distributed by superiors to their
subordinates and questioned those explanations, on the one hand the ones provided by the persons in charge
(LOD, with the paradigm of over-normative vs. counter-normative self-presentation), and on the other hand
our internalization of a particular social norm: the norm of internality [11-12]. The validity of this norm was however questioned,
particularly for reasons of methodological bias [13-14-15-16-17].
2
Those last two instructions, which reproduce the procedure initiated by Jellison and Green [10], aimed to examine the
normativity of the attributions adopted.
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when they were given by the subordinates receiving the reinforcements in question (LOC, with the paradigm of
judges). And it was again verified that, in order to create value for themselves, the superiors (N=60) attributed
the sanctions they distributed firstly to the behaviours of their subordinates and only afterwards to themselves or
to context and a reverse hierarchy was detected when they had to look bad to their subordinates. As for the
subordinates (N=60), it was also verified that the bosses they appreciated more were first the ones who attributed
the sanctions to the behaviours of their subordinates, then the ones making reference to the context, and the selfattributive bosses were ranked last.
Even if these researches had the merit of raising the issue of the explanatory attributions of sanction
distributive behaviours, and to have helped underlining the existence of external attributions in terms of LOD,
that is to say, inversed attributions than those obtained in terms of LOC, they have certain limitations
nonetheless. In particular, if we want LOD to be veritably seen as the corollary of LOC, it seems necessary that
the attributions of LOD and those of LOC examined be the produce of the same respondents, which was never
the case in the reseraches conducted. This research aims to fill this gap, starting from the hypotheses that, on the
one hand, the internal attributions will be more frequent in terms of LOC than LOD and that the external
attributions will be more numerous in terms of LOD than LOC; on the other hand, the attributions in terms of
LOD will mainly be external and those in terms of LOC will be, according to the classical literature, primarily
internal.

2

Method

Two masculine pools, each consisting of 30 middle managers, with employees in their suborder, but in
turn subjected to superiors, have been voluntarily submitted, successively, to two questionnaires: one focusing
on explaining the sanctions one may receive from a superior (LOC questionnaire), and a second corollary one on
the explanation of sanctions that one may distribute to subordinates (LOD questionnaire). In order to control a
possible order effect, one pool has responded to the LOD questionnaire, and then to the LOC questionnaire,
while the second pool were confronted with the questionnaires in a reverse order (LOC then LOD).
The LOD questionnaire (which was later adapted in order to create the LOC questionnaire) is a repeat
of the one used previously by Mayoral and al. [20], with the exception of two items that have been removed
because of their lack of a possible equivalence in terms of LOC. Each of the two questionnaires consisted of
eight items (four referring to a positive sanction and the other four to a negative sanction), and the respondents
were invited to indicate the cause of the sanction mentioned from three mutually exclusive possible answers: a
self-attributive answer (that is to say, internal attribution by which the respondent considered themselves the
source of the sanction), an external answer attributing the sanction to others (in this case, the subordinates in the
LOD questionnaire, and the superiors in the LOC questionnaire) and an external answer attributing the sanction
to a contextual element.

3

Results

The results obtained (table 1) show firstly that if the number of attributions to context is similar in terms
of LOC and LOD (135 and 111. ² (1, N =246)=2,34, ns), on the contrary, the attributions to others are more
frequent in terms of distribution than of receipt (respectively, 313 to 72. ² (1, N= 385)=150,85, p< .0001). By
way of consequence, the self-attributive answers are significantly more numerous for the sanctions received than
for the sanctions distributed (respectively, 273 to 56. ² (1, N=329)=143,12, p< .0001). Moreover, if we examine
the differences when passing from LOC to LOD, the standardized residuals show consistent very high values (all
higher than two): 28.99 (for external others), -13.62 (for the self-attributive answers) and 2.27 (external context).
In other words, the passing from LOC to LOD leads to an important increase of answers putting others in the
foreground, with, as a corollary, a considerable drop in self-attributive answers and, to a lesser extent, answers
referring to context. These findings are therefore aligned with the first hypothesis formulated.
The second set of data refers to the allocation of attributions within each of the two questionnaires.
Therefore, when we have to explain the sanctions we receive, we first make internal attributions, then we invoke
the context, while the receiver of the sanction is only ranked last (²(2, N = 480)= 132,11, p< .0001), being a
hierarchy completely consistent with the one classically observed in terms of LOC. But in return, when we have
to explain the sanctions we distribute to others, we first put forward the others, then the context, and then
ourselves. There are many data that confirm the second hypothesis formulated. (² (2, N = 480)=228,91, p<
.0001).
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Tab. 1 - Number of self-attributive, external others and external context answers, per questionnaire.

4

Answers to questionnaire LOC

Answers to questionnaire LOD

No. of self-attributive

273

56

No. of external others

72

313

No. of external context

135

111

Total

480

480

Discussion - conclusion

The literature on LOC is constant in the fact that when we are the subject of a sanction, be it positive or
negative, we declare ourselves responsible. But we also declare ourselves generally responsible for our
behaviours. However, if these behaviours relate to the distribution of sanctions, a contradiction occurs: we
cannot claim the receivers of the sanctions we distribute to be responsible for them and, at the same time, that we
are responsible for our sanction distributive behaviours. To say that the receivers of the sanctions we distribute
are responsible for it excludes our distributive responsibility.
Previous researches [18-19-20] have shown, in terms of rewards and punishments distributed by
professors to their students, or by the superiors to their subordinates, on the one hand that the distributive agents
attributed their distributive behaviours first to external causes (that is to say, to students or subordinates and to
context) and rejected the internal factors by ranking them last, and on the other hand that the students or
subordinates valued such attributions of responsibility. However, to consider LOD as the corollary of LOC, it is
necessary to confronte the same participants to both the LOC and LOD questionnaires. The present research used
this procedure. The results obtained highlight on the one hand more external attributions in terms of LOD than
LOC (and consequently more frequent internal attributions in terms of LOC than LOD), and on the other hand,
mainly external attributions in terms of LOD (and consequently mainly internal attributions in terms of LOC).
On a theoretical level, these results illustrate the reductionism of certain research usually conducted in
the field of attribution: while they only examine a small sample of behaviours, excluding especially the sanction
distributive behaviours, those researches tend to consider the results obtained, which underline a predominance
of internal attributions, as applicable to all behaviours. These results highlight the abusive nature of such a
generalization. It is logical here, and it is the most logical thing in the world, that to consider the recipient of a
sanction the source of that sanction can only lead to not attributing the cause of their distributive behaviours to
the distributor of the sanction.
But those results also have social implications. The researches on LOC show a predominance of internal
attributions, and even a positive valuation of persons who attribute their success or failure to themselves. This
positive valuation can result from the fact that such self-attributive persons exclude any responsibility of the
social environment in the sanctions they receveive, thus allowing the sustainability of that social environment
[11]. The results of the present research may lead to a similar interpretation: to distribute a sanction without
taking responsibility for it also reflects a disempowerment of the sanction distributing agent by excluding any
questioning of a possible arbitrariness of this distribution. In this way, the distributor of sanction once more
ensures its durability as a power agent.
However, this research presents some limits to this work, e.g. the fact that the participants were only
men: the absence of any female obviously limits the generality of the results. Similarly, the three attributive
answers proposed represent only a sample of other possible answers, such as chance. Thus, more than 2000 years
ago, believing that the population of the ideal city should be maintained constant from a quantitative point of
view, Plato envisioned a regulation of marriages and births organized by the magistrates; but in order to avoid a
possible revolt of the people excluded, Plato said [21, p.124]: “We will organize [...] some ingenious random
draw so that the subjects [...] that are excluded may accuse, with every union, luck and not the magistrates”.
The future researches should therefore make sure to attempt to overcome these aspects.
That being said, the results presented are already paving the way for new research perspectives, for
example to examine with precision the attributions made in the political register. As mentioned above, when
politicians announce new measures to their citizens (frequent but not consistent painful measures), they usually
make sure to avoid calling themselves responsible, and prefer to hide behind external causes (such as
international competition, globalization, supra-national legal rules, etc.). Hence, they show that they have
perfectly assimilated “the washstand strategy” of “I wash my hands”, initiated 20 centuries ago by Pontius Pilate:
when the crowd asked him to free Barabbas and crucify Jesus, Pontius Pilate took water and washed his hands in
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front of the crowd, saying “I am not responsible for the death of this man. It is your responsibility”. It seems that
the Pontius Pilate effect is very comfortable to use even nowadays.
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Abstract
Various initiatives have been taken to introduce forms of dialogue in prison as a means of
education/correcting/rehabilitating the prison inmates. This paper explores the concept of dialogue in prison, its
possibilities and challenges. In the first section the paper discusses the tradition and aims of dialogue, and
whether there is a conflict between these ideals and the prison environment. Specifically, it sets the ground by
comparing four different methodologies in the process of engaging in dialogue, these being those of Socrates, of
Leonard Nelson, Martin Buber, David Bohm as well as Matthew Lipman. This discussion takes place within the
context of officer/inmate and inmate/inmate dialogue. The paper argues that what should be promoted in prison
is inmate driven reflective conversations that empower the inmate in both the selection and the development of
the dialogue, within a ‘community of inquiry’ environment. The paper explores the use of ‘texts’ in order to do
this, particularly the use of visual media, such as photography and video, the use of history, particularly that of
punishment and prison itself as well as biographical writings/productions of inmates. The paper finally suggests
that these media can be used to create conversations of a philosophical nature with inmates, including
conversations on concepts such as freedom, justice, respect, and solidarity.
Keywords: dialogue, conversation, reflective thinking, community of inquiry.

1

Introduction

Lately a number of initiatives are being taken to introduce the idea of holding dialogue in prison [1],
both among inmates themselves, as well as between inmates and prison guards. The assumption made in these
initiatives is that dialogue is a good thing in itself, that it should be promoted, that is it is democratic way of
expressing oneself, and that it leads on to better understanding. Hence dialogue is something positive that is by
definition beneficial to the inmates as well as the administration of the prison.

2

Socratic dialogue

There are various traditions and ways of doing dialogue. Socrates can probably be credited with
propagating dialogue, mainly as a tool for teaching [2] a means of arriving at the Truth, of getting to know the
one ethical end: the summum bonum for which all men would live if they knew its real nature [3]. The aim of
Socrates’ dialectical method was to entice people to test their opinions, to stimulate them to inquire into their
judgments, particularly with regards to ethical judgments. Socrates is the ‘gadfly’ sent to rouse the Athenians
from their ‘dogmatic slumbers,' and to make them reflect on the meaning and purpose of their lives. The
Athenians are in an ignorance which is the deeper that they think they know, and therefore are always ready to
pronounce judgement on any ethical question. To this end Socrates claims that he ‘knows nothing’. Socrates role
was to show those who thought they knew that in fact they knew nothing. This was done through a process of
questioning and answers by means of which one could see the inadequacies of the argument, mainly through
contradictions and inconsistencies. A good example of this is the Apology, which is the Platonic defence of
Socrates. (Incidentally it would be an interesting exercise to discuss this text with prison inmates, particularly
when it comes to the trial of Socrates. [4])
Interesting is Socrates starting position that one ‘does not know’, and this is crucial for any debate,
argument or position to be taken. It recognizes the fact that there are things we simply do not know – but we can
get to know. Socratic dialogue also recognizes that our experiences, both past and present, have values, and it is
a conversation based on these experiences that can lead to at least an understanding, if not an agreement on
several issues. Dialogue is, in this tradition, an intended process of in depth discovery. It needs planning and
time and leads to a better understanding, and possibly action.
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Within a prison environment Socratic Dialogue has its value. It celebrates critical thinking and
reflective thinking, and engages one in an analytical discussion. It makes good use of one’s knowledge and
experience of the world, knowledge that helps one to advance one’s understanding of oneself and one’s
environment. It respects a person’s rational thinking, and points out contradictions and inconsistencies in
arguments. Questions are asked, and answers are not necessarily expected, although tentative points of
agreement may be reached, and considered to be temporary in nature. Dialogue, as opposed to debate encourages
collaboration and open-mindedness. Socratic dialogue can be manipulative and is highly dependent on the
‘Socratic teacher’. Just like Socrates did, it can be used to drive towards one particular goal, with a manipulation
of the dialogue taking place so that it leads where the facilitator wants it to lead. The power structure within such
debates is hidden and the negative method of hypotheses elimination can be disheartening to the contributors of
the dialogue.

3

Socratic method

These wealth of ideas originating from Socrates were further developed in the early 20th century by the
German Philosopher Leonard Nelson [5]. For Nelson the starting point for a dialogue is always one’s experience.
This is intentional since it guards against talk that is of a hypothetical nature, but convenes towards one that is
based in practice. Nelson’s idea is that the dialogue’s topic should be a philosophical one, one that can be
answered by the use of reason and not, for example, using the scientific method. An example within our context
could be the classical question ‘What is Justice?’ or ‘Should I ever lie?’.
Within this setting one needs a strong facilitator whose role is to lead the dialogue, facilitate the
discussion and helps participants to explore profoundly their thoughts. The facilitator does not take part in the
dialogue itself. The facilitator makes sure that the topic is not treated in a hypothetical manner, but is focused on
the experience (for example of ‘justice’) of those taking part in the dialogue. The facilitator also helps the
participants to articulate better their positions about the chosen topic.
Using this methodology, one arrives at a position in making a judgement and in taking decisions. The
idea of reaching the Truth has long been abounded by most, but the idea of reaching a provisions ‘truth’ is
possible, and that ought to be one of the main goals of participants in the dialogue should be doing: reflecting on
their current position, making a judgment on that position, and acting on it.
A simple example for the inmate could be an exploration into the concept of the family – what is the
family for me (reflection), how is my relation with my family (judgement), and what am I going to do about it
(action). It is a process in which one’s ideas are put forward to the scrutiny of the group, and the group helps the
individual to reflect and review his ideas about the chosen topic.
As Socrates himself says: The unexamined life is not worth living. That should be the main goal of the
Socratic Method.

4

Martin Buber and David Bohm

Martin Buber’s [6] focus is mainly on the role of communication that acts to strengthen the relationship
between people as well as open up one’s horizons. It is through dialogue that one builds a community, a way of
having the ‘other’ in one’s mind, in building a relationship with the other. It is by means of dialogue that people
connect. These connections create the possibility of change: one is changed by or changes the other. This is
described by Buber as a I-Thou relationship. This is in contrast with an I-It relationship. In the former the
relationship is between two or more persons, in the later it is a relationship between a person and an object – an
‘it’. It is the moment when persons are considered objects rather than persons in themselves. The I-It relationship
only contains a relationship that focuses on the ‘self’ and does away with the ‘other’. Buber distinguishes
between dialogue that takes place between conscience-oriented thinkers, and dialogue that takes place between
strategy-oriented thinkers. For the former, values and ethics are the hub of the dialogue, for the later, achieving
the goal, at times irrespective of ethical values, is the sole aim of the dialogue.
In Buber’s idea of a dialogue, participants meet in a ‘common ground’. The idea is to meet and ‘see’ the
‘others’ viewpoint, without necessarily compromising on one’s beliefs and positions. The final goal is mutual
understanding. Meaning becomes shared. Respect and openness are the basis of Buber’s ideas on dialogue.
Dialogue is a relationship, present even in the absence of a conversation; in silence.
A dialogical relation will show itself also in genuine conversation, but it is not composed of this. Not
only is the shared silence of two such persons a dialogue, but also their dialogical life continues, even when they
are separated in space, as the continual potential presence of the one to the other, as an unexpressed intercourse
[7].
David Bohm [8] writes that dialogue: “is a way of exploring the roots of the many crises that face
humanity today. It enables inquiry into, and understanding of, the sorts of processes that fragment and interfere
with real communication between individuals, nations and even different parts of the same organization. In our
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modern culture men and women are able to interact with one another in many ways: they can sing dance or play
together with little difficulty but their ability to talk together about subjects that matter deeply to them seems
invariable to lead to dispute, division and often to violence.”
It is by means of dialogue that a group of people can explore the individual and collective
presuppositions, ideas and feelings that, in a hidden way, control their interaction. Dialogue is a means of
communication. Exploratory dialogue highlights how unnoticed cultural differences control our behaviours.
Dialogue is a powerful tool that helps us understand how thought functions. It is a tool that helps one to
understand one’s feelings, emotions, intentions and desires. Dialogue is the tool by means of which one can slow
down the process of thought in order to be able to observe it while it is actually occurring. It is a display of
meaning, a mirroring back of the process of thought. Listeners are able to reflect on speakers and insights are
shared.
The methodology proposed by Bohm is unique. It involves a suspension of thoughts, impulses and
judgments. Listening to others and to oneself rather than speaking is the focus of Bohm’s dialogue. According to
Bohm dialogue works best with between twenty and forty people seated facing one another in a single circle [9].
A group of this size allows for the emergence and observation of different subgroups or subcultures that can help
to reveal some off the ways in which thought operatives collectively. This is important because the differences
between such subcultures are often an unrecognized cause of failed communication and conflict. Smaller groups,
on the other hand, lack the requisite diversity needed to reveal these tendencies and will generally emphasize
more familiar personal and family roles and relationships. The length of the dialogue should be around 2 hours
with a one-week interval between sessions. The sessions should be coordinated by two facilitators on a topic that
is of interest to members of the group. According to Bohm no content should be excluded. These conditions put
the practice of Bohm’s approach within a prison context a challenge. It is very difficult to envisage a group
meeting in a prison with around twenty to thirty inmates, discussing any topic of their choice for around two
hours. Having said this, Peter J T Garrett has organised Group Dialogue in HMP Whitemoor, a high security
prison, as a form of Socio-Therapy. The following is a short description of the process in which both officers and
inmates were participants for the dialogue.
The anger, resentment and frustration in the inmates was being directed at the officers, who were being
held responsible in an unpleasant way. “All officers are dickheads - I never once heard an officer admit he was
wrong. “The officers were surprisingly professional, considering the taunting nature of the exchanges at times as
the facilitators were deliberately encouraging an environment where individuals could be real on their own
terms, and be listened to, however outrageous their views. The officers' response was firm and frank: “We don't
trust you and you cons don't trust us - that's just how it is.” No doubt such remarks are often made in prisons, but
in the Dialogue the meaning behind what was being said was being listened to seriously, not only fellow
inmates, but also by a whole range of prison staff and volunteers from outside the prison [10].

5

Inmate driven reflective conversations

An approach that has its roots in the philosophy of John Dewey has in the past forty years been
developed in America by Matthew Lipman [11]. This methodology borrows the idea of a ‘community of
inquiry’ from Dewy, and applies it to the exploration of concepts and ideas, which is traditionally known as
philosophy. The methodology is simple and has been proved to work over time. The group should not be too
large so that a discussion is possible. In large groups, some participants tend to dominate the discussion, while
others are shy to participate. The facilitator of the dialogue or the participants themselves identify a stimulus that
could possibly lead to a discussion. This is often referred to as a ‘text’, examples of which will be discussed
towards the end of this paper. The ‘text is then used as a stimulus for the discussion that follows. Participants are
asked to identify questions they would like to discuss. One of these questions is then chosen for discussion by
the group. This is a methodology that strengthens the power of the participant, mainly through the identification
of the topic for discussion. One example that was selected in such a dialogue in a prison in Malta was a photo of
an inmate’s tattoo.
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The picture acted only as a point of departure for the discussion[12]. Some identified questions by the
inmates included:
Why name objects/human? (Mark)
Why would one tattoo his name on his arm? (James)
Is a name permanent or can it be changed? (Georgios)
Can I change even if my name remains the same? (Costantino)
Am I more than my name? (Roberto)
Questions are then written on a on a large white sheet so that the discussion can continue on a different
occasion. On the above theme the main discussion centred on the concept of identity – asking an important
question that we rarely ask: who am I? A more related question discussed was whether one is ‘permanent’ or
whether one can change. For someone who has committed a crime it is important that the self-perception is
explored, and that the empowerment is given so that change can occur. The main difference from other
approaches is that the inmates arrive at conclusions through dialogue themselves, rather than being told how to
change by the educator or the psychologist.
Within the theory behind this methodology, this process is called the Community of Inquiry[13], a
community that through a process of dialogue explores, inquires ideas. It encourages participants to think and
reflect, and to do, to act. Eventually any of the participants can become a facilitator, thus empowering not only in
the selection of the theme for discussion, but also in the process of the dialogue/discussion. The fundamental
theoretical aspect of this process is that thinking happens in a group, in a community, and not in isolation. It
provides the skills of listening and considering the ideas of others, and of coming to a conclusion, of making a
judgment, of taking a position.

6

Texts in prison

Complementary to the above methodology is the creation of texts by inmates themselves, as well as the
introduction of tools for thinking. Two effective tools are de Bono’s Six Thinking Hats and the use of
Mindmaps. The Thinking Hats are direct attention thinking tools, tools that help one to move outside habitual
thinking styles, and explore other possibilities. De Bono’s idea is a very simple but effective one indeed. The six
hats represent six different styles of thinking. In working in a group or alone one has to ‘wear’ a hat and think
using that particular thinking style. Then one has to move from one hat to another until all six styles are covered.
This approach has the advantage that the individual/group focus on one type of thinking at a time, hence being
more focused and less confused. For example, in wearing the white hat all the group focuses on identifying the
kind of information one needs to take the decision. Hence there is no critique of the idea at this point, no
emotional positions of why one feels that it is a good idea or a bad idea, etc.: the focus is simply on identifying
the information necessary to take the decision. When the individual/group takes of the white hat and puts on the
yellow hat, one has to look for the positive elements in the idea. This helps even the most negative person to find
a positive element in a new idea. And the process continues with all the hats.
Mind-maps are tools that in a pictorial way help us to visualise our thoughts as well as present one’s
thoughts. They are a great tool for learning, for brain storming as well as for record keeping.
The creation of texts in prison can be a meaningful educational activity around which inmates can learn
through informal manners. At present at Corradino Correctional Facility we have created a photography club
where inmates are learning to use a camera. We have used this possibility to take a number of self-portraits and
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photographs in prison that we are now using as a text for dialogue. The production of books written by inmates
for their loved ones is also planned. These books can also in themselves become the text for discussion.

7

Conclusion

All approaches to dialogue as discussed above promote strong values and possibilities meaningful
conversations in a prison context. Conducting dialogue in prison is challenging. Sometimes time and space is not
available to hold such activities. Some inmates have low self-esteem. Others find it difficult to express
themselves verbally and need lots of support to participate. Others are more vocal and want to dominate the
discussion. It is hoped that through dialogue in prison inmates become more reflective individuals who think
before they act, who develop the ability to judge what is right and wrong, and to act accordingly.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to analyze the way in which students from the Faculty of Physical Education
and Sport in Timisoara use the internet. In order to test the extent of internet usage, the IAT questionnaire (a
questionnaire containing 20 items) elaborated by Young K.S. (1996) was used. It was applied both for students
in the Kinesitherapy department and for students in the Physical Education and Sport department. The results
indicate the fact that almost half of the university students in the focus group had issues related to internet usage
(53.66%), the students in the Kinesitherapy department being more addicted to the internet than the ones in the
Physical Education and Sport department. The conclusions point to the fact that technological development and
the ability to access the Internet in any location favors internet addiction.
Keywords: internet, addiction, degree, sports, university students.

1

Introduction

Internet nowadays represents one of the most efficient means of communication, being subject of
continuous development. It is used at the work place, at home and in schools for various purposes and its usage
is continuously increasing in virtue of its accessibility, efficiency in communication and of the anonymous status
of its users. [1] The internet itself is not addictive, the addiction being related to the applications it encompasses:
video games, gambling, social networks, chat rooms, pornographic websites, etc. An important cause that can
lead to internet addiction is the amount of time spent for online communication, internet navigation, accessing
online games, etc. [1] A variety of terms are used in the literature to describe internet addiction: internet
addiction disorder, high internet dependency, net addiction, problematic internet use, compulsive internet use.
[1] According to the “American Psychiatric Association”, in the 5th edition of “Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders” –DSM 5, Section III, internet addiction is described as a formal disorder, with a
highlight on the Internet gaming disorder. The gamers play compulsively and their excessive online activity
results in clinically significant impairment or distress. The authors encourage further research, in order to see if
this condition needs to be included as a disorder in future editions of the manual. [2]. Addiction has been defined
as "A primary, chronic disease, characterized by impaired control over the use of a psychoactive substance
and/or behavior. Clinically, the manifestations occur along biological, psychological, sociological and spiritual
dimensions". [3, 4] By parity of reasoning with video game addiction, Young K.S. [5] attempted a first definition
for internet addiction: “Internet addiction is an impulse-control disorder that does not involve an intoxicant”.
Subsequently, other definitions were used in order to describe internet addiction: “An individual´s inability to
control their internet use, which in turn leads to feelings of distress and functional impairment of daily activities”
[6] and “Individual psychological state, which includes both mental and emotional states, as well as their
scholastic, occupational and social interactions impaired by the over use of the medium”. [7, 8] Internet
addiction exhibits physical and psychological symptoms and signs. The psychological symptoms include: the
urgent need to use the computer for increasing periods of time, neglecting the family and the entourage,
difficulty of ceasing the on-line activity, etc; the physical symptoms and signs include: sleep disorders, eating
disorders, migraines, cephalgia, dry eyes, carpal tunnel syndrome, back aches, pain in the scapulohumeral belt,
neglecting the personal hygiene. Excessive usage of the Internet has negative effects on the physical,
psychological, social, occupational, financial and academic dimensions. [1]
Intense physical activities, practiced for long hours can also become addictive. [9]
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1.1. The aim of the study
Is that of analyzing the way in which university students from the Faculty of Physical Education and
Sport use the internet, and of measuring their degree of addiction, as they spend daily a big amount of time
practicing physical activities.

1.2

Research hypothesis

Even if they are sportsmen or if they practice sports on a daily basis, the university students at the
Faculty of Physical Education and Sport use the internet in an addictive manner. Training does not exclude
Internet addiction.

2
2.1

Methodology
Research materials

The focus group is composed of 41 students, at the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport, West
University, Timisoara, from the two existing departments: Physical Education and Sport (PES) and
Kinesitherapy. Most of the students were male (27 students, 65.85%), from an urban area (39 students, 95.12%)
and were a mean age of 23.31 ± 6.54 years. Regarding the department, the recruitment of the subjects was fairly
equal from the two departments: 20 students (48.78%) from the Physical Education and Sport department, and
21 students (51.22%) from the Kinesitherapy department. The mean age of the participants in the study was also
similar for the two departments: for PES it was 23.35 ± 6.57 years, while for Kinesitherapy it was 23.28 ± 6.67
years.

2.2

Research method

In order to assess internet addiction among the university students we used a standardized questionnaire
(“Internet Addiction Test”) developed by Young K.S. (1996), which consists of 20 items regarding internet
usage, each item being assigned a score from 1 to 5, where 1 represents – rarely, 2 – occasionally, 3 - frequently,
4 – often, 5 – always, and 0 – does not apply. The interpretation of the IAT test was as follows: a score between
20 and 49 points indicates a complete control over internet usage (an average on-line user), a score between 50 –
79 points indicates occasional or frequent problems because of the internet, and a score between 80 and 100
points indicates significant life problems caused by internet usage.

Results
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“Fig. 2” The graphic representation of the scores for Physical Education and Sport students
After applying the IAT questionnaire on our focus group and after analyzing the total scores, the
average score was 57.12 ± 22.12. University students in the Physical Education and Sport department scored an
average of 50.05 ± 20.84 points, while the Kinesitherapy students scored 63.85 ± 21.65. Almost half of the
students in the focus group had issues regarding internet usage (22, 53.66%), out of which 15 students (36.58%)
had occasional or frequent problems related to internet use and 7 students (17.07%) had significant issues. Most
of the university students with frequent internet usage issues were part of the Kinesitherapy department (10,
24.39%), and the same applied for significant Internet usage issues (5 students, 12.19%). After correlating the
scores obtained in the IAT test with the age of the subjects, using the Pearson correlation coefficient, a weak
positive association was obtained, both for the PES subgroup and for the Kinesitherapy subgroup (r1 = 0,39029,
respectively r2 = 0,45931). There were no statistically significant differences regarding the gender of the
addicted students (p > 0.05, p = 0.5788), but there are statistically significant differences between the department
they belonged to, PES or Kinetotherapy (p < 0.05, p = 0.0443).

Discussion
The data that we obtained are similar to the ones found in the literature. Thus, Frangos C.C. et.al. [8]
conducted a study that comprised 1876 students from universities in Greece (Athens, Piraeus), using the YDTIA
questionnaire (“Young´s Diagnostic Test for Internet Addiction”), and a questionnaire regarding demographic
factors, academic performance and Internet usage, in order to highlight the characteristics of internet addiction.
[8] The students in the focus group were between 18 and 27 years of age, being equally distributed in regard to
their gender (47% male, 53% female). After applying the YDTIA questionnaire it turned out that 11.6% of the
university students had an internet addiction, 23.1% of the students were at risk for internet addiction, and the
percentage that presented issues regarding internet usage (that met 3 to 8 criteria in the YDTIA questionnaire)
was 34.7%. Among the internet addicted university students, the majority was male (64.2% vs. 35.8%) and their
marital status was divorced (9.1% divorced students vs. 3.3% married students). A negative aspect related to the
students’ internet addiction is their low academic performance together with student failures and lack of real
social life. In a study conducted by Frangos C.C. et.al., a higher percentage of the university students that had an
internet addiction obtained lower grades and had to retake exams in their last trimester, in comparison to their
peers that had no such problem. Similar results were obtained by Ramazan H. et.al. who researched internet
addiction on a focus group of 261 university students (53.64% female and 46.36% male) from the Sari Islamic
Azad University, using the same Internet Addiction Test (IAT). After using the questionnaire on their subjects,
82% of the students were found to be slightly addicted, 17.2% moderately addicted, and 0.4% presented extreme
addiction, most of them being male subjects. [10] Another conclusion drawn from this test is the fact that as the
time of Internet usage increases, the risk of Internet addiction increases as well. Therewith internet addiction
rates are higher among engineering students than among those in the humanities department (41.5% vs. 32.19%).
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A past psychiatric record and various social factors (loneliness, isolation, and boredom) play an important role in
the emergence of internet addiction. [1] Among the psychiatric conditions, anxiety plays an important role, a fact
proven by a series of studies in the literature. Thus, Jalalinejad R. et.al. [11] studied the connection between
internet addiction and anxiety on a group of 330 university students at the University of Ispahan, Iran, using the
IAT questionnaire and an anxiety scale. 69 students were endangered users and 57 presented severe addiction to
the internet. Regarding the gender of the subjects with an internet addiction, as well as the correlation with high
anxiety levels, it was proven that severe addiction rates were higher in male subjects (80.76% vs. 19.54%), and
the level of anxiety was higher in Internet addicted subjects than in those who did not suffer from addiction
(80.76% vs. 28.5%). Just as in the study conducted by Ramazan H., this study also showed higher internet
addiction prevalence among Technical and Foundation Science students than among Humanities Science
students (90.7% vs. 9.3%). At the same time, university students that used the internet moderately had a lower
anxiety level than those who had an internet addiction. Shepheld M.R. and Edelman J.R. [12] studied the relation
between internet usage and anxiety on 169 students, showing that there is a connection between anxiety,
depression, lack of tenacity and the degree of internet usage.

4

Conclusion

In our study we found that almost half of the university students in the focus group had problems related
to internet use. Also, there was a statistically significant differences between the department they belonged to,
PES or Kinetotherapy, most of them being from Kinesitherapy department.
It seems that internet addiction prevalence is higher than what results from studies because of increasing
accessibility to Internet (new generation mobile phones that have various applications allowing Internet
navigation), as well as because of its positive development dynamics.
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Abstract
There is a growing interest in increasing socio-emotional skills in military professionals due to
performance-related reasons. Due to the fact that many authors have included, under the umbrella of emotional
intelligence, motivational, interpersonal and intra-psychologic desirable attributes, which resemble more to
personality traits, we wanted to study this concept related to the intelligence field.
The first part of the article is based on researches that states that there is a substantial overlap between
socio-emotional intelligence elements and personality traits within the Big Five Model. The second part of the
article presents the students’ socio-emotional intelligence empirical research results in relation to fundamental
personality dimensions, in the military intelligence field. Based on the results of our research, we have shown
that there is a medium to strong relationship between conscientiousness and socio-emotional intelligence and a
moderate connection between socio-emotional intelligence and extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism and
openness. The association between emotional intelligence values and structural elements of personality explains
a significant proportion of different levels of performance in everyday job.
Keywords: socio-emotional
conscientiousness, intelligence field.
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The context of the study

Nowadays, the increasing attention that is given to the concept of socio-emotional intelligence(SEI) at
national and international level [8], should raise an exclamation point on what was considered before “to be
intelligent”. As a result, we can point out the need to develop and support SEI training programs, as genuine
instruments of publicity and awareness of its impact on everyday life, in order to provide success in professional
activity.
On the other hand, professional success has different meanings, depending on the occupational field,
especially if this is a complex one, such as the intelligence field. This activity involves, among many other
things, establishing relationships between officers and the human intelligence source, understanding the strategy
of opponents, so that their plans could be foiled, assessing information received to determine whether they are
facts/opinions/manipulation. Also, it could be implied that a positive social networking will improve the status
and the image of the officer in the eyes of the other and also will increase the trust to provide the necessary data.
We believe that emotional intelligence cannot fully explain the human interaction, because it belongs to
the world of inner knowledge and management experience. Therefore, we propose a dyadic approach, similar to
Bar-On's theory, that states that the two poles are represented by emotionality and social, given the complexity
of relations between the two types of intelligence and the superordinate concept of intelligence.
We endorse the view of Goleman who believes that we must not squeeze "under the same umbrella"
two types of intelligence (social and emotional) because there is a distinction between social and personal skills,
as Gardner himself recognizes [4]. The patterns presented in the field literature include models of two fields.
Regarding emotional intelligence in terms of a unitary type of intelligence, we intend to refer to it as the ability
to control and recognize our own emotions as well as other people’s emotions and to adapt in social relations
with others.
Many authors, including Bar-On [1] and Goleman [3], have included under the umbrella of emotional
intelligence motivational, interpersonal and intra-psychologic desirable attributes, which are more like
personality traits.
In doing so, we consider it necessary to investigate SEI starting from an extensive concept, because
there are many studies regarding personality traits.
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After analyzing the results of studies, we can observe that the majority of features – identified as
components of SEI – can be classified in a comprehensive taxonomy of personality traits: Big Five Model
(BFM) [2], discovered by Tupes and Christal on empirical basis, by reconsidering Catell's data about sets of
bipolar adjectives [9]. The big five factors identified were named: extraversion, conscientiousness, emotional
stability, agreeableness and culture.
Therefore, the object of the present article is to analyze elements of the personality profile of the student
in the field of intelligence, endowed with SEI from Big Five Model perspective.
The popularity of Big Five Model led to the development of a large number of instruments for
psychological evaluation. In our country, one of the model of this evaluation instrument, Big Factor
Questionnaire (BFQ)[6] was promoted, processed and applied by psychologist Mihaela Minulescu. The tools
that assess personality from the perspective of the Big Five Model are various, and are used both for personality
assessment in the clinical context and in a professional context. The Romanian educational field offers
alternative instruments for personality assessment model, based on the Big Five Model and one of them can be
found in Professor Neacşu’s research [6].
We find that there are studies that analyze SEI and reveal that many of the dimensions associated with
emotional intelligence overlap the fundamental dimensions of personality. We wanted to study this concept to
the intelligence field.

2

Research methodology
The main purpose of this study is to assess SEI of the future intelligence officer in terms of the Big Five

Model.
As variables of the research plan we intend to identify how necessary the factors which generate
performance are (motivational, experiential, cultural and methodological factors) which could facilitate high
communication and conversational skills. All these bring their contribution to ensure efficient management of
quality in training the future intelligence officers.
The independent variables were: (1) the genre of respondents; (2) the students age, with three
evolutionary intervals for future officers: 18-20 years, 21-25 years and 26-32 years; (3) two higher educational
programs: Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree Program; specialized fields: Bachelor’s Degree: Psychology –
Intelligence, Security and Intelligence Studies and Master’s Degree Program: Intelligence Analysis and
Intelligence and National Security.
The dependent variables were: (1) socio-emotional intelligence of the students (investigated by Socioemotional Intelligence Inventory adapted from Wood and Tolley), represented by the score obtained as the sum
of the individual scores for each of the five clusters: self-consciousness (SCo), selfcontrol (SC), selfmotivation
(SM), social-consciousness (SoCo) and social skills (SS); (2) Personality Traits [5],distributed in the following
scales: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism and openness to new experiences.
Based on the relationships between variables defined above, we have elaborated the following
hypothesis:
If we create the prerequisites for a positive correlation relationship between the dimensions of SEI and
factors of the Big Five Personality Inventory (revised) in students’ behavior, then we shall achieve, in the
specialized education, an association and integration into the structural-applicative model of socio-emotional
intelligence.
In selecting respondents, we used a sampling method multistage cluster. Thus, in the stage of
identification and definition of the population we selected students from the intelligence educational programs.
Subsequently, the fundamental principle in establishing the sample size was the type of correlational study. The
sample of students consisted in 157 respondents. In building the sample of students were identified two clusters,
associated with the educational programs: the Bachelor cluster and the Master cluster. For the Bachelor cluster
were selected all undergraduate students enrolled in I, II and III studies from both specializations (127 students).
For the Master cluster, were identified two groups: Master’s Degree in Research and Master’s Degree
Professional Program. All the students from Master’s Degree Professional Program (30 subjects) were
interviewed, as I stated the interest in investigating motivational core values associated with a career in
intelligence field. Reported to Master’s Degree programs nature, this problem could only be investigated in
relation to Master’s Degree Professional Program, which is why he was selected one subcluster.
In order to prove the hypothesis, we used as a research method the questionnaire – personality
inventory. This method has the advantage that, in a relatively short time, can put a person in very different
situations, to face different problems, and then, to allow greater objectivity in the process of evaluation, due to
standardization.
We choose Big Five Inventory (BFI), one of the tools that assess personality in terms of this model. It
was developed by John and Srivastava [5], contains 44 items under the form of short statements concerning the
characteristics and behaviors that participants evaluated using Likert’s scale from 1 to 5, depending on how
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much it all. The items are distributed on five scales: extraversion, conscientiousness, agreeability, neuroticism
and openness to experience. The five factors can be described briefly as follows [10]:
- Extraversion: warm people, dominated by gregarism, assertive and active spirit capacity, seeking
sensations, dominated by positive emotions;
- Neuroticism: people anxious, depressive, lonely, impulsive and vulnerable, with furious hostility;
- Conscientiousness: competent and organized people, responsible, who make every effort to achieve
success, thoughtful, dominated by self-discipline;
- Agreeableness: people expressing trust, altruistic, malleable, modest and sensitive, with a direct
behavior;
- Openness to experience: people dominated by fantasy, feelings, actions, ideas and values with
aesthetic sense.

3

Results in empirical research of socio-emotional intelligence

Items of sociodemographic profile of the students participating in the study will be integrated into the
analysis of socio-emotional intelligence values and personality structures, data presented in the following
sections.

3.1

The SEI: Values and Distributions to Students

The level of socio-emotional intelligence of respondents in the sample of students indicates the presence
of significant socio-emotional skills above the average theoretical / population (Table 1). The indicator mean
square deviation (SD = 5.08) reveals a high degree of heterogeneity of the subjects from the socio-emotional
intelligence values, due to the presence of polarized SEI sampled values (min. = 21, max. = 48).
Table 1: Socio-emotional Intelligence: indicators of dispersion and distribution
N
Min.
Max.

Socio-emotional intelligence
157
21
48

Mean

39,98

St. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

5,08
-1,25
1,37

The results of the socio-emotional intelligence test indicate that 60.5 % of the subjects interviewed have
a high level of socio-emotional competence (Table 2).
Table 2: Distribution of SEI levels in the sample of students
SEI Levels

Absolute Relative
frequency
frequency
7
5,7%
53
33,8%
95
60,5%
157
100%

Medium level
High level
Very high level
Total

Only 6 % of students are on the median gradient socio-emotional intelligence.

3.2

Personality Structures. Big Five Factors Model
Firstly, we introduce some aspects of the quality metric Big Five Inventory (Table 3).

Table 3: Skills Inventory metric Big Five
Dimension/scale
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Dimension/scale
Big Five Inventory
Extraversion Dimension (ED)
Openness to experience Dimension (OD)
Conscientiousness Dimension (CD)
Agreeableness Dimension (AD)
Neuroticism Dimension (ND)

Cronbach-alfacoefficient

Analyzing Cronbach alpha coefficient values (Table 3), we may conclude that the instrument meets the
internal consistency applied. Although the experts' opinions are relatively heterogeneous in terms of values and
their significance in relation to the Cronbach alpha coefficient, it is estimated that over 0.6 coefficient is a good
value [7], a condition satisfied by the instrument we applied.
Calculated the average as an indicator of central tendency (Table 4) indicates that the size of the
opening is dominant in the investigated sample (mean = 40.89, SD = 4.88). Complementary, to students in the
intelligence field, conscientiousness size (mean = 36.31, SD = 5.62) and agreeableness (mean = 35.49, SD =
4.51) are characteristic.
Table 4: Factors of personality in the sample of students. Company statistics
Extraversion

Nevroticism

Conscientiousness

Agreeableness

Min.

18,00

8,00

19,00

24,00

Openness to
experience
28,00

Max.

35,00

29,00

45,00

45,00

50,00

Mean

28,26

16,73

36,31

35,49

40,89

St.dev.

3,64

4,28

5,62

4,51

4,88

Variance

13,26

18,37

31,64

20,40

23,83

Skewness

-,45

,35

-,70

-,13

-,30

Kurtosis

,010

-,41

,27

-,49

-,45

N = 157
According to socio-emotional intelligence profile that we have made in the previous section, we can see
high scores for factors that describe personal discipline, efficiency in relationships with others and openness to
knowledge. Neuroticism dimension is less characteristic for the investigated sample. Some authors say that this
dimension scores can be calculated in the mirror, thus achieving emotional stability dimension. In this case, we
can say that emotional stability is a feature of the subjects participating in research.
Thus, 60.8 % of subjects have opening as their dominant personality. Completing their profile with
adjectives associated with this dimension, we can say that these subjects are curious, imaginative, have artistic
interests, which are accompanied by a wide range of cognitive interests, they may be unconventional in terms of
values that characterize them etc.
Consciousness is a secondary class dimension, dominant in the personality profile of 20.4% of the
respondent students. Efficiency, results orientation, personal discipline, self-control are the attributes that
characterize people who have conscientiousness as a factor of personality. And 11% of the interviewed subjects
are characterized by the dimension of agreeability. These people tend to be conciliatory in dealing with others,
seeking harmony, being able to develop emotional sympathetic relationships.
As mentioned above, in the field literature (generous compared to empirical approaches of the Big Five
Model), there are authors who support the existence of a relationship between socio-emotional intelligence and
the size of Big Five. The nature of this relationship is discussed in the next section.

3.2.1 Correlative relationship between socio-emotional intelligence – personality factors
The general hypothesis from which we start this discussion is that there is an association relationship
between socio-emotional intelligence and the size Big Five. To identify the strength and direction of this
association, we have developed a matrix of correlation coefficients r shown in Table 5.
Coefficients of correlation matrix analysis indicates the existence of significant statistical correlations
between ten variables associated (five clusters of SEI model or size of the Big Five).
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Neuroticism dimension negatively correlates to self-control (SC), to self-consciousness (SCo), to selfmotivation (SM), to social-consciousness (SoCo) and to social skills (SS).
Table 5: The correlation coefficient r between the dimensions of Big Five and SEI clusters
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. ED

-

2. ND

-,346**

3. CD

,234** -,284**

4. AD

,223** -,551** ,339**

-

5. OD

,321** -,260** ,200**

,236**

-

6. SC

,191** -,413** ,398**

,396**

,249**

-

7. SCo

,180*

-,055

,213**

,086

,086

,132*

-

8. SM

,229**

-,090

,348**

,177*

,265**

,339**

,395**

-

9. SoCo

,322**

-,116

,174*

,291**

,078

,182*

,266**

,385**

-

,085

-,179*

,248**

,235**

,177*

,140*

,287**

,491**

,428**

10. SS

10

-

-

**Correlation is significant at a confidence level of 0.01
*Correlation is significant at a confidence level of 0.05
Conscientiousness dimension has got positive and statistically significant correlation indices with all
relevant associations SEI model. The results of the regression analysis with socio-emotional intelligence
variables and extraversion, agreeability, neuroticism, conscientiousness and openness are shown in Table 6,
Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, Table10.
Similar to the results of the correlation analysis, regression models built are all statistically significant
(p<, 05). The coefficients R, the effect size indicators, show that there is a medium to strong relationship
between conscientiousness and socio-emotional intelligence (R = 406) and a moderate connection between SEI
and extraversion, agreeability, neuroticism and openness. Non-standardized beta coefficient is negative for SEI
association with neuroticism dimension.
Table 6: Results of regression analysis: socio-emotional intelligence and extraversion
B

R

,199

,199

,040

F

p

6,381

,013

Table 7: Results of regression analysis: socio-emotional intelligence and agreeability
B

R

,341

,341

,116

F

p

20,387

,000

Table 8: Results of regression analysis: socio-emotional intelligence and conscientiousness
B

R

,406

,406

,165

F

p

30,598

,000

Table 9: Results of regression analysis: socio-emotional intelligence and neuroticism
B

R

-,240

,240

,058

F

p

9,477

,002

Table 10: Results of regression analysis: socio-emotional intelligence and openness
B

R

,252

,252
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4

Conclusions

This research has demonstrated the relations between social-emotional skills and personality traits.
Thus, the profile of traits of the future officer emerges: optimistic, confident, conscious of the value of the self,
self-controlled, moderate, clear thinking, efficient, lively, curious, imaginative, efficient, organized, spirited,
persistent, conformist, empathetic. And the list of features is long.
Based on this empirical evidence, the hypothesis that if a unidirectional association between emotional
intelligence values and personality factors of Big Five model can be validated, then this composite approach can
be used to explain socio-emotional intelligence model.
The study shows that socio-emotional intelligence is associated with low scores at neuroticism and with
high scores at extraversion, openness, agreeability and consciousness. In this case, we can say that emotional
experience processing involves specific skills and personality traits. And in this way, any of them, or a
combination of both can forecast the outcomes of real life.
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Abstract
Objective is to highlight some aspects related to the consequences of divorce on children, mothers and
parenting strategies
Method: we have studied a group of 69 children and adolescents with ages between 3 and 16 years
being recorded on the evidence base of Timisoara Psychiatry and Neurology Clinic for Children and
Adolescents, with various psychiatric diagnoses, divided into two groups: 36 children and adolescents coming
from divorced families (mean age 10.69, Standard Deviation (SD) = 3.84), along with their mothers and a
control group consisting of 33 children and adolescents from two parents’ families (mean age 8.73, SD = 4.09),
along with their mothers. We applied Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ), for the children behaviour,
Symptom Checklist (SCL-90-R) for the mother’s symptoms and Parenting Scale.
Results showed that children coming from divorced families have more emotional problems compared
with children coming from two parents families; the divorced mothers have higher scores to all symptoms
compared with married mothers; the divorced mothers are more likely to be over reactive or have more hostility
in their parenting style while the married mothers have are laxness in their parenting style.
Keywords: divorce, children, consequences, parenting, mother psychopathology.

1

Introduction

Parental divorce was known for over 40 years as being the cause of some serious, long lasting
behavioural and emotional issues ([1], [2], [3]). The children whose parents had divorced may have several
behavioural problems, internalizing symptoms, social and academic problems when they are compared to those
from functional families ([4], [5], [6]). The biggest differences are found regarding the externalization
symptoms, including behavioural issues, antisocial behaviour, problems with authority or parents [7]. Smaller
differences were observed in some aspects related to depression, anxiety, self-esteem. While the preadolescence
boys have a higher risk of negative evolution compared to the girls, other studies do not reveal this differences.
The children coming from divorced families may have lower academics performances, a higher risk of
school dropout, difficulties establishing intimate relationships at the age of young adult, they can get married late
and can have marital dissatisfaction and may often get to divorce ([8], [9], [10] ). The adolescences and young
adults which come from divorced families in which the conflict between the two parents was not open can have
higher peer problems, establishing intimate relationships and emotional adaptability problems compared to those
coming from divorced families in which the conflict was open ([4], [5], [6]).
The divorce was conceptualized as a process that lasts over the years and implies numerous changes and
challenges for children, more than a singular event [1]. The number, severity and duration of separation as well
as the stressors generated by the divorce may vary from child to child, from family to family or over the time.
The kind of the initial separation, parental adaptation and resources, parental conflict, the remarrying of one or
both parents, economics resources and individual ones of the child are aspects that influence the way that the
divorce stressors affect the reactions and the evolution of the child on short or long term.
Irrespective of the long term consequences, the initial period that follows the parents’ separation is the
most stressful for the child or adolescent. For some children the stress precedes the separation because of the
conflicts and violence within family, but anyway most children are not prepared for separation so that they react
through anxiety, anger, shock, mistrust, cognitive confusion, emotional confusion and even isolation tendencies,
crisis period that diminishes and disappear after 1-2 years ([2], [11], [12]).
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Another big stressor when it comes to divorce is the persisting conflict between the two parents after
separation and divorce. In some cases, the children live long time in the middle of parental conflict which can be
diminished or not after separation. The major conflicts may have even bigger negative consequences after the
divorce because the parents tend to use the child as an instrument of expressing anger against the other parent,
asking children to send hostile and denigrating messages addressed to him, generating this way intolerable
situations and loyalty conflicts for the children. These children may often develop marked depression and
anxiety compared to the situation in which the children stay out of the conflicts between the two parents [13].
An important aspect for a child, connected to the divorce is represented by the improper parenting
impact and parental psychopathology during and after the divorce.
The affecting of parental abilities may last for a few years after the separation. The parents that divorced
are preoccupied with their own emotional comfort, but also with the economics and social problems which may
occur after the divorce. Therefore, the depression, alcoholism, drug abuse and psycho-somatic manifestations
can become frequent on divorced parents [1].
In all families the parenting process represents a challenge. From vary motives the parents may have
difficulties responding to child needs and may resent varying degrees of stress in their role as a parent that may
have implications in child functioning, parent or family functioning. Parental stress occurs when the
requirements of parenting exceeds the capacity and resources of the parents to coop. So the mothers after the
divorce may resent a high amount of stress as a parent, affecting parental competences and mother and son
relationships. The stress can diminish the warmth and implication of the mothers in the relationship, along with
socio-economic problems, social position ones and physical and mental health issues [14].

2

Methodology

1.1 Participants
69 children and adolescents (along with their mothers) were a part of the study, aged between 3 and 16
years old, being recorded on the evidence base of Timisoara Psychiatry and Neurology Clinic for Children and
Adolescents, with various psychiatric diagnoses, divided into two groups:
- 36 children and adolescents coming from divorced families (mean age 10.69, Standard Deviation (SD)
= 3.84), from which 21 boys (58.3%) and 15 girls (41.7%) along with their mothers. All the subjects coming
from divorced families are living with the mother since the divorce.
- A control group consisting of 33 children and adolescents from two parents’ families (mean age 8.73,
SD = 4.09), from which 20 boys (60.6%) and 13 girls (39.4%) along with their mothers.

1.2 Instruments
All mothers completed the following instruments:
Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ), a behavioural screening questionnaire measuring
parents’ perceptions of prosocial and difficult behaviours in children aged 3 to 16 years. It includes 25 items
relating to the frequency of positive (prosocial behaviour) and negative behaviours (emotional symptoms,
conduct problems, hyperactivity and peer problems), in normal, borderline and abnormal range.
Symptom Checklist (SCL-90-R), a self-report system inventory designed to reflect the physical and the
psychological symptoms of a sick person in the last 7 days, often used in screening for psychopathology. The list
contains 90 complains and problems that people could have. 83 of them are grouped in 9 scales: Somatization;
Obsessive-Compulsive; Interpersonal Sensitivity; Depression; Anxiety; Hostility; Phobic Anxiety; Paranoid
Ideation; Psychoticism. SCL-90 was completed by the mothers to assess the psychological stress and the risk of
developing a psychiatric disorder.
Parenting Scale is a 30-item questionnaire which measures dysfunctional disciplines styles in parents by
asking about the probability that parents use particular discipline strategies; it yields a total score and three
factors related to these strategies: Laxness (permissive, inconsistent discipline), Over-reactivity (harsh,
emotional, authoritarian discipline and irritability), and Hostility (use of verbal or physical force).
For results interpretation there were considered average scores obtained in each of the three categories
profiles and total average scores, interpreted separately, compared and correlated for the two groups of subjects.
The statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS for Windows.

3

Results

There were analysed the obtained SDQ scores of the children and adolescents participating in the study,
like mothers perceived them; for comparison of the results in the two study groups we used One-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA).
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The average test scores (Table I) obtained by children show that those coming from divorced families
have more emotional problems compared with children coming from two parents families, the difference being
statistically significant (p<0.05); all the children have high scores for hyperactivity but also for prosocial
behaviour, which means that the children coming from divorced families, even if they have emotional problems,
they are capable to engage in positive behaviour with other people. Regarding the differences between boys and
girls the results show that boys coming from divorced families have more conduct problems, hyperactivity and
peer problems than girls, all the girls having high scores for prosocial behaviour.
Table I. SDQ means scores
SDQ behaviours
Emotional
problems
Conduct
problems
Hyperactivity
Peer problems
Prosocial
behaviour

Divorced families
mean (SD)
Total
Boys
n=36
n= 21
5.52 (2.36)
5.38(2.08)

Girls
n= 15
5.73(2.76)

Two parents’ families
mean (SD)
Total
Boys
n= 33
n= 20
3.21(2.40)
3.55(2.21)

Girls
n= 13
2.69(2.68)

4.08 (2.61)

4.66(2.70)

3.26(2.31)

3.06(2.06)

3.00(1.86)

3.15(2.40)

5.58 (2.52)
3.94(2.35)
6.75(2.81)

6.66(2.28)
4.33(2.53)
5.08(2.92)

4.06(2.05)
3.40(2.02)
8.06(2.08)

5.57(2.95)
3.51(2.46)
6.39(3.09)

5.90(2.55)
4.40(2.50)
5.75(3.22)

5.07(3.54)
2.15(1.72)
7.38(2.69)

Other results from SDQ show that the children coming from divorced families have more clinically
significant problems than children from control group, especially for emotional problems (58.3% compared to
21.2%), conduct problems (50% compared to 30.3%) and peer problems (58.3% compared to 45.5%).
The mean test scores in SCL -90 subscales measuring mothers’ symptoms (Table II) show that the
divorced mothers have higher scores to all symptoms compared with married mothers, with statistically
significant differences (p<0.05) for Somatization (.001), Depression (.012), Hostility (.001) and Phobic-Anxiety
(.025).
Table II. Means scores for SCL-90-R and Parenting Scale
SCL-90-R
Parenting Scale
Somatization
Obsessive-Compulsive
Interpersonal Sensitivity
Depression
Anxiety
Hostility
Phobic Anxiety
Paranoid Ideation
Psychoticism
Laxness
Over-reactivity
Hostility

Divorced families, n = 36
mean (SD)
1.40 (.69)
1.18 (.60)
1.01 (.54)
1.36 (.66)
1.05 (.65)
.95 (.72)
.71 (.59)
.94 (.72)
.66 (.65)
3.02 (1.51)
3.38 (1.50)
2.25 (1.25)

Two parents’ families, n = 33
mean (SD)
.83 (.66)
.96 (.68)
.76 (.55)
.93 (.70)
.76 (.71)
.47 (.38)
.36 (.66)
.68 (.64)
.55 (.62)
3.23 (.90)
2.91 (1.24)
1.94 (.90)

Regarding the parenting, the results from parenting scale (Table II) are very similar for the two groups
in all the three types of parenting (laxness, over-reactivity and hostility), but the clinically significance of the
score is different, namely that the divorced mothers are more likely to be over reactive (52.8% abnormal
compare with 33.3% abnormal for married mothers) or have more hostility (63.9% abnormal compared with
51.5% abnormal for married mothers ) in their parenting style while the married mothers are more laxness
(60.6% abnormal compare with 44.4% abnormal for divorced mothers) in their parenting style.
The correlations’ analysis (Fig. I) shows that in divorced families exists a strong correlation (Pearson’s
coefficient at p<0.01) between emotional problems and peer problems in children and mothers’ symptoms and
also parenting styles, while in two parents families only the emotional problems of children are correlated with
the mothers’ symptoms, not with parenting styles, which means that the presence of both parents could be
associated with a better parenting but the mother psychopathology could affect the child.
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Somatization
Mothers’
Symptoms

Somatization

Obssesive –
compulsive

Mothers’

Obssesivecompulsive

Depression

Symptoms

Anxiety

Hostility

Depression

Anxiety

Phobic- anxiety
Hostility

Children’s
Problems

Emotional
problems
Peer problems

Parenting
strategies

Children’s

Emotional
problems

Problems

Hyperactivity

Laxness
Hostility
Divorced families

Pearson’s correlation at p <0,01
Pearson’s correlation at p <0,01

Married families

“Fig. 1” Correlations’ Analysis

4

Discussions

Children and adolescences coming from one parent families have a high rate of behavioural and
emotional disorders and substances abuse, low self-esteem levels, low social competences and low academic
performances compared to children coming from families without any divorce history, with both parents present
([5], [6]). The adapting problems of the child after divorce are strongly connected to the stress and the conflicts
between parents that were started before divorce, so that behavioural and emotional disorders may occur on
children even before the divorce. Some studies show that if the adaptability problems of the child that appeared
before the parents’ separation are under control, then the consequences of the divorce and the difficulties of the
child can be diminished. On the other hand, the adaptability problems of the child in divorced families may also
emerge from individual vulnerabilities of the parents, which led to disruption of family relationships, namely
marital conflicts and deficient parent and children relationships. It can be said, on one hand, that there is a strong
connexion between child psychopathology and marital conflicts, low parental competences, divorce or
separation and, on the other hand, there is a strong connexion between the parents’ psychopathology and child
adaptation ([5], [6]).
The direct impact of marital conflicts was proven trough longitudinal, experimental studies, but few
things are known about how and why marital conflicts lead to adaptability problems of the children.
Internalization disorders (anxiety, depression) and externalization ones (aggressiveness, conduct disorders) are
common symptoms in children that are coming from families with marital problems. Emotional adjusting is seen
from relational perspective, trough understanding the emotions in the context of relationships dynamics between
person and environment. Therefore, emotional insecurity can be reflected trough symptoms like fear, hyper
vigilance, discomfort and even hidden hostility, these symptoms often being found in children coming from
dysfunctional families. Davies and Cummings [15] suggested a hypothesis of emotional security, exploring the
relationships between marital functioning, emotional security of the children and psychopathological disorders of
the children as well as the mediator role of emotional security of the child in the relationship between the marital
couple functioning and children adaptability. In Davies’ study [15], the conclusions show that marital discord
may predict the internalization symptoms as well as the externalization ones. The connexion between family
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functioning and child adaptation is partial mediated trough child’s emotional reactivity. And in our study, the
results show that in divorced families children have more emotional disorders compared to the children coming
from both parents’ present families, also being some strong connexion between the emotional symptoms and
behavioural disorders of children and psychopathology symptoms of the mothers.
Other studies show that divorce, parental disharmony, familial violence were associated with
behavioural and emotional disorders in children as well as on their academic performances, this problems being
strongly related to the conflicts that precede and accompanies parental relationship breach, but also with the
moment of the divorce ([4], [16]). Sroufe’s study [16] show that peer problems and defective social competences
may also be consequences of the divorce or parental separation and may reveal risk factors for psychopathology,
similar to the results of our study in which the frequency of the problems with clinical significance regarding
peer relationship is raised in children and adolescences (especially boys) coming from divorced families,
compared to those coming from families with both parents present.
There are numerous researches which show that parental depression and parental dysfunctions raise the
risk of occurrence of some psychopathological disorders in children ([17], [18]). Children that are raised by
depressive mothers may have symptoms of depression, anxiety, alcohol problems or social relationship [18].
Nomura’s study [17] tried to determine to what extends the divorce and the depression of the parents is
associated with the depression of the child. The conclusion of his study show that the existence of parental
depression has an even bigger impact on child than the marital conflicts, being associated with the apparition of
depression, anxiety or other psychiatric diagnosis, while depression and marital conflicts are associated with the
risk of conduct disorders and antisocial behaviour appearance in children. In our study there are similarities,
meaning that the presence of psychopathological symptoms in mothers, both divorced and married, correlate
both with emotional disorders and with hyperactivity and peer problems in children.
Setting the familial context is followed by positive parent-child relationships, this relationships being
disturbed in terms of inter parental conflicts and may lead to negative emotions as anger, sadness, fear, along
with diminish of social support of the children, affecting their socialization and decreasing behaviour monitoring
in adolescence period [18]. Linville’s study show that parental depression and parental strategies are
significantly associated with the behavioural disorders of children, similar results being obtained by our study, in
which the frequency of the abnormal parental practices is higher in divorced mothers compared to married ones
and on the other hand, when it comes to divorced families there is a strong correlation between parental
strategies, the symptoms of the mothers and behavioural and emotional problems of children, in families with
both parents present not all of this correlations being present.
The experience of parental divorce as a child may raise de risk of apparition of some vary problems in
grown up life, the events and life circumstances of one generation being able to have long term consequences on
the future generation [19].
Children coming from divorced families have a high risk of high school abandon, the young adults are
more predisposed to unemployment, may have more marital problems, weaker connections with their parents
and initial family and even more psychopathological symptoms compared to adults coming from harmonic
families. The relationships between parent and child are deteriorated in the period of young adult, the
connections of the descendents with the parents are getting weaker as a result of affective coldness, of the
insecurity feeling and parental competences diminution (specially for mothers) following divorce. Even if with
some limits (small number of subjects did not allow data analysing by children’s age, disregarding the moment
of the divorce) this paper highlighted some aspects related to the consequences of divorce on children, mothers
and parenting strategies, knowing these aspects could be a basis for some strategies which can prevent the longtime consequences of divorce or parental separation over the mental health of the child and further on in his adult
life.
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Abstract
In this paper we examined the recognition of facial expressions of emotion at normal population and at
inmates with mild offenses and at inmates with severe offenses and antisocial personality disorder (APD).
Participants were shown images of faces expressing emotions and they were asked to identify the types of
emotions expressed. We predicted that the inmates would have difficulties in the process of recognition of the
emotions, especially inmates with APD. We compared the accuracy of interpretation of the inmates with the
accuracy of the normal population, also between types on inmates, and the results confirmed our assumptions.
Our results are consistent with the vast majority of the research on this topic, and we believe that aspects related
with the emotional intelligence (EI) are involved in the process of recognition of the emotions transmitted by
facial expressions.
Keywords: Recognition; Inmates; Emotions; Facial Expressions; Antisocial Personality Disorder;
Emotional intelligence.

1

Introduction

Several research has been conducted lately, ([1], [2], [3]) emphasizing particularities of the patterns of
recognition of emotions and the emotional response with relation to various factors associated to the personality
disorders especially to the antisocial personality disorder (APD). In this context, some of the studies have
revealed the shortcomings or faults presented by inmates in recognizing the emotions from the facial expressions
with relation to the offence category, the geographical area or social environment, according to gender and to
various types of emotions ([4], [5], [6], [7]). Another research direction consists in the important role the
emotional intelligence plays in decodifying the facial expression under emotional aspect ([8], [9]). The
emotional intelligence (EI) irrespective of the theoretical models developed in time, favourably contributes
through its components to a proper identification of the emotions within the facial expressions.

2

Methodology

This paper aims at studying the differences with regard to the recognition of the emotions expressed by
means of facial expressions, between the normal population, constituted of a control group of 51 students and the
population of inmates that were divided into two categories: those sentenced for mild offences (24) and those
sentenced for severe offences that present a poignant antisocial behaviour, being diagnosed with APD (26).The
research participants (subjects) were presented images representing 6 facial expressions, made by professional
(plastic) artists, reflecting emotions such as: bewilderment, joy, sadness, disgust and fear (Fig.1).These were
validated previously on normal population (100 students). Their task was to name the emotion, considering that
choosing it from a list comprising various names, was not proper since it could bias the recognition process. We
are interested first of all to discover whether there are significant differences between the inmates population
generally and the normal population, between the population of inmates sentenced for mild offences and the
normal population, between the population of inmates sentenced for severe offences and the normal population,
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as well as between the two categories of inmates. In a second stage of the research we proceeded to the in-depth
analysis of the patterns of recognizing the emotions, in an attempt at outlining the differences registered at each
population of inmates with relation to each type of emotion in part.

Fig.1 Examples of images used in the study (joy, sadness, anger)
We have started from the supposition that the normal population represented by the students shall
correctly identify the emotions within the facial expressions presented with regard to the population of inmates,
and also that there are significant differences in processing the recognition of emotions between the two
categories of inmates (with minor and serious offences as well as with APD).

3

Results

After obtaining the primary results, a variance analysis was made upon the 3 categories of population
(Table 1, Table 2), then there were analysed one by one each particular differences registered between each of
these categories, comparing the scores obtained upon recognition of expressions.
Table 1 Descriptive analysis regarding the differences registered among the 3 categories of individuals
(subjects)
95% Confidence Interval for Mean
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

control group

51

,9443

,17261

,02417

,8958

,9929

inmates_mild

24

,6971

,12976

,02649

,6423

,7519

inmates_severe

26

,4973

,17540

,03440

,4265

,5682

101

,7705

,25013

,02489

,7211

,8199

Total

Table 2 Variance analysis upon the 3 categories of individuals (subjects)
Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

3,611

2

1,805

Within Groups

2,646

98

,027

Total

6,257

100

F
66,862

Sig.
,000

Thus, on the whole, in what concerns the differences between the 3 categories of subjects with regard to
the recognition of emotions expressed through facial expressions, significant differences were obtained by the
present study (F2,98=66,86, p=0,01). Comparing the general scores obtained by the group of inmates with mild
offences (24 subjects, the average of correct recognitions= 0,69) with relation to the control group (51 subjects,
the average of correct recognitions= 0,94), a significant difference was obtained between the two groups (t=
6,22, df=73, p = 0,01). Also, comparing the general scores obtained by the group of inmates with severe offences
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(26 subjects, the average of correct recognitions= 0,49) with relation to the control group (51 subjects, the
average of correct recognitions= 0,94), this reveals a significant difference between the two groups (t= 10,68, df
= 75, p = 0,01). All these data acknowledge the fact that processing the recognition of emotions, of a correct
identifying of these is significantly different between the normal population and the categories of inmates, the
latter ones presenting shortcomings in recognition as well as in verbalizing the emotions with a negative impact
in adapting themselves to the environment, the communication and interlinking with the others. A particular
attention must be granted to the results obtained further to comparing the general scores obtained by the group of
inmates with mild offences (24 subjects, the average of correct recognitions = 0,69) with the general scores
obtained by the group of inmates with severe offences (26 subjects, the average of correct recognitions = 0,49).
In this case, as well, there have been obtained significant differences (t=4,57, df=48, p=0,01). These data
demonstrate the deficits of recognizing the emotions which the inmates with severe offences and APD present,
fact which explains also the faulty and poor adapting to the penitentiary environment materialized through
numerous disciplinary deviation and self-aggressive as well as hetero-aggressive tendencies. We also consider as
being interesting the differences existing between the two groups of inmates (mild and severe offences) in what
concerns their capacity of recognizing each emotion. With regard to fear, there is a significant difference (t=3,55,
df=48, p=0,01) between the group of inmates with mild offences (N=24, media=0,54) and the group of inmates
with severe offences (N=26, average =0,32). The diminished capacity of perceiving the emotion of fear of the
inmates that have committed severe offences can be correlated with their reduced empathic capacity as to the
suffering of their own victims and with the inability of recognizing their own emotions and of verbalizing them
(the concept of alexithymia). With regard to recognizing sadness, no significant differences were registered
(t=1,26, df=48, p=0,21) among the inmates with severe offences (average =0,87) and the ones with mild offences
(average=0,73).Joy was correctly interpreted by both groups, the one with mild offences (average =1), and the
one with severe offences (average =0,92), there being no significant differences between the groups (t=1,44,
df=25,00, p=0,16).The disgust was significantly differently interpreted by the two groups (t=2,17, df=39,31,
p=0,03), both groups – the one of in mates with mild offences (average=0,37), and the inmates with severe
offences (average =0,11) obtaining low scores. However, in what concerns recognizing anger, the scores were
high both with inmates with mild offences (average=1), and with the ones with severe offences (average=0,88),
there being no significant differences between the groups (t=1,80, df=25,00, p=0,08).The last emotion analysed,
bewilderment, did not produce significant differences between groups (t=1,39, df=45,42, p=0,16), both the group
of mild offences inmates (average =0,41), and the ones with severe offences one (average =0,23), having a
relatively low capacity of recognition. The differentiated way of recognizing by the inmates of the types of
emotions analysed in the study reveal the fact that in the penitentiary environment certain emotions, (for instance
anger) compared with others (e.g. disgust) are processed differently and present an increased importance for the
inmates.
In the penitentiary environment, the correct and rapid identification of the other inmates emotions,
particularly the negative emotions such as anger, constitute favourable premises of an efficient adaptation to the
environment and in the prevention of the phenomenon of aggressiveness and of inter-personal conflicts.
Similarly, this is confirmed also by studies in the field of psycho-pathology showing that the deficits of
recognizing the emotions can contribute to the aggressiveness encountered with certain psychic disorders ([10]).

4

Conclusions

Further to the processing and analysing of the statistical results obtained, the hypotheses we had started
from proved to be valid. There are significant differences in the way of recognizing the emotions from the facial
expressions between the normal population represented by the students and the categories of inmates abovementioned. The result shows also some interesting differences/similarities between the inmates with mild
offences compared with the ones that have committed severe offences and present APD. The results may
highlight some important factors involved in facilitating the recognition of emotions from the facial expressions
which are also contributing to the optimum adaptation of the individual to the environment, to the efficient
interlinking with the others and, implicitly (if we refer to the penitentiary environment) to the prevention of
aggressions between inmates or between inmates and the personnel from penitentiaries ([11], [12]). We are of
opinion that the development and implementing of Emotional Intelligence programs in the penitentiary
environment can represent favourable premise for the psycho-social reintegration of the inmates.
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Abstract
The correlational study conducted followed to establish the predictive weight of cognitive and noncognitive factors in predicting the school performance of gifted preadolescents. The context in which the
research was conducted was that of selecting those situations in which students identified as gifted in
mathematics achieved school performance in that field lower than their potential. The following tests were
applied in this study: Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices; Mathematical Skills Tests; Creative thinking test
set, and a socio-demographic questionnaire (to identify non-cognitive aspects considered, in this case the
mother’s education and monthly income obtained). The statistical analysis used to test the weight of cognitive
and non-cognitive factors in estimating mathematical performance for gifted students was hierarchical
regression. The data obtained show that the share of cognitive factors (ΔR² = 14.2%) is approximately equal to
the weight of non-cognitive factors (ΔR² = 15.9%) in the prediction of school grades of gifted preadolescents.
However, the high percentage regarding the influence of non-cognitive (environmental) factors on the school
performance of gifted students in mathematics cannot be neglected, revealing the importance of other
characteristics than cognitive ones in the exploitation of mathematical talent.
Keywords: Giftedness, Mathematical talent, Scholastic success, Cognitive factors, Family environment.

1

Short theoretical background

Giftedness in mathematics refers to a particularly high ability to understand mathematical ideas and
reason mathematically, and is not limited to the arithmetic calculation ability. Mathematical talent means having
above average skills and creativity in mathematics, which is the ability to respond flexibly and originally to a
mathematical problem. Also, talented students undertake the task of searching for the solution to a mathematical
problem. This approach reflects Renzulli’s conception of 1978 [1] that giftedness is a construction derived from
the interaction of three dimensions or three categories of human traits: above average general abilities, high level
of involvement in tasks and high level of creativity.
According to J.S. Renzulli, J. Munro [4] estimates that students gifted in mathematics can be
characterised by three main aspects:
willingness to work, which includes a variety of features, such as: being focused, dedicated, persistent,
confident, energetic, and having the ability to withstand stress and distractions;
innate ability for mathematics;
high creativity, which means the ability to think divergently and combine experience with skills
acquired in similar areas in order to synthesise, to attain new ideas.
However, the special characteristics of gifted children are not guarantees of their school success.
Unfortunately, there is a category of gifted students with poor school performances, which does not adapt to
school requirements. In the literature, these students are called “underachievers”. Underachievement brings into
question the role of the various factors related to personality (self-concept, self ideal, motivation), family
environment or school environment.
In this context we can formulate the question: which of the targeted predictors (level of intelligence,
mathematical skills, general creativity or a number of non-cognitive family or motivational aspects) have greater
power to predict academic performance in mathematics expressed by the general grade average in mathematics
for gifted preadolescents?
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2

Research design and hypotheses

Research design is non-experimental, correlational, and has as main objective the establishment of the
predictive weight of cognitive and non-cognitive factors in predicting school performance of gifted
preadolescents.
The main hypothesis of the research, rooted in this objective, is that, although both types of factors play
a statistically significant role, at this stage, consisting of a selected sample that includes only people previously
identified as gifted, non-cognitive factors will bring an addition significantly more important than cognitive
factors in predicting performance in mathematics. In other words, if we will analyse the causes of achieving
academic outcomes below their potential, environmental factors will play a more important role than cognitive
factors.
The secondary objective of the study was to analyse the weight of each factor, cognitive or noncognitive, in predicting performance in mathematics of gifted preadolescents.

3

Research methodology

3.1 Participants
This study included 65 students, girls and boys, aged between 12 and 15. Students tested are in grades
sixth, seventh and eighth in the Primary and Lower Secondary Schools No. 19, No. 22 and No. 24 in Timisoara.
All these students are mathematically gifted, since they were selected from a group of 445 students
based on the results obtained in the “Raven Progressive Matrices (Standard)” test and the “Mathematical Skills
Test”, according to the following selection criteria:
- intellectual coefficient value greater than 115, representing a high level of general intelligence;
- score over 48, representing a high level of mathematical skill.

3.2 Tools
In this study, the following tests were used:

3.2.1 Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices
The test is a nonverbal trial used for examining general intelligence. It was developed by J.C. Raven in
1938 in collaboration with L.S. Penrose, and it was reviewed in 1947 and 1956. According to the author, the test
is based on a saturation of 0.82 depending on the g factor, together with the spatial perception factor. Standard
Progressive Matrices include a total of 60 items, each consisting of an abstract drawing, a matrix missing a part.
The subject is asked to examine the figure and select from the 6 or 8 figures below the matrix the one that
completes the missing element. The 60 items are grouped into five series, each developing a different topic [3]:
establishing relations in the continuous matrix structure; analogies between the matrix’s pairs of figures;
progressive changes in the matrix’s figures; permutations, i.e. regroupings of figures within the matrix;
decomposition into elements of the matrix’s figures.
The test can be taken starting the age of 8, and the average time for solving it is 45 minutes. Rating
answers is done according to a scale, giving one point for each correct answer. Referencing the gross rating for
each subject to the standard enables the establishment of the subject’s general intelligence level.

3.2.2 Mathematical Skills Tests (Berar, 2004)
The tool called “Mathematical Skills Tests” was developed and calibrated I. Berar in 1991 [2] and then
revised in 2004. Of its variants, in this study we used the version for students in grades seventh to tenth (12/13 –
16/17 years). The test is composed of four series or groups of tests, each of which has to resolved during a
specified period of time: Series of numbers, Geometric figures count, Cube rotation and Problems. They assess
skills that are components of the mathematical skill, namely: flexibility of thinking, capability to understand and
generalise a solving rule or algorithm, human capacity of spatial representation, power of judgment, attention,
and so on. The subjects’ correct answer rating is done according to the rating scale.

3.2.3 Creative Thinking Test Set (Stoica-Constantin and Caluschi, 1989)
The test set to assess creative thinking has been developed by A. Stoica Constantin and M. Caluschi [7].
Three tests that estimate the most important factors of creative thinking were used: fluency, flexibility and
originality. Regarding the correction procedure, each subject is awarded in each of the three tests one rating for
fluency, and for flexibility and originality, respectively. The total score obtained by each subject in the “Creative
Thinking Test Set” is calculated by summing all ratings obtained by students in the set’s tests.
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The score for fluency or flow of ideas, thought consists in all the distinct responses of each subject.
Absurd or meaningless answers are not taken into account.
The flexibility score is the number of changes, refocuses from one item (response) to another. To rate
the students’ originality, we have made a new standard based on the current responses of the students. Thus, we
recorded all the responses given by subjects and the frequency with which they occur. Then we constructed a
grid of points for these responses from 1 to 10, so that single responses were graded with 10 points, less frequent
ones with 9 points, and so on, awarding different scores (8 points, 7 points, etc.) depending on the number of
responses encountered; responses that occurred most often were graded by one point.

3.2.4 The Socio-Demographic Questionnaire
The socio-demographic questionnaire is a tool specifically designed to capture various non-cognitive
aspects. Among these there are:
- demographic data on the family (age and education level of parents; number of children; family
income);
- presence or absence of an adult specifically in charge of the child;
- degree of help the child receives when doing math homework;
- the parents’ educational style (child punishment orientation).

3.2.5 Grades in Mathematics
Students’ academic success regarding mathematics was operationalised by the average obtained by
students in this discipline during the semester preceding the testing.

3.3 Procedure
Tests were collectively given during the students’ school program, the requirements being the same for
all those tested. The socio-demographic questionnaire was handed directly to the parents of the students selected,
in teacher-parent meetings. From the 82 questionnaires distributed, parents have returned a total number of 65
questionnaires.

4

Results

To check the extent to which the weight of non-cognitive factors in achieving high academic
performances in mathematics is higher than the weight of cognitive factors we used a double counter-validation
strategy [5]. Thus, in the first case, non-cognitive factors were introduced in step one of a hierarchical regression,
and measured cognitive aspects were introduced in step two. In the second case, this process was reversed,
evaluated cognitive aspects being introduced in step one, and the non-cognitive factors in step two.
To verify our assumption that non-cognitive factors have a larger weight than cognitive factors in
estimating students’ performances in mathematics, we will check to what extent the explanatory addition brought
by step two will be higher when introducing non-cognitive factors (2nd case) as compared to introducing
cognitive factors (1st case).
Before presenting the entire approach, we proceeded to the selection of factors to be included in the
non-cognitive set based on inspecting the r correlation coefficients between the performance in mathematics and
the different variables in the parental questionnaire. Three variables show statistically significant associations
with academic achievements in mathematics: the mother’s education level, the parents’ income and educational
style. The latter will be removed from the analysis due to the high number of missing answers.
Consequently, non-cognitive variables retained for further analysis were: mother’s education level and
income of parents. To these other two cognitive variables will be added: the general level of intelligence and
skill level in mathematics. Further we discarded introducing in the regression equation the general level of
creativity, because, in this context too, no significant correlation was observed between it and the grades in
mathematics.
Therefore, the tested regression equations have been:
Case I
Step 1: Grade in mathematics = b0 + b1(EM) + b2(V)
Step 2: Grade in mathematics = b0 + b1(EM) + b2(V) + b3(QI) + b4(AM)
After applying the hierarchical regression we noted that the additional percentage explained by the
cognitive factors is statistically significant – F (2, 59) = 6.42, p <.01, about 14% of the variance of grades in
mathematics grades being explained by the joint action of two internal factors: the intelligence level and the
skills in mathematics.
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Table 1. Hierarchical regression analysis. Unstandardised and standardised regression
coefficients, their degree of statistical significance, and semi-partial and simple, respectively,
correlations between predictors and criteria.
Models and variables included R²adapted

b

β

p

Mother’s education (EM)

.610

.348

< .01

.32

.42

Family income (V)

.180

.196

= .05

.18

.32

.300

< .01

.28

.42

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

rsp

r

.183

.306

Mother’s education (EM)

.526

Family income (V)

.166

.181

> .05

.17

.32

Intelligence level (QI)

.053

.292

< .01

.28

.39

Mathematical skill (AM)
* one-tailed test

.018

.180

= .05

.17

.28

Table 2. Summary of the hierarchical regression analysis aimed at estimating school performance
based on general intelligence and creativity in mathematics.
Models
Model 1
Model 2

R²
.209
.350

R² adapted
.183
.306

∆ R²
.209
.142

F alteration
8.04
6.42

p
< .01
< .01

A similar situation can also be found in the second case, in which the two steps were reversed.
Case II
Step 1: Grade in mathematics = b0 + b1(QI) + b2(AM)
Step 2: Grade in mathematics = b0 + b1(QI) + b2(AM) + b3(EM) + b4(V)
After applying the hierarchical regression, we noted that the additional percentage explained by noncognitive factors is statistically significant – F (2, 59) = 7.20, p <.01, approximately 16% of the variance of
grades in mathematics being explained by the joint action of two external factors: the mother’s education level
and the family income.
Data obtained from the intersection of the two cases shows that the weight of cognitive factors (14.2%)
is approximately equal to the weight of non-cognitive factors (15.9%) in the prediction of school grades of gifted
preadolescents. Therefore, it cannot be said that cognitive factors play a less important role in determining
school performance of gifted preadolescents, the weight of environmental factors being similar. However, the
high percentage regarding the influence of non-cognitive factors on the school performance of mathematically
gifted students cannot be neglected, revealing the importance of other characteristics than the cognitive ones in
harnessing talent in mathematics.
Table 3. Hierarchical regression analysis. Unstandardised and standardised regression
coefficients, their degree of statistical significance, and semi-partial and simple, respectively,
correlations between predictors and criteria.
Models and variables included R²adapted

b

β

p

General intelligence (QI)

.063

.344

< .01

.33

Mathematical skill (AM)

.020

.197

= .05

.19

MODEL 1

MODEL 2
General intelligence (QI)

rsp

r

.165
.39
.28

.306
.054

.292

< .01

.28

.39
.28

Mathematical skill (AM)

.018

.180

= .05

.17

Mother’s education (EM)

.526

.300

< .01

.28

.42

Family income (V)

.166

.181

> .05

.17

.32

* one-tailed test
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Table 4. Summary of the hierarchical regression analysis aimed at estimating school performance
based on general intelligence and creativity in mathematics.
Models
Model 1
Model 2

R²
.192
.350

R² adapted
.165
.306

∆ R²
.192
.159

F alteration
7.23
7.20

p
< .01
< .01

The analysis of the standardised beta coefficients yields that, of the four aspects tracked, the level of
intelligence and the mother’ level of education play the most important role in predicting school performance in
Mathematics. Thus, students with a higher level of intelligence (β = .29) and whose mothers have a higher level
of education (β = .30) tend to get higher grades in mathematics.
The other two factors attain significance thresholds at the maximum acceptable level limit, for
mathematical skills returning - β = .18, p = .051, one-tailed test, and for the average monthly income per family
returning - β = .18 , p = .056, one-tailed test. In both cases, there is a tendency for people with higher levels of
mathematical skills and a higher level of income to achieve better school performance in mathematics.

5

Conclusions

In this study we sought to identify the predictive ability of cognitive and non-cognitive (environmental)
factors to estimate preadolescent students’ performance in mathematics. We was also aimed to establish the
weight of these factors in predicting grades in mathematics, both at the set of predictors (cognitive vs. noncognitive) level, and for each individual predictor analysed.
The data support the predictive ability of the factors taken into account, both cognitive (personal)
factors and non-cognitive (environmental) factors being good predictors of school performance, together
explaining about one third (31%) of the differences noticed in student’s performance performances .
It was found that the weight of personal factors to the environmental ones is relatively similar, and this
indicates a high potential to influence performance in mathematics on the basis of alteration of environmental
influences. The high percentage of family environment factors in school grades’ variability can be explained
considering that our group is selected (all students are gifted). We can deduce that family becomes crucial
especially for gifted children with poor school performances, and educational practices and socio-economic
conditions of the family environment may influence their subsequent development.
It was noted that the intelligence of the child and the mother’s education represent the most effective
predictors of performance in mathematics among preadolescents.
The results are similar to those of other studies: Nichols and Holland [8] shows that parental education
level emerged as being in a positive relationship with the achievements of children, the father’s education level
being more important for boys than the mother’s for girls. Those who researched the eminence, sais L.K.
Silverman [6], showed that an overwhelming majority of illustrious persons came from families that stood well
above average in terms of socio-economic conditions.
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Abstract
This paper offers a brief overview of criminal recidivism risk and protective factors for adult male and
female inmates in Romanian prisons, while aiming at helping the professionals in their daily work with inmates
by pointing out factors that have a predictive value on criminal recidivism. We review the differences between
sexes (resulting in factors), and analyse the similarities (resulting in super-factors) regarding the risk and
protective function of those factors and super-factors recidivism related, using a semi-structured interview on
149 male and 75 female inmates, first-time offenders or recidivists.
Keywords: recidivism, prediction, risk factors, protective factors.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, criminal recidivism remains at high level, despite the efforts of specialists working in
prisons towards social recovery of offenders. The question research try for some years to answer is that of the
factors that determine the appearance of delinquent behaviour. If these risk factors are removed or counteracted
through the effect of protective factors, could we talk about a possible prevention of crime? Are these protective
factors responsible for the decrease of delinquent behaviour after a specialised intervention during the first
incarceration?
A risk factor is a statistical factor that correlates with a certain behaviour or aspect and precedes its
appearance. Statistical association, however, does not imply causality. A causal risk factor must rather ensure
manipulation and, when manipulated, it changes the likelihood of appearance [1, 2]. A risk factor becomes
predictive when the observed association between itself and the result (for example, violence) is greater than
chance or is significantly different from a correlation coefficient of 0.00, indicating thus that the two variables
are independent of one another [3].
Protective factors reduce the risk of appearance of a certain behaviour mitigating the negative effects of
risk factors or interrupting, independently, the potential dangerous behaviour [4]. For example, psychotropic
drugs can reduce the presence of persecutory delusional beliefs, in the same way as a permanent injury can
diminish a person's ability to engage in violent behaviour. Rogers [4] states that considering only risk factors
without analysing the effects of protective factors lead to an inherent inaccurate, as well as biased risk
assessment, generating severe consequences.
It cannot be assumed without empirical support that a protective factor is simply the absence of a
specific risk factor. For example, a PCL-R score (The Hare Psychopathy Checklist Revised) [5] of less than 30 is
not necessarily a protective factor with the same predictive value as a score greater than 30, which is a wellestablished violence risk factor. In fact, research has shown that low scores on the PCL-R, but not average
scores, act as a protective factor [4].
This paper investigates risk and protective factors at women and men, analysing the super-factors –
those factors that are shared by both sexes, by comparing the factors present at incarcerated first-time, and
recidivist offenders.

2

Methodology

In order to approach the domain of risk and protective criminal recidivism factors in Romania, where
research is scarse, we first performed an extensive meta-analysis on classical and contemporary studies and
researches carried on in the field of forensic psychology. Although in itself, these studies are of high value, they
are referring to a geographical, cultural and social frame different from that of our country. The results of the
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meta-analysis were flown into the semi-structured interview (where possible, i.e. not needing a psychological
evaluation).
In this paper we evaluated using sampling by quotas 224 adult inmates – 149 male and 75 female
inmates – 73 males and 36 females were first-time offenders, while 76 male and 39 female recidivists. The
sample was selected from 7 penitentiaries across the country, out of an approximate 30000 inmates. We intended
to isolate the risk and protective factors for each subjects’ group (males and females) using, first, a correlational
study of all the variables in order to remove the covariance of the studied variables. Later, we used the logistic
regression binomial [6] for differences between the groups analysed determining those significant characteristic
variables (factors), in statistical terms, that have such a clear, empirical influence on criminal recidivism.
Therefore, we are evidencing the recidivism factors of male versus female inmates (factors), but most important,
the common factors (super-factors) analysing the different factors present at first-time offenders versus criminal
recidivists.

3

Results

In the followings we will discuss our findings correlated to other studies, making it easier to understand
the phenomena within a Romanian frame.

3.1

Recidivism Factors

The data of this research couldn’t indicate a protective factor valid either for men or women by the
means of a semi-structured interview. In the followings, we will expose the risk factors that offer a predictability
regarding criminal recidivism.

3.1.1 Risk Factors
Although research indicates marital status for men as having an influence on criminal career [7, 8], our
research indicates that divorced women (p=0.004, β=2.351) are prone to criminal recidivism.
Regarding men, we found several criminal recidivism risk factors: high levels of behavioural activation
and poor behavioural inhibition (p=0.042, β=1.434) that could be explained by the theory of cortical inhibition
speed developed by Eysenck and Eysenck [9], observable intellectual/cognitive disabilities (p=0.037, β=1.606),
even though Hirschi and Hindelang [10] have concluded that the relation between intelligence and delinquency
is indirect, engaging in other forms of antisocial behaviour (p=0.001, β=1.987), beliefs and attitudes favourable
to deviant or violent behaviour (p=0.000, β=2.360), often acquired in the family of origin, and facilitating the
confidence of acting properly lowering the threshold for moral censorship, knowing that procriminal attitudes
increase the risk of misconduct by 1.6 times [11].
Further risk factors for men are unemployment at the time of the offense (p=0.046, β=1.852), confirmed
also by Andrews & Bonta [12], and poor community (p=0.043, β=1.826), research revealing that individuals
living in predominantly poor areas have a significantly increased risk of violence [13], while the indirect effects
highlight that race or ethnicity does not correlate with violence when the socioeconomic status is taken into
account [14, 15]. Poverty in the community can create an impression of impossibility of fulfilment of some
desires, generates frustration, which can be downloaded through antisocial acts with the help of the family and
family environment, as well as exposure to violence in the community (p=0.028, β=0.934).
There are also two parent related factors that play an important role in recidivism at men: parental
divorce during child’s cohabitation with them (p=0.028, β=1.498), putting a lot of emotional pressure on both
parents and children, increasing the risk of psychosocial inadequacy [16], and parent-child separation (p=0.046,
β=1.279), that actions synergistically and cumulative [17, 18]. Just like parents' divorce, parent-child separation
asks enormously both from child and parents, which is reflected most often in increased tension between the
child and parents (both with the parent that the child remained, and with the other parent) and maladaptive
behavioural manifestations, children being rarely "prepared" by parents to cope with this type of situation.
Social rejection (p=0.014, β=1.259) strongly relates to affiliation to a delinquent group (p=0.009,
β=0.949), along with links to delinquent persons (neighbours or acquaintances) (p=0.003, β=1.235) as a reaction
to rejection by others is manifested by joining antisocial and criminal groups [19] in order to gain a higher status
and interrupt the rejection, even if it requires an increased level of aggressiveness [20], that, in turn can lead to a
lower age at the beginning of the first custodial sentence or educational measure (p=0.000, β=-0.160), and even
to a higher number of custodial sentences or educational measures (p=0.000, β=1.319), as shown by the research
– persons who engage in violent behaviour and serious crime before age of 12 were more likely to engage along
their life in more criminal chronic acts and more serious in terms of violence [21, 22], leading to a greater chance
of becoming a career criminal through an increasing number of incarcerations [23, 24].
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3.2

Recidivism Super-Factors
Super-factors are those risk or protective factors common in males and females.

3.2.1 Risk Super-factors
Early delinquent or violent behaviour (under 14 years of age) (women: p=0.031, β=2.368; men
p=0.047, β=1.126) was found to be a risk super-factor. Patterson and Bank [25], and Mulder et al. [26] also
indicate a first offense at early age as a predictor of criminal recidivism. In itself, this factor indicates family
problems and even possible behavioural disorders. We believe that this factor cannot be analysed, however,
separately, but together with other influences prevailing at early age. This risk factor is associated with an
increased risk of violent relapse and is a predictor of chronic violence and worse [27, 28, 29]. Also, Elliott [30]
found that 50% of young people who committed their first act of violence before 11 years have maintained
violent behaviour between 11 and 13 years of age, 30% have maintained it into adulthood, against 10% for those
youngsters first manifesting this type of violent behaviour at adolescence.
A possible explanation for Border personality/psychopathy as risk factor for recidivism (women
p=0.004, β=2.015, men p=0.013, β=1.198) comes from Belfrage et al. [31], which found a difference between
offenders and non-offenders linked to psychopathy. It was also found that those diagnosed with psychopathy had
significantly more convictions for assault, robbery, fraud, possession of weapons and escape from custody [32].
Psychopath criminals commit also more violent crimes than non-psychopath criminals, shows a prospective
study over 231 convicts, so that psychopath criminals are four times more likely to re-offend violently when
compared with those non-psychopaths [33].
Regular use of substances (alcohol, legal or illegal drugs, inhalants) before the time of the offense
represents another recidivism risk super-factor (male, p=0.024, β=1.587; female p=0.037, β=1.972). Dynamic
risk factors of violence include substance abuse [34, 35], being turned out that alcohol or drugs use increase the
risk of crimes by 1.6 times [11]. People diagnosed with alcohol abuse or dependence were approximately 12
times more likely to manifest violence in the 12 months preceding the survey (24%) than individuals with no
psychiatric disorder (2.1%), while persons diagnosed with drug abuse or addiction (not including alcohol and
cannabis) were about 17 times more likely to engage in acts of violence in the 12 months prior to being surveyed
(34.7%) than individuals with no psychiatric disorder (2.1%) [15]. High consumption of alcohol at 18 is
regarded as having a major contribution to persistent crime in people aged over 21 [36].
Another recidivism risk super-factor is given by the Anti-social or delinquent behaviour of parents or
legal guardians that is also indicated in numerous studies as a risk factor for persistent crime [36, 37], [38]
(women: p=0.026, β=1.914; males: p=0.048, β=2.185). This behaviour is adopted by the subjects in model
terms, so that it is perpetuated over time. Correlations has been established between a parent’s criminal
behaviour or his or her inadequacy and the development of antisocial personality disorder and/or psychopathy
[39, 40, 41]. The research that took into account genetic factors indicates that living with an intact family is
beneficial for the child only when the father has not a history of antisocial behaviour [42]. Nevertheless, child
misconduct was directly related to the length of the time spent with the father. Furthermore, the research body
shows that chronical criminal behaviour also correlates to one parent’s conviction at the child’s age of 8-10 [36].
The next risk super-factor we found is weak or conflictual family ties (women: p=0.011, β=2.002; men:
p=0.042, β=1.962). This type of family links indicating a low level of family cohesion associated with poor
communication skills predicts antisocial behaviour [43]. When children do not behave as considered appropriate
by the parents, the latter turn to "negative" communication patterns: accusations, accusations, orders, etc. [44].
Thus, children predisposed to aggression experience a high level of frustration when faced with supervision,
excessive parental control, and negative feelings expression [16], frustration that has long-term effects, even at
adulthood. Other indicators of deficient family ties are lack of monitoring by parents indicated as an important
factor of youth behavioural deviance [43, 45], as well as ineffective or inappropriate parental control related to
child’s development period alongside with disciplinary hardness, where the latter two problems predict
worsening of conduct throughout the school and even up to one year of high school [46]. Studies have found that
high intensity disciplining strategies (shouting, threating, and hitting), even though resulting in an immediate
compliance, are considered a long-term (at age 32) predictor of crime and violent crime [47] and low levels of
moral internalization, and psychological health in general [48, 49] – severe penalties applied to age of 8 are
predictors of violent crimes in adulthood being associated specifically with the use of severe punishments,
including violence against spouse and own children [50]. Moreover, it was shown that inefficient parenting
practices (fluctuant, coercive, severely disciplined, or poor supervision) along with a weak relationship or bond
between parent and child mediates the link between poverty, its cofactors, and crime regardless of the antisocial
predisposition of parents or children. A weak relationship between child and parent can be detected through a
lack of interest of the father for leisure activities of the child at the age of 12, which is associated with crime
persistence at the age of 21 and thereafter [36]. Nevertheless, this aspect of weak or conflictual ties it cannot be
narrowed down to parents, implicating the whole family, even the extended family [51]. Any family member can
become of paramount importance in preventing the occurrence of deviant behaviour in children or adults by
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offering support to them, by offering a counter-balance to, for example, some mental problems, criminal peers,
or mainly deviant living environment, etc.
Our study confirms the body of research indicating precarious education and its connected issues as
recidivism risk factors – school failure (women: p=0.049, β=1.746; men: p=0.043, β=1.826), low educational
aspirations (women: p=0.040, β=1.659; men: p=0.006, β=1.571), poor integration in school (women: p=0.038,
β=1.872; men: p=0.011, β=1.018) and dropout or truancy (women: p=0.029, β=1.703; men: p=0.003, β=1.155)
are risk super-factors indicating a troubled relationship with the school, a negative attitude to the school
institution. Nevertheless, as a protection factor, attachment to school plays an important role protecting young
people especially from aggression and violence [52]. However, the school may not constitute the only protective
factor, so that exposure to several protective processes is needed to neutralize the effect of risk factors related to
aggression and violence [53, 54, 55], so later crime is further influenced by school related factors, though not
exclusively [56].
Regarding dropout or truancy, studies indicate that 80% of incarcerated violent offenders have not
completed high school [57] additionally being determined a correlation between violent recidivism and
education [58], lack of education is a strong predictor of relapse mentioned above [59]. Research further
highlights a strong correlation between the level of education and occupation, and the criminal recidivism rate
[60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65], concluding that prisoners who do not complete their school studies obtain harder a stable
job, hindering their social reintegration. However, it could not be established any link between graduation after
release from prison and criminal recidivism risk [64]. It can easily be seen from the above that the school and
related factors do not solely provide a straight prediction of criminal recidivism, but also secondarily through the
long-term effects that it causes – one of the most important secondary effects being the difficulty in gaining a
constant job. This in turn, represents a factor that mediates directly crime by unemployment and occupational
instability.
Poor integration in school manifested by attachment to school, and low educational aspirations were
correlated with early onset, intensification, and cessation of criminal behaviour [66], as well as with individuals
from groups with a high level of aggressiveness, both boys and girls [67], while poor school results were
correlated with people with chronic recidivism [68]. In this regard, Farrington [36] indicates a lack of motivation
for success regarding school performance as a predictor of persistent offending after age of 21. Also, low
adherence to school was identified as a characteristic of people with increasing criminal behaviour [69].
Another school related aspect to be taken into account is that offending sustains a continuous delinquent
behaviour, Capaldi and Wiesner [70] indicating this negative effects of crime on prosocial links with to school
and parents, which can lead to school failure and difficulties finding a job. In this regard, this paper shows that
the results at school with students having high rates of delinquency come to support the above mentioned
research (women: p=0.025, β=1.491; men: p=0.008, β=1.276), indicating a possible association with delinquent
peers or a pressure from others with the aim to prevent social rejection that may correlate with beliefs favouring
delinquency, as inclining one toward delinquent behaviour directly or indirectly, by associating with other
demographic, individual, familial, and social risk factors.

3.2.2 Protective Super-factors
The only protective super-factor this research has found is that of the educational climate within the
family of origin representing a psychosocial formation that characterizes the family group for a long period and
comprises mental states, attitudes, etc. [71]. Among family educational climate indicators are: interpersonal
relationship between parents; parental attitudes towards social norms and values; the way of perceiving and
considering the child; expression of parental authority; acceptance of various child behaviours; emergence
dynamics of conflicts and tensions; use of rewards and sanctions; openness and sincerity of the child in relation
to parents [71]. A positive type of family environment constitutes a protective super-factor against criminal
recidivism at men (p=0.040, β=-1.592) and women (p=0.021, β=2.232), the only protective factor found in this
research by the mean of the semi-structured interview. We may consider the family educational climate as
similar to parenting, which is the process of promoting and supporting the physical, emotional, social and
intellectual development of a child from an early age to adolescence [72]. Lack of support appears as neglect, a
neglect of guardians’ duty towards the child that can reinforce maladaptive beliefs and parenting styles, as well
as child’s ties with delinquent peers or persons not only thru emotional imbalance caused by inadequate
exposure to the problems of life.

4

Conclusions

As the above results show, it can be noticed that no social/community factors can predict criminal
recidivism in female subjects by the means of a semi-structured interview. We tend to explain this by the greater
influence individual and family factors have on criminal recidivism than social/community factors. Research
identifies in this regard certain models, for example that girls may be less influenced toward delinquency by
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peers than boys, focusing more on their own moral standards, while boys cedes to the peer group pressure and
conforms to expectations regardless of their moral assessment of behaviour [73]. It is also revealed that family
problems represent a greater risk factor in girls than in boys [66, 74, 75, 76]. In this regard we mention our
findings that underlines the importance of marital status only in women, which when divorced are more at risk of
recidivism. Although divorce moderates the effect on recidivism not only directly but also indirectly by social
factors, our research indicates that individual factors in women are of greater importance over social factors.
Even though research indicates marriage at men as a protective factor of crime recidivism [7, 8], we could not
confirm this, but note that 5 social/community factors of the 8 represent risk factors, something which adds to
the previous explanation on the differences between women and men in terms of influence of the factors’
category on recidivism.
Also, we can observe that in the case of women no incarceration factor is relevant in predicting
recidivism.
We note that in men the risk factors as unemployment at the time of the offense (which has, of course,
financial as well as other meanings and implications), social rejection and exposure to violence in the community
may enhance the effect of family risk factors, such as parental divorce during cohabitation with the subject, and
parent-child separation sustained by a poor community may lead to deviance manifested by antisocial behaviour,
links to delinquent persons (neighbours or acquaintances) (which may be a poor community feature as well) and
an affiliation to a delinquent group [77]. We may attribute to this deviant behaviour a causality based on
emotional maladjustment, or the perception of loneliness and lack of support from others, which points to the
importance of a pro-social network.
Finally, we would like to underline the difference in the number of recidivism factors between men and
women resulting after the evaluation based on a semi-structured interview – women: 1 risk factor, men: 14 risk
factor, while 10 risk super-factors are common to both sexes resulting in a score of 24 to 11 recidivism risk
factors for men. One single factor has a protective role, and it is valid for both groups, being so common for
women and men.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to assess the relation between physical activity level and the presence of
depression in young students. The study group consisted of 143 students (60 females - 41.96% and 83 males 58.04%) with an average age of 20.34±1.65 years; they were assessed by Beck Depression Inventory - version 2
in two stages: at baseline, in the second year of undergraduate studies (when they had a schedule with an average
of 9 hours of physical activity/week) and at 1-year follow-up (when their physical activity level was lower,
dropping to an average of 2 hours/week). The values for BDI-II were significantly lower at baseline in
comparison with the one-year follow-up (p=0.0063). It had been noticed also that the differences are significant
at female students between baseline and follow-up (p=0.034) and between females and males at follow-up
(p=0.002); for male, students the differences between baseline and follow-up are very significant (p=0.0008).
The conclusions of this study were that the physical activity level is an important factor for psychical status in
young adults and a high physical activity level is associated with decreased prevalence of signs of depression.
Lowering the physical activity level in a group of young adults increased significantly the BDI-II score, both on
male and female students, but more important on males.
Keywords: depression, physical activity, BDI-II, students.

1

Background

Depression is a leading cause of disability worldwide and a major public health issue in Europe. A
survey of the European Commission, conducted among 26 800 EU citizens from 27 states in 2010, showed that
10% from respondents take antidepressant medication all the time, 22% most of the time, 40% sometimes and
13% rarely [1].
Multiple studies found an inverse association between physical activity level and depressive symptoms
independent of pre-existing physical and psychological health problems [2-3] and even a bidirectional relation
between exercise and depression which implies that those interventions which increase physical activity may
reduce risk for depression among population [4]. There is growing evidence that physically active people are at a
reduced risk of developing depression, and that exercise interventions are associated with significant benefits for
patients with mild to moderate forms of depression as well as in reducing anxiety [5].

2

Participants and methods

The purpose of this study was to assess the relation between physical activity level and the presence of
depression at young students.
The study group consisted of 143 students (60 females - 41.96% and 83 male – 58.04%) from Physical
Education and Sport Faculty, with a mean age of 20.34 ± 1.65 years at baseline; they were assessed by Beck
Depression Inventory - version 2 (BDI-II) in two stages: at baseline, in the second year of undergraduate studies
(when they had a schedule with sustained physical activities with an average of 9 hours/week) and at 1 year followup, in the third year of undergraduate studies (when their physical activity level was much lower, dropping to an
average of 2 hours/ week). 125 students (87.41%) had the same physical activity program in the evaluation period
and 18 students (12.59%) had additional physical activity (as performance athletes) both at baseline and follow-up.
All the participants gave an informed consent regarding the survey; they confirmed no pathological
conditions; the questionnaire was completed in the same period of the academic year, at the beginning of the
second semester. Participants were asked to rate how they have been feeling during the past two weeks [6-8].
BDI-II contains 21 questions, each answer being scored on a scale value of 0 to 3. On two items (16 and
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18) there are seven options to indicate either an increase or decrease of appetite and sleep. There were recorded
attitudes, behaviors and symptoms which were specific to clinically depressed individuals. The BDI-II evaluates
21 symptoms of depression, 15 of which cover emotions, 4 cover behavioral changes and 6 somatic symptoms.
The 21 items cover sadness, pessimism, past failure, loss of pleasure, guilty feelings, punishment
feelings, self-dislike, self-criticism, suicidal thoughts or wishes, crying, agitation, loss of interest, indecisiveness,
worthlessness, loss of energy, changes in sleeping patterns, irritability, changes in appetite, difficulty
concentrating, tiredness or fatigue and loss of interest in sex.
The cut-offs used for BDI-II were: 0-13 for minimal depression, 14-19 for a mild depression, 20-28 for
moderate depression and 29-63 for severe depression. Higher total scores indicated more severe depressive
symptoms [6].
The graphs were made with GraphPad Prism 5 Sortware. In order to compare the values between
baseline and follow-up, Wilcoxon Signed Paired Test was used; to make comparison between the values of
female and male participants it was used Unpaired T Test. The differences were considered to be significant at
p<0.05 and very significant at p<0.001.

3

Results

The values for BDI-II were significantly lower at baseline in comparison with the one-year follow-up,
with p=0.0063 (figure 1).

Fig. 1 BDI-II scores at study group
(the values are presented as arithmetic means and standard deviations;
“*” indicates significant differences with p<0.05)
It had been noticed also that the differences are significant at female students between baseline and
follow-up (p=0.034) and between females and males at follow-up (p=0.002); for male students the differences
between baseline and follow-up are very significant (p=0.0008) (figure 2).

Fig. 2 BDI-II scores at females and male from study group
(the values are presented as arithmetic means and standard deviations; “*” indicates significant differences
with p<0.05 and “**” indicates very significant differences with p<0.001)
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4

Discussions

BDI has been used for 52 years to identify and assess depressive symptoms and has been reported to be
highly reliable regardless of the population and it is able to differentiate depressed from non-depressed
individuals. BDI-II eliminated and reworded to specifically assess the symptoms of depression listed in the
DSM-IV and thus increase the content validity of the measure [6]; it is not intended as a diagnostic instrument
and has been used as a community screening instrument for clinical research [8]. Although designed as a
screening device rather than a diagnostic tool, the BDI can be used by health care providers to reach to an
opinion that can allow us to help the students quicker, in a potential early stage of the depression [12].
One of the limitations of our study is that BDI suffers from the same problems as other self-report
inventories, in that scores can be easily exaggerated or minimized by the person completing them. Like all
questionnaires, the way the instrument is administered can have an effect on the final score [10].
Another limitation of this study it could be the fact that it was not assessed the presence/absence of
other factors (beside the lower physical activity level) which could produce depression (economic, social or
other related problems). Nevertheless, it was find that there were no participants with concomitant physical
illness in which the BDI's reliance on physical symptoms could artificially inflated scores due to symptoms of
the illness, rather than of depression [11].

5

Conclusions

The physical activity level is an important factor for psychical status in young adults; a high physical
activity level is associated with decreased prevalence of signs of depression. Lowering the physical activity level
in a group of young adults increased significantly the BDI-II score, both on male and female students, but more
important on males.
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Abstract
The hypothesis of this study was that a period of rest over 4 weeks imposed to an athlete can produce
psychological changes that can affect the quality of life and the rehabilitation process. This study was conducted
on 32 athletes (18 females and 14 males) who have suffered knee injuries during training or competitions. This
study group (SG) consisted of handball and football players, which suffered knee injuries (2nd and 3rd degree
sprains); as a part of the treatment protocol, it was imposed a rest period from specific physical activity. The
control group (CG) consisted of 29 people (17 girls and 12 boys) who did not practice sports performance
activities before the accident and suffered the same type of injury. The psychological status of these people was
conducted using The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS). Patients were asked to complete the
questionnaire with reference at 2 two specific moments: the period immediately before the injury and at 1 month
after injury. Significant changes were found between groups at 1 month after injury – the DASS score was
higher in CG (p=0.03). In both groups were significant changes after 1 month (p=0.02 for SG and p=0.03 for
CG). For D-DASS (depression) and S-DASS (stress) were found significant higher values after 1 month in CG.
Posttraumatic immobilization had a significantly stronger effect on athletes' psychological status than on other
social groups; for this reason, we believe that they need a psychological support to overcome these critical
periods of their lives.
Keywords: immobilization, athletes, depression, anxiety, stress

1

Background

The psychological benefits of physical activity are well known. Its potential to invigorate, improve
mood, reduce anxiety and stress, boost self-esteem and improve focus and concentration is enormous. In fact,
persons who exercise regularly may inoculate themselves against symptoms of anxiety and depression [1]. The
physiological mechanisms behind this effects are not fully understood, but exercise appears to increase the
supply of certain neurotransmitters in the brain that keep one happy, as well as boosting endorphins (the feelgood chemicals behind the “runner’s high”) [2].
For this reason, it was considered interesting to study the effect of inactivity imposed by treatment for
injuries on their psychological status; it is known that rest and immobilization is often required in athletes lives
by traumas or by other pathological conditions such as infectious diseases, overload syndromes etc.
The hypothesis of this study was that a period of rest over 4 weeks imposed to an athlete can produce
psychological changes that can affect his quality of life and even the rehabilitation process.

2

Participants and methods

This study was conducted on 32 athletes (18 females and 14 males) who have suffered knee injuries
during training or competitions. This study group (SG) consisted of handball and football players, suffered knee
injuries (2nd and 3rd degree sprains); as a part of the treatment protocol, it was imposed a rest period without
specific physical activity. The control group (CG) consisted of 29 people (17 girls and 12 boys) who did not
practice sports performance activities before the accident and suffered the same type of injury. For both groups,
the same kind of segmental rest and treatment was imposed by physicians. The inclusion criteria were: the
presence of an acute ligament and/or capsular knee injury, age between 20 and 40 years, the informed consent to
participate to this study; the exclusion criteria were: the presence of any associated pathologies, the presence of
recurrent knee injuries.
The psychological status of these people was conducted using The Depression Anxiety Stress Scale
(DASS). The DASS was designed to assess the severity of core symptoms of depression, anxiety and tension (or
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stress) over the previous week; the main clinical application was to identify the locus of an emotional
disturbance as part of a broader clinical assessment. It was used a revised scale from 1993 which includes 42
negative symptoms; 14 each cover depression (DASS-D), anxiety (DASS-A) and stress (DASS-S). These main
themes are divided into a total of 16 subthemes. Based on percentiles derived from a normative sample of
students, the manual suggested that scores of 0-77 represent normal states, 78-86 represents mild disorders, 87 to
94 represent moderate disorder, 95-97 severe and 98 to100 represent extremely severe distress [3, 4].
Patients were asked to complete the questionnaire with reference at 2 two specific moments: the period
immediately before the injury and 1 month after injury. Each response was given according to the condition and
patient self-assessment, which indicating how much the statement applied to him over the past week; the score
was 0 if did not apply to him at all, 1 - if applied to patient to some degree, or some of the time), 2 - if applied to
him to a considerable degree, or a good part of time) or 3 – if applied to patient very much, or most of the time
[4].
In order to compare the values between the two specific moments of assessment, Wilcoxon Signed
Paired Test was used; to make comparison between the values of SG and CG values it was used Unpaired T
Test. The differences were considered to be significant at p<0.05 and very significant at p<0.001.

3

Results

The results of this study are presented in figures 1 and 2.
In figure 1 are presented the results concerning global DASS scale; significant changes were found
between groups at 1 month after injury – the DASS score was lower in CG (p=0.03). In both groups were
extremely significant changes after 1 month (p=0.2X10-4 for SG and p=0.06X10-4 for CG) (“Fig. 1”).

“Fig. 1” DASS score at SG and CG before and at 1 month after the accident
The values are presented as arithmetic means.
SG_1: values for study group before the accident; SG_2: values for study group at 1 month after the
accident; CG_1: values for control group at before the accident; CG_2: values for control group at 1 month after
the accident; “*” indicates significant differences with p<0.05; ”**” indicates extremely significant differences
with p<0.0001.
The results for the 3 DASS subscales at 1 month after injury, were presented in figure 2. For D-DASS
and S-DASS were found significant difference between groups; in CG the scores were lower (“Fig. 2”).
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„Fig. 2” DASS subscales mean values at SG and CG at 1 month after the accident
The values are presented as arithmetic means.
D: depression subscale of DASS; A: anxiety subscale of DASS; S: stress subscale of DASS; SG_2:
values for study group at 1 month after the accident; CG_2: values for control group at 1 month after the
accident; “*” indicates significant differences with p<0.05.

4

Disscusions

Posttraumatic immobilization had psychological effects more in athletes that in non-athletes, which are
persons less physically active; the main differences between the 2 groups are regarding depression (sadness,
feelings of worthlessness and inertia) and stress symptoms (tension, irritability and overreaction). Concerning
the anxiety symptoms (panic attacks, fear, physical arousal) the changes were similar in both groups.
A forced rest changed considerably athletes' lifestyle compared to other people. Even the people that
practice leisure-time activities are affected by injury [6], but they focus their lives on other activities, so the
psychological effects were not so important.
Regarding the rehabilitation process, the pressure will always be higher on athletes and on those
involved in getting athletic performance (coaches, team managers, sponsors).
In addition, on athletes, this kind of injury had a greater impact on short and long term regarding their
professional activity (absence from training for a period of 3-6 months may be followed by losing their place in
the team, loss of material nature and, in some cases, even by living performance). Many studies showed that,
after knee strains, a lot of athletes were not active at the pre-injury level or even left performance. Also, some
studies showed that, at follow-ups at 10-12 years after knee strains in athletes, an important percentage fulfilled
the radiographic criteria for knee osteoarthitis [6-9].
The perspective of a potential relapse for such an injury is real and confirmed by numerous scientific
studies, especially in athletes because they are more exposed to risk factors incriminated in the pathogenesis of
these disorders [10].

5

Conclusions

Posttraumatic immobilization had a significantly stronger effect on athletes' psychological status than
on other social groups; for this reason, we believe that they need a psychological support to overcome these
critical periods of their lives.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to highlight whether there are differences between the emotional states of
athletes who practice team sports, which in this case are in the transition period (championship discontinued) and
individual sports athletes, who were in the competition at the moment of this study. The study involved 40
athletes, who were divided into two groups: group SC - 20 athletes practicing team sports (football 3, basketball
2, volleyball 2, handball 13) and group SI - 20 athletes practicing individual sports (athletics 7, judo 5, karate 5,
box 3). The mean age of subjects included in group SC is 20.05 ± 2.70 years, and in group SI 19.9 ± 1.71 years.
The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule was used for the test. Our research has shown that there are
no differences of emotional perception between the two groups, although the athletes belong to different
organizational cultures. The training period does not differentiate the emotional state of the athletes, either.
Keywords: athletes, questionnaire, positive affect, negative affect, individual sports, team sports.

1

Introduction

The Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) was developed as a brief measure of the two primary
facets of mood, positive and negative affect. It has been used mainly in research studies of mood states. Mood
can be measured either by specific types of disease, either by depression or anxiety scales [1].
The support of the nonspecific approach derives from finding strong relationships between specific
scales, even if these lead to measurements of different notions, suggesting that almost all changes in such scales
can be attributed to the positive and negative effects.
Watson's conception about the affect defines the positive affects PA as an extension to which a person
feels enthusiastic, alert, active and positively engaged; while negative affects NA reflect aversion moods, such as
anger, guilt, fear or jittery. These states of mind are connected to a long-term state, which reflect a person's
characteristic way of reacting, such as the extroversion against neurosis.
Watson and Tellegen assert that pleasure and displeasure are different aspects of the affect and form the
opposite ends of a continuous entity and therefore they are negatively correlated in empirical studies. But their
pattern of disease includes independent dimensions and bipolar scales.
Empirical studies of these concepts described PA and NA as if each had two ends. PA has adjectives as
"active" or "energetic" at its positive end and "tired" or "slow" in the negative one. NA would vary from "angry"
to "calm" and "relaxed" at its lower end. [2]
After the development of PANAS, Watson and Clark have extended their PA and NA models. ([1] [3]).
Within the NA they distinguish four relatively distinct aspects: fear, hostility, guilt and sadness. Three aspects of
PA were noticed: joy, self-confidence and attention.
But PANAS is an instrument dedicated to a general investigation (context-free), not to a specific frame,
such as the organizational one. This deficiency observed in other similar instruments and materialized by
obtaining some distortions that affect their validity, made necessary the projection of specific instruments,
suitable for the organizational work frame [4].

1.1

Scope aim of study

The purpose of this study is to highlight whether there are differences between the emotional states of
athletes who practice team sports, athletes who in this case are in the transition period (championship
discontinued) and individual sports athletes, who were in the competition during this study.
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2

Methodology

The study involved 40 athletes, who were divided into two groups: group SC - 20 athletes practicing
team sports (football 3, basketball 2, volleyball 2, handball 13) and group SI - 20 athletes practicing individual
sports (athletics 7, judo 5, karate 5, box 3). The average age of the subjects included in group SC is 20.05 ± 2.70
years, and in group SI 19.9 ± 1.71 years. The gender division of group SC athletes is: 8 females (40%) and 12
males (60%), and in the group SI 6 females (30%) and 14 males (70%). In the group SC 19 of the subjects are
FEFS students and only one is a profile high school student; in the group SI there are 13 students at the same
faculty and 7 students at LPS.
In the case of group SC athletes, the average time period since they practice sports is 7.95 ± 3.23 years,
with an average of 6.05 ± 1.73 workouts/week. At the SI group, the average time period since they practice
sports is 8.3 ± 2.59 years, with an average of 5.55 ± 1.19 workouts/week.
The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS Questionnaire Watson et al., 1988) was used for
the testing. It contains 10 items for positive affects PA and 10 items for negative affects NA. This scale consists
of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions that you feel during the testing.
The development of the new scale by Watson, Clark & Tellegen (1988) [1] was based on previous
measures that existed in the area. The starting point was 60 terms included in the factor analyses reported by
Zevon and Tellegen (1982) [5]. Through a factor analysis the authors reduced the terms pool and yielded a final
list of 10 descriptors for PA scale (attentive, interested, alert, excited, enthusiastic, inspired, proud, determined,
strong and active); and 10 descriptors for NA scale (distressed, upset-distressed; hostile, irritable-angry; scared,
afraid-fearful; ashamed, guilty; nervous, and jittery).
The PANAS scale was applied to the athletes participating in the study and the following items for
positive effects were obtained: 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19 and the items 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20 for
the negative effects. Scores can range from 10 – 50, with higher scores representing higher levels of positive
affect, with lower scores representing lower levels of negative affect. [6]

3

Results

After applying The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule ([1], [3]) to the test, we obtained the
following results:
In group SC, for positive affects we obtained the following averages: 31.5 ± 3.33 and for negative
affects the average values were 22.9 ± 4.96.
In the group SI, for the positive affects we obtained the following average values: 31.65 ± 3.37 and for
the negative affects the average values were 23.35 ± 2.13.
After calculating the test tStudent for positive effects, we notice that between the two groups there aren't
any significant differences (p=0.88).

“Fig. 1” Positive affect; PA_SC: positive affect at team sports; PA_SI: positive affect at individual sports
The test tStudent for negative affect demonstrates that neither in that case, between the two groups there
aren't any significant statistical differences (p=0.71).
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Fig. 2 Negative affect; NA_SC: negative affect at team sports; NA_SI: negative affect at individual sports

4

Discussion

The inquiry shows that the emotions measuring scale as a state and a trait (MEST-Ro) is a tool with a
considerable intercultural value. The group of 25 athletes on which the research was made, proved that MESTRo has a good internal consistency and a reasonable convergent test-criterion validity. MEST-Ro is positively
correlated with the five other positive emotions measures of the PANAS-X and negatively with the set of
negative emotions. The same situation was observed in the correlation with STPI and STAI, with the additional
items that measure Pride, Envy and Affection, items that we find more frequently in the work environment. [7]
Studies in normal samples have suggested, however, that assessment of two broad mood factors—
Negative Affect (NA) and Positive Affect (PA)—may improve their differentiation. Respondents also completed
trait NA and PA scales. Consistent with previous research, NA was broadly correlated with symptoms and
diagnoses of both anxiety and depression, and acted as a general predictor of psychiatric disorder. In contrast,
PA was consistently related (negatively) only to symptoms and diagnoses of depression, indicating that the loss
of pleasurable engagement is a distinctive feature of depression. The results suggest that strengthening the PA
component in depression measures may enhance their discriminative power. [3]
Among other criticism of the PANAS is the observation that the negative item set does not include
items that are the opposites of the positive items: there is no item ‟bored‟ to represent the opposite of
‟interested″; no ″weak″ as the opposite of ″strong″. Russell and Carrol noted the items representing high arousal
predominate (active, alert, attentive for PA, and distressed, jittery and upset for NA). [8]
More generally Watson and Tellegen might want to re-evaluate their PANAS scales. The response
format is ambiguous. These scales do not measure the bipolar opposites of pleasant versus unpleasant affect that
their title might suggest. These scales do not measure strictly independent dimensions of positive activated and
negative activated affect. [8]
Sixty subjects filled out the scales on a second occasion, about three months later. The retest stability of
the Italian scales is similar to the coefficient of the original scales. As expected, the trait format shows higher
test-retest stability. However, the differences between the two formats are small, suggesting the strong influence
of dispositional affect level when momentary affect is reported. Another reason that may explain the elevated
stability of state affect is a possible stability in the settings and time chosen to fill out the affect measures. [9]

5

Conclusions

Our research has shown that there are no differences of affective perception between the two groups,
although athletes belong to different organizational cultures. The training period does not differentiate the
emotional state of the athletes, either.
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Abstract
Attachment quality has been recognized as a central feature in personality development due to the work
of John Bowlby, who provided a theory of human adaptation, and of Mary’s Ainsworth, whose basic patterns of
attachment have lead us to study self-protective strategies. Attachment now seems to hold great promise for a
variety of researchers and mental health practitioners as it has been increasingly associated to the development of
a person’s trust (vs. mistrust) as well as the development of a healthy personality and the ability of making
intimate emotional bonds with other individuals. It has been also argued that not only the ability to develop
intimate relationships, but even faith development (Fowler, 1991; Thompson and Randall, 1999) is influenced by
an early learning of the safety of their environment (i.e. warm, safe and secure vs. hurt, neglect and abuse). If
consistent nurture is experienced, one will develop a sense of trust and safety about the universe and the divine.
Conversely, negative experiences will cause one to develop distrust with the universe and the divine. Thus, the
earliest faith is the fund of basic trust and hope in the care of others. The above findings seem to have various
applications to analytically oriented psychotherapy and practical implications for those studying the socioemotional development of infants and young children.
Keywords: Attachment, infants, trust, love, personality development.

1

Introduction

The theory of attachment seems now to hold great promise for a variety of researchers and mental
health practitioners as it has been increasingly associated to the development of a person’s basic sense of trust
(during infancy) and its future influence to the person’s ability to develop intimate relationships and mental
health. Today the attachment theory is increasingly being studied in samples not limited to infancy, but also in
extreme clinical samples, and samples from a variety of cultures.
In this article, therefore, we deal with questions such as the following: What is an attachment bond, how
is it created, the role of attachment in future social skills and emotional health, the link between attachment and
substance addiction, and adult Attachment styles and personality disorders.

2

What is exactly an ‘attachment bond’?

This concept can be defined as an intense emotional bond between an infant and a caregiver and an
enduring emotional connection that produces a desire for continual contact as well as feelings of distress during
separation and it involves an exchange of comfort, care, and pleasure. John Bowlby, who first introduced the
term «attachment», described this link as a psychological bond between people, an emotional bond between a
child and one or two figures, as well as a "lasting psychological connectedness between human beings"
(Bowlby,1969, p.194). Bowlby agrees with the psychoanalytic view that the early experiences we have in
childhood and the infant/caregiver relationship we established during the first period of our life have an
important impact on the person’s personality development and s/he’s behavior later in life.
So, attachment quality has been recognized as a central feature in personality development and the
Canadian psychologist Mary Ainsworth (1913 -1999) expanded it further by introducing the notion of the
“Secure Base Attachment”: In Ainsworth’s experimental situation, infants were found to use their mother’s
availability as a secure base from which to explore their environment and try out new skills.
Children with secure attachments have more trust than the insecure ones, have more basic trust than the
insecurely children. They have more ego resiliency, can better cope with life’s difficulties and they recover more
quickly. In addition to this, securely attached children are more flexible processing current information and
respond better in new situations and relationships.
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Insecure Anxious/avoidant children show anger and anxiety and develop defenses in situations where
emotional information is transmitted. So, avoidant kids end up being more distant or hostile to peers, they
hesitate to trust and they avoid close relationships because they cause anxiety, as since infancy they have learned
to block and suppress the unpleasant feelings. Often they avoid coming close to others and make social contact.
They are rather detached, independent, and do neither offer nor accept support. Their relationships are
characterized by more negative than positive emotions, but this happens because of the difficulty they have in
proximity. Moreover, they show displacement of their aggression and less compliance than other children
(http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-religion/2031631/posts).
Insecure Ambivalent / Resistant children have difficulty regulating the expression of negative emotions
and are preoccupied with attachment concerns to a degree that interferes with constructive functioning. So, the
ambivalent children tend to be "clumsy", more dependent on the teacher and less able to make free play alone or
with peers (Early and Adult Relations, 2010). Finally, infants with insecure-disorganized attachment, especially
in samples of high risk are more likely to develop behavioral problems.
According to Westman & Costello, (2011) the child is more likely to enhance a more secure attachment
if 1. Has a single primary caregiver instead of many and irregular at least for the first six months of birth. 2. If
the caregiver follows a regular routine regarding the feeding, sleeping etc. 3. Provide affection, and more
interaction with the baby like touching and smiling. Further, research showed that over- protection smothers the
child, and prevents him from being independent and discover its way to self-soothing. Consequently, this leads
to a less secure attachment.

3

Attachment and future social skills and emotional health

Research data indicate that infants of 12 months with secure attachment appeared more socially capable
in elementary school (Gabler, 2011). Studies also shown that the attachment style with our parents or caregivers
as children have detrimental effects and long term consequences in our adult life. Hazan and Shaver (1987) were
the first to have linked the theory of the ‘Attachment Bond' to the person’s later romantic relationships. In
particular, attachment styles can serve as a predictor of our adult romantic relationships. In other words, we tend
to create erotic relationships based on the type of care we had as children.
So, according to Simpson (1990) people with "secure attachment" related easily with others and accept
others associating with them, without worrying that they will be abandoned or that they’ll get too emotionally
close to someone.
In another study, researchers found that women with a secure attachment style had more positive
feelings about their adult romantic relationships than other women with insecure attachment styles (McCarthy
G., 1999, McCarthy, 2010).
Generally, people with secure attachment showed more commitment, trust, relationship satisfaction and
high self-esteem (Simpson 1990, Feeney and Noller, 1990).
Another categorization of Adults’ Attachment Styles has been proposed in 1990 by Kim Bartholomew:
“[…] the four adult attachment styles are meaningfully related to, although by no means reducible to,
representations of childhood experiences. Thus, the proposed model of adult attachment is also applicable to
representations of family relations;” (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991, p.240).
Secure Attachment style: a person is in harmony with oneself and others. This includes a value of selfworth, trust oneself and other people, compassion, empathy, been able to give and receive support, can love and
be loved, are autonomous and independent when are in a relationship (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991; William
& Sherry, 2001).
Dismissing style: a person tends to overestimate him/her and give a low value to others. Generally, the
individual avoids intimacy, and withdraws when others are coming closer. They don’t trust, and they usually
seem to be distant and cold. Dismissing people are afraid of disappointment and thus, their defence is to close
people out and depend only on themselves. (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991; William & Sherry, 2001).
Preoccupied style: the individual underestimates the value of self, feeling unworthiness and is giving a
high value of worth to others. Therefore, people with a preoccupied style seek validation and acceptance from
others, they have a high need to feel safe and secure. (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991; William & Sherry,
2001).
Fearful-avoidant style: a person feels unworthiness and concurrently, that others would reject them.
People in within this style are feeling anxious, avoid intimate relationships in spite of the fact that they want it,
and show distrust when one is coming closer. (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991; William & Sherry, 2001).

4

The link between attachment and substance addiction

Efron (2008), in his article Attachment, trauma and addiction, states that, insecure attached individuals
are more likely to get involved in substance use. Precisely, in a ‘Dismissive’ type of adult attachment style, (in
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which one avoid forming a close relationship with another), a person might substitute the need for bonding with
a drug instead of forming a relationship with another. According Efron, this process can be either conscious or
subconscious. A ‘Preoccupied’ individual (which dependency is their main characteristic), see a substance like
his secure base or recourse, which eliminates their fear of abandonment. Lastly, the ‘Fearful’ type (which fears
rejection and can’t trust), can find the intimate emotional relationship in a substance, which is more trustful.
(A hypothesis that emerges of the above findings is that, the unfulfilled need of secure attachment or bonding
seems to insist for completion in adult life. In spite of the fact that it shows its consequences toward the
individual’s social or intimate relationships, it can be channelled into other forms of addictions like over eating
for example or Alcoholism. Also, a person may develop a bond with a pet which is a more secure and safe.
“Insecurely attached individuals will generally form an attachment relationship with their addictive
substance or event in a similar way to how they attach to people” (Efron, 2006, p.79).

5

Adult attachment styles and personality disorders

“From an attachment theory perspective, personality disorders may be viewed as the outcome of
insecure working models that have become self-confirmatory and dominated by feed forward processes. […] It
is interesting that the various interpersonal dysfunctions characterized by the major types of personality disorders
may be understood using the four-dimensional model of self and others theorized by Bartholomew (1990)”
(William & Sherry, 2001, p.5).
Thus, under preoccupied style we find dependent personality disorder, obsessive-compulsive and
histrionic. Below Fearful style the Paranoid personality. An Avoidant personality disorder can be found in both,
Preoccupied and Fearful attachment. In a Dismissing style, the Schizoid personality. Antisocial, narcissistic and
Schizotypal personalities, are best characterize Fearful and Dismissing attachment. Finally, the Borderline
personality which best exemplifies the Disorganized attachment style (William & Sherry, 2001).

6 Closing note
From what has been discussed so far, it appears that the quality of the infant's relationship with parents
(caregivers) and mainly with the mother during the early period of life influences largely the individual
psychologically, emotionally, socially throughout lifetime. The above findings seem to have various applications
to analytically oriented psychotherapy and practical implications for those studying the socio-emotional
development of infants, young children and older people. At a time of crisis, where values and norms constantly
change, the development of a basic feeling of security and trust can become a solid foundation for a person
giving a secure basis, which will enable him/her to face any adversity and "crisis", without collapsing.
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Abstract
The present paper is an evaluation of the potential advantages of using a software application in order to
interpret the information resulting from the drawings made under the Baum test. The trials of developing
operational software as a tool for the interpretation of the tree drawings are also presented. The software can
provide to the psychologist the data necessary to detect some significant traits pointing to personality aspects that
should be approached. The Baum test is very popular due to the fact that it can be quickly administrated and it is
a quite relevant when applied to children. If the software were used in school, where the psychologist has to
interpret thousands of drawings in a relatively short period of time, it would confirm its value in rapidly
detecting the problematic drawings. The main advantage is that the process of identifying the children who need
counselling or psychological intervention will be much more rapid.
Keywords: Baum test, software application, intervention.

1

Generalities

The Baum Test was developed and standardized by Charles Koch between 1952 and 1957, which
makes it a rather old psychological and psychiatric technique. Even though its reliability has been contested,
Baum tree is still largely applied to identify important aspects regarding the participant’s affective condition,
self-image, and, generally, emotional development. The Baum Test is a type of projective drawing through
which a person projects his inner states and needs, based on ambiguous, unstructured stimuli. As drawing is a
pictorial language the test may be efficient when applied to children and to introvert or reticent people. The way
of expression is subjective and the interpretation of the drawing may involve a great dose of subjectivity, too.
This is the main reason the projective tests are considered questionable and obsolete and therefore their results
invalid or unreliable. Yet, the Baum Test is still frequently used by psychologists, psychotherapists and
psychiatrists as it has proven its value when used together with a battery of other psychological tests and
evaluations.
The test presents some advantages that have maintained it in the clinical psychological practice: it is
easy to administer as it takes short time and it requires little material base (an A4 blank paper and a pencil),
minimal standard instruction and it can also prevent a defensive attitude. Yet, these advantages have counterpart
drawbacks: a minute and time consuming interpretation which usually tends to lack objectivity. These problems
can be diminished and maybe eliminated by developing a software application to be used as an instrument in
administrating the Baum Test. The software can provide the psychologist with the information necessary to
detect some important traits, pointing to personality aspects that should be approached. The use of image
processing techniques and pattern recognition methods to pre-classify Baum test results has the advantage of
being time-effective and it also provides an objective base to the psychological interpretation, therefore
increasing its reliability.
The Tree Drawing Test has proved efficient especially with children. Children feel secure when they
draw, they usually enjoy this activity and their pictorial expressivity may be better than the verbal one. When in
dialogues with an adult who they are not familiar with, children become shy or defensive and even frightened.
That is why an investigation based on projective drawing is efficient with children and it is worth developing an
instrument to make the assessment more rapid and objective.
Therefore, a computer application able to automatically sort the drawings of the children potentially
manifesting abnormal psychological features represents a useful tool for clinicians. This application is not only
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time-efficient, and children-friendly, but it also cost-efficient because it reduces the number of specialists to be
involved in testing a large number of subjects.

2

Methods and materials

A number of 152 projective drawings made by typically developing children, between 7-10 years old
were administered. The children were firstly asked to draw a tree on an A4 blank sheet of paper, with a pencil,
and afterwards, they had to draw a fruit tree on another sheet of paper. The subjects were instructed to draw a
fruit tree in any way they like. The drawings were scanned and edited to improve the image quality in order to
ensure optimal image processing.
The first stage of the described software program is of obtaining the ratios calculated during the
structural analysis of a drawing involved in quantifying the results of the test. When assessing a tree drawing the
clinician takes into account a set of objective indicators such as: the position of the tree on the sheet of paper (in
the middle, to the left, to the top, to the bottom), the measurements of the tree trunk, roots, limbs or leaves as
well as the ratio of trunk to crown, of the root to trunk and crown, and the ratio of left side to right side. If these
measurements are precisely quantified they will represent reliable indicators of emotional disorders and the
computer-assisted evaluation will rapidly and automaticaly draw the psychologist’s attention to a potentially
emotionally or intellectually disturbed child.
After scanning and editing the drawings, the segmentation is performed, representing one of the most
important steps in the processing of an image. [4]
In Fig. 1, the image of the tree is shown with the pixels reversed, and in Fig. 2 its binary segmentation is
displayed.

Fig. 1 The image of the tree

Fig. 2 Binary segmentation

The image segmentation refers to the partitioning of an image into its various components. As a result
of segmentation, distinct objects are extracted from the image, regions that satisfy certain criteria of uniformity,
or other elements. For this segmentation the three main parts of a tree: the root, the trunk and the crown must be
taken into account. The division will be followed by measurements in centimeters and by the calculation of the
ratios between the three main parts of the tree. The parameters of the tree drawing and the placement of the
drawing in the graphic space are the first priorities to be answered by our application. Both the position of the
drawn tree on the page and the dimensions of its tree parts make important criteria in the clinician’s decision
concerning the classification of the subject as normal or suspect of psychic problems. For example, if the tree is
placed on the left side of the page, this indicates self-censorship, adjusting difficulties and emotional conflicts.
The application can signalize this to the psychologist automatically.
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The positioning of the tree on the page is an indicator that may be rapidly noticed by a psychologist, yet
the fact that by an automatic evaluation an abnormal or peculiar position may be quickly identified involves the
advantage of a fast intervention.
A more difficult part in the assessment process of the applied Baum Tree is the establishing of the
measurable parameters and of their ratios. The psychological significances of these parameters and proportions
have been clearly and minutely defined. In many cases a certain ratio can have a variety of interpretations. For
instance, if the trunk height is smaller than the crown height this may suggest: idealism, need of valorization and
self-valorization, self-consciousness, enthusiasm, passionate spirit, intellectualism, ambition, spiritual vivacity,
pride, phobia, limited sense of reality, superficiality, versatility, and psychic retard. [2] It is obvious that after the
computer application has identified the disproportion, it is the psychologist or psychiatrist role to identify the
precise psychological significance of the proportion calculated by the computer.
The ratios to be calculated after segmentation and measurements are: the ratio of trunk to crown, the
ratio of root to trunk and crown. For the presented work we have considered so far only the crown and trunk.

Fig 3. Detection of Crown height HC and total tree height HA
If the measurements indicate that the root height is bigger than the sum of the trunk and crown height a
psychic disorder or illness should be taken into account.
Other measurement that may be done regards the dimensions of the tree, the width of the trunk, the
width of the crown, their width to the left or to the right, all these parameters being indicators of a psychological
significance. For example, if the tree is undersized this may signalize psychic immaturity or exhaustion. In any
case it is a rare and abnormal representation which can be identified as early as possible through the software
application.
Another aspect of the drawing which represents criteria in identifying potential psychological
disturbances are related to the shape of branches (one-line or tubular branches), the end of branches (open,
closed), the branch crossing and the visibility of the roots. All these parameters identified through a structural
analysis of the drawing could be calculated by developing the software application described by the present
paper. Developing a software application as an instrument in administrating the Baum Test may become a very
useful tool in the early identification of children’s emotional or psychic disorders, when applied to preschool or
school toddlers by the psychologist of the educational institutions they attend. In Romania, a psychologist may
have to assess the pupils from two or even three schools. It is almost impossible for one psychologist to correctly
evaluate thousands of tests in a time short enough to efficiently identify the potentially disturbed children and to
develop an intervention program to address the identified problems. A computer application based on image
processing can provide the solution for a rapid and precise identification of the drawings displaying deviations
from the normal patterns. It also increases the objectivity of the evaluation, based on ratios and figures which can
be easily associated by the clinician with their psychological significance.
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3

Conclusions

Since the Baum Tree is still frequently used in spite of the critics regarding its subjectivity, a software
application to be an instrument in the drawings assessment can increase the objectivity of the results. The
structural analysis of the drawn tree can be computer assisted which will increase the rapidity of obtaining the
results and of identifying the potential problems. The psychologist or psychiatrist can be given the exact
parameters and ratios for thousands of scanned drawing in a short time. This is not only time-efficient, but also
cost-efficient, not to mention the advantages of identifying potential disorder indicators in a drawing, which will
result in an intervention program as early as possible with great benefits for the patient and his family. The
described application is only in its early stage yet it has proved its potential in becoming a valuable tool. The
structural analysis will be followed by the development of a morphological analysis in order to transform the
present application in a reliable and efficient instrument.
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Abstract
Integrative strategic psychotherapy is a research-informed approach to psychotherapy, organized around
the centrality of the therapeutic relationship. It works with a model of the Self, which integrates several major
theories in a coherent framework based on research in neurobiology and attachment. Integrative strategic
psychotherapy postulates the existence of four components of the self: the proto-self, the core self, the plastic
self and the external self, intersected by six psychological axes: psychodynamic, cognitive, emotional,
existential, transgenerational and biological. In neuroanatomical terms, the brain is constituted of four layers of
neural maps, the Self emerging from neural integration and memory.
Keywords: Integrative psychotherapy, the self, neurobiology, attachment.

1

The Four-Self model

In 1999 Damasio [1] formulated a theory of the self which postulates the existence of a proto-self and a
core self. In our view, the Self contains four components: the proto-self, the core-self, the plastic self and the
external or outer self. The proto-self contains those past influences that were imprinted in early childhood: nonverbal experiences and ready-made patterns, from genetic heritage to the pre-verbal formation of ego parts. The
core self is composed of a series of mental models or schema, generically called core sets. The plastic self refers
to internal maintenance mechanisms, whilst the external self is the interface between the individual and the
outside world.

1.1

The Neurobiology of the Four-Self model

The way infants connect to their caregivers will directly shape the organization of their internal world,
by activation of certain neurons. During the child’s development, these neurons begin more and more to respond
both to external stimuli and to the internally generated images created by the brain itself [2], [3]. The created
neural map contains a mental representation: sensations, images, linguistic representations, etc. In other words,
the pattern of neuron firing within a certain circuit creates a certain type of experience. Therefore, such
experiences, if repeated, create preferential activation or inactivation patterns in the brain, and shape the
structure of the brain in a preferential manner. On the other hand, research suggests that the brain is plastic,
meaning open to continuing influences from the environment during an individual’s entire life [4].
Prior to birth and in the first three years of life there is a genetically driven overproduction of neurons
[3]. This early form of brain development, called experience-expectant process [5] means that synapse formation
needs an amount of environmental stimulation [6]. Experience is encoded as memory in the brain in the form of
mental models or schema [7], in what we call the ‘core self’. Under the influence of different external and
internal stimuli the brain responds through priming [8], retrieving certain memories in response to certain
stimuli. These are the internal causality or maintenance factors contained in the plastic self. These implicit
memories influence the individual’s emotions, behaviours, thoughts or sensations in the here and now, being
able to create vicious circles that reinforce the patterns through the re-activation of responsible brain circuits.
The self emerges from neural integration and memory. Damasio [1] described the proto-self as
consisting of deep structures in the brain representing sensory information from the outside world and the body,
and the core self as the part including the ability of the brain to focus attention on the stimuli that produced the
change in the proto-self. In our view, the core self contains the ‘core sets’ on the six psychological axes
(psychodynamic, cognitive, emotional, existential, transgenerational and biological). Damasio [1] also proposes
a third, higher-order neural structure, called extended consciousness: neural representations of the changes in the
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core self over time. This third-level mental map can also be thought of in terms of internal causality or the plastic
self, including maintenance mechanisms: unconscious dynamics, information processing patterns, emotion
regulation, modalities of dealing with freedom and autonomy, changes in family scripts, and mind-body
connection (alongside the six psychological axes). We also propose a fourth-order neural map (the external
self), responsible for the here-and-now experience of self [3].

1.2

The Four-Self model and attachment theory

The attachment system is ‘genetically imprinted’ in the human brain, but the experiences of the infant
directly shape its organization [3]. In other words, attachment relations shape the proto-self, and the resulting
core self is an output of attachment issues and the core set. In the mind of the child mental states of other
individuals become represented within the neural functioning of the brain [9], leading to the formation of the
core self. The brain perceives and creates representations of the mind of oneself and others [10]. These
representations include thoughts, feelings, perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, intentions and memories: the core set.
The process has been described by various authors using terms such as mentalizing, reflective functioning,
theory of mind and social cognition [3]. These core sets are disturbed in neurologically impaired individuals
[11], suggesting that the development of core sets needs intact neurobiological structures as well as a degree of
collaborative attachments [3]. In the child, the interaction of self with others at a nonverbal, emotional level,
through the output of the right hemisphere of both infant and caregiver becomes mapped in the brain at the level
of core self. According to Damasio [1], the emerging proto-self takes in the signals from caregivers and maps the
changes, leading, together with other factors to the foundation of the core self. Therefore the core self becomes
the second order neural mapping for attachment.
The child’s brain creates a multisensory image of the caregiver’s nonverbal signals [3], revealing the
primary emotional states of the individual’s mind. In other words, the proto-self is primarily non-verbal, while
the core self is a combination of verbal and nonverbal neural maps. This concept is congruent with what
transactional analysis theory describes in terms of scripts (formed primarily at a non-verbal level) and
counterscripts (verbal level). If the child has a secure attachment, than the core self reflects the coherence
between self and others. Secure attachment encourages both individuation and integration or interpersonal
collaboration, so the core self becomes flexible in self-regulation.
Secure attachment, the development of the core self and the integrating role of verbal and non-verbal
processing are fundamental for collaborative interpersonal relationships, in the same time involving the process
of neural integration. In other words, integration is achieved at both intra- and inter-personal level. The firstorder neural maps are contained in the proto-self; the core self consists of second order neural maps, whilst the
third-order neural maps of the plastic self are the result of the way the individual interacts with others. Secure
attachment leads to coherence between the here-and-now [3], core self and the plastic self. Individuals learn
from childhood different adaptive strategies for communicating with others, and these communication patterns
are disrupted in the presence of insecure attachment. Insecure attachment is a fundamental lack of neural
integration within the adult’s brain. The link between the perception of non-verbal cues and brain activation is a
mechanism through which the emotional states of two individuals are coordinated. Thus, a relational state and an
internal state are simultaneously constructed [12]. Inner experience (the plastic self) is organized in this
interactive context.

2. The Four-Self model in connection to other models of the self
Although there is very little consensus when it comes to the nature and status of the self, most
psychotherapies agree that the sense of Self is a fundamental feature of human experience [13]. Zahavi [14]
discussed the self as an experiential dimension: a first-person givenness of experiential phenomena. In other
words, present experiencing of the world depends on prior experiencing of the world. Each major
psychotherapeutic orientation describes the self as a part of a global hologram: accurately but incompletely [15].
The integrative strategic model does not claim to capture ‘the entire hologram’, but takes a step forward toward
the understanding of the complex system that is the human mind.

2.1

Connecting the Four-Self model with psychodynamic theories

Freud defines three parts of the human psyche in terms of id, ego and super-ego [16]. In integrative
strategic terms, the id is contained in the proto-self. In the first few months of infant development, the child is
unresponsive to the demands of reality and first-order neural circuits exist with an excess of synapses, ready to
receive experiences that map neural circuits. The ego extends in the core, plastic and external self, whilst the
super-ego (defined by Freudian psychoanalysis as a successful instance of identification with the parental
agency) is part of the proto-self (at a non-verbal level) and the core self (at a verbal level).
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The collective unconscious, a term coined by Carl Jung, is a part of the unconscious mind, distinct from
the personal unconscious. We believe the collective unconscious may refer to certain preferential neural circuits,
genetically mapped in the human brain. For instance, certain types of reactions from caregivers induce in
children certain types of attachment. The personal unconscious is contained in the core self and the plastic self,
or should we say that both the core sets and the maintenance mechanisms are outside the individual’s awareness.
Actually, the entirety of the proto-self, core self and plastic self should be included in what Jung calls ‘the
shadow’. Jung also introduces the concepts of anima and animus: anthropomorphic archetypes of the
unconscious mind. Anima and animus are connected with the core self and plastic self: as a result of the core set
the individual forms a sexual self-image which is maintained through the mechanisms of the plastic self and
emergent in the external self as various prototypes. Archetypes seem to overlap to what we call genetic heritage
and the influences from the cultural environment, creating archetypal symbols. Archetypes are seen as functions
of the left hemisphere, organizing a very complex system, in which the need for pattern-recognition is
fundamental for coherent brain functioning.
In Winnicottian terms, the Ego is primarily a body Ego [17]. In case of mind and body integration, a
True self emerges, while a False self is characterized by a defensive use of the body relying on the dissociation
of the body from its libidinal vitality. In other words, True self means lively communication between body and
mind, while False self-organization means more attention being paid to the others’ needs instead of own. In
integrative strategic psychotherapy terms, the True Self is the almost equivalent of the proto-self. The aliveness
and creativity Winnicott emphasizes are characteristics of the very early childhood, in which the over-production
of synapses and neurons, expecting for experience [3], [5] create a virgin area in which experiences are mapped.
While the proto-self (or True Self in Winnicott’s terminology) can expand in a creative and healthy way as to
create a core self with a normal and healthy reaction-mode in the right hemisphere, it can also evolve in a
pathological or ‘low-mode’ processing style [3]. Winnicott’s concept of False Self captures a ‘slice’ of what
integrative strategic psychotherapy calls the ‘outer or external self’, emphasizing especially the embodiment of
psychic rigidity (a concept also close to Reich’s ‘body armour’). In our view, the external self is more complex,
and whilst for some individuals bodily reactions predominate, for others the main external manifestations are
faulty cognitions or uncontrolled emotionality. On the other hand, we have to take into account the fact that all
impaired activity leaves its mark on the body: the brain is but a part of the central nervous system. It may well be
that Winnicott captured this element: the mind-body connection demonstrated by current research into
neurobiology. In addition, Winnicott’s True and False Self capture elements from what we call the plastic self,
but while Winnicott believed the True Self is open to constant reconfiguration and the False Self is immobilized
into a dead psychic organization that closes off the future [18], current research shows that the brain is constantly
open to re-organization. Those elements considered immobilized by Winnicott are parts of the core self and the
plastic self (second and third order neural maps), both open to therapeutic re-configuration.
In his book, “The Interpersonal World of the Infant” [19], Stern describes four interrelated senses of
self. The emergent self is the part which forms the basis of the child’s ability to learn and create, largely similar
to what we call the proto-self, with the difference that the proto-self is not seen as a vehicle for learning, but
more for directly absorbing experiences at a non-verbal level, in a way close to what Eric Berne describes as
forming mechanisms for scripts. According to Stern, the core self enables a higher level of organization, being
able to have integrated episodic memories, the infant becoming more aware of own features and making the
distinction between self and the environment. In integrative strategic psychotherapy the core self contains Stern’s
core self, but in addition to attachment experiences we believe other kind of experiences, from biological to
existential, shape the core self. The core self is an array of implicit memory and thus part of the unconscious
realm. Impairments at the level of the core self lead not only to borderline pathology (as stated by Stern), but
also to other clinical entities and sub-clinical or sub-threshold psychological disorders and difficulties.

2.2

Connecting the Four-Self Model with cognitive-behavioural theories

According to social learning theory, children and adults initiate behaviour observed in others. There are
three regulatory systems that control behaviour: antecedents that influence the time and response of behaviour
(in integrative strategic terminology these are components of the ‘core set’), response feedback (in our view
relations with external and internal stimuli) and cognitive functions (components of the ‘plastic self’). Connected
to these regulatory systems is what Bandura calls self-efficacy: the individual’s belief in his/her ability to
succeed in specific situations [20]. Self-efficacy plays a major role in the way the individual approaches goals,
tasks and challenges, being developed from external experiences and self-perception. Thus, self-efficacy is a
function of the plastic self. According to social learning theory, self-concept depends on how people perceive
and interpret their own existence from clues they receive from external sources, focusing on how these
impressions are organized. Success and failure are closely related to the way in which the individual learned to
view herself and her relationship with others. Self-concept is learned, organized and dynamic. This self-concept
refers to the core sets (internal organization of antecedent experience) and the plastic self (dynamic
organization).
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In childhood, people develop certain beliefs about themselves, other people and their worlds [21]. We
believe cognitive theory captures a slice of the core self and the plastic self. In addition to the ‘core beliefs’ and
‘intermediate beliefs’ described by cognitive theory, the self is shaped by other types of experiences: attachment,
biological influences, existential factors, multiculturality, etc. The significant difference between the integrative
strategic concept of core self and the cognitive concept of core beliefs is that the core self is not necessarily
shaped at a cognitive level, but the primary forces involved in the manifestations of the external self can be of
emotional, existential, biological, systemic or cultural nature.

2.3

Connecting the Four-Self Model with humanistic/existential theories

Transactional analysis theory proposes the existence of three ego states, known as the Parent-AdultChild (PAC) model. The Parent state is one in which individuals behave, feel and think in response to an
unconscious mimicking of how parents and parental figures acted or how they interpreted their parents’ actions.
In our view, the Parent ego-state extends at both the level of the proto-self (nonverbal mimicking) and the core
self (verbal learning). The Adult ego-state processes information in the here-and-now, therefore being congruent
to what integrative strategic psychotherapy calls the outer or external self. The Child ego-state is the one in
which individuals behave, feel and think similarly to how they did in childhood. The Child ego-state is also
contained in the proto-self and the core-self.
According to logotherapy theory, human beings are natural, integrated beings with three basic
dimensions: somatic, mental and spiritual or noetic (dimensional ontology) [22]. At the centre of logotherapy
stands the idea that human beings have a ‘will to meaning’. The psyche is seen as being-in-the world,
psychological difficulties being conceived in terms of an individual’s closeness to his/her world. The human
being has various possibilities in relating to the world, and mental illness is the privation, blocking or
constriction of these potentialities. In other words, there is a restriction at the level of the proto-self or core-self.
Most Daseinanalysts reject the notion of unconscious, but accept the idea that human beings may close
themselves off to certain aspects of their world. We believe this is mostly a question of terminology. Although
the term transference is also rejected, logotherapy admits that clients are open to some aspects of the people they
encounter in their world and closed to others and this openness and closedness is extended to their relationships
with their therapists [22]. In our view, this concept is closely connected to that of enactments.
According to integrative strategic psychotherapy, logotherapy captures the existential aspects of the
core self, plastic self and external self. In addition, existential difficulties are seen as the result of insufficient
individualisation and faulty relationships with caregivers, both at a verbal and non-verbal level.
Psychodrama views the human being from a relational stance. People are born into a social atom (a
necessary number of people in the individual’s life) [23]. Individuals bring with them their social atoms
wherever they go, and every time they enter a group, they bring with them the roles they played in their model
group social atom and the role relationships that were established there. This concept is similar to those of
transference, scripts, games and enactments, which are part of the inner causality in the plastic self. People
replicate the roles they played in their first social atom and often unconsciously recreate these in relationships
with other group members [23]. In our view, this is an unconscious function of the core self and the proto-self.
According to Gestalt theory, contact is defined in terms of contact-withdrawal cycles: the dynamics
driving human behaviour reside not only inside the individual, but also in the environment. Contact interrupting
refers to the interaction between the individual and the world, at the level of inventing, moment by moment, the
relationship of the two to one another. When the creative adjusting of person and environment is interfered with
or impeded by fixed, habitual mechanisms of contact or by inhibited forms of contact, the Gestalt formation
becomes rigid and petrified, and thus less and less capable of accommodating novel situations [24]. According to
integrative strategic therapy, the core sets and the maintenance mechanisms in the plastic self are responsible for
the ‘rigid and petrified Gestalt formation, under the influence of external stimuli. The basic sense of self is a
phenomenon of this field, co-constructed by the individual and the environment. This concept is congruent to our
definition of the plastic self, in that the plastic self is dynamic and constantly shaped by the environment, due to
neural plasticity.
According to person-centred psychotherapy, individuals are always influenced by key figures in
childhood, and when these are negative influences, they develop a deeply rooted negative self-concept [25]. In
other words, the proto-self is influenced by non-verbal cues and the core-self by verbal communication with the
caregivers. The conditioned nature of human beings is expressed in the theory of the conditions of worth.
Healthy living implies relating to others in a balanced manner, meaning maintaining one’s autonomous self in
relation with others, not being absorbed by others and not isolating oneself. This largely depends on caregivers’
positive unconditional regard of the infant. We might say that person-centred therapy captures the affective
aspects of the self. Person-centred approaches to the self emphasize the process rather than the structure. The
Self is seen is being fluid and flexible – a concept concordant to our concept of plastic self.
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3. What do we know?
As we’ve already seen in discussing the Four-Self model in relation to various other models of the self
and theoretical orientations, there are different views on the human psyche, generally capturing one aspect or
another from the complexity of the human mind. Still, all therapeutic orientations seem to agree (even if they use
different terminologies) on the following: 1. Humans have a ’self’, meaning a way of observing the environment
from a subjective perspective, being at the same time immersed in and individualized from the outer
environment (various theories of the Self); 2. Human brains are complex systems; 3. Human brains are plastic
and constantly shaped by experience; 4. There are antecedents that become ’imprinted’ in the human mind, no
matter if we call them proto-self and core self, attachment bonds, learning patterns, ego states, and so on; 5.
Intrapsychic phenomena are anchored in infancy, at a verbal and/or non-verbal level, maintained through internal
mechanisms and reinforced by the environment (map and territory, Gestalt fields and contact cycles, ABC
theory, etc); 6. There is a link between the present (here-and-now) thoughts, behaviours, feelings, somatic
reactions, etc, and past experiences; 7. Individuals live in a world shaped by relationships: relationships with the
self, with others and with the world as a whole; 8. Human interactions are complex and depend on the
individual’s subjectivity and the interplay between humans (including concepts like transference,
countertransference, enactments, psychological games, contact interruption, etc); and 9. Humans have the need
to organize the world in order to comprehend it- hence various terminologies, therapeutic schools and
approaches.
In Lewis Carroll’s book, “Alice in Wonderland”, there is a scene in which all the characters fall into a
lake. In order to help them dry out, the Dodo Bird decides to organize a contest: everybody must run around the
lake until they are dry. Nobody was supposed to keep the time. In the end, when the Dodo Bird was asked who
won, the bird thought about it for a long time and then said: Everybody won and all must have prizes. In 1936,
Rosenzweig [26] used the same phrase in relation to the efficacy of various psychotherapeutic approaches, and
since then the equality in the efficacy of psychotherapies is known under the name of ‘Dodo Bird effect’.
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Abstract
The paper is intended to present an analysis of new theories regarding the leadership and the
management and to promote a new concept, that of “Leadership in the mirror”. An organization that intends to
“grow up new leaders” is good to hire managers according to the type of leadership they intend to implement.
There is a great difference between manager and leader. The first one faces complexity and the second one faces
changes, grouping characteristic activities of management and leadership. Every action system implies taking the
decision about what has to be done, creating relations between people; relations that may lead to the fulfilment of
a common plan, and then the essay to assure those people are doing their job. Every person realizes these three
actions in different ways.
Keywords: leadership in the mirror, leading, manager, decision, interpersonal relations.

1

Leadership and management

The leader is defined as a person who rules over or who has great influence inside some social groups of
different sizes. The leader leads and takes decisions. There is a clear distinction between the formal leader, the
person in the leading function assigned in an institutional way (institutional leader) and the informal leader, the
person who has the highest influence inside groups (unofficial leader). In a lot of situations, achieving high
performances and a climate that generates satisfaction supposes that the formal leader coincides to the informal
leader.
The leadership expresses one’s ability to determine the others to participate in a certain way, being a
process of orientation of some people by means of communication and convictions and a complex of elements
that regards the trust in the people going to the same direction, the mission of the analysed system, the collective
decision and the motivation of human resources.
The management activity supposes leadership, being more complex than this one, which is limited and
determinate by the personal characteristics of the leader, the climate from the organization and the business
environment. Inside a group, the leader has a privileged status and his influence in receiving the message will be
felt. At the group level, the leadership and the influence are according to communication, which can be:
horizontal – between the group members which have the same status or a similar one or vertical – between
different persons from the status point of view (can be descendent – from the leader to the subordinate, or
ascendant – from the subordinate to the leader).
The leaders’ role, of influent persons, is that of being mediator between a group’s opinion and the
collective information spread by mass-media. Leaders are like linking parts between communication means and
the team’s opinion by: having authority among the group’s project, the relations settled with the leaded ones and
by influencing the behaviour of the group’s members. In receiving and sending messages, the group leader has a
great influence, the communication facilitated by him being more rapid and efficient. Inside the group will be
received messages from people with high, privileged, recognized status and messages from people with low
statues are received very difficult or not at all.
The leaders represent crucial points of communication inside a group. Communication is an important
characteristic of groups, together with self-organization, conformity, unity, efficiency etc. The leadership appears
when a group of people gathers and unifies their efforts in order to achieve a common goal. Because in a
company are a formal organization and an informal one, that are often sensitively different, the informal leaders
may not identify with the managers, with the persons with leading positions in the company.
Leadership is a part of management, is the ability of convincing the others to search to achieve defined
targets, gives coherence to a group and motivates it to achieve goals. Management activities such as: planning,
organization and taking decision are inactive germs until the leader releases the power of motivation in people
and guides them to certain targets.
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The managers are the ones who administrate the structures of the organization and, activities and people
linked to it; they are present especially in the intermediary levels of the organization; they interlace execution
activities with management acts. The activities are 80% organization and 20% management!
The leaders are present at the grounds of the organization (imagining that it has a pyramidal structure),
their essential role being that of direct human influence, inside group activity (the leader is related to group’s
activity; both the formal leader and the informal one are not to be imagined beside the direct action from inside
the group1 1. The activities are 80% management and 20% organization!
We are used when we talk about managers to think of those persons who have to administrate resources
(human, financial, material, informational etc.) of a business, a project or a program, of a department, a group or
an organization. According to the social, economic and politic situation, to the hierarchic position and to specific
tasks the manager has, it is possible that not his administrator capacities are important, but those of a leader.
The director of an organization (the general manager) who is also the main shareholder has to be a
leader, an entrepreneur. They often tend to insufficiently lead while they excessively administrate. The managers
are people who “do what they have to do”, while the entrepreneurs are people who “do what they do, as they
have to do”, that is efficiently.
A leader manager will lead using communication, visions, insuring the group’s direction of the action;
an administrator manager will lead by action and direct participation, by strict rules and with reduced vision. The
manager has to develop and to promote a politics based on a communication system that will allow him the
permanent adjustment of structures and of the organizational process at the conditions that are in permanent
changing. Moreover, by his negotiator role, that of promoter of the organizational politics and sender of this
politics, the manager has to form and to keep a very useful informational network for the fulfillment of the
internal politics of the company. Modern management is based on communication – that is considered to be a
vital component of any organization; without a good communication relation between the manager and the
subordinate there cannot be any progress in the company. The manager is the person who applies management
functions, according to the tasks, competences and responsibilities given to the function he has.
Managers have activities from the management functions: they word and apply development strategies,
they make the forecast and the plans; they organize and coordinate work; they insure a proper climate to
performance – that motivate the employees; they take care of the growing of the management’s act efficiency;
they promote communication with the employees, with the customers and with the suppliers; they develop
strategic relations.
Managers are linked to some action verbs: to do, to develop, to interfere, to manage, to control, to
correct etc. Managers do not administrate balance states, but dynamic phenomena; they do not search to maintain
an existent situation if it is not profitable.
Leaders are linked to the verb to change. It is one of their characteristics the fact that they can identify
the correct hierarchy priorities, that they can act efficiently in interdisciplinary domains having a high degree of
uncertainty, taking risks and finding solutions by uniting their collaborators efforts.
The leader has to be seen as an assembly of attributes of the role the person has in a group, and at
group’s level, as an interaction process. Gary Johns2, without denying the importance of individual
characteristics in getting a prestigious position, believes that other two factors are determining the leading
characteristics: “in reality, the leader exists according to the need of a group of people, according to the nature of
the situation where this group is trying to act”. The existence of a leader comes not from personal qualities but
from the nature of the group and the real situation he is part of.
Leadership solves the changes problem. One of the reasons for which leadership has become so
important lately is due to the fact that the business world has become more and more complex and volatile.
Sudden technological changes, the growth in international competition, the irregularity of markets, the
overproduction in intensive industries, the fragile in cartel oil, the manipulation of actions on stock markets, the
demographic changes on manpower markets are some of the factors that contribute to these changes. Fulfilling
the same task as yesterday or by 5% better do not represent a success formula on long term. Major changes are
more and more important in order to survive and to efficiently compete in this new environment. More changes
require more leadership.
Management firstly deals with the complexity of the problems. The practices and the management
procedures have given an answer to one of problems of the xx-st century: the appearance of bigger and bigger
organizations. Without a good management, complex companies tend to become very difficult to handle and
chaotic. A competitive management assures the order and consistency necessary to some essential attributes of
the organization such as quality and profitability of products, by planning and settling the budget – choosing
immediate objectives or of future targets, deciding the steps in order to fulfill these targets and giving the
resources in order to fulfill the planned plan.
1

Dumitru Iacob, Diana-Maria CismaruInteligent organization 10 themes of organizations management, Bucureşti, Ed.
Comunicare.ro, 2002, p.82.
2
Gary Johns, Organizational behavior, Ed. Economică, Bucureşti, 1998, p.37.
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The leader will conduct the organization by constructive changes, starting with creating an image (a
vision) on the future (the faraway future), by choosing a direction together with the implemented strategies for
the necessary changes in order to fulfill what they have imagined.
The manager develops the capacity to fulfill his plan by organizing production and personnel – creating
an organizational structure and projecting new working posts; by designating for those posts some qualified
persons, by communicating the plan to those people, by devolving responsibilities in order to fulfill the plan and
by planning the system in order to implement it.
The leader’s equivalent activity is ranging the people. This means to communicate the direction of
action to those people which can form a team, which can understand the plan and which can be involved in its
fulfillment.
The manager assures the fulfillment of the plan by controlling and solving problems – by confronting
the obtained results with the planed ones as far as details are concerned, both the formal and the informal ones,
by reporting, through meetings or other methods, by identifying errors; by planning and organizing problem
solver. For the leader, the vision fulfillment requires motivation, involvement and the employment - the
continuation of ranging people on the settled direction in spite of the major obstacles on the changing way,
appealing to what seem to be of most importance, without neglecting people necessities, their values and
emotions. A careful examination of every enunciated activity will lead to the qualities a leader must have, the
settling of a direction being very important in planning and in budget determination.
As far as leadership’s function is to produce changes, setting the direction of this change is a
fundamental activity for the leader. Choosing the direction is not always the same with the planning – not with
the planning on long term, even though people often confound with these terms. The planning is a management
process, of deductive nature, meant to lead to common results and not to the change.
Differences between managers and leaders – Chart 1.
MANAGER
 administrates;
 is conduct by a vision;
 short term vision;
 does things as he has to;
 maintains the business;
 is concentrated on the system and on the
structure;
 asks how and when;
 is concentrated on the role;
 directs and controls;
 Points out mistakes and weak points.

LEADER
 innovates;
 leads by vision;
 long term vision;
 does what he has to;
 develops the business;
 is focused on persons;
 asks what and why;
 is concentrated on people;
 motivates and inspires;
 Points out strong points.

Choosing a direction is an inductive action. The leaders gather a complete set of information and search
for ways, relations and links that can explain and forecast the evolution of some situations. Fixing the direction
in leadership does not lead to plans, but create images and strategies. These describe a business, a technology or
a cultural environment for the organization on what it has to become in a long period of time and formulates a
possible way to target this. Most discussions about images tend to degenerate in mysticism. This implies that an
image (a vision) is something mysterious, not even talented people hope to have it. Managing to guide the
business in good directions is neither magnetism nor mysticism. It is a difficult process of gathering and
analysing the information. The persons who will create such images (such visions) are not magicians, they have
strategic thinking and they are ready to take risks.
Neither images nor strategies have to be very innovative. Efficient images about business are usually
common and consist of well-known ideas. The combination or the shaping of the idea may be new.

2

Group’s dynamic and leadership

The organization, according to its characteristics can create the leader, can assure the ascendance of the
person it needs or can be formed along the boss. In both situations, this process cannot be understood but in the
dynamic terms of the group. In this dynamic are three dimensions of group’s behaviour and of the person,
different from case to case: every person wants to satisfy some personal needs, to solve some tensions of
interpersonal nature, to maintain his equilibrium; most needs can be satisfied only in relation with other people
or with groups of people; for each person to use for his personal sake the relations with other persons represent
an active process: there is a positive correlations between “the desire” to satisfy the needs and the variety of
interpersonal relations a person has. The leader has to understand what he is expected to do, that he has to be
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according to what group’s requirements. If the leader’s behaviour modifies more or less, the group’s behaviour is
constrainedly to certain behaviour schemes by the group’s nature.
If the group is heterogeneous, having distant and unfamiliar relations, then the interactions are reduced,
and group’s activity is low. If the group is united, uniform, informal, then his interactional capacity grows, and
the effectively also grows.
The characteristics of a leader – necessary and efficient in a group or in a situation can be totally
different of another leader, in a different environment. A person, who has real leader qualities, as an employee in
a strong organization, will prove reduced ability in a less structured organization, a more democratic one. A
person who proves to be liable in a situation that requires deliberation and planning can be less liable in a
situation that requires immediate action. Someone who is efficient in a group with friendly and co operant
climate becomes inefficient in a hostile environment. While groups can be similar in structure and functioning,
they can also have strong elements of identity and particularity.
Almost each member of a group can become a leader as far as he is fit for the position. Different
situations give the opportunity to different people to advance. If the situations need different persons for the
leading position, means that the same person in different situations is going to have different power and
efficiency levels.
The situations study allows controlling them. If leader’s stability in behavior is a leading characteristic,
changing the behaviour style in according situations is not a less important indicator of the leading capacity. If
we want to realize the capacity or the incapacity to lead, we have to study the situations in relation to behavior’s
relations.
This is why it is usually required to a young person, in order to become a boss to leave his community
of origin. Even if he has failed in certain circumstances, the person has learned certain types of situations. If he
finds himself again in similar situations, he will manage to control them. This points out that a person capable to
lead in certain situations will manage to lead in similar situations, and the use of the same leading techniques in
different situations where that technique is not fit, will be a failure.
The possibility to control the situation is the capacity to sense the similarities and the differences of the
present situation in other situations. The more experience a leader has, the less he risks to lose his authority and
his prestige, if he keeps his mobility and his mental ability.
A complete lay-out for the situation’s research presumes the word “situation” with at least four
categories of determinants of leader’s behaviour: the structure of interpersonal relations inside the group, group’s
categories, total culture’s characteristics where the group exists from where the group members are and the task
the group has to fulfill3. The environments from where the group members come from, as well as the
environment where the group acts will hall-mark its member’s behaviour. Habits, attitudes, acting ways and
material culture that influence the person, determine its behaviour in different circumstances. The dynamic of
group interactions, especially when the group confronts new tasks, is determined by the environment
characteristics from where his members come from. The situation plays an important part while determining the
leading type, without having the exclusiveness of type determination. It is difficult to settle a standard of
situations where a person can become a leader, as it is difficult to settle a type of standard personality for the
leader.
A difference between a democratic leader and an authoritarian one is described in chart 2:
Differentiation criteria, types of leaders – Chart 2.
DIFFERENTIATION
CRITERIA
Behavior
Actions coordination

3

DEMOCRATE LEADER

AUTHORITARIAN LEADER

Unconventional
Powerful correlation between
the future vision and the
motivation to lead

Conventional, according to existing norms

The source of power

Personal power, based on
experience, respect and
admiration

The relation between
leader and subordinate

Exemplary, a good leading in
any situation

Weak correlation between objectives and the
leading motivation
Personal power and specific power to the position
the person has inside the leading system (based on
positive and negative motivation, on fear,
experience and sometimes sympathy from his
counterpart)
Constraints the subordinates to sympathize with his
vision

Michel Bland, Communicating Out Of a Crisis, MacMillan, 1998, pp. 127-129.
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The limits of communication approach on the grounds of personal features have determined specialists’
orientation in management towards other variables in order to characterize a successful leader. Analyzing the
attitude (the behavior) the leaders have, the conduct types sustain the idea that an efficient leader can help the
subordinates fulfill their tasks in two ways: by attention upon the tasks the subordinates have to accomplish
(orientation towards tasks); by care for the subordinates (orientation towards people).
The lately research have sustained that it does not exist “the best” leading style, any style can be
efficient or inefficient according to the situation. The theory of leading according to the situation is based on the
interaction between all the interactions emitted (behaviour oriented towards tasks) (1), social-emotional support
(behaviour based on relations) offered by the leader (2) and “the maturity” level the subordinate have in fulfilling
a task, a function or an objective the leader waits to be fulfilled either by an individual or by the entire group (3).
Inside the leading theory according to the situation, “maturity” is defined as the coordinated person’s
capacity to settle difficult but achievable objectives (achievement motivation), the wish and the ability to acquire
individual or groups’ responsibilities, education or experience. These maturity variables have to be considered
only in relations with the task that has to be fulfilled. An individual/ a group are not mature or immature in an
absolute sense. People have different maturity degrees according to the task’s specific, to the objective or to the
function the leader wants to fulfill.
Efficient leaders have to know well the personnel in order to change their abilities and to better act. In
the meantime, the subordinates, either like individual either like a group, adopt their own behaviour types or
their own types of action, such as norms, habits etc. A leader can use a certain style for a group and in the same
time has to differently behave from one individual to another one, because they have different maturity levels.
The leadership in the mirror in a new concept based on personal observations that starts from a study
done during 10 years upon 50 persons initially subordinates, in leading positions nowadays. We have grouped
the 50 persons in 2 subordinates’ categories:
The up-and-coming subordinates, inventive, difficult to lead, with managing abilities, with
initiative, with personal approach in solving the tasks, generally having problems in the
relation with the hierarchic leaders most of them “democratic leaders”;
The Yes-man subordinates, methodic, punctual, scrupulous, excellent executants – fulfilling
exactly the dispositions of the hierarchic leaders generally “authoritarian leaders”.
Leadership in the mirror – Chart 3
Initial situation: subordinated leaded
by a leader:
authoritarians
%
Up and coming
Yes-man

50

democratic
%
50
-

Actual situation: who became leaders
authoritarians
%
6
46

authoritarians
%
44
4

Once in leading positions in their departments, the type of leader has been different. 88% from the first
category and 8% from the second category have become “democratic leaders”, while 12% from the first category
and 92% from the second category have become “authoritarian leaders”. Both groups preferred to work with
subordinates that seemed to their initial profile, having relational problems when meeting personalities from the
other category. We pointed that the leading style of new leaders has been majorly influenced by the ones who
initially leaded. An organization that wants to grow up new leaders is better to hire managers according to the
leadership that wants to implement.
Most organizations need to develop the leadership capacity. Successful organizations do not wait for the
leaders to form themselves in time. Successful organizations search for leaders and expose them to atypical
situations that are meant to develop this potential. Helped by a careful attention, education and correct
encouragement, more persons can be leaders inside organizations.
While improving the leader capacity of some employees, organizations do not have to forget that a
strong leadership, joined by a weak management it is not efficient, sometimes being even worse than the
opposite. The true performance is represented by combining a strong leadership with a strong management and,
eventually their reciprocal compensation. Not anyone can be in the same time a good leader and a good manager.
Some persons have the capacity to become excellent managers, but not powerful leaders. Others have good
potential for being leaders, but have difficulties in becoming efficient managers. Visionary organizations
consider as valuable both categories and make great efforts to join them.
When people have to be trained for leading positions, a lot of companies ignore the recent specialty
literature that explains why people cannot be very good managers and authentic leaders. When an organization
understands the fundamental differences between leadership and management, this can being to train people for
leading positions by taking into consideration both aspects.
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It is a big difference between the manager and the leader. The first faces complexity while the second
one faces changes, grouping characteristic activities of management and leadership. Each action system implies
taking the decision about what has to be done, creating relations between people, creating relations that can lead
to the fulfillment of a common plan, and then the essay to assure that these people do what they have to do.
Everyone fulfills these three tasks in a different manner.
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The personality of under-officer firemen and
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Abstract
The present paper shows that the under-officer firemen and civil protection from Romania have a
mainly extrovert orientation as far as the orientation is concerned, they sensuously perceive the information from
the environment, they take decisions based on feelings and they have attitudinally planned orientation. The
author states a few recommendations for an adapted management to the characteristics of employees’
personality.
Keywords: under-officer fireman and civil protection, dominant functions of personality

1

Introduction

Human resources represent the first strategic resources of an organization, in the new informational
society the human capital replacing the financial capital as a strategic resource. The success of an organization,
its competitiveness degree, start from the premises that people are the most important eligible of an organization
and that they constitute a particular potential that has to be understood, motivated and involved as much as
possible in the accomplishment of the objectives the organization have [1].
In the opinion of C. G. Jung [2], the general structure of the personality is the resultant of the way the
pulsional energies of the subconscious are focusing, that contains the entire potential of the human being. This
can be done on two fundamental directions: towards the external world or towards the internal world, following
two types of personalities – the extrovert and the introvert. This example emphasizes important aspects of the
generalized attitude of a person towards itself and towards its environment, as well as the type of social relations
he/she is inclined to.
To the dimension extraversion-introversion, Jung adds two psychological functions, polarizes two by
two: thinking-sentiment (affect), sensation-intuition.
The thinking (G) and the affect (Af) are two alternative ways to issue valuable reasons upon a reality
that is on the grounds of some decisional reasoning. The thinking is based on the assignment of meaning to some
content, on a logical analysis, on the rational evaluation of alternatives, on the calculus of advantages and
disadvantages etc. The affect represents the result of appreciation of affective value of the alternatives that leads
to the acceptance or to the rejection of some content.
The sensation (S) and the intuition (I) are complementary ways of taking out information about reality.
The “sensation” type is predominantly interested on details, on concrete and can fail on the interception of the
whole. The “intuition” type synthesized the information, is not preoccupied by details and does not discover the
way the content has appeared.
The determination of the psychological type of the subject offers the possibility for the analyst to better
distinguish the value system and to better perceive the world of the person in discussion. The types describe the
personality and sometimes determine the job the person will choose or the person he/she will marry with.
The purpose of this research is to analyze the personalities of the employees who are under-officer
firemen.
The following hypothesis has been issued: We suppose that there is an association between the function
of under-officer fireman and civil protection and the motivation for work of those that are doing it.

2
2.1

Methodology
Participants
20 subjects (95% men, Mage=31.4 years old) that represent a shift of the Firemen Brigade from Resita –
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intervention subunit of the General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations “Semenic”, Caras-Severin,
subordinated to the General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations from Romania, that is organized and
functions for the prevention, leading, control, follow-up and handling of emergency situations, on risk types
from attribution. The under-officer firemen and civil protection fulfil the main purposes of the institution: life,
possessions and environment defence against fire and disasters as well as the accomplishment of civil protection
and handling of emergency situations measures [3], [4].

2.2

Instruments and procedure

The questionnaire Myers Briggs Type Indicators (M.B.T.I) has been developed by Isabel Briggs Myers
starting from the theories of the psychologist C.G. Jung beginning in 1940. The typological inventory MBTI has
32 items with two options “a” and “b” and defines 16 types of personality that result from the combination of
two ways of: predominant orientation of personality: extraversion-introversion (E-I), perception/reception of
information: sensorial-intuitive (S-N), judgement/taking decision: sentimental-rational (F-T), attitudinal
orientation towards the world: planned-spontaneous (J-P).
Data gathering has been done by the psychologist Cristina Chirila during February-March 2012, at the
institution. The theme has been presented and the managers and the subject were asked for approval in order to
fill up the essays.

3

Results

Fig. 1 - Representation of frequencies of the predominant orientation ways of the personality
Data from Fig. 1 shows that most of the firemen are extroverted. They are connected to the external
world, they prefer oral communication, they develop ideas in conversations, they better learn by doing or by
discussing, they have a variety of interests, they are sociable and expressive and they easily take initiative at
work or in relations.

Fig. 2 - Representation of the perception/reception ways of information frequencies
Data from Fig. 2 shows that most of the firemen are sensorial. They are oriented towards present reality,
factual and concrete, focused on what is real and actual. They observe and remember well the details, they
advance attentively and careful towards a conclusion, they understand ideas and theories by practice and they
believe in experience.
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Fig. 3 - Representation of frequencies of judgement ways, taking decisions
Data from Fig. 3 shows that most of the firemen are sentimental. They often use empathy, they are
guided by personal values, they evaluate the decisions impact on humans, they tend to harmony and positive
interactions, they have a lot of compassions and they may seem without will.

Fig. 4 - Representation of frequencies of attitudinal orientation ways towards the world
Data from Fig. 4 shows that most of the firemen are planned. They live according to some detailed
planning, they are meticulous; they make long term plans and short term plans; they like things clearly settled
and they try to avoid problems that may appear in the last moment.
In order to test this hypothesis, we used nonparametric statistical techniques, the χ 2 (hi square)
technique in order to identify the associations that may exist between the two nominal variables.
Tab. 1 - Presentation of the Nonparametric Correlation Coefficients
Personality’s predominant orientation function
The function of perception/reception of information
The function of judgement, of taking decision
The function of attitudinal orientation towards the world

4

χ 2 = 17.15
χ 2 = 16.31
χ 2 = 14.46
χ 2 = 13.35

p <.001 şi df = 2
p <.001 şi df = 2
p <.001 şi df = 2
p <.01 şi df = 2

Discussions and conclusions

The study has shown that most of the firemen are extroverted. As far as the association of these two
variables is concerned, we say that any profession that involves the application of protection measures for the
people in case of emergency situations speaks about the orientation towards the external environment these
persons have. Actions of saving people cannot be fulfilled (especially in critical situations) except the interest on
the present situation they live in (fires, disasters, calamities, other dangers) and besides the interest towards the
human. That is why; it is good that the managers of the civil protection structures to select those candidates that
have such an orientation towards the world.
It is also good that the managers stimulate their employees’ extraversion by:
Respecting the firemen preference for oral communication – including at the working place;
Promoting the discussions inside the team work and developing the ideas in this way
By organizing teambuilding activities in a way to involve both discussions and practical activities.
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The study shows that most of the firemen are sensorial. As far as the association between these two
variables, we say that defeating the life, the goods and the environment against fires and disasters, as well as the
application of civil protection measures and the handling of emergency situations suppose a clear orientation
towards present objective reality, towards factual and concrete data, towards significant details.
The fires, the disasters and the emergency situation are objective realities for the person who interferes
for their limitation. For other professions they may represent the subject of a news (for example the journalists),
of a discussion, of a scientific research, a professional interference upon a victim (medical employees, social
assistants, psychologists), but not of intervention in a situation in order to modify it.
We consider that the accomplishment of professional competence of under-officer firemen and civil
protection cannot be accomplished only on the theoretic level. This noble profession supposes a lot of physical
activity, some habits and practical abilities that cannot be touch but by observance and details remembrance,
prudent progression towards a conclusion, ideas and theories understanding by practice and experience.
It is good that the managers of civil protection structure select those candidates who present such a way
of receiving information.
The data of the study have shown that most of the firemen are sentimental. We consider as normal this
tight association, especially due to the fact that operations of personalized salvation (of people, of goods and of
the environment) mean an altruist behavior – accomplished to the benefit of the others. Any altruistic behavior is
based on the empathy and on the compassion towards the victims, potential victims and the other persons
involved in the situation; in the professional activity the firemen evaluate the impact of decisions upon people.
Are not at random authentic heroic acts in this profession, in any country and in any times. Frequently,
firemen jeopardize their lives to save other lives and they consider to have done their job. To be a fireman it does
not mean only a role and a social status, or just to properly fulfil responsibilities from the job description. We
consider that being a fireman means the completion of the professional calling, means a life guided by harmony
and positive interactions.
Managers may enhance this way of thinking/taking decisions by promoting some organizational values
and norms substantiated on humanistic values: respect for the human and for life, devotion, loyalty, trust,
responsibility, care etc.
The research has shown that most of the firemen are planned. The variables association is a fair
consequence of the specific organization of the institutional structures of military type, where the activities’
planning is made on long term and on short term and is detailed, careful and very clear settled. Firemen are
trying to avoid problems that may appear on the last moment, for example not to start the intervention cars or the
water installations.
The firemen brigadiers and the other commandants have to be sure that the material resources they have
(fire extinguishers, cars foaming, ladders, platforms, water tanks etc) properly function at any times.
It is also good for the firemen and civil protection managers to attach great importance to the clear
planning of activities for every employee, in order not to create syncope at the working place. It is necessary that
management activities at all levels respect the attitudinal planned orientation towards the people of those who
act, of those who concretize the strategies, the principles, the objectives and the mission of the General
Inspectorate for Emergency Situations from Romania.
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Abstract
The research shows a strong association between the types and the intensity of firemen need and wish
for the working place (p<.001). The paper presents ways used by the managers of under-officer firemen that
may satisfy the most motivational factors for work: the need for safety and the need for continuous updating.
Keywords: under-officer firemen and civil protection, motivation for work

1

Introduction

From the perspective of work psychology, motivation is defined as the sum of internal and external
energies that initiate, guide and sustain an effort oriented towards organizational objectives, which will
simultaneously satisfy the individual needs.
The effort is a quantitative measure of intensity; a very well-motivated employee will have a sustained
activity at the working place. Anyway, not all the intense efforts lead to performance at the working place. The
employee has to conduct his efforts in order to fulfil the organizational targets, these constituting the qualitative
component of the effort, which gives him value. The more the personal objectives are closer to the organizational
ones, the more the effort will contribute to the results the organization expects. The unranging of these objectives
will lead to weak performances at work [1].
In literature are a lot of motivation classifications. It is well known the classification A. Maslow is
doing. Maslow [2] says that the understanding of human personality starts with the concept of experience
identity and considers that the main dynamic factors of personality are the motivational ones. A need represents
a state of stress linked to a necessity, is oriented towards an object category and impulses the person to search for
the balance. Maslow [2] says that the structure and the function of these necessity states are responsible with the
personality’s development. As far as Maslow considers, the needs as dynamic structures of personality are
organized and scaled in a pyramidal structure with five levels – named the needs pyramid. These needs are:
physiological, for safety, for affiliation, for consideration and continuous updating.
The purpose of this research is the measure of motivation for work of persons which are. The following
idea has been issued: We suppose there is a link between the function of under-officer firemen and civil
protection and the motivation for work of persons who are doing it.

2
2.1

Methodology
Participants

20 subjects (95% men, Mage=31.4 years old) that represent a shift of the Firemen Brigade from Resita –
intervention subunit of the General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations “Semenic”, Caras-Severin,
subordinated to the General Inspectorate for Emergency Situations from Romania. The under-officer firemen
and civil protection fulfill the main purposes of the institution, the goods and the environment against fires and
disasters as well as the accomplishment of civil protection measures and handling of emergency situations [3],
[4].

2.2

Instruments and procedures

The questionnaire “Maslow Pyramid” (MbM) measures the internal motivation of every person,
following the conceptual terms of human motivation stated by Abraham Maslow. The questionnaire has been
made for the managers to find out what the employees want, what motivates them at the working place: the need
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for safety, the need for social and for affiliation, the need for self-esteemed and the need for updating. All these
four level of importance: from very important to not at all important, insignificant.
The questionnaire has 20 statements and the subjects are invited to answer by encircling the letter they
consider best represent what they think, using the following key: C=completely true and correct, M=almost true
and correct, P=partially true and correct, S=little true and correct, N=untrue and completely incorrect. The
answers are rating on Lickert scale from 5 to 1 and then are counting the answers belonging to every need.
Data gathering has been done by the psychologist Cristina Chirila and took place during FebruaryMarch 2012, at the institution. The theme has been presented and the managers and the subject were asked for
approval in order to fill up the essays.

3

Results

Chart 1. Representation of development levels for the motivational needs at the working place
Data from chart 1 show that most of the subjects are motivated a lot by the need of safety and security.
From the working point of view, we often speak about the economical safety, about a comfortable standard of
living and about the safety feeling. The need for safety and health are probably especially important only for
those employees who are likely to lose their job as a result of inacceptable performance or of other conditions
that do not depend on them (that transgress them).
On the second place as far as motivational elements at the working place are concerned is the need of
updating at a moderate level. At the working place, the firemen do their best.
In order to test this hypothesis, we used nonparametric technical statistics, the technique of χ2 (hi
square) in order to identify the links between two nominal variables.
Tabel 1. Presentation of the nonparametric correlation coefficients
Work motivation

4

χ2 = 58.6

p <.001 şi df = 3

Discussions and conclusions

Statistic results show that the need for safety and security is very high, the civil firemen being very
motivated in obtaining the economical security, a comfortable standard of living and a safety feeling.
The need for social environment and affiliation moderately motivates the civil firemen because they
have to work together a lot, in a team where each of them has his place and his role very well defined. This
specific organization of work implies a solid communication, very good interpersonal relations and this is why it
continuously satisfies the wish of the firemen to work together and to belong to the team.
On the other side, the need of self-esteemed moderately motivates civil firemen, who are searching at
the working place for the feeling that they are important. The nature of the profession as a fireman has a high
importance in every community. The social status of a fireman never loses itself at the exit of the institution,
when the work finishes, but follows the person and by this it continuously satisfies the feeling of social
importance.
The need of updating – the highest level of human motivation – moderately motivates civil firemen,
who are looking for self-development and who make the effort of becoming all they can be. They are looking for
a working place that will challenge them and they wish to feel that not only their present aptitudes are used, but
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they can gain new aptitudes and knowledge. The Inspectorate for Emergency Situations “Semenic” tries to
satisfy these needs by organizing trainings in order for them to continuously develop themselves.
These results find their utility in the improvement of management of human resources from the civil
protection domain, as far as motivational management is concerned. On the grounds of the obtained results we
can present the following recommendations.
The satisfaction of the safety and security need work motivation from an adequate system of financial
rewards. For example a system of apartments may be implemented from those who are coming from other
towns.
Another benefit may be the low costs for medical services (consultations, medical analysis and health
treatments) for the employees and their families who go to different clinics and hospitals. Salary raises and
bonuses can be motivational in case of extraordinary performances.
In order to satisfy the needs of self esteemed from the work motivation the managers from the
Inspectorate have to assure themselves that people are rewarded for a good work or for special achievements and
they have to settled the responsibilities in the job description so that the civil firemen have a real control upon
their professional activity. This insures that the results of the civil fireman activity will “belong” to firemen.
The managers of the Inspectorate can use team work to help every person to feel that he belong to the
team and to public underline the important role of every category. The team members identify themselves with
its accomplishments.
In the same time, the managers of the Inspectorate can organize competitions not only for firemen and
civil protection teams but also for individual members. These competitions can reward the best team or the best
trained fireman by posting a picture on board inside the unit.
Also for the satisfaction of self esteemed, the managers from the Inspectorate can organize public
activities such as:
- The firemen ball - civil members can also participate,
- Press conferences where to reward the bravest firemen,
- The open gate day for the firemen units, people can come and see how the units look like and how they
act,
- Demonstrations in the public space of the intervention ways in case of disasters, of the physics and
psychic specific qualities,
- Presentation of films in schools and high schools – highlighting the ways of interventions of firemen
non-commissioned officers and civil protection in case of natural and technical disasters.
- The managers of the Inspectorate in order to help the need of updating can:
- Elaborate and implement a personalized career plan for every fireman non-commissioned officer who
wants to be promoted;
- Beside trainings, the elaboration of a personal development plan using training in order to develop
communication abilities, manners and attributions – in the team work or in time management;
- Introducing new targets, offering new tasks adapted to firemen potential – managers can create the
opportunity of increasing and development.
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Abstract
The present paper makes a clear distinction between the two terms: leader and manager, determining the
function and the role of each of them. According to leaders characteristics will be determined the particularities
of communication styles, very important factors in an organization where its performance and success are
concerned. I personally believe this communication and public relations classes revise and improve the relations
the leaders have with the co-operators and the subordinates, understanding what leader, manager,
communication style mean. I want to thank to the company’s personnel and especially to the manager, adjunct
and executive, for the support offered in questionnaire implementation.
Keywords: leader, manager, communication, public relations, communication style.

1

Leader types and communication styles

Inside strong organizations, a good communication relation between teams leads to a good co-operation
inside the organization. Insurance and reinsurance companies make huge efforts for the recruitment and training
of personnel that will meet the conditions of a good communication.
Communication is the strongest instrument a leader or a manager can impel or put down if they know
how to use it. At the ground of a good function of the organization and, in general, of the society is
communication. Communication is the most important aspect a leader, a manager or a speaking person needs to
have in order to succeed. If the manager or the leader knows how to communicate with the subordinates or with
the persons around, then the results and the performances are high.
The influence of the leader in receiving the message is according to his leading style. By leading style,
we understand the assembly of intergroup relations by which a person or a group of persons influence the
group’s behavior, guide, supervise and control activities, keeping the group as an organized system. While
approaching the leader type, it is considered as starting point the generally human typology. Carl Jung1,
considers two different human types: the extroverted – the persons open to the exterior, impetuous, externalized
world, with objective tendencies; the introverted – introverted, meditative, antisocial persons, with subjective
tendencies.
This polarization of human types is diversified in intermediary types. Two human types can be seen: the
equilibrated - who are meditative but active, adaptable in certain cases, open to the external world, censored by
the introspection filter. The equilibrated are the leader prototype; the level-headed – the persons at whom the
extrovert and the introverted co-exist only temporarily, alternating with a certain periodicity. The persons from
this category accumulate facts, observations, meditates on them, draw conclusions and controls, represent the
creators type.
The most known typology of leaders settled by K. Lewin2 2 and his co-operators R. Whyte and R.
Lippit is the one that qualifies them in authoritarian, democratic and permissive, considering one criterion that of
decisional power and authority exercise.
The researchers have followed apart from the identification of general types of leading styles their
influencing upon important aspects of the group: psychosocial performance, relations between leaders who
practice a certain communication style and the group’s members. The researches results can be synthesized as
follows: permissive leader, democratic leader, permissive-authoritarian leader and authoritarian leader.

1

Apud A. Cană, Leading style –expresion of military leading personality, Bucureşti, Ed. Universitatea Naţională de Apărare
"Carol I ", 2005, p. 34.
2
K. Lewin, Psychologie dinamique, Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1959, pp. 196-227.
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2

Communication style

Rensis Likert3 has classified communication styles from authoritarian styles to the most participative
ones. His type is known under the name of “the four communication systems” that designate, four general styles
of communication: authoritarian, authoritarian-exploiter, consultative and participative. The communication type
of leaders determines the leading type. Another author, Abrams D.4, considers that the basic dimensions of the
leading style are: consideration, mutual trust between the leader and the group’s members and the initiative
structure, that reflect the leader’s possibility to delimitate and to structure the own part and those of the
subordinates, in order to fulfil the group objectives.
D.G. Bowers and S.E. Seashore5 introduce: the leader’s capacity to point out the task, by intensifying
group’s motivation towards a better activity, correlated with the delimitation of particular objectives that lead to
the global fulfilment of the task and the sensibility understood as leader’s receptivity towards social relations
and pressures from the group or from outside the group.
The literature concerning the leading science, the communication style and quotidian observations
emphasizes that in every domain of social-human activity, the leader is in charge for the given task as well as for
the people in subordination, and the means by which he accomplishes this task are the people. The success / the
failure of a leader depends on the ability to communicate, to work together with the subordinates. The
motivational value of the practiced communication style represents a major appreciation criterion of its
efficiency.

General Manager
Adjunct Manager
Executive Manager
Employees

Sales

Personnel

Finance

external
internal
Chart 1 – Company organization

Inside an organization we will note “B” we have analysed the communication style of three persons
(general managers, adjunct-general and executive), in leading positions, according to their personal
characteristics. We have seen the way they communicate inside the organization with the subordinates, direct or
indirect with bosses, using research methods such as: inquire, observation and interview. The objectives of the
analysis were: identification of the communication style; settling the competence level; identification of the
society type and resources identification. Analysis criteria were according to: age, professional experience and
years of service inside the organization.
“B” is an organization with foreign capital that deals with the selling of clothes products. The
organization forecasts that in short term will sign contracts with internal importers; this is why it created a line
that deals with internal market prospecting. From the organization point of view:
Subject 1 is 60 years old, married, has medium studies, general manager; is a correct person, serious,
hardworking, gives major importance to the restructure problems and not to the social ones, the leading climate
is defensive-aggressive. Communication takes place upside down, without offering the possibility to give advice
or to suggest to the subordinates. The feed-back is reduced and refers strictly to work, and not to the attitude or
the feelings of those who work. The communication style is authoritarian. Inside the leading organization he
leads, he takes all the prerogatives of a participative leader, but unpopulist, receiving from the employees and the
subordinates:
Respect because always pays in time the companies he works with;
The fear feeling that at any moment an employee can leave the organization.
Communication is of formal type, used for transmitting disposals and directions, for explaining the
specific rules and the practices of the organizations as well as the delimitation of employees’ responsibilities.
Inside the meetings he organizes, from the very beginning he imposes his point of view or his opinions.
3

Apud Mihaela Vlǎsceanu, Organizations and leading psychology, Bucureşti, Ed. Paideida, 1998, pp. 323-325.
D. Abrams, Social Psyhology Quaterly, 1989, p.214.
5
David Bowers, Stanley Seashore, Predicting Organizaţional Effectivenesess with a Four-Factor Theory of Leadership,
Administrative Science Quaterley , vol.II, 1966, p. 178.
4
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Being 60 years old, he worked in almost all leading positions before becoming general manager, having
a lot of professional experience. In the place of the permissive democratic leader appears the authoritarian leader.
Competence is the word for the functioning of the organization, involving in all types of problems, and the
appearance of the authoritarian style from his side induces an instability state as far as the employees are
concerned. He personally checks, by probe, the quality of the products made by the employees, he takes severe
actions, going as far as firing in case he finds errors due to the personnel.
Subject 1 being of Dutch origin and having a different type of culture, “the society type” is a strong
stratified society, with high income difference and also with differences in the life style of population sections,
all these will stimulate the appearance of an authoritarian leading style in a lot of organizations, because the
impoverished inferior class will not have enough job offers. From the resources point of view there is
availability, the organization being provided with external resources. Subject 1 concentrates the distribution
power and authority of these resources. We may say we have to deal with a person who practices the
authoritarian communication and leading types. The communication is vertical, without feed-back.
Subject 2 is 55 years old, married, has a child, superior studies and is adjunct manager. He had also
been general manager in a public institution. He is a communicative, sociable person who allows the change of
opinions between subordinates. He leads in a democratic way. The social climate is tonic and relaxed,
communication is on both vertical and horizontal and with feed-back. The up side-down communication is
completed by the communication from down to up; the feeling of personal value is created. Subordinates can tell
their opinions, can feel that inside the organization Subject 2 can have an important part in increasing the
performances and the financial resources. Subject 2 uses intrinsic motivators, in order to stimulate production,
having a lot of experience, working as general manager for a while, he knows how to communicate with the
others, with the subordinates, he is involved in the functioning of the organization.
The society type for Subject 2 represents “the peripheral area” from where the members of the
organization earn their living. Even though an organization has high material resources, Subject 2 can express
his opinions only in part; the rest is handling by Subject 1.
The communication style of Subject 3, is resembling to that of Subject 2, meaning democratic, but
keeping some distance between him and the subordinates. He has high professional experience; he had
previously worked for prestigious companies. He has a democratic leading style. In any social-human area of
activity, the leader is responsible for the given task as well as for his subordinates and the mean he uses for this
is the people. The success or the failure of a manager depends on his ability to work with his subordinates. From
the experience in communication, from working with people, we can see that the motivational value of the
practiced communication type represents a major criterion of appreciation its efficiency.
We have questioned the emotional value of the practiced communication type, an adaptation of the
“Opinion questionnaire self-administered to prisoners, centered on surprising the efficiency of a leader’s
behaviour” from “The methodology concerning the knowledge and the psychological assistance of military
employees and of civil employees”.
The questions were created at a high general level, in order to be applied to any leader, no matter the
activity he develops inside the organization. It begins with a short discussion upon the meaning that has to be
given to every sentence in the questioner. Then, every leader had filled in the questionnaire, giving a mark to
each sentence, mark that begins from 1 (belonging to the answer “not really”) to 10(“a lot”); for a medium
situation 5.
The questionnaire had been distributed to all people who are in leading positions, and had a selfevaluating role. With this occasion we identify the communication type, the work results and the work
environment. The subjects, especially the leaders (the adjunct manager, the executive manager and the two
division bosses) except the general manager are four being between 30 years old to 55 years old and having
experience of at least 10 years in work.
Result interpretation - Chart 1.
No. of points
Leader 1
Leader 2
Leader 3
Leader 4

25-60
-
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X
X
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X
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Significance of the communication type - Chart 2.
Obtained points
60-120
120-130

Motivational significance of the practiced communication type
Very weak motivational value; absolutely necessary for the improvement of the activity
style
Weak motivational value; the activity needs improvement.
A lot of progress possibilities: medium motivational value.

130-190

Good motivational value; progress can be registered.

190-250

Very good motivational value. The level must be kept.

25-60

After calculating the results, we saw that two of the leaders, leader 1 and leader 2 obtained a good result
situated between 190-250. Between these limits the motivational value is very good; the subjects are considered
true leaders. The other two obtained between 130-190, between these limits the motivational value is good, but
in order to become true leaders they have to progress. The organizational climate depends on the quality of the
done actions in order to assure the conditions of the social and physical environment without organizational and
functional dysfunctions, meaning the formation way and the structure of the working micro groups, the
appreciation system of work, the existing actions for progress and promotion, the information and
communication system, the leading style. Using the sequential observation, the questionnaire and the interview
we analysed the communication and the organizational climate inside the company in order to point out the
leader’s image in the eyes of the employees.
The subjects: We analysed 86 employees, with ages between 20-50 years old, most of them have
worked for at least 1 year, married, with high-school attended.
The methodology has been conceived as an option of the operational research, constituting a modern
conception and method for psychological investigation, mixing knowledge with the diagnosis of some states and
behaviours with evaluation, interference, forecast functions of personnel moral, using the questioner, the
observation and the interview. The questionnaire used to analyse the state of mind is structured on four
dimensions: trust, satisfaction, solidarity, stability. The trust and the satisfaction, each having three dimensions,
are relevant for the person’s moral, the solidarity and stability are important for the personnel moral. The
questionnaire has 32 items referring to the physical, psycho-individuals and psycho-social factors, which can
positively or negatively influence the moral state. The answer will be given according to the Likert scale with
intensities from 1 (minimum) to 10 (maximum), according to the individual opinion if every employee.
In order to fulfil the targets, using the specific working instruments, we analysed the relevant
dimensions for the organizational activity and we identified the psycho-social characteristics of the
organizational climate, with important part in maintaining and stimulating the activities of the employees. In
order to appreciate the organizational climate at the level of the evaluated working group, we obtained,
elaborated and interpreted the information referring to the favourable or unfavourable actions of the working
group towards the fulfilment of tasks, towards interpersonal relations on vertical or on horizontal, ways of career
development. We divided the questions on dimensions and on sub dimensions. The results we obtained are
presented on the below chart.
The trust dimension – Chart 3
Dimension
Sub dimension
Average
General average
Grade

TRUST
Personal trust

Trust in bosses

Trust in equipment

8,84

8,57
8,62
Very good

8,46

The trust refers to the employees in feelings and attitude manifestations constituting in forces of strong
internal motivation, the respect for the bosses – which distinguish themselves by professional competence, by the
efficient leading style, by communication. This fact is revealed by the good marks given to the trust in bosses
and in self, in the equipment used; the average 8,62 being obtained – meaning a very good grade.
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The satisfaction dimension – Chart 4
Dimension
Sub dimensiuon
Average
Genral average
Grade

Working conditions
8,53

SATISFACTION
Working satisfaction
8,32
8,43
Good

Social status
8,43

The employees’ satisfaction reflects by the joy and the pleasure expressed when obtaining the success in
activity, by the satisfaction given by tasks fulfilment, by recognition and by contribution to the achievements of
the company. The employees were happy with the working conditions and with the life they work in, with
solving the personal problems that appear, they have the satisfaction of work; this dimension receiving the
average 8,43 – the grade good.
The solidarity dimension – Chart 5
Dimension
Sub dimension
Average
General average
Grade

Interpersonal
relations
8,55

SOLIDARITY
Adapting
Tasks involvement
capacity
8,06
8,51
8,47
Good

Collective option
8,77

At the solidarity dimension very good grades were given to the force of the collective opinion, to
positive interpersonal relations inside the organization, both on horizontal and on vertical, to the capacity of the
organization members to adapt to new situations and to their involvement in task. At this dimension the average
8,47 was received – the grade good.
The stability dimension – Chart 6
Dimension
Sub dimension
Average
General
average
Grade

STABILITY
Standard
specification
8,27

Leadership stability
8,92

Quality of professional
training
8,68

8,62
Very good

At the stability dimension very good grades were given to standard specifications, to the quality of
professional training, and as far as the leadership stability is concerned (the direct leaders) the averages received
were appreciated with the grade very good. The obtained results allow us to point out that at the organization
level the psycho-social climate is functional, being characterized by a high trust in leaders and in self, strong
collective opinion, positive interpersonal relations, good adaptation capacity, standard specification and high
professional training.

3

Conclusions

According to the received results we can say that inside the company the leaders are recognized at their
true value – that of democratic leaders who know how to work with people and who are interested in their
problems.
The results concerning the morale, shows that at the analysed working level, the psychological climate
is optimal, functional, being characterized by trust between the group’s members, by co-operation and help, by
communication, by positive interpersonal relations, by solidarity and by strong collective opinion.
The strong points of the working group are:
- leadership stability (8.92);
- trust in the self (8,84);
- the force of the collective opinion (8,77);
- the quality of professional training (8,68);
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-

the trust in leaders (8,57);
positive interpersonal relations (8,55);
adapting capacity (8,51).
Most of the points enunciated above are considered psychosocial satisfaction factors, and by their use
by the leaders, the satisfaction in work and the performances may rise.
Leaders have to assure themselves that the employees have a balanced system of satisfied needs and of
the adequate rewards, because, between all the motivating factors, exclusively pecuniary, that may increase the
subjective value of work, the recognition of individual success and the encouragement for communication at the
working place are determinant in obtaining the performant participation of employees.
The importance of the psychosocial climate consists in the reason that it can influence the increase in
the efficiency and in the satisfaction of work the employees may have, the reward and maintain in the
organization, what means the achievement of the fundamental goal of the organization.
Communication represents the most important link in the performance of a company.
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Abstract
Many studies in the literature have shown the relationship between beliefs, attitudes and behavior [1].
Relevant here is the study of Iversen [2] which measured attitudes towards road traffic offenses against speeding
drivers and the attitude to reckless driving practiced by other drivers and attitudes towards driving after drinking.
The link between changing attitudes and improving traffic safety concern two important issues: first, whether
there is a causal relationship between attitudes and behavior, and secondly, if it may be biased attitudes of road
users and how it is changing attitudes. Also, not to be neglected in this equation, emotions and the state of rest /
fatigue of the driver are important factors in explaining behaviors in traffic because for many people, speeding is
an emotional experience (positive or negative).
Keywords: drivers, safety road, dysfunctional attitudes.

1

Introduction

Dysfunctional attitudes reflect the contents of stable cognitive schemas [3]. A number of previous
studies [4] have shown that dysfunctional attitudes are associated with the presence of depressive symptoms. In a
study on the Romanian population tried to determine the extent to which dysfunctional attitudes are associated
with certain emotions and cognitions, complying theoretically the model proposed by Aaron Beck [5].
The basic assumption of the model is that the basic problems recalled for emotionally and behaviorally
underlie cognitive distortions (maladaptive attitudes and schemes). When someone holds adaptive beliefs about
self, world and the future positive or negative emotions will be experienced and they will not experience
debilitating emotions. Thus, if the model assumptions are correct, we expect to find:
1. a positive association between anxiety and depression and dysfunctional attitudes like syndrome;
2. a positive association between dysfunctional attitudes and negative emotions;
3. a positive association between dysfunctional attitudes and maladaptive beliefs;
4. a negative association between dysfunctional attitudes and unconditional acceptance of oneself.

1.1 Psychology road safety
In this theoretical context we define what is the psychology of road safety area of study that deals with
the study and analysis of behavior in traffic, respectively, the study road users' behavior and psychological
processes involved in determining this behavior, identification and knowledge of the cognitive factors and
personality factors involved in explaining traffic behavior, attitudes and study of the underlying reasons for risk
taking in traffic. From these assumptions arising few questions that psychologists involved in road safety work:
• What are the psychological aspects relevant to traffic safety and how can they be recognized?
• How can we use the results of psychological examinations in practice to facilitate training, counseling,
selection, driver rehabilitation, promotion of appropriate behaviors in safe driving?
From the perspective of psychology, safety accident it is regarded as a fortuitous event unpredictable,
which disrupts the natural course of things, causing damage, injury, disfigurement or even death. When
analyzing an accident we must identify the real causes, the data of the accident and the factors that led to it
(human factor, the environmental factor, infrastructure, vehicle factor). In addition to research conduct, accident
research is also an important component of traffic psychology, based on the individual differences, personality
characteristics, temporary impairments, and relevant capabilities, is analyzed as an information processor.
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Fig.1 Accident analyzes in the paradigm of psychology safety road
Table nr.1 The main causes of accident free after
According driver (in terms of human factor) (Brjonet,1994)
Human factor
Driver in fatigue
The failure direction of travel
Drink of alchool
Leading very near to the front
Excessive speed
Addict drugs

never

sometimes

often

5,97
11,19
3,73
5,13
5,43
18,90

26,28
31,12
10,82
21,75
17,93
36,21

66,93
56,62
84,83
72,35
76,06
34,87

Source: Hohn, M., 2011 [6]

1.2 The relationship of cognitions-attitudes-behaviors
When it comes to generating behavior in traffic we should refer to dysfunctional thoughts that drivers
develop in relation to what is happening in traffic, the experience thus involving accidents more frequently
reporting risk behavior in traffic, which shows that the experience of the accident has not contributed
significantly to the positive changes of attitude in traffic because a leadership style, once internalized during the
training the driver, is not easily changed more experience and education in road safety that they develop their
behaviors in traffic.

.
Fig. 2 The relationship of cognitions-attitudes-behaviors
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The most common dysfunctional behavior encountered in traffic refers to anxiety developed in relation
to the vehicle or environmental conditions, impulsive behavior caused by poor prediction of risk in traffic based
on beliefs in traffic leading me by saying "no risk, no gain "hostile behavior built on assumptions like traffic I
am guided by the principle" when you have a good car you never can happen an accident "or" I get angry when
it's busy traffic and exceed columns of cars, "cognitions found in the majority of road users who complete a
checklist of dysfunctional attitudes in traffic (Rus & Simionca), currently under validation.

2

Methodology of research

Purpose of study: This study wants to emphasize the aggressive behavior of road users, the axes of
impulsivity and hostility.
Participants of study: in this study answered a total of 127 drivers 74.8% men and 25.2% women.
Tabel no.2 Table of frequency of gender
gender

Valid

Frequenc
y

Percen
t

male

95

74.8

74.8

74.8

female

32

25.2

25.2

100.0

127

100.0

100.0

Total

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

In terms of age groups is distributed on the following percentages:
18-25 years, 48% of participants
25-40 years, 26% of participants
45-60years, 18.9% of participants
Over 60years, 7.1% of participants
Tabel no.3 Table of frequency of age
Frequency

Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

18-25 ani

61

48.0

48.0

48.0

25-40 ani

33

26.0

26.0

74.0

45-60 ani

24

18.9

18.9

92.9

9

7.1

7.1

100.0

127

100.0

100.0

peste 60 ani
Total

Research tool: In this study we used the dysfunctional attitudes Checklist (Rus and Simionca), from
which we extracted the dimensions of impulsivity and hostility that are specific for the aggressive behavior.

3

Results

At item Leads me always in traffic after saying "no risk no gain", we observed that men between 18-25
have agreed with this statement in 62%, and the category 25-40 years, 70%. Regarding women, the study
showed that women in the age group 25-40 years develop this behavior in traffic in 30.8, although the sea is
insignificant in relation to his presence among men, which leads us to said women are more cautious in traffic
than men, perhaps due to lack of road experience.
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One-Sample Testa
gender

age
t

df

Test Value = 0
Mean
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Difference
Lower
Upper
1.380
1.24
1.52

Sig. (2tailed)

male

18-25
25-40

19.902 49

.000

12.365 19

.000

1.300

1.08

1.52

female

25-40

12.702 12

.000

1.692

1.40

1.98

a. No statistics are computed for one or more split files
At item I like to see how close I can go from the car in front of me only men are seen as significant
scores on this item. The need for risk, adrenaline and sensatio, cause them to develop such behavior.
One-Sample Testb
gender

age
t

18-25
male
25-40

df

21.00
49
0
12.45
19
7

Test Value = 0
Mean
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Difference
Lower
Upper

Sig. (2tailed)
.000

1.200

1.09

1.31

.000

1.400

1.16

1.64

b. No statistics are computed for one or more split files
At question I like to "baffle" in traffic, we find the highest percentage among young men, the driver
noticed that the category of women aged 18-25 years increased rediscover a percentage rather by expressing his
agreement. It is an indicator of aggressive behavior that is developing in traffic drivers, knowing the risks. This
dysfunctional cognition should be amended since such behavior become infected and spread quite quickly in
traffic.
One-Sample Testc
gender age

18-25
25-40
18-25
female
25-40
male

t

df

25.667
12.365
8.964
17.725

49
19
10
12

Sig. (2tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000

Test Value = 0
Mean
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Difference
Lower
Upper
1.100
1.01
1.19
1.300
1.08
1.52
1.364
1.02
1.70
1.846
1.62
2.07

c

. No statistics are computed for one or more split files
In traffic I am guided by the principle: when you have a good car, an accident can never happen, it is
another indicator that study participants were asked to answer. The data processing is seen as a very high
percentage of male road users agree with this, considering that regardless of other variables in traffic, the car is
the most important variable.
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One-Sample Testd
gender age
t

18-25
25-40
male
45-60
> 60
female 18-25

df

Sig. (2tailed)

24.126
12.365
19.134
15.000
10.757

49
19
16
7
10

Test Value = 0
Mean
Difference

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

1.120
1.300
1.824
1.875
1.636

95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper
1.03
1.21
1.08
1.52
1.62
2.03
1.58
2.17
1.30
1.98

d. No statistics are computed for one or more split files
It can be note as traffic congestion can be a stress-inducing factor in traffic for drivers, Stress state of
the other is taken by all participants, thus surmounting aggressive behavior.
One-Sample Teste
gender

male
female

age

18-25
25-40
> 60
18-25
25-40

t

df

19.956
12.337
15.000
10.757
12.702

49
19
7
10
12

Sig. (2tailed)
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Test Value = 0
Mean
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Difference
Lower
Upper
1.280
1.15
1.41
1.350
1.12
1.58
1.875
1.58
2.17
1.636
1.30
1.98
1.692
1.40
1.98

e. No statistics are computed for one or more split files
Asked when experiencing fatigue and irritability degree of traffic behavior, they responded in their
majority, that the weekend is the most exhausting. Note that both in terms of the category of gender and age
groups we found significant percentages.

4

Conclusions and discussion

An important conclusion of this article is that some drivers have a misperception of the risk of irregular
behavior in traffic, characterized by: overestimating the role of driver experience, regardless of the difficult
traffic conditions, ignorance or dysfunctional beliefs regarding vehicle dynamics at higher speeds, capacity
overvaluation anticipation of rapid change in circumstances traffic that allow themselves to engage in risky
moves they are not sure enough. It is therefore important that in addition to diagnostic activity that every
psychologist is doing in their office, to get involved in prevention campaigns and social empowerment, drawing
attention to the risk factors presented in traffic. Through the research indicating the effect that these campaigns
play in changing attitudes [7], men are more at risk in traffic than women. In terms of age is observed that the
young have a tendency towards higher risk than mature individuals. Not only experience in the development of
behavior in road traffic counts, but also the level of traffic education, the information on which drivers are
exposed and how they process this information.
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Abstract
This paper was done based on the rich data base obtained in the period of 2011-2013 due to the
implementation of the European Project Promoting the resilience of youth delinquent. “Promoting the Resilience
of Youth Delinquent” was a partnership project designed to develop a model of positive intervention for
delinquent adolescents, based on supporting their resilience which can foster a better inclusion into society.
The custodial environment is particularly pronet to generate conflict situations and the delinquent
children are a group with a larger availability for violent behavior.
The profile of the children living within the Centre shows that they have a low resilience and nothing or
almost nothing is in place for assisting the development of their resilience.
Being a research method relatively little known and used, photovoice surprised the research team by the
quality of the information acquired, in terms of participants' motivation for change. The research included a total
of 12 delinquent children, interned in a reeducation center and was conducted over 5 days. The special results,
the involvement of the children and their "appetite" for this type of activity allows us to apriciate the usefulness
of this method of research and intervention.
Keywords: delinquent children, drug use, photovoice, alternatives.

1

Introduction

As with any social phenomenon in the case of drug use we can talk of multidimensionality and the
analysis and explanation of drug use can be studied and analyzed from several perspectives.
Thus, drug use phenomenon, especially among minors and young people, be it legal or illegal drugs, has
a medical, psychological, anthropological and sociological dimension. To guide drug use to the notion of offense
means cutting out of the context the drug user and placing him in an environment where the chances for his
recovery are almost impossible.
In the case of juvenile delinquents, interned in a reeducation center, the removal from family or loved
ones, and the tendency of these children to detach from the adult world to know themselves better, in fact a
characteristic of the period of adolescence, makes the credibility of those in the same situation with them, who
have lived and are living similar experiences grow highly. The communication with them being made easier, the
friends in the center become more important landmarks than teachers and trainers and they are often inclined to
adopt still a deviant behavior.
Therefore, the diversification of methods of intervention, is a constant challenge of the professionals
working with these children. Regarding children who have experienced drug use, the interest for this subject
remains very much alive during the execution of the educational measure.
PhotoVoice is part of the family of "participatory photography". This method has its origines in the
community photography that has appeared in the U.S. and UK since the 60s, based on informal and popular
education theories developed by Paulo Freiere (Paulo Fereire (1921-1997), named also "the greatest informal
thinker" that stressed the important role of education as a means to overcome poverty traps).
Photography was used from years 20-30 as a tool for documenting cases of marginalized and
disadvantaged groups. Lately, photojournalists have sought alternatives to documentary photography and chose
to develop a method that assumed developing a relationship with the subjects of the photographic scene –
participatory photography. The relationship could be build in two ways: through direct interaction with the
photographic characters or by sustaining them so that they develop their own photos. Thus, the participants,
usually persons belonging to vulnerable groups receive training to learn how to use the camera. The camera
becomes the voice of marginalized groups that tells a story which reflects the problems faced by those groups.
(4).
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2

Design and research methodology

Photography is generally a more versatile and accessible form to follow creative expression and it
provides the opportunity that the perspectives and experiences are presented using real world in combination
with their own choices, thus providing a unique perspective. Photovoice creates, thus, a space for extremely rich
and complex communication and discussion.
Photovoice is different from other methods of participatory photography because the images taken must
be generated by the participants. This strategy is designed to engage the participants in the process of generating
data.
Our research was conducted within an educational camp, with 12 children from a reeducation center.
They have become, in this context, active players who have generated a rich informational content.
Photovoice was chosen as a „free” investigative method in the sense that, the children were left the
freedom to make those photos that they consider representative to suggest the harmfulness of drugs and the fight
against them by choosing art, namely photography, as a healthy alternative of spending leisure time.
Children were explained the role of this activity and that, subsequently, they will have the opportunity
to discussabout the photos taken.

2.1 Selection and analysis of photos
The children were reunited with care by the educator coordinator, in a group as a focus group type to
select the most representative photos.
Reviewing images is an important part of any participatory photography workshop process, as it creates
the space for discussion of the images and boosts confidence by allowing the participants to have their work
appreciated and praised by their peers and educators. The focus-group was based on the unstructured dialogue
technique and was managed by a facilitator (psychologist).
In order to generate objective discussions, there were selected by the children, only three photos, the
other beings kept for exhibition and further activities.
The active dialogue, specific for the focus group method had the advantage of allowing the
contextualization of photos and recording the information provided by each of the 12 children.
The photos taken by the children were, afterwards, presented in an exhibition in which children
presented their own thoughts and feelings they had when making them.

3

Results and discussions

It is always important to develop participant confidence from the beginning of a project and to continue
to develop it throughout the project. Participants who feel able to express their needs, ideas, perspectives and
creative vision will get so much more out of the process of participation. To enable participants to express
themselves and to fully engage with a project, there needs to be clear communication between facilitators and
participants.
We should consider: the language we use on a project to introduce activities and concepts – this
language should be as clear and concise as possible, making it easy to understand; differing levels of literacy in a
group; cultural or racial perspectives of all participants - particularly in visual representations, in the materials
and the language/terminology we use. We need to be working in a non-discriminatory way that ensures that
language used and activities on projects are fully inclusive.
Creating a space that is open to all to participate is really important for working with participants and/or
carers. It is important to consider strategies to support participant focus and concentration. We need to consider
different forms of communication (spoken, signed, visual and verbal) and how to create a working environment
where everyone can participate fully. We are not allowed to identify particular participants by disability or by
having an issue as there is no ‘normal’ or ‘standard’ approach that is deviated from.
Building trust is achieved by using a number of strategies: fostering an environment of mutual respect;
group agreement/ground-rules. It is really important that an agreement is made of acceptable and positive
behaviors that are instigated and then agreed by the group. Sometimes this can require some support and
guidance but it is designed to ensure that there is opportunity for all to think about and discuss what they feel
will enable them to most fully participate – feeling welcome, accepted and safe. We should be modelling a
dialogue by asking questions and listening to answers, encouraging response and feedback at all stages of
workshop sessions. Encouraging constructive challenge and expression of opinions and setting clear boundaries
and supporting people to work with these and the group agreement are essential aspects. We must always try to
find something positive to say about all participants’ images when reviewing images and ask the group to feed
into an exchange that enables participants to explore their own process and think about what they are trying to
achieve with an image and whether they feel they have achieved it. If a participant is unwilling to take part in a
group discussion, we should take time to work one on one with them after the group activity.
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Offering a range of roles and responsibilities on the project as a way to ‘experience and practice’
making decisions is important for nurturing personal/individual responsibility but also as a way of developing an
investment/ownership in the group.
Any project benefits from using visual, aural, inter-personal, intra-personal and physical styles of
learning. It is important to consider a range of styles in order to see what works for the participants.

4

Conclusions

As any method of social investigation, photovoice offered us some advantages that we have operated
since the beginning of the research. Thus, as we predicted, beyond the direct benefits related to obtaining
valuable information and the involvement of children in a type of therapeutic activity, the 4 days in which
children photographed and talked among themselves and with other children in the camp have drawn the
attention of all children in the camp and, subsequently, through the exhibition, of the community as a whole,
over the effects of drug use, especially on children and young people.
Children participated not only in developing and selecting photos but also in their own analysis process.
Being a complex research instrument, photovoice combines several types of actions: sending visual
information, group discussions and individual reflection.
Due to the low intellectual and education level, during the focus group, there were many challenges in
terms of group management and discussion orientation. The difficulty of concentrating for a certain period of
time, 60 minutes, required the use of certain strategies, jokes in order to bring the children in the active field of
discussions. Because every child is different, it is very difficult to offer one strategy or response that will work
for everyone. As children communicate through their behavior, their often challenging behavior might be a
means of communication for them. In order to understand why delinquent children usually use challenging
behaviors, we need to be focused on the reason why it occurs and the problem he wants to communicate. They
might sometimes feel frustrated and this can turn out to be a segnificant obstacle for achieving the goal of any
task or activity they might be involved in. As they are not properly equipped to deal with frustration
constructively, in order to manage their frustrations, they must be motivated to get involved in each activity with
a focus on finding a solution that will relieve the frustration. Caregivers and teachers must always be centred on
not allowing frustration to turn into anger, a typical chain for the delinquent children. In our activity, by the fact
that they interacted with other children and were positively encouraged to get involved in the activities,
frustration has been avoided by their motivation and permanent support of the leaders.
The great photos taken by them, have awakened their imagination and have structured ideas and values
that they have learned, being very excited by their comfortable state and by their own resources that have been
discovered on this occasion.
The most attentive and receptive of them have become accepted leaders for similar sessions that are
going to be held. The novelty of the activity, the creative atmosphere and the experience of the facilitator, were
the main factors that led to the success of our activity and research, implicitly.
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Abstract
Motivation: Evolution of modules and methods of organizing mental health services follows
intrinsically the development of the country. Health care for persons with mental disorders followed the natural
assimilation trend of the community acquis. It is a dynamic assimilation, which relies on the “evidence based
medicine” principles.
Objective: Starting from the new amendments to the Mental Health Law, we want to pursue and clarify,
within the dynamic changes of the last decades, several princeps concepts: the dynamics of the prophylaxis
concept in the psycho–social area; the coordinates of "alcohol dependence" concept; the concept of person with
severe mental disorders; access to community services, care in a multidisciplinary team; the concept of mental
capacity; the concept of mentally disabled; the notions of consent, discernment, restrainment; dangerousness;
isolation; disability and disablement.
Results: The comparative and dynamic presentation of these concepts, their evolution and "investment"
with forensic implications, as well as in the social, familial, occupational and professional functioning, enables a
meaningful and pertinent reporting regarding our own lineage in the history of European psychiatry.
Conclusions: Implications of the evolution of some psychiatry concepts, provide indirect information on
the level of civilization of a community, be it social or academic.
Aspects as: strict demarcation between family / professional conflicts, nonconformity to the moral,
social, political and religious values and the areal of mental illnesses; non - stigma (the fact that a person has
been hospitalized in the past, does not imply a present or future diagnosis of mental disorder); the recorded
diagnosis, communicated on request to state authorities and to the patient; necessity to formulate a therapeutic
program; psychiatric and medical confidentiality; the right to challenge the evaluation results, are just some of
the primary items that provide us with data on respecting the rights of psychiatric patients.
Keywords: evolution, health services, care, concepts, community

1

Historical aspects

In 1838, Alexandru Ghica passes the first approved law for psychiatric patients, inspired by King Philip
of France, during the time of Esquirol. Mental Health professionals are not necessarily psychiatrists. This raises
the question on the reasons why such a Mental Health Law is necessary, which could mean more than just
covering the organizational issues. Another problem, manifesting itself in the field of psychiatry, for the past
years, is that of globalization, due to various obstacles, including some created by ourselves, as experts, and also,
due to other limitations imposed by the limits of our science at the current moment and hierarchical obstacles
created by the still active anti-psychiatry movement. Since the time of Searls and Cooper, there have been
discussions in what concerns the need for legal defense (malpractice law firms, specialized in this area, being
common today), the need for protection as well towards the mentally ill, as towards the mental health
professionals.
In France, the law was upheld from 1838 until 1990. As historic landmarks, in 1679 there were talks
about the inalienable right of all persons over their own body, case in which any restraint against the will must be
authorized by the legal authorities. In 1897, the Law is supplemented with an improved version. The active antipsychiatry movement mustn’t be forgotten, a psychological movement initiated in Italy and supported
politically. In 1991 the 25 principles for a Mental Health Care Act are being published. In 1996, OMS retains 10
principles, which will subsequently mark the outline of implementation, the basis for the Romanian Mental
Health Law = the Neptune Project, reactivated in 2001. The 1999 version of the project was then published. The
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Romanian President enacted the law in 2002 and, barely, four years later - in 2006 - the implementing rules were
finally published. The 2002 Mental Health Act version did not mention, at the end, the idea that the
implementing rules should occur in the immediate period.

2

Aspects involving a discussion on the practical elements

In the past, there was an agreement between the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education, on
teachers psychological integrity. An admission / consultation / treatment at a psychiatry unit involves exclusively
a question asked in the view of the concept of mental capacity (that has been affected or not, at some point in
time), without being able to infer on the future psychiatric evolution of the one in question. In this situation,
there could be raised some clinical issues such as an average depressive episode in a pilot patient, psychiatric
treatment during student years for a future teacher, prosecutor etc. As a proposal involving a psychiatric hospital,
there should be a shift on the focus towards the Ministries concerned, that have their own networks, or towards
the network of Work Capacity Expertise, the hospital focusing on the treatment side of the acute manifestation of
the disease.
Patients’ Rights Act grants the patients access to all medical information about a past or present
hospitalization if the attending physician / head of department considers that, for the one in question, the
possession of these information noted in the observation sheet do not injure / do not disturb the mental state of
the subject. In the past, at the Psychiatric Hospital "Prof. Dr. Al. Obregia", there was an internal decision
whereby copies of medical records of patients admitted in the facility, were offered, upon request, exclusively to
authorities.
The old model of the Mental Health Care Act there was a Commission of the European Union, which,
during one of the inspections performed in our hospital, assessed that the number of patients with non-voluntary
admission was too little as opposed to the ones admitted voluntarily. By the rules of this committee, the
admission of any patient whose psychiatrist takes the decision to hospitalize him in the surveillance room must
be considered a non - voluntary admission, because it deprives him of liberty.

3

A new take on mental health care acts

There is the need for a new, up-dated, regulation of the rapports between psychiatric structures and
structures of law, because the person in the situation of non – voluntary admission finds herself in a custodial
situation (similar to the one the damned find themselves), patients/subjects for which the state is liable.
In the new version of the Mental Health Care Act the focus moves away from the Prosecutor’s office to
the Judge’s office. In other words, the word expressed by a Judge’s Decision weighs more than the decision of a
prosecutor. On the other hand, it is, indeed, more difficult to obtain. In the current version of the law, each nonvoluntary (NV) admitted patient must appear in a lawsuit and a decree is issued referring to the maintaining of
the said NV admission, which may have other consequences. For such a decision, there must be a possibility to
attack it in court, namely the appeal.
In the current Mental Health Care Act, the psychosocial prevention (prophylaxis) term was dropped in
and as well, there was a renunciation on the idea that an alcohol-dependent person is mentally ill. Currently, a
person with mental disorders is considered to be that person unable to understand the significance and
consequences of their behavior. There should be a distinction made between the person with mental disorders
and the one with serious mental disorders, who does not understand the meaning and consequences of their
behavior. Today, as psychiatry is understood at present, in the psychiatric patient’s care team, the physician
(internist) and the family doctor have been included as well. Complementary services are those such as
psychological and vocational guidance, psychotherapy.
Mental capacity is the attribute of the mental condition that allows the exercise of rights and freedoms,
and the reference is made for a certain point in time. Mentally disabled person is a person with psychiatric
disorders that doesn’t have the ability to cope with life in society. Consent is the agreement of a mentally
disordered person, provided he does not have his judgment impaired. The consent is offered for admission,
diagnosis or treatment and should be confirmed whenever appropriate. The concept of discernment refers to a
specific act. Dangerousness is about restraint and is focused on restricting freedom of movement, with
appropriate means and without causing injury.
Health protection and promotion means increasing resistance to disturbing factors, such as substances,
violence, sexual behavior, pornography.

4

Mental health assessment

It is done by direct examination only by the psychiatrist, inside competent institutions, sighting out
situations where the person concerned has difficulties in assessing the implications of a decision. The object can
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be: establishing diagnosis, mental capacity, the hazardous situations, the degree of incapacity / disability /
handicap, lack of discernment (which is determined solely by legal - medical psychiatric expertise). It excludes:
family conflicts, professional conflicts, nonconformity to the moral, social, political, religious models and
values. The fact that a person was cared for or hospitalized in the past, or present, does not warrant or justifies a
diagnosis of mental disorder. Current psychiatric diagnosis is consistent with the OMS / ICD X Classification,
must be recorded / registered in electronic medical records, the person concerned must be announced and also,
this information may be communicated at the request of the appropriate authorities. Similarly, the psychiatrist
must formulate a treatment program. There is, of course, the confidentiality of information, except when it is
required by law. Every patient has the right to dispute the outcome of the psychiatric evaluation, to request and
even to obtain a new one.

4.1

Notions in the area of psychiatric care

There are multiple notions in this area of expertise, the notion of prevention that can be in the scope of
medical family skills (the family doctor can intervene in the psychiatric register only in an emergency situation);
there is the ambulatory system, systems provided by the state and also private psychiatric practices. Psychiatric
assistance is free, and medical services must correspond quantitatively and qualitatively to the population it
serves, including systems such as: mental health care centers, psychiatric clinics, psychological offices,
psychotherapy offices, speech therapy, crisis intervention centers, home care, psychiatric hospital, ambulatories,
psychiatric units in General Hospitals, protected centers, domestic violence centers and so on. Also, currently,
there are additional services for consultancy and public education of those with mental disorders.
These patients have the same health insurance as other categories of patients and they should be
respected: their privacy, cultural and religious beliefs must be protected, and they must be safeguarded against
receiving unnecessary medications or maltreatment from other patients. However, they should be treated in the
least restrictive environment, respecting their right to be assisted when they sign the consent. Exceptions are
situations where the behavior in question is an imminent threat in harming himself or others, when the individual
does not have the mental capacity to understand the illness and the need for that specific treatment.
If this goes under interdiction, a written consent from the legal representative has to be obtained. If the
consent cannot be obtained, the psychiatrist issues the diagnostic and treatment procedures for a limited period,
in order to resolve the emergency. If the doctor does not have information about the legal representative /
conventional representative of the patient, he is obliged to immediately inform the General Directorate of Social
Assistance and Protection of Children (DGASPC) on the range where the patient resides or where the hospital is
located. At the withdrawal of the patient’s consent, the physician must inform his legal representative /
conventional representative (RC) on the consequences of the discontinuation of treatment. The doctor has the
right to continue the non - voluntary hospitalization on a strictly necessary period.
When the psychiatrist in question is suspected of conflicting interests between the patient and his
representatives, he is to notify the guardianship authority or DGASPC. All treatment decisions have to be
immediately communicated to the patient and in the shortest time possible, to the RC, and written down in the
observation sheet (FO).

4.2

Information disclosure on mentally disordered

Situations where information on a mentally disordered person may be disclosed include: existence of a
statutory provision in that regard, establishing if the patient is proved guilty of a crime, the agreement of the one
in question, the need of exercising one’s profession, exchange of information between hospitals, between courts,
the request made by the College of Physicians in Romania.
The patient himself has access to all his medical documentation, except situations where:
disclosure of certain issues is detrimental to his health. This is decided by the head of department or
physician;
the file specifies, in written, of such a risk. This applies only during hospitalization.
Any mentally disordered patient / former patient / RC may fill-in a complaint concerning infringement.
Psychiatric patients should be treated with kindness, dignity, without economic or sexual exploitation, without
harmful or degrading treatments. There is no discrimination permitted, regardless of the criteria.
Contention represents the restriction of the freedom of movement, in order to save the life / health /
integrity of the body of the patient concerned. It is prohibited for other patients to be put in chains or handcuffs.
The contention cannot be used as punishment. It is not part of the treatment program. It is not a solution to the
lack of personnel and neither in the event that no treatment is indicated. It is not a solution in order to prevent the
destruction of goods. If there is a risk of suicide, the contention is not suitable for more than two hours. It must
be authorized by the Head of Department, except for emergencies, when its use and its cessation must be
recorded in the special register. There is also the possibility of temporary isolation in this sense.
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People with mental disorders can carry out all civil, political, economic, social, cultural rights
recognized by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, or by any international treaties or conventions to
which Romania adhered, live and work in the community, are entitled to community care and, more than that,
local government must ensure their reintegration. During hospitalization: the patients have the right to
communication, especially with other people inside the hospital, they have the right to private communications,
without censorship, can receive visits from particular advisors / RC and, whenever possible, visits from any
other people that could help them feel better. They must have freedom to access mail, telephone, radio,
newspapers, television, the liberty of thought, opinion, religion, with the purpose of leading a life as similar to
the one they have outside the institution, as close to the normal one as possible. Also, the patients must be
provided with the benefits of education and leisure, with the possibility to buy their needed items for daily life
without being subjected to forced labor or physical exploitation.

5

Conclusion

The relationship between the medical staff and caregivers is one of cordiality, respecting the patient’s
rights and legislation. If caregivers who want certain issues that are at odds with medical decision or insist for
certain procedures (including hospitalization), the emergency physician will explain them explicitly why that
certain decision was made, reasoning it, including building an argumentation on legal issues beyond the medical
ones.
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Abstract
Working with professionals of the adult education sector as well as with adult learners inspired a
European Lifelong Learning project named “WELNESS” – SKILLS FOR TRUE WELLBEING, the project
started on 01.01.2013. On many occasions both the educators and the learners feel extremely stressed and
overwhelmed by the challenges of their professional and personal lives. As a result, they experience decreased
work engagement and job satisfaction and their performance and the quality of their interactions with learners
and co-workers is negatively affected.
This project aims at equipping adult education professionals and learners with skills that will allow
them to monitor their level of wellbeing and, when needed, to apply self-regulation strategies in order to return
to satisfying level of wellness. As a result, they will be able to use their potential fully as they will have access to
their inner resource, to deal with stress effectively and use their creativity to foster a stimulating and safe
learning environment. This objective will be accomplished by developing and testing a number of three seminars
and three workshops to be used to help adult education professionals to gain skills that will allow them to
enhance and maintain their wellbeing. The present study focuses on detailing the aims, rationales and procedures
to be followed throughout the project.
The countries involved in this European Project are Romania (coordinator), Cyprus, Poland, Italy,
Slovenia, and United Kingdom.
Keywords: wellbeing, adult education, Lifelong learning multilateral project.

1

Background

Professionals of adult education need practical tools for self-management and maintaining their
wellbeing. The same is true for adult learners – in order to be motivated to learn, expand their horizon and
actively contribute to their communities, they need to be able to enhance and sustain their own wellbeing in the
first place. Wellbeing has been identified as a foundation for effective teaching and learning. Discussing our
experience gained through providing in-service seminars for adult education professionals we have found out
that participants of the seminars have reported, on many occasions, that they often feel extremely stressed and
overwhelmed by the challenges of their professional and personal lives. As a result, they experience decreased
work engagement and job satisfaction and their performance and the quality of their interactions with learners
and co-workers is negatively affected. Some of the principals of adult education organisations have reported that
their institutions suffer from prolonged absenteeism of staff due to burnout syndrome. The professionals of the
highly rewarding but also challenging field of adult education are especially vulnerable to burnout syndrome.
They spend plenty of time interacting with others-their students and co-workers, they need to update their
knowledge and skills continuously and sometimes they need to attend the challenging task of evaluating their
adult learners or subordinates as well as being evaluated. Without practical tools for monitoring their inner state
and tools for self-management they are likely to suffer from decreased motivation and work engagement, drop in
their creativity and work performance as well as poor health and hence frequent absenteeism.
In the specific case of the work context, a great deal of investigations have been developed during the
last years in order to explain the influence of social support from different sources on wellbeing, health, work
satisfaction and organizational results (Beehr, Farmer, Glazer, Guda-nowski, & Nair, 2003; Deelstra et al.,
2003). Evidence has also been found on the positive role of social support in the interaction between work and
burnout (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001). In the particular case of teachers, our main focus in the present
project, the social support system may play a key role in mitigating the negative effects of burnout. This effect
has been found in professionals of the service sector and those whose work is directly related with people
(Friedman, 1996; Kahn et al., 2006). Social support increases these professionals’ self-esteem and promotes their
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ability to cope with problems in their work place. In line with this, Russell, Altmaier, & Van Velzen (1987)
found that teachers with high levels of support from their superiors were less vulnerable to experiencing burnout.
Many professionals face working conditions characterized by a high level of emotional involvement and
strong interpersonal demands. These conditions may lead to the burnout syndrome if professionals are unable to
develop effective coping strategies and manage stress adequately (Carmona, Buunk, Peiró, Rodríguez, & Bravo,
2006; Durán, Extremera, & Rey, 2006). Burnout is not a trivial matter and it can significantly alter people’s
behaviour, impair their quality of life and damage their health, contributing to significant manifestations of
disease (Pozo-Muñoz and colab., 2008).
Burnout is usually the result of chronic stress at work, combined with other negative working
conditions, such as limited promotion opportunities and lack of positive feedback (Cooper, Dewe, & O’ Driscoll,
2001; Elfering et al., 2005).
Existing burnout models have emphasized the role of mediating processes that may contribute to reduce
the negative consequences of burnout in teachers. Some of these mediating factors are social support,
psychosocial resources and coping re-sources (Pozo-Muñoz and colab., 2008).
Myers and Diener (1995) proposed that subjective wellbeing reflects “a preponderance of positive
thoughts and feelings about one’s life” and defined subjective wellbeing as “the relative presence of positive
affect, absence of negative affect, and satisfaction with life”. Subjective wellbeing is interested in why
individuals evaluate their lives in positive ways. Subjective wellbeing is a field that comprises positive
characteristics and measurements. Also, it concentrates on lengthwise affects more than temporary emotional
states. Subjective wellbeing has two general components: Emotional and cognitive. The emotional component
consists of positive and negative affects whereas the cognitive component is related with the individual’s life
satisfaction (Diener, & Suh, 1997; Schimmack, Radhakrishnan, Oishi, Dzokoto, & Ahadi, 2002).
Pozo-Muñoz and colab. published in 2008 a study that tried to determine whether social support has a
direct impact on wellbeing or a buffer effect, reducing the negative consequences of burnout on teaching
professionals’ health and wellbeing. The sample of the study was composed of 158 teachers. The instruments
used for the measurement of social support, burnout and wellbeing were the Perceived Social Support
Questionnaire (Herrero, Gracia, & Musitu, 1996), adapted to the work context; the Maslach Burnout Inventory
(MBI; Maslach & Jackson, 1981); and the Satisfaction with Life Scale (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin,
1985), respectively. Overall social support showed a significant main effect on teachers’ wellbeing. Concerning
the buffer effect model, significant interaction effects were verified between social support and burnout. Taking
an applied perspective, the results obtained in the present study point out the relevance of interventions focused
on social support and burnout coping strategies for teaching professionals.
Cenkseven-Önder, F. and Sari, M., (2009) wanted to determine the rate of how teachers’ subjective
wellbeing is predicted by their perceptions about the quality of school life and burnout levels. The participants of
the study consisted of 161 teachers (93 females, 68 males) who were working in elementary schools. The
Positive-Negative Affect Scale (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988), Life Satisfaction Inventory (Diener,
Emmons, Larsen, & Grif in, 1985), Quality of School Life Scale (Sarı, 2007), and Teacher Burnout Scale
(Seidman, & Zager, 1986) were used as data collection tools. To analyze the gathered data, stepwise regression
analysis was performed. Results of stepwise regression analysis showed that teachers’ subjective wellbeing
levels were predicted significantly by the Quality of School Life Scale sub-factors, namely “status” and
“curriculum” and burnout scale sub-factor, namely “coping work-related stress.” Teachers’ life satisfaction
levels were predicted significantly by the variables of “status”, “coping work-related stress” and “school
administrator” which is a sub factor of the Quality of School Life Scale. Also, teachers’ positive affect was
predicted by the variables of “status”, “positive affects towards school” and “teachers,” and teachers’ negative
affect was predicted by the variables of “coping work-related stress”, “status,” and “curriculum.” Results also
indicated that the contribution of predictors could be accounted as 39% for subjective wellbeing; 23% for life
satisfaction; 23% for positive affect, and 37% for negative affect.
Another study (Finalayson, 2006) conducted by Dr Erica Wimbush, Dr Miriam O’Connor and Dr
Donna McKinnon and Dr Sally Brown, members of the Teacher Support Scotland (an organisation formed by
individuals drawn from education, health and teaching unions) investigated ‘stress’ among teachers and the
provision of occupational health and other forms of support through local authorities. Methodology included: a
systematic review – examining the question: which workplace interventions are effective in improving teachers’
health and wellbeing?; mapping of existing local authority support services; a survey of teachers across Scotland
and focus groups.
The main findings are:
Almost half of teachers questioned reported that they found their jobs very or extremely stressful, with
nine out of ten teachers believing that the job has become more stressful;
More than three-quarters of respondents believed that psychological stress at work had a knock-on
effect on their physical wellbeing;
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Almost half suffered from a particular health problem; 12 per cent of these were mental health or
behavioural problems;
Main stressors were pupil indiscipline, relationships at work and excessive workload;
Two thirds of respondents reported personal problems which affected their work.
These researches combined with our experiences in adult education inspired a European Lifelong
Learning Programme named “WELNESS” – SKILLS FOR TRUE WELLBEING, the project started on
01.01.2013. The countries involved in this European Project are Romania (coordinator), Cyprus, Poland, Italy,
Slovenia, and United Kingdom.
Wellbeing is of growing significance in policy circles and in wider public debate. Learning providers
and policy-makers need to develop ways of measuring wellbeing as it is still in its infancy.

2

Aims and objectives of the project

Skills that ensure sustainable wellbeing are fundamental to one’s ability to make the best use of his/her
potential, cope with life challenges, work fruitfully and contribute to other people’s lives in a meaningful way.
This project aims at equipping adult education professionals and learners in skills that will allow them to monitor
their level of wellbeing and, when needed, to apply self-regulation strategies in order to return to satisfying level
of wellness. As a result, they will be able to use their potential fully as they will have access to their inner
resources such as clear and focused thinking, visionary thinking, imagination, deriving wisdom from their
experience, problem solving, intuition, emotional balance, ability to connect with others in respectful and
meaningful way, motivation, energy etc.
The specific aims and objectives of the project are as follow:
1. To examine the needs of adult education professionals (teachers, trainers, managers, administrative
staff), in particular assess their baseline level of wellbeing and problems that they have that affect the level of
their wellbeing.
2. To examine the needs of adult learners (above 18 years old, those who do not participate any longer
in vocational or tertiary education; the ratio of men to woman should be close to 50%-50% and age groups
should be equally represented), in particular assess their baseline level of wellbeing and problems that they have
that affect the level of their wellbeing.
3. To spread the awareness that wellbeing is necessary foundation for effective teaching and learning.
4. To empower the adult education staff and learners to take responsibility for their wellbeing, in
particular, to raise their understanding of attitudes and behaviours that sabotage wellbeing as well as those that
contribute to wellbeing.
5. To provide the adult education staff and learners will tools that will help them to: manage their stress
level effectively; expand their creativity; enhance their communication skills; increase their self-awareness (of
their values, needs, body, emotions, thoughts and patterns of behaviour), regulate their emotions effectively;
motivate themselves more effectively.
6. To produce high quality resources (in-service seminar, guide book, internet platform) for adult
education professionals.
7. Produce attractive curricula, workshops and online resources for adult learners
8. To increase job satisfaction and work engagement of adult education professionals and prevent
burnout syndrome.
9. Trough providing tools for wellbeing, enhance learning and teaching ability in the target groups
10. To contribute to increased participation in lifelong learning by people of all ages – we will examine
how adult education is carried out in the partner countries in relation to the specific socio-cultural backgrounds
and what are the best practices.
11. To encourage the best use of results, innovative products, methods and processes.
12. To enhance the quality and European dimension of adult education.
13. To contribute to developing measurable indicators of wellbeing
14. To encourage interdisciplinary dialog and collaboration in the field of promoting wellbeing through
adult education.

3

Methodology

In order to achieve the objectives of the project and produce the foreseen deliverables the project will be
divided into several phases. Methodology will include:
 Thorough cross national needs analysis we are going to assess the level of wellbeing in adult education
professionals and learners. Research shows that studies relating to subjective sense of wellbeing are
underrepresented. By comparing the situation in different countries we will be able to better assess the
wellbeing level as well as the level of stress of the parties involved in adult education as well as the
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factors that contribute to high wellbeing and allow them to maintain their motivation and work/learning
engagement. We will examine how work environment can be improved in order to raise creativity and
work performance and what practical skills for wellbeing can be promoted. This contributes to joyful
and fulfilling lifelong learning and success at work. As the material will be collected in 6 participating
countries it will reflect the European diversity on this topic. Exchange between partners and learning
from each other will be encouraged.
 Investigation of key skills necessary to promote wellbeing in adult educators and learners
 Design of first version of seminars and workshops represents creating high quality seminars for adult
education staff and attractive workshops for adult learners. Conclusions from cross national needs
analysis will be the foundation for design of the seminars and workshops.
 Testing of the courses through pilot seminars and workshops – this activity will focus on conducting
pilot courses, designed by this project, for both adult education staff and learners in home organizations
of all partners.
 Monitoring and evaluation of the courses and training materials
 Design of the final version of courses, training materials and online resources: a guidebook for adult
education professionals, leaflets and online resources for adult learners and platform for exchange of
experiences for professionals.
 Dissemination of the results on national and European level (implemented from the beginning of the
project) - Dissemination will be an on-going process throughout the whole project in terms of bringing
feedback as well as disseminating the results.
 Exploitation of the results (this phase will also start early in order to ensure best impact of the project) will ensure sustainability of the project beyond its life through effective exploitation of results in all
countries involved and, most importantly, on European level. Policy makers will be involved in order to
ensure best impact.
The project will identify specific needs of adult education staff and learners, develop, test, implement
and disseminate new curricula and teaching methods for use in adult education, including development of
trainings and materials for use by teachers themselves and adult learners. The results of the project will be
disseminated through conferences, press releases, newsletters, websites and other communication channels that
will allow us to reach the widest possible audience. In order to sustain the outcomes of the project Grundtvig inservice seminars will be offered. Also conferences on national level will be carried out.

4

Conclusion

We expect the project to help all involved to foster mutual understanding and a sense of possessing a
common European citizenship. We hope that the project, through exchange of experiences and good practices,
will improve adult education management system within each partner institution and enable development of new
European projects which will be a beneficial for the society. Learners and staff will have a chance to broaden
their horizons, learn to look at their life from different perspective and increase their awareness of European
shared values. Last but not least, partners will get to know history, culture and traditions of other European
countries as well as adult education practices and policies. Participation in this programme will give European
added value to the work of our organizations and help to build new communication channels and avenues for ongoing collaboration.
The project, focused on promotion of wellbeing and mental health, addresses important European
priorities and directly corresponds to recommendations of European Commission. Mental Health Declaration for
Europe resulting from WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health “Facing the Challenges,
Building Solutions” that took place in Helsinki on 12–15 January 2005 acknowledges that “mental health and
mental wellbeing are fundamental to the quality of life and productivity of individuals, families, communities
and nations, enabling people to experience life as meaningful and to be creative and active citizens.” The
declaration also states that “the primary aim of mental health activity is to enhance people’s wellbeing and
functioning by focusing on their strengths and resources, reinforcing resilience and enhancing protective external
factors.” Promotion of mental health and wellbeing is recognized as priority for WHO and its Member States, the
European Union (EU) and the Council of Europe. European Pact for Mental Health and Wellbeing launched at a
Conference on Mental Health and Wellbeing on 13 June 2008 states that mental health is a human right that
enables citizens to enjoy wellbeing, quality of life and health. Moreover it is a factor that promotes learning,
working and participation in society. “The level of mental health and wellbeing in the population is a key
resource for the success of the EU as a knowledge-based society and economy. It is an important factor for the
realisation of the objectives of the Lisbon strategy, on growth and jobs, social cohesion and sustainable
development.
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The mental health and wellbeing of citizens and groups, including all age groups, different genders,
ethnic origins and socio-economic groups, needs to be promoted based on targeted interventions that take into
account and are sensitive to the diversity of the European population.”
The project will allow us to conduct needs analysis in each participating country. Comparison of the
results will help us design in service seminars for adult education staff that will take into consideration mutual
needs of participants from different countries as well as enhance awareness and sensitivity to intercultural
differences. It will be invaluable asset for high quality European seminars. Stress is a common problem in all EU
states that is why different states need to get together to share their perspectives and find a creative solution to
this problem in order to promote wellbeing through adult education. The concept of wellbeing will be
understood on deeper level thanks to cross-cultural needs analysis as well as exchange of points of view,
experiences and good practices between the partners. We believe that collaboration of 7 partners from 6 different
countries will have great impact on each organisation as it will lead to implementing new practices, new courses,
new ways of attracting adult learners, new ways of solving problems etc. It is also expected that the project will
help to identify mutual, despite of cultural differences, factors of wellbeing and will contribute to having better
awareness of shared European values and identity.
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Abstract
The present study is part of a larger European project, named TODDLER - Towards Opportunities for
Disadvantaged and Diverse Learners on the Early - childhood Road, which analysis the early childhood
education in several European countries focusing on the development of provisions for toddlers and investigates
different approaches to promote learning in a child centred way, including parental engagement. The countries
involved in this project are Norway, United Kingdom, Germany, Portugal, Spain, Belgium, Sweden and
Romania.
Parents from all those countries are questioned regarding family dynamic, the family’s relationship with
the Day-care Centre, family’s participation in the day-care centre activities and equity and opportunities for
children in the day-care centre.
A qualitative interview was used in each country to assess all the above items, a number of 25 parents
being investigated in each country. In the present paper we will show the results obtained from the Romanian
parents. Also in a next step a comparative analysis among parents for all the participating countries will be
performed. Based on the results the final product of this work package of the project will be the developing and
printing of a Teacher’s Guidelines book outlining effective methods of establishing and continuing cooperation
between practitioners and parents.
Keywords: parental involvement, early age education, Comenius project, etc.

1

Background

Family engagement is a shared responsibility of families, schools, and communities for student learning
and achievement; it is continuous from birth to young adulthood; and it occurs across multiple settings where
children learn (Weiss, Lopez & Rosenberg, 2010).
Key findings of a range of studies conducted in UK on parental engagement in children education are
(DCSF,2008):
Parental involvement in children’s education from an early age has a significant effect on educational
achievement, and continues to do so into adolescence and adulthood.
The quality and content of fathers’ involvement matter more for children’s outcomes than the quantity
of time fathers spend with their children.
Family learning can also provide a range of benefits for parents and children including improvements in
reading, writing and numeracy as well as greater parental confidence in helping their child at home.
The attitudes and aspirations of parents and of children themselves predict later educational
achievement. International evidence suggests that parents with high aspirations are also more involved in their
children’s education.
In 2007, around half of parents surveyed said that they felt very involved in their child’s school life.
Two thirds of parents said that they would like to get more involved in their child’s school life (with work
commitments being a commonly cited barrier to greater involvement).
Levels of parental involvement vary among parents, for example, mothers, parents of young children,
Black/Black British parents, parents of children with a statement of Special Educational Needs are all more
likely than average to be very involved in their child’s education.
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Many authors stated the effects of parental involvement, as Henderson & Berla (1994) who found out
that when parents are involved in their children’s education at home, they do better in school and when parents
are involved in school, children go farther in school and the schools they go to are better.
OFSTED (2000) reported that successful programmes of family learning resulted in the following
benefits: accelerated development of oracy and pre-literacy skills, improved standards in numeracy and literacy,
positive behavioural and attitudinal changes, enhanced confidence and self-esteem awareness that learning is a
normal activity throughout life; pleasure from collaborative learning for children and improved competence in
literacy and numeracy; increased confidence in contacts with schools, teachers, and the education system,
leading to becoming more active partners with schools; a greater understanding of child development and of the
strategies that can be used to help children to learn at key points in development; improved parenting better
relationships with children, for parents.
What makes parents getting involved in their children’s education? An American study (HooverDempsey et al. 2005) found that decisions about becoming involved are influenced by a number of factors as
role construction (sense of personal or shared responsibility for the child’s educational outcomes and beliefs
about being involved in child’s learning); sense of efficacy - belief that personal actions will help the child learn;
perception of invitations to involvement (general and specific invitations from school, teacher, and student); lifecontext variables (skills and knowledge, time and energy) and the school’s responsiveness to these. One of the
most important findings is that parents’ decisions about involvement are influenced by schools.
Factors that inhibit or challenge parent engagement can include (Smith & Wohlstetter, 2009; Smit et al.
2007):
Lack of time because of work commitments, demands of other children, childcare difficulties
Parents perceiving themselves as unqualified to participate
A lack of common understanding between educators and parents regarding the meaning of parental
involvement
Teachers not wanting parent-initiated contact, and only welcoming contact when they initiate it
Stereotypical attitudes in which parents are viewed as a homogenous group thatreacts the same and have
the same needs
Inadequate information to parents about the objectives and procedures of the school.
Differences between parents in their level of involvement are associated with social class, poverty,
health, and also with parental perception of their role and their levels of confidence in fulfilling it. Some parents
are put off by feeling put down by schools and teachers (Desforges, 2003). Sometimes we can be unaware or
unappreciative of the invisible strategies that minority or low income parents use to support their children’s
education, such as making sacrifices so children can attend better schools or limiting children’s chores to allow
for study time.
Romanian people and most of the parents recognize the need of an early age educational system and the
involvement of parents in children education. The frame of the National Education Law is created by a special
request of involving parents in children education starting with early age education. Now there is a good
opportunity to put theory into practice. The threats might lay in the lack of some parent’s interest and
involvement and in the slow speed of implementation the changes required by law.
Considering those findings and low frame existing in Romania we wanted to assess the parental
involvement in children education in Romania.
This study is a part of an three years European Comenius project named “TODDLER” – Towards
Opportunities for Disadvantaged and Diverse Learners on the Early - childhood Road, in which Romania is
partner with Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, England, and Germany.
The overall aim of the project is to reduce the number of drop outs from school by offering toddlers
from disadvantaged background an enriched learning environment in ECEC-settings and better support to
parents. Our main area is to develop high quality education of staff/teachers, to ensure competent personnel to
meet the educational needs of these toddlers.
Based on data collected from interviews with parents and from workshops with teachers and members
of Early Childhood Intervention teams, the project will develop and print a Teacher’s Guidelines book outlining
effective methods of establishing and continuing cooperation between practitioners and parents.

2

Aims and method

This study will present the results of the parent’s interviews from Romania assessing their involvement
in their children educational activities especially the ones conducted in educational institutions as crèches and
kindergartens.
A 25 questions interview was used to evaluate 25 parents (25 mothers and 5 fathers) of children aged
between two and six years. The interview was elaborated by the Portuguese partners and was conducted in every
partner country.
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Fig. 1 - Children ages of interviewed parents

3

Results

The results obtained from Romania indicated a poor involvement of parents in educational activities of
their children. Although almost all of those parents state that they are involved in children activities conducted at
home no one consider the importance of their involvement in kindergarten / nursery activities.

construction
games
storyes
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60%
40%
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20%

danings/singing

8%

4%
no answer

0%
Fig. 2 - Home activities involving parents

Parents are very satisfied with the fact that the educators communicate very well with the parents and
they are very well informed about their children behaviour and acquisitions. Other things appreciated by parents
regarding the educational institution their children attend are safety, timetable, staff training, and children’s
acquisitions. Not even one parent of those interviewed did not mentioned aspects regarding parental involvement
in kindergarten.
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Fig. 3 - Aspects appreciated in child's kindergarten/crèche
Not even when it comes about things to be improved in the kindergarten/crèche their children attend,
parents do not mention aspects related to parental involvement. The only things they are not happy about in those
educational institutions are the space (larger and modern rooms), number of children (there are too many
children in a class) and educational activities (to be diversified). All this while all most 50% of the parents
interviewed consider that there is nothing to be changed or improved.
The answers regarding the reasons that motivated their choice of kindergarten/crèche for their children
are not very related to the educational outputs.
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Fig. 4 - Choosing the kindergarten

Those results show the lack of information parents in Romania have regarding the importance of early
age education and especially regarding their influence on their children education. When asked how they learnt
about the parental role, 52% of the interviewed parents said that they are using their intuition in educating the
children. This can be considered as one of the reasons parents don’t know and appreciate their involvement.
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reading books
own parents
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20%
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Fig. 5 - How did you learnt the parental role

4

Conclusions

Most children have two main educators in their lives – their parents and their teachers. Parents are the
prime educators until the child attends an early years setting or starts school and they remain a major influence
on their children’s learning throughout school and beyond. The school and parents both have crucial roles to
play.
In Romania there are a lot to be improved regarding children education and parental involvement is
only one of them. For this purpose, other studies should be done to assess parental attitude towards educations
and then programs should be developed addressing both parents and educators.
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Abstract
The diagnostic may be reframed as a resource that can activate the potential of the patient, through the
specialist – patient (the physician, psychologist) and the family – patient relationship.
Human qualities and values such as respect, decency, love, consideration, authenticity and congruence
are the main ingredients of a specialist - patient relationship [1].
The content of the paper is the consequence of the reflections on the specialist – patient relationship of
the medical practice activity in neurology and psychotherapy of the authors.
The diagnostic provided by the integrative strategic model of self (relational diagnostic, axial diagnostic
of self) allows the activation of the patients’ potential in order to resist in the face of illness and also to improve
their health. Even if the diagnostic has prompted discussions and controversy in time, it remains a crucial
decision phase in the medical act and in psychotherapy a land for debate and research. Psychotherapeutic
guidelines put an emphasis on the identification of the diagnostic and possibly the greatest challenge in the field
of psychotherapy remains the achievement and maintenance of a realistic and moderate attitude.
The therapeutic relationship is important in communicating the diagnostic to the patient and activating
the patients’ potential is determined by the physician, psychotherapist and the attitude of the family towards the
patient.
Keywords: diagnostic, relational diagnostic, strategic integrative model of self, psychotherapy

1

Introduction

Establishing a diagnosis requires a team effort in specific cases or it is the result of the doctor's decision
in other situations and does not end with his establishment of the diagnostic. Communicating the diagnostic of
the patient to the family or caregiver involves the training of the physician in cultivating communication skills,
networking, training a person to specialize in communicating the diagnostic or communicating the diagnostic in
the presence of a team consisting of a psychologist, social worker and theologian. In serious cases, the diagnosis
of chronic or terminal chronic illness, surgery that may follow thereafter, hearing the diagnosis generates a great
stress and the external and internal world of the patient collapses or it is dramatically changed.
A whole team participates in an effort to support and empower the patient, family, friends or friends of
the patient to adapt to a new lifestyle.
The main variables that have an impact on the patient's condition when he finds out about the diagnostic
in case of serious illness and subsequently marks his life are: the physician, the psychotherapist and
multidisciplinary team, the theologian, social worker; family, friends and the social support network (see “Fig.
1”).
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Psychologist

Physician

Patient

Family
“Fig. 1” Diagnostic variables

2

Methods and materials

The analysis of the specialist – patient relationship from the perspective of diagnosis.
Physician-patient relationship from the perspective of diagnosis.
The physician as a variable in establishing and communicating the diagnosis.
The physician needs certain competencies in establishing and communicating the diagnosis.
1. Establishing a diagnosis requires the presence of the following competencies:
- Informational, to identify the information required for the establishment of the diagnostic of
the syndrome, clinical, etiologic, pathogenic and differential.
- Methodological, needed in the selection of information from various sources, referring to the
competencies from the computerized informational technology, the use of the computer, laptop
or tablet.
- Interpersonal. Interpersonal competencies are required not only for networking with
colleagues, in intervision necessary for accurate diagnosis, but we also refer to the
competencies required for establishing a patient - physician relationship.
2. In communicating the diagnostic, the physician has in mind:
The gravity of the diagnostic - a diagnostic of terminal chronic illness affects the patient's whole life
from the moment of its communication. The patient reacts differently to such a diagnosis based on his
personality, cognitive style, internal resources, social support network etc.;
Values and background of the patient - the diagnostic will be expressed through meaningful words for
the patient and his family;
Uniqueness and respect for the patient - every patient is unique and every disease has a personal
meaning for the patient.

2.1. The patient as a variable in the physician-patient relationship from the
perspective of diagnosis
The diagnostic after its gravity has a different impact on the patient. An anxious personality structure
reacts with fear often and also to a less severe diagnosis, a hysterical personality structure can minimize or
exacerbate the situation newly created, a hypochondriac structure will make a new lifestyle for even a minor
diagnostic etc.
The conception of the world and life is changing; the patient can retire and leave the workforce. The
situation may be even worse when the patient is alone and without family and the social support is minimal, just
a few friends. From an existentialist perspective, on finding out about the serious diagnostic, the existential
conflicts are widening. People resemble each other through the fear of death, the fear of loneliness, the desire for
freedom and the search for meaning. These four fundamental worries disturb the patient at higher elevations
when a disease is diagnosed. Fear of dying, of being abandoned by a partner or family, taking responsibility in
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the face of illness and the search for a new meaning of life while having the status of being ill brings the patient
at the threshold of an anxiety and depression disorder. Internal resources are increasingly diluted, the patient's
self-esteem drops, and other symptoms may occur, somatization, medication side effects and the patient becomes
more oriented towards the past and less anchored in the present, the future is a chimera. Teamwork becomes a
must in such circumstances described above, physician, psychotherapist, clinical psychologist, social worker,
priest.

2.2. The psychotherapist-patient relationship from the perspective of
diagnosis. Integrative - strategic approach
At the psychotherapist the patients are sent by doctors or by their own desire. The diagnostic is useful
in preparing the elaboration of the therapeutic intervention plan and the psycho-education measures with the
patient and the family.
However, there are therapeutic guidelines that do not focus on diagnosis, do not elude the diagnostic
but believes that the main diagnostic tool is the psychotherapist and the therapeutic relationship is the main
ingredient for the actualization of the patients’ resources.

2.3. The integrative strategic self-model
The integrative strategic self-model [2] integrates several theories in psychology and psychotherapy
based on research in neuroscience, attachment, social psychology and human development stages.
Self consists of four areas: basal self (proto-self), central self or core-self (containing the central set
consisting of neural maps which cause the way of thinking, emotions and behaviour of the person), the plastic
self (containing internal causality or the maintenance mechanisms of the central set) and the external self (outer
self).
The basal self represents structures of the brain that are formed in early childhood at a non-verbal /
preverbal level.
Before birth and during the first three years of life there is an overproduction of neurons genetically
determined [3], an early form of development called the process of waiting experience [4], so the formation of
synapses needs stimulation from the environment. The experience changes the brain structure by maintaining,
strengthening or creation of new synapses [3]. Pre-verbal representations occur at the level of the six
psychological axes (the concept of axis is introduced out of methodological recital, in order to facilitate the
understanding of the proposed model and to facilitate the establishment of the diagnostic and psychotherapeutic
interventions). Psychological axes are: biological, cognitive, emotional, psychodynamic, family and existential.
Central self is the part of the self that is processing the verbal and non-verbal information that develops
in childhood and contains the "central sets" (patterns or mental schemes).
Basic circuitry of the brain are responsible for emotions, interpersonal relationships, memories,
behaviours that are formed early in life [5].
External self is the interface between the individual and the environment.

2.4. The psychotherapeutic diagnostic in integrative strategic psychotherapy
In the integrative strategic psychotherapy, we make delimitations between: the relational diagnostic and
the axial diagnostic of the self.
Based on the therapist - client relationship:
reshaping neural maps from internal working models of the basal self (cases that require a longer period
of psychotherapy are characterized by more serious conditions but with a less severe damage of the biological
axis);
is co-constructed or activates less the central set of beliefs from the central self;
reduces the intensity, awareness of the maintenance mechanisms from the plastic self of the central sets
and of the client’s behaviour - external self-expression;
awareness of behaviours and their meanings "here and now" by identifying external manifestations on
the external self.
The object of the psychotherapeutic diagnostic is to identify psychopathological disorders in the sense
of subjective suffering of the person or persons in the cultural framework, social norms and economic
conditions.

3

Results

Relational diagnostic is a shortened form of the phrase the therapeutic relational diagnostic. In
integrative strategic psychotherapy, the relational diagnostic has an increased importance because:
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-

focuses on the psychotherapeutic relationship, the main "carrier" of healing or of improving the clients’
problem;
- the focus on the therapeutic relationship determines a greater awareness of the therapist over the
importance of the relationship between him and the client;
- determines the psychotherapist to value the potential of the client as a co-participant in their own
healing and to engage him in qualitative research if the therapist intends to start a research;
- maintains the presence of the therapist in the therapeutic area;
- the therapeutic relationship is the object of diagnosis, diagnosis and healing tool; through the intensity
or breaking her, the relationship between therapist and client can trigger and sustain the motivation for
change and healing of the client.
The axial diagnostic of the self is a second form of the psychotherapeutic diagnostic in integrative
strategic psychotherapy and it is a radiography of the axes (B- biological, A- emotional, C-cognitive, Ppsychodynamic, E- emotional, F- family) and of the contents of the self (basal, center, plastic and external).
The realization of the relational diagnostic helps the therapist to achieve the psychotherapeutic
intervention plan, selecting the methods and techniques of intervention.

3.1. Variables of the relational diagnostic
The variables involved in the realization of the relational diagnostic are grouped into two categories,
after the main actors: the patient or client and the therapist, including the social environment in which the
psychotherapy is conducted. We will present some of the variables that determine the formulation of a relational
psychotherapeutical diagnostic [1], without claiming the conclusion of the list of variables. Therapeutic
relationship is a game of interaction of the interaction variables and the clients and therapists needs.
The conception of the world and life of the therapist is tested by the client from the first therapy
session, when some clients urge the opinion of the therapist about the issue presented but they are interested in
how their therapist views their problem.
Relational diagnostic requires the reflexive attitude of the therapist, concentrating on his inner states,
on his thoughts, emotions, from the first to the last session of psychotherapy.

3.2. Family - attitudes before diagnostic
A wrong diagnostic through prescription medications may increase the patient symptomatology and
lead to side effects. The patient seeks another specialist, and has a chance of receiving appropriate treatment or
continues the treatment and symptoms worsen, new ones appear. In psychotherapy practice, both situations are
encountered but the psychotherapist has no power to prescribe medicines.
For the psychotherapist a proper diagnostic and appropriate medical treatment will allow an
establishment of a proper psychotherapeutic intervention plan. Multidisciplinary team work, in collaboration
relationships, case discussion, intervision and supervision of the case, progress or stagnation of psychotherapy
are desirable activities. The family is a therapeutic resource in patients’ recovery.
Clinical observations have revealed different attitudes of family members to the diagnostic and
treatment:
- Ignoring the diagnostic and treatment from the beginning. The family does not understand the gravity of
the situation for various reasons (ignorance, indifference, other concerns). The symptoms are ignored or
minimized, the patient is not admitted and his/her situation deteriorates gradually;
- Accepting the diagnostic and the emergence of the possibility of sending the patient to a rehabilitation
center or permanent internment or as much time in a hospital (precarious financial situation, the family
has many members, leaving the patient would be a release of responsibility);
- Acceptance of the diagnostic but with the limitation of social interactions of the patient. The patient is
isolated, the diagnostic is hidden from acquaintances, it is not spoken about outside the family of the
patient. When the situation becomes unmanageable when the patient is hospitalized or once more
hospitalized, he returns home and the isolation continues. In this case there is at least one person who
spends most of their time caring for the patient, the person being a family member or certain employee.
The person is among the few people who interact with the patient;
- Establishing a diagnostic from specialists in other areas, avoiding shame or comments from the part of
the acquaintances that there is a family member with problems, if they have to appeal later to a local
specialist they explain that they were in other cities because there are more competent specialists.
Families with the referred attitude turn to psychotherapy after they have exhausted the controls from
other physicians and the therapist is the last hope for doing something for the patient. Such attitude
reflects, from the beginning, the mistrust of the family in the psychotherapist. Paradoxically, the
therapist is likely to become the only authentic person in the patient's life, the therapeutic relationship
created is the only channel connecting the patient back to the world. The family has exhausted in
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departures, the patient is left to the therapist "you are the last person who can do something" (throwing
responsibility on the therapist) and the patient starts to activate the resources in the process of
psychotherapy. Schedules at therapy are becoming more interesting for the patient, the therapeutic
relationship stronger and the progress starts to appear. In some cases the family feels "attacked" by the
motivating attitude of the patient to come to therapy, discover that their efforts to present date have not
been successful or the changing of the patient did not go in the desired direction by some family
members and responses occur: "why do you go?", "how much will you go, look how much it costs us"
etc. Children and adolescents who at first did not want therapy and showed a certain resistance, become
among the most vocal participants in psychotherapy, the therapeutic process is positively completed.
The therapist is "signed up in the chronology of life of young people" and when the young consider it
necessary they also ask one more psychotherapy session;
Assignment of the patient to a degree of disability to obtain financial aid. In this situation the patient's
diagnostic is unfortunately, wanted from the family. Tragic situations are in disadvantaged families with
many children and parents do everything possible to "handicap" one or more children in order to be
enrolled in special education. Such practices were sanctioned criminally in recent years, whole
interdisciplinary teams’ demise.

3.3. Beliefs on health and disease
Perception of the diagnostic as label is the result of the family's beliefs regarding illness that is a part of
a group, a community, a society. A well financially located family, socially can receive the news of a diagnostic
of the child or a family member with sadness, shame and one of the problems is how to hide the diagnosis to be
as little as much known or minimize the situation. Or, contrary, at the hearing of the diagnostic the family will
mobilize and will do everything deemed necessary for the benefit of the patient.
Each family expresses a certain attitude towards the disease, perception of illness as a problem to be
solved, minimizing the adverse effects of the disease in the future, exaggeration of the disease when the
psychologist is indicated to identify the secondary benefit of the disease. In expanded families there sometimes is
a patient that is grabbing the attention of the family for years and around him revolve most needs of the family.
Even young children are empowered with taking care of the patient (mother, father, grandmother, siblings etc.).
We identify the situation of children becoming ill taking the place of the parents, killing one of the children in
order to care for the patient. The belief is that sending the patient with a diagnostic of chronic disease in a
specialized care center would be a shame; the family had to bear the public opprobrium. The saving solution to
avoid the consequences of the early child taking the parents responsibilities, but also to keep a secure family
environment of the patient with the diagnostic of chronic disease is to hire a permanent part-time employee or a
person trained in such work (eg. caretaker for the elderly).
Thus, it happens that from too much attention and care, the family's overprotective attitude to handicap
the patient (epilepsy, strokes, paralysis, etc.), to remind him about his illness, to reduce his environmental
adaptation ability, to limit their interpersonal relations, the patient becomes a child in time.
Families overwhelmed by shame when finding out about the diagnostic adopt an attitude of denial or
minimization of the patient's illness, undesirable situation. Also in this situation are families that, because of
shame, will go to seek solutions to the problem in other cities, other specialists and maintain silence about the
diagnostic, invent stories about the sickness of the family member, or that he is gone or that he will come back
after a certain time etc.
Families indifferent to the diagnostic or are characterized by a low level of information and culture
either they see the situation as an opportunity to escape the patient and adopt an indifferent attitude by keeping
the patient in the family and ignoring him and satisfying his minimal needs either they admit the patient in a
hospital for chronic diseases, at least the patient has a chance to be cared for.
The society has a role in maintaining or changing the beliefs concerning health and disease.

4

Conclusions

We believe that the diagnostic is a medical act to be perceived and seen as such. Physicians’ behavior
towards the patient express or not, the attitude of labelling, the perception of the patient with or without
subjectivity, even from the manner of communicating the diagnostic.
To communicate a diagnostic does not imply the patients’ recovery. Most patients are interested in
knowing what they have and what they are facing.
The attitude towards the disease depends on many variables in the case of the patients: level of culture,
conception of health and illness, vulnerability, support from family, friends’ attitude, the attitude of the work
group etc. The severity of the disease is perceived and felt by the patient by facial expression, verbal and nonverbal behaviour of the physician.
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The diagnostic from the perspective of the psychotherapist of integrative orientation focuses on
ingredients of the therapeutic relationship: empathy, affective containment, the expression of "known
unthought", congruence, authenticity. The psychotherapist performs a diagnosis of the patient's family
interpersonal relationships. Interdisciplinary team efforts are focused on activating resources and integrate
patient or reintegration in the family, group, society.
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Abstract
CHANGING YOUTHstories aims to foster personal growth, to increase social inclusion and to
facilitate professional insertion of young people from at risk groups, by designing and piloting a framework for
case-based diagnose and multimodal intervention that scaffolds the empowerment, participation and active
citizenship of these young persons.
Throughout the project the main focus and attention is placed around 50 young people that are in
aggregated difficult and at risk situations. As our approach is systemic and multilevel, we speak of deep,
qualitative, holistic engagement with these youth coming from Romania, Italy, Greece and Cyprus.
Keywords: multimodal intervention, systemic approach, disadvantaged youth

1

Overall goal/mission of the project
Through the following set of objectives, we assume to reach the concrete targets:

Ob.1 configure the systemic experts’ teams/SET and bring in the youth at risk target groups in order to
interrogate all for the data to become the baseline documentation for the project.
Ob.2 design and pilot the methodology, processes, instruments and resources for the case-based diagnose and for
the holistic multimodal intervention to support the personal growth, social inclusion and professional insertion of
youth at risk.
Ob.3 enable and guide the youth workers, direct intervention teams/DIT to develop expertise and confidence
using the panoramic diagnose and multimodal intervention to design personal projects for members of the target
groups and the young people they work with.
Ob.4 create and start up 'the social enterprise structure' as framework of intervention and support for the young
people at risk diagnosed having a personal project of 'recovery' after diagnose and support.
Ob.5 empower, guide and support the young people at risk participating in the project along the diagnostic and
intervention route proposed to them through the project and create the opportunities for these young people to
reflect on their experience and personal and professional growth.
Ob.6 collect all data that documents the processes, experiences, lessons learnt and successes emerging during the
project and, drawing on these, make a recommendation policy proposal that mainstreams the multimodal
intervention and social inclusion of youth at risk in entrepreneurial framework.
The expertise of the partners covers different situations of target groups. For our project we aim to
address the cases in a holistic approach, focusing on complex situations which need the support of the
multispecialty teams, for an effective and durable result. This complex situations, with a multimodal
intervention and systemic approach was possible to be carried out only in a transnational context, in order to
assure experts from the different field envisaged and that will transfer the expertise in the EU states members.
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2

Problems that are addressed with the project

The proposal is rooted in (i) figures in EU or country-based research, in (ii) the SWOT analysis
developed by the partnership/Dec. 2015 and in (iii) direct interaction with youth and youth workers made by the
project partners.
The data show the structure of youth in living situations that negatively influence their chances to access
social opportunities and job offerings is varied and that the numbers are increasing, e.g.:
#school dropouts/RO – increase of 17.5% in the last 5 years (study by UNICEF and RO Ministries). [1]
#drug abuse/CY - lifetime prevalence of cannabis use decreased from 5 % in 1995 to 2 % in 1999, then increased
to 7% in 2011. ESPAD conducted regularly in Cyprus since 1995 among 15/16-year-olds. [2]
#aggressive behaviour/IT - "juvenile gang (aggressive behaviour/deviance/delinquency)" as alarmingly
increasing phenomenon (40.58%t up to 2010). [3]
#migrant background/GR - between 2012/2013 9,200 new citizenships granted. [4]
As for the institutional needs, the SWOT analysis emphasized that while there is provision for
professional training for youth workers, this takes no account of youth at risk features and integrated
interventions (except for Italy); Romania, Cyprus, Greece don’t have special services for youth at risk’s social
inclusion.
The proposal was developed to meet the priorities concerning youth inclusion and professional insertion
through social entrepreneurship and support measures designed for youth exposed to various risks.
Three are the level of the needs addressed by the proposed project:
1st there are the direct needs of the youth (a focus group prior conducted in each partner’s country with 12 youth
identified as needs: communication skills, employability skills, emotions’ control, coping mechanism to stressful
situations, peer/adults and institutional support in order to become active citizens);
2nd there are the needs of the staff working with youth (to understand how youth’s particularities can be
embedded within any daily routine and activity, to be aware of methods to activate children as dialogue partners
and citizens and to acquire new competences focused on communication and education for on open and inclusive
society);
3rd there are institutional needs (what procedures and practices need to be revisited and adjusted, what
new/additional logistical elements need to be put into place to assure youth’s).

3

The solution that has been developed

According to research and practice, innovation means questioning the status quo and causing change.
Traditionally youth belonging to disadvantaged groups accumulate a number of risks (socio-economic,
addictions, behavioural, criminal) that are not corroborated, so that interventions are made sequentially.[5-6-8]
This results not only in time lost, but also in lack of solutions that empower and give instruments enabling each
individual to get out of all risks zones. The project methodology will replace sequential diagnosis done
separately by a number of uncoordinated specialists with a holistic approach of each case by Systemic Expert
Teams and Direct Intervention Teams. To no solution or in the best cases to separate remedial ‘treatments’ for
each problem, it will be proposed the alternative of training and work within social economy spaces where
remedial work and awareness raising are integrated.
The working definition of change is based on the following assumptions:
To conceptualize change one needs ‘deep thinking’ about the roots of social problems, as well as a
critical examination of the response to issues; ‘deep thinking’ must include collection and analysis of data from a
range of sources, thoughtful reflection and dialogue about what those data mean, and an actual change in
practices as a result.
Change can be approached revolutionary or evolutionary. Revolutionary change is immediate, dramatic
and forced down. Evolutionary change is gradual, built collaboratively and initiated bottom up, so every person
can understand the change and embraces it. Being designed by the people it is more likely that the evolutionary
change fits the organization, and is more likely to be successful.
One form of change is remodelling (processes, interventions, behaviours). Remodelling can mean
bringing together one or more components (new or not) in a combination, or relationship that is new.
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4

Innovative aspects of the solution found reported to the existing solutions
The innovative character of the proposal is rooted in the assumptions above and are given through:

1. The participative character (deep thinking, evolutionary change)
The young people are part of the change – they tell their stories/baseline data collected from them. The
staff working with youth from disadvantaged groups are part of the change – they design and pilot a new type of
integrated diagnostic and intervention work instead of working separately, they adjust their behaviour to function
in teams, they reflect on the change and document the changes in processes and behaviours.
2. The configuration of a systemic diagnosis & intervention model with high potential of transferability (deep
thinking, evolutionary change, remodelling) [7]
Specialists in education, therapy and psychosocial support, family support, labour market insertion and
risk behaviour work together to design together the management of the complex cases as Systemic Intervention
Teams (for diagnosis and case based intervention design) and as Direct Intervention Teams (for case tailored
direct intervention). They work directly with young people target group and document all their practical work, so
as by the end of the model can be transferred with all resources necessary. [9]
3. Sets framework of social economy and entrepreneurial education to empower youth at risk and eradicate
disadvantage (deep thinking, remodelling)
The model we propose not only brings together the specialists that work with youth at risks in SETs and
DITs, but configures a new safety space for the social inclusion of youth coming from disadvantaged groups –
this space is at the confluence between remedial work and entrepreneurial training, between public and private
and it takes the form of the social economy enterprise.
On the other hand, it is verified fact by now that professional training reduces the risk of
marginalisation and re-offending because it offers a sustainable socio-economic scaffold to young people at risk.
This project proposes a model that offers in addition to professional training to the target group (youth), the
validation of their competences by employers in a transnational context (blended mobilities for youth) – that
takes the young people at risk a step closer to integration and makes the risk of vulnerability smaller.

5

Facts about size and scope of the project

The methodology proposed encompasses panoramic diagnose and multimodal intervention of each case
involving a young person that needs a personalised ‘recovery’ project, so staff working with youth from
disadvantaged groups are important actors; they need a relevant frame, procedures and instruments that support
quality case-based interventions and personalised engagement with young people, also training that enables them
to function as self-confident practitioners, therefore will be targeted 75 youth workers from 4 countries, that will
gain competences and apply them within 50 DITs.
In addition, will be engaged, as well, 100 parents, as they are an important resources and potential
leverage elements in understanding the context of young people at risk and in drawing their route towards social
inclusion.
As the responsibility to influence the design and implementation of public policies and community
practices that create and support the social, entrepreneurial and economic frames for youth at risk inclusion and
insertion is a shared responsibility, will be reached, through multiplier events, 176 social partners.

6
6.1

Outputs
Stories of myself

Envisaged project objective: O1. Configure the systemic experts’ teams/SET and bring in the youth at
risk target groups in order to interrogate all for the data to become the baseline documentation for the project
Output genre: experience sharing, preventive, intervention tool, collection of motivational video
material.
Aim and envisaged impact: The effect envisaged is that of ‘peer-learning’, i.e. the young people
targeted through the project to recognize themselves in the stories told and to accept to reflect on their own
experiences and to identify solutions themselves for their particular situations.
Description: This collection of stories will reflect personal difficult experiences and will sketch possible
solutions. The output will be used as awareness raising resource for youth at risk. The 5 core themes for the
stories are based on the critical risk factors identified by the project partners and these are:
1. migrants/refugees and the difficulties encountered, as well as risk factors (such as bullying);
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2. leaving school;
3. behaving aggressively;
4. breaking the law;
5. using drugs.
Innovativeness of the output:
* will be produced directly by the youth which will be the actors of their own stories;
* will be developed by a common work: staff and youth, reducing the existing gap;
* will act as on-going therapeutically process, in order to increase youth assertiveness and resilience.

6.2

Markers of panoramic diagnose and multimodal intervention. A handbook

Envisaged project objective: O2. Design and pilot the methodology, processes, instruments and
resources for the case-based diagnose and for the holistic multimodal intervention to support the personal
growth, social inclusion and professional insertion of youth at risk.
Output genre: handbook.
Aim and envisaged impact: The checklists and the video material will ensure the quality standards and
procedure compliance for the case based work of the youth workers when these diagnose and propose an
personalised intervention (‘recovery’) project for each of the young people engaged in the project (and after).
Description: The Handbook envisages simultaneously the domains targeted by the interventions:
education, therapy, and psychosocial support, family support, labour market insertion and risk behaviour
(including personal development) and draws on the specific expertise of the experts in these areas, within the
systemic experts’ teams - SET. This instrument will be composed of fourth chapters:
Chapter one: Migration/Refugees.
Chapter two: Early school leaving.
Chapter three: Deviance.
Chapter four: Delinquency.
Chapter five: Drug addiction.
Innovativeness of the output:
* will be developed as a Handbook, having also attached a CD with video-illustration;
* will be friendly to use, because of its structure: the scientific information will be embedded with practical
illustration;
* will illustrate practice that are already functional and will draw general recommendation;
* will involve staff and youth working together (using youth in order to illustrate the markers, but also the best
practices and positive results).

6.3

Case-study compendium for practitioners. Diagnosis, intervention,
testimonials

Envisaged project objective: O3. Enable and guide the youth workers direct intervention teams/DIT to
develop expertise and confidence using the panoramic diagnose and multimodal intervention to design personal
projects for members of the target groups and the young people they work with.
Output genre: compendium, collection of solved case-studies.
Aim and envisaged impact: the compendium documents the practical case-based work of the direct
intervention teams - DITs and it has two main aims: to create a framework for documentation and reflection for
the workers involved in the project and, then to create a reference resource for these workers’ further work and
for transfer of the outputs and work in this project to other groups of youth and practitioners.
Description: The compendium will have an introductory section presenting the frame of the project, the
structure, roles and relationships within SETs and DITs and among these entities, as well as the Handbook as
instrument for panoramic case-based diagnostic and multimodal intervention. The structure of each presented
case included in the Compendium will cover at least the following sections:


structure of the DIT and profile of members on case;
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presentation of case context and selection;



description of diagnosis result;



practicalities of using the Handbook and the checklists in it;



presentation of proposed intervention;



synopsis of remedial process based on proposed intervention;



implications and conclusions;



verbatim/testimonials.
Innovativeness of the output:

* will illustrate the methodology used by SET&DIT, involving 10 cases in each country, therefore a total of 50
different solved cases will be illustrated;
* will illustrate a functional methodology and will offer a functional model;
* will be uploaded on the project Facebook page and will allow comments/reflections from different categories
of experts (teachers/educators/psychologists/psychotherapists etc.) involving a large scientific community. These
comments will be permanently analysed by the output leader.

6.4

Start up. Entrepreneurial framework for social inclusion work and
professional insertion

Envisaged project objective: O4. Create and start up 'the social cooperative structure' as framework of
intervention and support for the young people at risk diagnosed having a personal project of 'recovery' after
diagnose and support.
Output genre: procedure, methodology, basis for policy recommendation.
Aim and envisaged impact: The methodology will describe the processes in the social enterprise and the
means to integrate objectives and practicalities of the personal remedial projects of the young people at risk with the
processes, roles and administrative constraints specific to the social enterprise. This output will spell out all the
aspects, levels and details of how a social enterprise can function as a real-life, however protected, framework in
which the young people at risk can find opportunities and motivation to adjust their behaviour according to the
remedial project proposed for them after case based panoramic diagnosis and multimodal intervention.
Description: The methodology will have dedicated sections to define, describe, suggest, simulate,
support reflection and activity development of at least:


the social enterprise and its economic and functional characteristics;



the social enterprise as protected education, training and development environment;



roles and tasks in the social enterprise as framework for remedial work towards social inclusion and
professional insertion;



fostering and developing behaviours, character traits, competences and skills with supporting social
inclusion and professional insertion objectives.
Innovativeness of the output:

* the social enterprise described will be adapted for youth in different situations considered as situations at risk.
Many project are describing social enterprises, but they are not adapted for youth, especially for youth at risk.
* will reflect the functional social - enterprises developed during the project implementation and will be
embedded in the policy recommendation.

7

Evaluation and impact measurement
The project envisages consistent impact on the various categories involved in the process:

I. Target group
(i) youth from disadvantaged groups/fewer opportunities
The main impact is designed for the direct target group, THE 50 YOUTH, involved to receive the
personalised support, designed for their specific situation, and delivered by a team especially developed and
consolidated, and supported for this individual case.
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(ii) staff
The envisaged impact on the workers, experts having responsibilities in addressing different situation of
youth, will demonstrate a significant impact concerning their competencies for developing an innovative approach,
to implement it, working together in a real multispecialty team The new experiences will have a long-lasting impact
on the participants, on attitudinal level, empowering their openness towards innovations that can be developed only
through cooperation. We expect that the experts participating in these teams will be able and ready to create
II. Organisational level
The organizations plan a major impact, after the concrete results that will be documented through the
Outputs and will be presented during the Multiplier events. All these actions will create a very favourable
context for the promotion of the new organizational capacities, which will be demonstrated.
The majority of partners are provider of education and training activities; by strengthening their
capacity in regards with systemic approach skills, they are gaining a significant competitive advantage, and can
improve the quality and scope of their organisational activities

8

Outlook, perspective for growth and future development

I. Local and regional level
The local impact is design at the level of partner institutions, which will decide to adopt the innovative
approach. For this category are designed multiplier events, and free access to the outputs, at informative level.
II. National level
A national strategy for prevention and intervention targeting the youth at risk will be provided.
III. European level
The project results' will actively contribute to policy discourse on youth at risk education and social
inclusion in order to encourage policy change by offering a functional model.
Overall change that CHANGIING YOUTHstories will bring: a change in the mind set of youth at risk's
education and social inclusion, personal and organizational competencies that will be validated, increased
motivation of the target group – staff and youth which will experience together the multimodal intervention model.
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Abstract
The present research is reflecting the concept of the ILA Employability project (Innovative Learning
Approaches in Staff Training and Young Offenders' Employability Support).
ILA-Employability stands for Innovative Learning Approaches – Competence Based Employability – a
project aiming at supporting social inclusion and enhancing youth employability by developing, implementing
and promoting a training and development model regarding: new innovative curricula/educational
methods/development of training courses; entrepreneurial learning - entrepreneurship education and youth
unemployment.
Keywords: employability competences, youth, learning approaches, social inclusion

1

Overall goal/mission of the project

The aim of ILA Employability is to support social inclusion and enhance youth employability by
developing and implementing a training and development model that is evidence based, integrated, doublelayered and replicable to groups at risk other than young offenders.
To work towards this aim, the objectives defined are:
Objective 1. Develop and implement a training and development model that is evidence based, integrated,
double-layered and replicable to groups at risk other than young offenders.
Objective 2. Operationalise the evidence-based, integrated, double layered model of training and development
for inclusion through employability into training activities and blended youth mobility for young offenders
(including in-house and employer validation of acquired competences).
Objective 3. Operationalise the evidence-based, integrated, double layered model of training and development
for inclusion through employability into training activities and mobility for staff working with young offenders.
Objective 4. Promote a regional policy for supporting young offenders’ inclusion through employability
education after release, through multiplier events and through project activities.
Objective 5. Support research and development processes meant to assure the evidence and basis for developing
the double-layered model of training and development for inclusion through employability and to disseminate
the lessons learnt and the good practices in implementing the model.

2

Problems that are addressed with the project

ILA Employability is a project grounded in at least three levels of context: (i) in the situation and needs
of the institution(s) applying and of their ‘customers’, (ii) in the latest developments of research - first at the
level of the connection existing between education, training and rehabilitation, as well as integration of young
offenders and secondly at the level of pedagogy of competence based education, and (iii) in the strategic
objectives and priorities put forward by Europe in the Europe 2020, Education and training 2020.
ILA Employability project addresses two areas of interest: on one hand, supporting inclusion of youth at
risk and, on the other hand, enabling educators working with such groups at risk with competencies needed to
embed employability into education and rehab work of young offenders.
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3

The solution that has been developed

This project seeks impact on quality of life, employability and inclusion of youth, enhances and promotes
partnerships between employment and learning and it is the result of cooperation for innovation to exchange
good practices among the five European partners.
ILA Employability is a stately project, according to the two priorities assumed: promoting young people's
social inclusion and well-being and developing partnerships between education and employment.

4

Innovative aspects of the solution found reported to the existing solutions
What the ILA Employability partnership believes to be innovative about this proposal are:

1) the development and implementation of a training and development model that is evidence based, integrated
(each model stage/activity draws on the previous and prepares the next: needs analysis-developing curricula and
training resources – delivering training to staff – staff developing employability training and resources for young
offenders – young offender being trained –training validated by work during blended youth mobility), doublelayered (since it targets two interconnected groups: the staff working with young offenders and the young
offenders) and replicable to groups at risk other than young offenders (the whole model and the embedded
processes are monitored, critically analysed and presented as lessons learnt and good practice.
2) operationalisation of competence based education/remedial embedded employability learning first in staff
training curriculum and resources and then in educational and training resources for young offenders.
3) validation and certification of competences acquired by staff and young offenders (SQV certificate,
competences validated by labour market actors). The competence will be validated, by employers directly, in a
reliable context through mobility.
4) post project, community based and post detention dimensions of impact on target group at risk (since part of
the training and learning of the offenders takes place outside rehab centres, after release.

5

Facts about size and scope of the project

100 young offenders to be engaged in employability education and 20 young ex-offenders to be involved
in blended mobility for youth validated by employers, transnationally and cross culturally.
140 educators from centres/prisons for young offenders to be trained to deliver employability education
to young offenders through hands on and developmental events, including short term mobility.
Innovative and replicable model of training developed, implemented and promoted as evidence based,
integrated and double-layered instrument to approach inclusion through employability education to groups at risk
and a guidelines as main instrument of replication, realised as longitudinal evidence based document that
monitors the development and implementation of the model of training and development for inclusion through
employability.
24 staff prison/centre educators/teachers will have competence based training and will become
dissemination factors in their home institution.
Staff Training Curriculum regarding staff abilities working with youth with high risk of social exclusion
will be available for all penitentiary/centre staff of the Romanian Administration of Penitentiary and will be
included as a mandatory field for the long life learning (professional training for the staff).

6
6.1

Outputs
Study of high risk criminogenic factors regarding delinquent behaviour

The study will support training curriculum for staff and training/learning materials for young offenders,
following not only the identification of criminogenic risk factors, but also the identification of a 'mapping' of
employability skills, which transferred can decrease the risk / counteract / reduce the risk factors. This way will
be accomplished a translation into skills and needs of young offenders and also into vocational pedagogy
training needs, as well as into training for employability.
The study will provide two main products:
i) an instrument that will be able to foreseen the recidivism risk (based on protective and risk factors), that will
be the ground for mapping the employability competencies for young offenders.
ii) the innovation at European level regarding competencies needed for employability. This mapping of
competencies for employability will be used for training and learning materials for young offenders
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The study will track also cross-cultural competence, given that these factors vary from one country to
another. Thus, there will be a practical application for identifying risk factors, in order to form the components
for employability, cultural tailored. Therefore, employability skills have to be nuanced by specific requirements
that will ensure not only the identification of risk and protective factors and a listing of skills’ mapping, but also
their transferability to young offenders.
Delinquency is strongly associated with interrelated risk factors, including school dropout, learning and
behavioral disabilities, etc. Although the pathways to delinquency are complex and not completely understood,
incarcerated youth have multiple-risk factors that underscore the need for comprehensive and coordinated
education and treatment services in centres/prisons for young offenders. [1-3-4-6]
The project aims also achieving an instrument enabling specialists to evaluate the risk of criminal
recidivism at inmates within the prison system. The idea behind this approach is that the identification of the risk
factors influencing recidivism shows a direction of intervention with the aim to alienate these factors and so to
lower the recidivism rate. Furthermore, this approach will increase the employability likelihood with leaps and
bounds.
A risk factor is a statistical factor which correlates with delinquent behavior and precedes the
appearance of it. A causal risk factor should be able to be manipulated – when manipulated it changes the
appearance likelihood of delinquent behavior. Protective factors are those factors that reduce the likelihood of
criminal behavior or violence. These factors can also be static or dynamic, and reduce the risk by mitigating the
negative effects of risk factors or potentially violent or criminal behavior, interrupting it independently. [1-3-6]
The recidivism factors’ assessment instrument will be used for the purposes of identifying those risk
factors acting on an individual, as well as the protective factors acting against delinquent events. Based on this
assessment, emphasizing the two categories of factors – of risk and protection -, will provide specialists a wellstructured contingency plan geared directly toward reducing those influences which have acted, act, and is likely
to act in the future on a person and increasing the protective influence against a possible criminal relapse in the
person’s future. [1-2-4-6]

6.2

Staff Training Curriculum regarding staff abilities working with youth with
high risk of social exclusion

The curriculum for continuous education competencies based will be structured on modules, offering a
gradual approach – from the beginners’ perspective on competence based education to designing a programme
based on categories of employability competence education, desired outcomes, and effective learning and
teaching methods.
The content of the curriculum will be based on scientific researches and materials already produced at
EU level [7], but the innovativeness will be a specific training curriculum for staff, working in prison/centres for
young offenders. In this respect, as the ground for this output, will be used the Study of risk and protective
factors for recidivism, that will allow to participating staff at the training to improve their training/learning
methodology, but above that, to learn a new methodology – project based learning. This mew methodology will
be adapted to the learner needs and learning particularities and will be used as the base for the training materials
for young offenders employability competencies. Using this based project learning method, prison staff will be
able to develop training/learning material for young offenders adapted to their real needs.
A very well designed curriculum will be considered, gradually structured, aiming on not just to provide
staff training of centers / penitentiaries for minors, but rather, but mostly to form those skills, which allow:
* transfer of new methodologies for learning / teaching to institutions of origin
* development of training materials tailored to the needs of young prisoners, in order to develop skills necessary
for employability.
Will be taken into consideration:
- examples in everyday life that raise a general awareness about the existence and importance of project based
learning and its application on preparing youth for employability. It must also be aware of the ways in which this
relationship is altered by the nature of the youth offenders question, and the variety of settings in which learning
is to take place.
A special attention will be given to those kinds of learning and teaching methods that can best be
deployed and integrated, according to their appropriateness to education for employability and likelihood of
producing the desired outcome.
- one of the key properties of project based education is that it is highly practical, with direct links to the related
professional skills. This part seals with the academic/theoretical aspects of employability and needed skills and
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will focus on those aspects which relate directly to the employability competences. In order to offer practical
competencies to the learners, will be use case studies – participants every day professional life.
Youth who are at-risk and delinquents typically have significant interpersonal, impulse control, anger
management, and other social skills deficits.[6] The case studies will highlight how it can be structured a training
program, in order to improve competence for employability (Routine expertise, Resourcefulness, Functional
literacies, Craftsmanship, Business-like attitudes, Wider skills for growth) considered an essential component in
competencies and tools for young offenders' employability.
- effective learning and teaching methods for young offenders. There will be developed methods, using case
studies. The main method will be the project based learning (a learning by doing method), which will be the
basis for the competencies and tools for young offenders' employability. Participants will be able to develop a
training program for minors that will develop all the competencies needed for employability (participant staff
will transfer the expertise), being aware that these competencies will be integrated in a validation process in the
labour market.
- the contexts of education, people and places which provide its distinctive character. Therefore, it will be
analysed the particularities of young offenders for whom the training material will be developed, for
employability competencies [2] (age, skills, dispositions, preferences, personality), the requirements for
‘teachers’ who provide education (knowledge, experience, skills), and the physical settings in which competence
based education is experienced, regarding the specific context of incarceration (physical space, resources,
numbers of learners, institutional and cultural issues).
The purpose is to present pedagogy ‘in the real world’ as a series of choices to be taken by teachers, so
ensuring that the best possible teaching methods are selected for use in the competence based education for
which they are responsible, so producing excellent workers. This curriculum will assure a tailor made training,
based on need analysis.

6.3

Training and learning materials - Competencies and tools for young
offenders' employability

This tool will be developed under the listing for employability skills identified in the Study on factor
and protective risk for recidivism.
It will be focused on the real training needs of young offenders, considering the labor market needs, so
ultimately, to provide a set of skills that allows them to easily integrate into society after release from
prison/center.
It is known that the relapse rate is high in the first 6 months after release due to shock undergone by the
former young prisoner in order to meet the society demands. This program proposes that the developed skills
(according to risk factor and competencies for employability identified) to provide a real chance to join the labor
market, thereby reducing the rate of criminal relapse.
Training and learning materials - Competencies and tools for young offenders' employability, will take
the shape of a 5 module program
1. Self-development. Young offenders show a low level of self-esteem, which leads to a negative perception,
lack of confidence in their own capacities, all these manifesting in difficulties regarding social integration. Low
levels of self-esteem can lead them to accept the deviant groups which are considered major risk factors for
recidivism.
This module will focus on a better understanding of oneself, on identifying personal strengths as a
resource.
2. Conflict management skills. Youth who are at-risk and delinquents typically have significant interpersonal,
impulse control, anger management, and other social skill deficits. The training to improve social competence
will be developed and implemented jointly by educators, treatment providers, and line staff, and will be
considered an essential component of ILA Employability education programs.
3. Foreign language. This module will be a preparatory module for blended mobility for youth, helping to reduce
one of the possible risk factors in project implementation, namely the lack of English language knowledge by
former young inmates participating in the mobility. This module will focus on that practical knowledge
necessary to provide the level of understanding and communication.
4. Civic sense and entrepreneurship. Young offenders have a weak developed initiative and civic sense.
Emphasis will be placed on developing those independent living skills, and the skills that will allow easy
integration in the labour market.
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5. Management of labour market and business life attitude. The module will focus on the one hand, on a good
knowledge of the requirements of the labour market, providing tools to minors for a good orientation in the
social/professional context, and on the other hand it will focus on the formation of attitudes required in
maintaining a job (e.g. desire for personal development, lifelong learning, etc.).
The entire training program will be based project learning process like, encouraging experiential
learning so as to ensure a high level of mastery not only of information, but also training of necessary
employability skills later to know a positive validation from the labour market through employers. [2]
Training and learning materials - Competencies and tools for young offenders' employability,
demonstrates how a dedicated and tailored to a specific group curriculum (prison staff) works allowing prison
staff to develop appropriate material for the needs of youth with direct applicability to train the necessary skills
for employability.

6.4

Guidelines for Employability

Guidelines for Employability is an intellectual output with a double function: a) an employability guide
and b) a guide of a strategic partnership project that shows the valences of a partnership of this scale, wanting to
be a model in this regard.
a) ‘employability and skills for growth booklet’
This outcome maps and describes basic units of competence for employability and contextualises them
as vocational education.
The working competence is a configuration of capabilities that includes, besides being skilful in the area
of one’s work, also possessing functional literacies, pride in a job well done, entrepreneurial sense and wider
skills for growth. It is important that these competences and skills for growth to be mapped since we believe that
these skills for growth, including employability, can be fostered and developed for young offenders in
educative/prison establishments.
Mapping will be done in several stages:
(i) data collected from employers and social partners about what they find essential for a vocational worker in a
workplace, definitions of employability and skills for growth,
(ii) processing of data,
(iii) interpreting data from the specialized literature point of view to realize a map of employability competences
and other skills for growth,
(iv) presenting the findings in the form of an ‘employability and skills for growth booklet’.
Because the mapping process is a research process, it will be based on research in social sciences
principles and it will be led by partners with experience and expertise in research. It is essential for future
vocational education development, too, since only an individual having employability competences can find,
keep and adapt to a workplace where to apply what s/he has gained through qualification for a job.
b) ‘life cycle model for a strategic partnership’.
Guide employability, as a concept, is a guide which aims to convey thematic stages followed by a
project, including lessons learned from implementation. In this part the entire project life cycle will be outlined:
from the preparation phase of activities, continuing with identifying training needs of staff in rehabilitation
centers / prisons for young people, underpinning the development of training curriculum customized for the
prison – the application of new methodologies assimilated by staff in developing training materials for young
prisoners to develop their employability competencies – finishing with blended mobility for youth, allowing
direct validation of competencies for employability in the labor market.
Finally, the Guide will offer a mapping of competencies for employability, validated in labour market
by employers, doubled with a cross-cultural validation in a work place.
In this regard, this intellectual output will reflect why ILA Employability is a state of the art project, an
example of what a strategic partnership should assume as final result. Due to the fact that he project is based on
active and applied learning process, including a complete cycle: risk for recidivism assessment- staff curricula staff training - transfer of competencies at the organisational level - development of young offenders’
competencies for employability - competencies validation in labour market, this output will highlight the
facilities of the present call included in one project, considered consequently, by the partnership consortium as a
proof of excellence.
Nevertheless, the data collected from partners during the multiplier events (validation workshops) will
be centralized and included in the Guidelines for Employability, as an annex- booklet to -Life cycle model for a
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strategic partnership. This booklet will reflect the validation feedback received from stakeholders related to the
project intellectual outputs.

7

Evaluation and impact measurement

The impact among young people is intended to increase their chances of socio-professional (re)insertion
with multiple conditions. The project addresses one of those conditions – increased capacity of employability
(increasing employability). This capacity can be measured by the actual employment rate of young people – as a
measure of the impact of the project we aim that all young beneficiaries of project’s interventions (through
activities delivered – employability modules) will have a portfolio.
The impact on the partner organizations with responsibilities in working with young people. The impact
will be measured by institutional decisions to integrate in the curriculum / training program, after adjustment, all
the developed and piloted modules, as well as institutional assumption that the entire staff will take to implement
the modules, with support provided by the team that benefited from motilities.

8

Outlook, perspective for growth and future development

The impact envisaged by ILA Employability project will be reflected on i) European level, ii) national
level and iii) local/regional level:
At European level
- at European level by putting their difficulties and issues on the public agenda and by having a cross-cultural
validation of their key competencies for employability;
At national level
- at national level by implementing a coherent training program that brings them from an educational level to the
labour market, using project based learning methods, with prepared experts and dedicated materials as well as
methods, having employability competencies as the main aim, together with their validation; the project will
create also regional support groups for employability, aiming to facilitate the young offenders social inclusion.
These groups are, du to the project activity - validation workshops for outputs - familiar with the young
offenders characteristic and specifics and are ready to support them, also because during the common activities
(blended motilities for youth) the gap between offenders and labour market stakeholders was reduced.
At local/regional level
- at local/regional level by involving stakeholders from labour market in order to validate youth competencies for
employability. In the same time, by having three regional groups for promoting the policy employability for
young offenders
The model can be easily transferred to any other group at risk with no additional costs, but with an
innovative approach.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the results of a preventative intervention evaluation research realized by ASL
[Local Health Department] Salerno “Servizio Adolescenti” [Adolescent Service] with the partnership of the
Dipartimento di Scienze Politiche, Sociali e della Comunicazione of University of Salerno within the
“Guadagnare Salute in Adolescenza” project [Earn health during Adolescence] promoted by Italian Ministry of
Health. The goal of the project is to raise awareness on the risks of alcohol consumption, especially on the
effects of alcohol on driving. The preventive intervention concerned 884 students between14 and 18 years old,
resident in the area of Province of Salerno in the south of Italy.
The investigation was carried out at three different moments.
In the first phase, adolescents answered a questionnaire (ex-ante) in order to investigate the initial level
of alcohol consumption awareness: effects of alcohol on driving, limits of alcohol consumption permitted by law
and effects on the body.
The second step was an information campaign and training about alcohol consumption through the use
of information material and meetings with teachers, acting as “preventive intervention multipliers”. The teachers
were previously trained by health and social workers from ASL Salerno.
Furthermore, adolescents answered a second questionnaire (ex-post) to measure the effects of the
formation and information activities.
The final aim of this paper is, on one hand, to analyse the awareness levels reached by adolescents after
a preventative intervention, while on the other, to evaluate the efficiency of the preventative intervention in
different groups of adolescents.
Keywords: Adolescents, alcohol consumption, evaluation.

1

Introduction

Accidents in Italy represent a significant phenomenon, which has a remarkable economic and social
impact and requires diversified interventions, with different competences and skills. The phenomenon has a
conspicuous social cost, considering the high number of victims and disabilities caused in all the population
segments; however, the most affected segment is the youth under forty years old (data source: Istat, 2010). In
2009, in Italy, 215405 road accidents were recorded, with 4237 dead and 307258 injured with lesions of varying
gravity.
In the same year, in Campania, road accidents recorded were 11745, with 288 dead and 1745 people
seriously injured. Among them, about 1000 people received disabilities at various levels. Road accidents, as
underlined before, are the leading cause of death for people under 40 years old; the 25% of dead and injured are
young people, between 15 and 29 years old. Statistically, every day in Italy, 590 accidents occur, with 842
injured and 12 dead [1]. The accidents responsibility can be attributed for a 93% to the driver behaviour, for a
2.7% to the unsafe pedestrian behaviour, for a 3.5% to the driver psychophysical status (Istat 2010). This last
percentage is underestimated because it is very difficult for the Survey Authority to draw up the reports about the
supposed circumstances of the accidents, especially when they are ascribable to the driver psychophysical status.
In this regard, the European Commission estimates that alcohol contributes to cause 10000 deaths a year in
Europe and it is responsible for about 30% of deaths among drivers.
Similarly, in Italy, according to the Istituto Superiore di Sanità (National Institute of Health), about 30%
of accidents is caused by drivers in psychophysical state altered by alcohol and drugs [2].
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In Europe, the alcohol abuse is estimated at 15% of consumers and the binge drinking has reached to be
characterized, even in Italy, as a widespread phenomenon in the younger age groups. In this population segment,
alcohol-related mortality, in fact, is not connected to the amount of alcohol taken daily, but to binge drinking,
responsible for most of the road accidents deaths [2].
Referring to the epidemiological data described above, the project promoted by ASL Salerno [Local
Health Department], in partnership with several local institutions, is aimed to raise the awareness on the risks of
alcohol consumption, especially of the alcohol effects on driving. The project considers, through the involvement
of different categories of preventive action multipliers [3], the start of coherent actions in connecting and
communicating contexts. Therefore, the preventive action has been performed in educational and training
contexts (schools and driving schools) and in places for leisure activities and entertainment (discos, pubs etc).
Given the significance of the entertainment places in the young people’s lives, it is important to carry out
preventive interventions in these locations, bearing in mind that, right in these places, psychoactive substances
are consumed, especially alcohol, whose usage crosses every type of clubs, concerts and parties. Moreover, in
these occasions, it is possible to reach those people, such as young workers, who are difficult to be reached in
other situations, as in the case of preventive interventions in schools.
The second context, on which our contribution is focused, concerns schools and driving schools and
provides education courses performed by ASL experts and directed to teachers of middle and high schools. In
addition to these interventions, the project provides educational activities performed in the driving schools by the
experts themselves. Teachers and driving instructors become, in this way, preventive action multipliers for
students [4].
In both contexts, it is essential to have tools suitable for assessing the purposes achievement, whereas an
important element is the operators’ ability to manage the interventions [5]. This project, performed by ASL
Salerno, uses a model that provides the possibility to collect and process a range of useful information for
evaluating the intervention efficacy.

2

The research methodology

The intervention in social-educational contexts develops in three different phases.
During the first one, adolescents answer to a questionnaire (ex-ante), in order to investigate the initial
level of awareness on alcohol consumption, with particular attention to the alcohol effects, the limits provided
for by laws and the related penalties. The second step, instead, considers an information and awareness
campaign, performed through the use of informational material and meetings with social sanitary experts. In the
third phase, people involved in the two previous phases are asked to answer to a second questionnaire (ex-post),
in order to measure the effects of the formation and information activities. In this phase, the measurement tool
consists in a test, identical to the previous one. For each question, there are different options, among which only
one is correct. Presenting the results, we show, for reasons of space, only the percentages related to the correct
answers.
The group is formed by adolescents who come from schools in the province of Salerno. It is composed
by 437 people for the ex ante test and 447 people for the ex post test. The participants in the two phases are the
same people. In particular, the research involves students from the school “Martiri di Ungheria” of Scafati
(48.5% in the ex ante questionnaire and 49.2% in the ex post questionnaire), students from “Genoino” high
school of Cava dei Tirreni (21.5%, 19.0%), students from “Caccioppoli” of Scafati (10.5%, 13.6%) and “La
Mura” of Angri (19.5%, 18.1%). As underlined by the percentages, the interviewed group is equitably shared
between middle and high school students. In the ex ante phase, the 54.7% of people interviewed is female; in the
ex post phase, instead, the percentage of females decreases to 51.4%.

3

The risk awareness

The questions included in the test are aimed to analyze the adolescents’ awareness on the alcohol effects
on driving. As underlined before, the five questions have three possible answers, among which only one is
correct. Analysing the ex ante questionnaire, in particular the first item, only 4.7% of people interviewed chooses
the correct option (Table 1). Awareness is higher among the boys (5.7% of boys vs. 3.9% of girls) and among
the students who attend the high schools (6.3% vs. 3% of middle school students).
Relating to the second item, a higher level of knowledge is recorded. Most students (80.5%) underline
the absence of rapid systems to reduce the effects of alcohol abuse. Even in this case, there is a higher awareness
among the boys (86.2%). This value depends on their greater direct experience: the boys take in alcoholic
beverages more frequently and in greater quantity than the girls [2]. The interviewed students show an
insufficient awareness of the penalties provided for by law for driving under alcohol effects: only one out of five
boys, in fact, indicates the correct answer (Table 1). This situation is reversed if we consider the penalties for the
use of drug (82.6%): the more perceived seriousness of risks related to the drug use and the greater
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communication efforts performed, over the years, by the institutions contribute to the higher information level
among adolescents. In both cases, the boys (27.8%, 85.0%) have more accurate information than the girls
(17.4%, 80.7%), as well as high school students. Comparable levels of knowledge are recorded in reference to
the specific law about the compulsory use of rear car seat belt. The 81% indicates the correct answer, but the
boys, in this case, show a lower level of awareness (80.0% vs. 82.2% among women). In summary, people show
a good awareness level of the investigated phenomenon, except for the penalties provided for by law for driving
under alcohol effects and, above all, for the BAC (Blood alcohol content) level allowed, about which the
respondents show an alarming lack of knowledge. The dimension referred to alcohol represents, in general, what
we have defined as “the critical area”. In the individual perception, in fact, this substance is perceived as less
damaging than other substances: consequently, the risk threshold is placed at a higher level.
The ex post questionnaire, identical to the previous one for this type of questions, is directed to analyze
the educational course impact on the awareness level earlier recorded and the satisfaction showed by adolescents
with this type of intervention.
In the ex post phase, the percentages of correct answers to the five items increase (Table 1, column b).
This result indicates that the educational intervention has improved the awareness level of the students involved,
achieving the prefixed purpose. The higher difference (20%, Table 1, column b-a) is recorded for the third item
about the penalties provided for by law for people who drive under alcohol effects: 42.1% of correct answers in
the ex post test versus 22.1% of correct answers in the ex ante test. We record a comparable level of
improvement (16.4%) for the item about the BAC level allowed for a new driver. More limited differences are
recorded for other items. For these, however, the starting awareness level was already very high.
Tab.1 – Comparison between the 2 tests: percentage differences and percentage changes of the ex post
questionnaire compared to the ex ante questionnaire (contains only the correct answers to each question) (%)
ex
ante
(a)

ex
post
(b)

(b-a)

(b-a)
/a

Maximum blood alcohol level
allowed by the Highway Code for a
novice driver or a professional
driver

0.00 g/l

4.7

21.1

16.4

348.9

Alcohol abuse effects can be rapidly
reduced

There aren’t rapid
systems to reduce the
alcohol effects

80.5

85.9

5.4

6.7

A person driving with a blood
alcohol content higher than 0.8 g / l
and not more than 1.5 g / l may incur

In a fine, up to € 3200,
the detention and the
license suspension

22.1

42.1

20.0

90.5

A person driving under the influence
of drugs may incur:

In a fine, the detention
and the license
suspension

82.6

86.9

4.3

5.2

According to the Highway Code, the
connection of the rear seat belts is:

Always required

81.2

85.7

4.5

5.5

In conclusion, the knowledge about the investigated phenomenon has generally improved. In particular,
significant improvements are recorded in reference to what we have defined as “critical area”. Observing
different levels of knowledge, the most appropriate method for analyzing the educational action effectiveness is
to calculate the percent variation between the ex ante analysis and the ex post analysis (Table 1, column b-a/a).
The item with the higher percent variation (348.9%) concerns the maximum BAC level allowed (Table 1,
column b-a/a). This means that the number of subjects who have indicated a correct answer has more than
quadrupled. A significant increase has been recorded also in reference to the other item of the “critical area”. In
this case, we record a percentage variation of 90.5%. We can affirm that the preventive action has been effective,
especially in reference to the two items of the critical area, filling the information gap about the alcohol effects
on driving.
In Table 2, we report the percent differences recorded in the ex ante and ex post test distinguished by
gender and education level.
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Tab. 2 – Comparison between the 2 tests: percent differences of the ex post questionnaire compared to the ex
ante questionnaire distinguished by gender and education level (contains only the correct answers to each
question) (%)
Gender
Maximum blood alcohol level
allowed by the Highway Code for a
novice driver or a professional driver
Alcohol abuse effects can be rapidly
reduced
A person driving with a blood
alcohol content higher than 0.8 g / l
and not more than 1.5 g / l may incur
A person driving under the influence
of drugs may incur:
According to the Highway Code, the
connection of the rear seat belts is:

0.00 g/l

School
Middle
High
school
school

Male

Female

12.3

17.5

10.2

22.7

There aren’t rapid
systems to reduce
the alcohol effects
In a fine, up to €
3200, the
detention and the
license suspension
In a fine, the
detention and the
license suspension

3.6

6.6

6.5

4.2

18.2

18.2

21.6

19.7

3.5

4.2

1.6

7.0

Always required

4.0

4.1

6.0

3.2

In general, the percent differences are higher among women. Women have a less in-depth knowledge of
the investigated phenomena, but the percent differences between the ex ante and ex post test show that women
have mainly improved their knowledge. In reference to the school attended, three times out of five, middle
school children show rates of improvement greater than the high school boys. This result is very important
because the former are teenagers who are experiencing the complexity of their bodies and psyches changes.
Adults students’ negative result, instead, must confront itself with their imminent acquisition of the driving
license.
After investigating the possible gender and school age influences, we analyse the courses attendance.
Respondents who have attended more than one course provide, as a percentage, a greater number of correct
answers (Table 3).
Tab. 3 – Correct answers given by students distinguished by the number of courses attended (%)
Number of courses
More than
One
one
Total
course
course
Maximum blood alcohol level allowed by the
Highway Code for a novice driver or a
professional driver
Alcohol abuse effects can be rapidly reduced:
A person driving with a blood alcohol content
higher than 0.8 g / l and not more than 1.5 g / l
may incur
A person driving under the influence of drugs
may incur:
According to the Highway Code, the connection
of the rear seat belts is:

0.00 g/l
There aren’t rapid
systems to reduce
the alcohol effects
In a fine, up to €
3200, the
detention and the
license suspension
In a fine, the
detention and the
license suspension
Always required

20.1

28.3

21.2

87.0

83.3

86.5

41.9

45.0

42.3

86.1

91.5

86.8

85.1

91.8

86.1

This happens, for example, for the question about the "maximum blood alcohol level allowed by the
Highway Code for a novice driver or a professional driver". Among those who have attended only one course, in
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fact, the 20% indicates the correct answer; this percentage, instead, increases to 28.3% among those who have
attended more than one course.
This trend is confirmed also considering the other answers.

4

Satisfaction with the courses

In the ex post questionnaire, there is a section directed to analyse the satisfaction expressed by the
students with the educational intervention performed (Table 4). 91.7% of people interviewed judges the course
useful considering useful the information received about the accidents prevention.
There is greater satisfaction among girls: almost 96% compared to 87.7% of boys. The same situation is
recorded among middle school students: 96.3% considers the course useful, compared to 87.3% of high school
students.
Tab. 4 – Evaluation of the course attended (we report only the answers “a lot/quite a lot”) (% value)
Gender
Male
A
lot/Quite a
lot
Will the information about the road
A
accidents prevention help you to be more
lot/Quite a
prudent?
lot
A
Was this meeting a pleasant experience?
lot/Quite a
lot
A
Was this meeting a useful experience?
lot/Quite a
lot
A
lot/Quite a
Were the topics interesting?
lot
A
Were the topics exciting?
lot/Quite a
lot
A
Were the topics exhaustive?
lot/Quite a
lot
A
Did the teaching method make learning
lot/Quite a
easier?
lot
A
Did the teaching methodology allow you to
lot/Quite a
express your opinion?
lot
A
Did the teaching methodology encourage
lot/Quite a
the discussion and confrontation?
lot
Is the information about the road accidents
prevention helpful for you?

Female

School
Middle High Total
School School

87.7

95.9

96.3

87.3

91.7

89.8

97.2

95.3

91.8

93.6

88.5

96.3

93.4

91.3

92.3

92.0

96.8

95.8

93.1

94.4

90.5

94.5

92.1

91.7

91.9

76.1

84.9

85.0

74.9

79.9

55.1

62.8

50.5

68.1

59.4

87.0

95.0

94.0

87.1

90.5

66.7

72.5

72.9

65.3

69.1

68.7

67.9

67.6

68.7

68.1

After the training, 93% of students also state that the course has provided them with tools for a more
prudent behaviour.
For the 92.3% of respondents, moreover, participation in the course has been a pleasant experience:
middle schools students and females stand out again for their appreciation. High percentages are also recorded
for the two following questions: "was this meeting a useful experience" and "were the topics interesting".
The percentage decreases with reference to the topics exhaustiveness. However, six out of ten
individuals express a satisfactory level of appreciation.
Almost all the students involved appreciate the teaching method used (90.5%), considering it suitable to
facilitate learning and to encourage the confrontation (68.1%). However, 30% of students complain about the
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lack of opportunity to express personal opinions; the higher percentages are recorded among males and older
students.
The section directed to the course evaluation ends with a question about time spent on the course. Eight
out of ten students believe that time has been “ok as is”, while 13.3% believes that time has been “too little”, and
only 3.6% says that time has been "too much” (Fig. 1).

Fig.1 – Evaluation about time spent on the course

5

Conclusions

In conclusion, we can say that the course has been a pleasant and useful experience, which has involved
the students and made them aware of a fundamental topic as safety on the road. Moreover, the “objective”
evaluation process has highlighted the success of the adopted method in preventive actions within socioeducational contexts.
The study shows that, in order to reduce the alcohol-related risks, is essential to realize preventive
interventions that choose as centre of attention the individual in his everyday life contexts.
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